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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation investigates Marcel Proust’s observation and depiction of 
performative discourses and identity in A la Recherche du Temps Perdu.  The first-person 
and semi-omniscient narrator’s transgression of traditional narrative practices provides 
him with the unique perspective of both an actor and a spectator in the public and private 
performances that structure the creation and perception of identity.  Accordingly, this 
analysis explores the methodical confinement of identity to orthodox systems of 
categorization and considers how these rigid systems affect social, psychological, and 
sexual economies. I argue that Proust’s unique narratological approach and stylistic 
techniques allow him to expose the conventional codes that define identity as he 
simultaneously undermines them, thereby proposing new, creative ways for 
understanding the concept of identity.  
  vii 
Chapters 1 and 2 explore the narrator’s introspective look at the evolution of his 
own individuality in relationship to his surroundings and other characters. In chapter 3, 
the focus shifts from the analysis of the narrator to a consideration of his mise en scène of 
several similar homoerotic encounters that, when viewed as a whole, combine to form a 
queer and innovative discourse on sexuality.  Chapters 4 and 5 study the construction of 
social image through the narrator’s portrayal of interaction in and among different 
economic classes in society. The study concludes with a discussion of the aesthetics of 
performance art as it is compared and contrasted to performative behavior in Proust’s 
novel.  
My work contributes to the ongoing inquiry into human behavior and identity 
formation as portrayed in A la Recherche. Looking beyond conventional notions of 
identity, I resist the temptation to classify characters in specific categories and focus 
instead on the narrator’s representation of identity as a fluid, circumstantial exchange.  
Combining performativity theory, queer and gender studies, and narratology allows for 
an original analysis of the narrator’s interpretation of the various factors that influence 
characters’ perception of their own identity as well as others’. On a larger scale, my 
dissertation advances the scholarship on performative discourses and identity insofar as it 
brings to light one author’s revelation, subversion, and replacement of traditional 
practices of discerning identity.  
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J’avais remarqué à Balbec que, à côté de cette sincérité naïve de son visage dont 
la peau laissait voir par transparence le brusque afflux de certaines émotions, son 
corps avait été admirablement dressé par l’éducation à un certain nombre de 
dissimulations de bienséance et que, comme un parfait comédien, il pouvait dans 
sa vie de régiment, dans sa vie mondaine, jouer l’un après l’autre des rôles 
différents. (II, 474)1  
Marcel Proust’s narrator reveals these observations about Saint-Loup in Le Côté de 
Guermantes I after learning that the latter had in fact recognized him, although feigned 
not to know him, when Marcel went to say goodbye to him in Doncières.2  Even though 
the narrator detects the “fiction” in Saint-Loup’s excuse for having acknowledged him 
with only the impersonal, military-style salute, he is impressed by his ability to lie so 
naturally (II, 474). The narrator attributes this behavioral capacity to commendable (as 
opposed to poor or unsuccessful?) cultivation and instruction that has taught him to 
transition smoothly from playing one social role to playing another depending on the 
situation.  These various roles consist of acts and behaviors that allow observers, like 
Marcel, to identify him as military officer or Parisian aristocrat at a particular moment.  
                                                
1 All quotes from A la recherche du temps Perdu are taken from “La Pléiade” edition published by 
Gallimard, 1988.  All subsequent citations will indicate only the tome and page number. 
2  “…en donnant au narrateur le même prénom qu’a l’auteur de ce livre,” (III, 583), I have chosen to refer 
to the narrator as Marcel mostly to avoid repeating “the narrator” ad nauseum.  However, giving the 
narrator the same name as the author does not correspond to collapsing the two personas into the same 
figure.  I maintain a strict distinction between Marcel Proust the author and his narrator Marcel. Issues 
regarding the narrator’s name are discussed in more detail in chapter 2.  
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In other words, these different roles contribute to society’s understanding of his identity, 
even if that identity continues to evolve.3 
More precisely, the narrator describes Saint-Loup’s body as having been trained 
to conform to the propriety of any given circumstances as seamlessly as an actor, thus 
calling to mind the performative aspect of identity.4 I do not intend to equate 
“performative” with artistic performance, but use the former to denote the reiterative 
element of identification, that is the collection and repetition of acts necessary to create 
the illusory impression of a whole, unified, and stable character. For Judith Butler, 
“performance as bounded ‘act’ is distinguished from performativity insofar as the latter 
consists in a reiteration of norms which precede, constrain, and exceed the performer” 
(Bodies 178).  That said, if a performative identity consists of the recurrence of 
prescripted performances, then the two terms—performative and performance—are 
closely linked.  In other words, Saint-Loup’s role, or identity, as military officer or 
Parisian aristocrat is “real only to the extent that it is performed,” and might I add “well” 
                                                
3 Robert Ezra Park makes the pertinent statement that “It is probably no mere historical accident that the 
word person in its first meaning is a mask. It is rather a recognition of the fact that everyone is always and 
everywhere, more or less consciously, playing a role… it is in these roles that we know each other; it is in 
these roles that we know ourselves” (249; cited by Irving Goffman in The Presentation of Self in Everyday 
Life 62). With this in mind, I use identity and role interchangeably insofar as a role, like an actor’s role in a 
play, refers to one’s identity in a certain setting, at a particular moment, and perceived by a certain public 
or spectator.  Indeed, just as actors play numerous roles throughout their careers, this study will draw 
attention to the different identities Proust’s characters perform in A la recherche. 
4 Describing Saint-Loup’s body as having been “admirablement dressé” evokes, for the contemporary 
reader, Michel Foucault’s study of the disciplining and manipulation of bodies in Surveiller et punir. This 
association is particularly remarkable given Saint-Loup’s service in the French army, and Foucault’s focus 
on military techniques for organizing men and training them to be soldiers: “le soldat est devenu quelque 
chose qui se fabrique; d’une pâte informe, d’un corps inapte, on a fait la machine dont on a besoin; on a 
redressé peu à peu les postures…” (Surveiller et punir, 159).  Hence, Proust’s depiction of human behavior 
exposes the influence of power discourses on bodily dispositions theorized by Foucault. I am proposing to 
analyze if and how such a disclosure affects, and possibly hinders, the system’s functionality.    
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to the end of Butler’s statement (“Performative Acts” 527)?  For, what is extraordinary in 
the narrator’s examination of Saint-Loup is the fact that he praises his friend’s talent to 
assume diverse roles at the same time that he recognizes inconsistencies in these 
performances manifested by his facial expressions.  This project focuses precisely on 
these types of inconsistencies that the author of A la recherche brings to the fore in his 
portrayal of human interaction, development, and desire. 
In contrast to his well-disciplined body, Saint-Loup’s candid face more sincerely 
reveals his emotions, therefore suggesting a varying degree of masking, or at least a 
varying degree of success in masking.  Insofar as these emotions communicate 
something—yet unspecified—to the narrator, they seem to wield a certain amount of 
agency. How much and to what effect is not yet clear.  Given the discrepancies between 
his countenance and the rest of his body, the reader may wonder to what extent Saint-
Loup is aware of his performative character. Moreover, the narrator’s detection of 
fissures in Saint-Loup’s façades highlights the discontinuous nature of his persona and 
leaves open the possibility of a subversive element in the narrator’s account of his 
friend’s behavior—subversive because it represents a surreptitious criticism of the social 
orders influencing Saint-Loup’s behavior.   
In her essay “What is Critique? An Essay on Foucault’s Virtue,” Judith Butler 
says that “To be governed is not only to have a form imposed upon one’s existence, but 
to be given the terms within which existence will and will not be possible. A subject will 
emerge in relation to an established order of truth, but it can also take a point of view on 
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that established order that retrospectively suspends its own ontological ground.”5 By 
drawing our attention to the education to which Saint-Loup’s bodily behavior was 
subjected, and thus the performative nature of his social role-playing, the narrator asks us 
to consider the limits of existence set forth by convention and tradition.  At the same time 
that he contemplates the establishment of others’ roles in society, the narrator constantly 
questions his own, questioning that Butler deems not only a form of art, but also the very 
formation of oneself: “As we shall see, both the transformation of the self in relation to 
ethical precepts and the practice of critique are considered forms of ‘art,’ stylizations and 
repetitions, suggesting that there is no possibility of accepting or refusing a rule without a 
self who is stylized in response to the ethical demand upon it” (“What is Critique?”).  In 
other words, the very effort to inquire after society’s prescriptive identities represents 
both an aesthetic critique of the social order as well as the creation and presentation of 
oneself in relation to that order. 
Indeed, throughout A la recherche, Proust’s narrator juxtaposes investigations of 
his “self” and its relation to the rest of society with those of his fellow characters, as 
suggested in the quote above about Saint-Loup. Taking this passage as an example, many 
questions are raised about the motivations—conscious or not—behind Saint-Loup’s role-
playing tendencies: how does his body come to be thus trained? What kind of power does 
                                                
5 This essay was first presented as the Raymond Williams Lecture at Cambridge University in May, 2000, 
then published in longer form in The Political: Readings in Continental Philosophy, edited by David 




Saint-Loup wield in the education of his bodily conduct?6 Who or what else possesses 
power over the stylization of his body and image, if anyone or anything? What do the 
inconsistencies in various aspects of his demeanor say about Saint-Loup’s submission or 
resistance to cultural norms and expectations? And, what is so ‘admirable’ about his 
performance, if the narrator recognizes it for being just that? From a broader perspective, 
what is the author suggesting here about the performativity of identity in general? What is 
the value placed on the perception of a so-called stable identity and what are the 
consequences of privileging a fixed, discernable identity?  Finally, what interest is there 
in investigating this performative process and the formation and presentation of identities 
in general?  
As indicated in the note above, I use “identity” and “role” interchangeably as a 
term to indicate how others perceive someone in a particular scene, or at a given moment 
in time and space, and “as part of a dynamic map of power” in which they “are 
constituted and/or erased, deployed and/or paralyzed” (Butler, Bodies 79).  This 
definition relates to both the ephemeral and performative aspects of identity insofar as 
constitutive acts must not only be repeated but also witnessed by others for them to carry 
any meaning.7  In Sexuality and the Reading Encounter, Emma Wilson, drawing on 
                                                
6 Butler says “There is no power that acts, but only a reiterated acting that is power in its persistence and 
instability” (Bodies, xviii).  So, we could also ask, to what extent does Saint-Loup or any other character 
dictate, choose, or influence the nature of the acts to be reiterated? 
7 This understanding of identity is in part taken from the Proustian narrator’s definition of “social 
personality”: “notre personnalité sociale est une création de le pensée des autres.  Même l’acte si simple 
que nous appelons ‘voir une personne que nous connaissons’ est en partie un acte intellectuel. Nous 
remplissons l’apparence physique de l’être que nous voyons de toutes les notions que nous avons sur lui…” 
(I, 19).   
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Butler’s theories of performative identity, summarizes identity as “the product of a series 
of acts, of engagement in a perpetual performance which is regulated in a public and 
social arena” (45).  With this in mind, identity is always a social construction—
something conceived between actors and spectators. Identity may refer to a collection of 
several attributes or a specific characteristic such as gender, race, class, or profession.  
“Self,” on the other hand, I deem as a more intimate understanding of one’s own 
existence and its relation to the rest of the world.  One’s sense of self may or may not 
coincide with one’s identity or perceived role in society.  
Proust’s description of Saint-Loup’s protean existence exemplifies one passage 
among many dedicated to the analysis of human behavior and social interaction in his 
masterwork. The narrator of A la recherche du temps perdu devotes pages and pages to 
the contemplation of human psychology, emotions, and intercommunication among 
characters drawing on his own past for material as well as the lives of everyone around 
him.  Through examinations of his own sense of self as well as the penetrating portraits—
both physical and psychological—he paints of his fellow characters, the narrator 
contemplates and questions both the notion and the construction of identity.  To conduct 
this detailed inquiry that is both internally and externally motivated, Proust has his 
narrator assume an unprecedented perspective, namely a first-person, selectively 
omniscient point of view, to deliver a personal account of his own experiences, while 
simultaneously being able to provide intimate renditions of certain characters’ heartaches, 
struggles, deliberations, and provocations. Brian G. Rogers termed this inconsistent 
viewpoint “double vision,” (103) whereas Gerard Genette calls it “double focalisation” 
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(Discours 216); in both cases, the scholars recognize the peculiar and shifting manner 
with which Proust’s narrator perceives his fellow characters.   
To be sure, the unique narrative structure of A la recherche has attracted many 
narratologists to Proust’s work of art as it affords the narrator numerous liberties in his 
manner of storytelling, which would not be possible otherwise.  I will argue, with the 
support of Rogers’s and Genette’s analyses, that these narratological liberties allow 
Proust to create a narrative that 1) revolves around the depiction of scenes, 2) plays with 
the notion of repetition and singularity, and 3) highlights spectatorship in the narrator’s 
perception of people and the world around him.  All of these characteristics serve to 
describe the processes that contribute to the narrator’s understanding of both his self-
formation and the social construction of others’ identities. For instance, Proust equipped 
his narrator with the ability to analyze intermittently the inner thoughts of many of his 
characters, in addition to the voyeuristic ability to detail their public and private gestures 
and attitudes as a discerning observer. Indeed, the narrator frequently adopts the role of 
onlooker in scenes he illustrates for us, effectively removing Marcel from the action so 
that the narrator becomes an exclusive spectator.   
Focusing on this exceptional viewpoint, I shall illustrate how the narrator 
highlights the performativity of his culture by drawing the reader’s attention to 
embellished mannerisms, social ritual, role-playing tendencies, and repetition. By 
“repetition,” or “répétition,” I am referring to both individual characters’ inclinations to 
repeat the same acts and scenes throughout their lives, as if rehearsing or “playing” them 
(hence the notion of répétition); as well as to recurring patterns of human exchange that 
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govern the Proustian discourse and give the impression of replaying the same scenarios, 
only with different actors in the staring roles.8  Likewise, Proust’s use of the imperfect 
tense casts an iterative gloss over many events in A la recherche, thus suggesting, as J.P. 
Houston has argued, that individual instances belong to a paradigm of reiterated instances 
(33-44).  By creating a universe in which reiteration represents a critical element in the 
narrator’s development as an individual and of his understanding of the world around 
him, Proust seems to be spotlighting the performative essence of identity and the social 
discourses it represents.  At the same time, however, the abundant presence of unique 
scenes that are nonetheless associated with reiterative descriptions owing to the shrewd, 
stylistic transitions between tenses and perspective represent an exposure of the 
disconnectedness of image and perception.9  
                                                
8 While my understanding of repetition in A la recherche is not strictly Freudian, but more performative in 
the Butlerian sense, the two are certainly not mutually exclusive. In fact, Freud’s illustration of the young 
boy who repeats the “fort/da” game as means to master his mother and therefore deal with his separation 
from her, represents a sort of identity formation: this repetition characterizes his existence as separate from 
hers (Beyond the Pleasure Principal 32-37). 
9 Proust’s understanding of the disjointedness of perception seems in part inspired by Henri Bergson’s 
theories on memory, perpception, and reality. In L’évolution Créatrice he argues that our intelligence is 
only capable of understanding reality in disjointed parcels, but then tends to create artificial links between 
these instances (3, 166).  This notion is often thought to have motivated Proust’s thought to intitle his novel 
“Les Intermittences du coeur” in light of the fragmented perception of love and pain, most pointedly 
illustrated by the narrator’s realization of his grandmother’s death months after her actual death (III, 152-
160, which is subtitled “Les Intermittences du Coeur”).  Correspondingly, Bergson says that “les propriétés 
vitales ne sont jamais entièrement réalisées, mais toujours en voie de réalisation ; ce sont moins des états 
que des tendances” (13).  That is, we incessantly aim to reproduce ourselves and our understanding of 
reality, which is “une croissance perpetuelle, une création qui se poursuit sans fin.” (L’évolution Créatrice 
240).  Bergson’s notion that we constantly aim to recreate ourselves evokes Judith Butler’s notion of 
performative identity as necessarily reiterative.  Although many scholars have argued to distance Proust’s 
philosophy on time and memory from Bergson’s theories (particularly Georges Poulet in L’espace 
proustien and Deleuze in Proust et les Signes) “il n’en reste pas moins que l’imagination bergsonienne … a 
des analogies avec l’aventure proustienne” (Kristeva, Le Temps Sensible, 377). To read more about the 




The revelation of such a regulatory system may denote a design to undermine it 
and/or construct a new, governing pattern of delineation and recognition.  The reader 
must inquire, then, to determine if Proust subverts the power discourses he so vividly 
depicts in his text or if he only reinforces them.  Does he manage to reappropriate, even if 
only temporarily, the terms of categorization (snob, invert, Jew) to which he so frequently 
draws his reader’s attention? Lastly, in his attempt to mock and corrupt the conventional 
discourses of his time, does the author of A la recherche create a new (literary) code of 
classification and division through the repetitive portrayal of certain acts and behaviors? 
While each of the penchants mentioned above—embellished mannerisms, social ritual, 
role-playing, and repetition—evoke some structural or thematic notion of performative 
culture or performative identity, it is now necessary to situate these general notions 
among the various theories of performance studies that I will call upon in my 
investigations of performativity in A la recherche.   
The field of performance studies represents a rather extensive theoretical domain 
that has been adapted and applied to numerous disciplines ranging from Theater and 
Rhetoric to Anthropology and Sociology, and whose understandings of “performance,” 
“performative,” and “performativity” vary correspondingly.  For example, Judith Butler’s 
explanation of “performative,” as a word that “carries the double-meaning of ‘dramatic’ 
and ‘non-referential’” (“Performative Acts” 522), illustrates the scope in connotations:  
“dramatic,” deriving from the Greek word “drama” refers to action, deeds, and 
performance, and therefore one’s physical behavior, attitude, and elocution; “non-
referential,” in contrast, pertains to semiotics, and indicates a disconnect between 
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signifier and signified.  For Butler, this disconnection stems from the absence of a 
mimetic relationship between the body and the word: 
If the body signified as prior to signification is an effect of signification, then the 
mimetic or representational status of language, which claims that signs follow 
bodies as their necessary mirrors, is not mimetic at all. On the contrary, it is 
productive, constitutive, one might even argue performative, inasmuch as this 
signifying act delimits and contours the body that it then claims to find prior to 
any and all signification. (“Performative Acts” 522) 
Accordingly, the concept of “performative” most often refers to the constitutive link 
between corporal acts and the discourses that both sustain and are sustained by said 
corporal acts.  However, depending on one’s angle and intentions, scholars of 
performance studies diverge on the issue of where they should focus their attention: the 
body or the word.  For instance, some theorists concentrate their studies on the more 
physical elements of performativity, such as bodily experience, ceremonial acts, and the 
materiality of social interaction, and have been classified by some as “ritual theorists” 
(Geertz, in The Performance Studies Reader). On the other end of the spectrum lie the 
philosophers of “dramatism” and “speech-acts” (namely Kenneth Burke and J.L. Austin, 
respectively) whose work centers on the performative powers of expression and rhetoric. 
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These theorists may loosely be grouped in the field of “symbolic action,” given their 
interest in verbal performance as opposed to corporal performance.10 
 These distinctions are very general and should not be considered hard and fast by 
any means.  In fact, there is a lot of crossover between the fields, as indicated by Butler’s 
explanation of “performative,” which persuasively describes the two spheres as 
codependent. My use of performance theory, although based primarily on her work, will 
draw from a broad spectrum of other applications. Butler’s approach, while grounded in 
language, assigns considerable importance to bodily matter and comportment, as she lays 
bare the inextricable link between the word and the body (Bodies 30). Her theories on 
performative gender will prove very useful in my investigations of performative identities 
in A la recherche, where the narrator raises many questions pertaining to sexual 
orientation and gender classifications. In my research, though, I will not view the 
constitution of identity as limited to the classifying terms of sex and gender, but will also 
include social class, profession, and other defining factors, as does the author of A la 
recherche.  In consequence, I will use the lens, where appropriate, of Butler’s theories on 
the construction of gender to examine the evolution of diverse social identities found in 
Proust’s work.  In conjunction with Butler’s research, I will draw on Michel Foucault and 
Pierre Bourdieu, both of whom study the effects of social discourse and culture on the 
                                                
10 Geertz does not explicitly include scholars of speech-act theory in his categorizations of “ritual theory” 
and “Symbolic Action,” but given his description I deem it appropriate to include them in the latter. 
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development and presentation of one’s body, paving the way for what we now describe 
as Performance Studies.11 
It is particularly interesting to juxtapose Butler’s theories with Proust’s text given 
the emphasis she places on the time and repetition required for the materialization 
process of identity formation:  
In other words, “sex” is an ideal construct which is forcibly materialized through 
time. It is not a simple fact or static condition of a body, but a process whereby 
regulatory norms materialize “sex” and achieve this materialization through a 
forcible reiteration of those norms. That this reiteration is necessary is a sign that 
materialization is never quite complete, that bodies never quite comply with the 
norms by which their materialization is impelled. Indeed, it is the instabilities, the 
possibilities for rematerialization, opened up by this process that mark one domain 
in which the force of the regulatory law can be turned against itself to spawn 
rearticulations that call into question the hegemonic force of that very regulatory 
law. (Bodies 1-2) 
In Proust’s work, despite the narrator’s attempt to eschew temporal constraints, time 
leaves its mark on the bodies of all of the characters that live long enough to attend the 
Guermantes’ matinée.  Indeed, as the narrator advances in the account of his past, 
Marcel’s perceptions of his fellow characters evolve, deteriorate, even fragment, thus 
emphasizing the inconclusiveness and contingency of characters’ personas.  Even before 
                                                
11 See Bourdieu, Pierre. Distinction. and La Domination Masculine ; Foucault, Michel. Histoire de la 
Sexualité and Surveiller et Punir. 
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Le Côté de Guermantes, Proust’s narrator calls our attention to the effects of the cultural 
shaping of corporeal behavior, and through his exposure of unstable and imperfect 
personas, the reader observes that many characters strive to maintain the appearance of 
wholeness and cohesion.  I use “imperfect” here in the linguistic sense of an identity 
never fully complete, thus necessarily repeated, which correlates appropriately with the 
author’s frequent use of the imperfect tense to describe the world around him.12 
Therefore, the question remains, does Proust merely attest to the presence of this process 
of materialization, or does he attempt to deconstruct and refigure it through the repetition 
of non-prescriptive acts and behaviors? 
In A la recherche, Proust further underscores the significance of surroundings and 
the presence (or absence) of others in the determination of how one perceives him- or 
herself, as well as how one exposes and portrays oneself to society.  In the example 
above, it is implied that Saint-Loup’s mannerisms change depending on where he is 
(Doncières, a Parisian salon, etc.) and whom he is with (fellow soldiers, Marcel, his 
family, etc.).  The narrator goes on to explain that, in some circumstances, Saint-Loup 
acts like a loving brother towards him and, in others, a detached and disinterested 
stranger. In my examination of the significance of surroundings in the construction and 
development of identities, I will turn to the sociologist Erving Goffman, who explores the 
influence that social settings and observers have on the numerous roles humans play 
                                                
12 The word “imparfait” in the grammatical sense is a direct translation from the latin “praeteritum 
imperfectum” which means “temps verbal du passé présentant le procès comme non accompli” (Centre 




everyday, all throughout their life. I will not be the first critic to use Goffman’s work in 
my analysis of Proust’s text. In La Scène proustienne: Proust, Goffman, et le theater du 
monde, Livio Belloï reads Proust from a strict Goffmanian perspective, meticulously 
applying the sociologist’s theories of theatrical patterns in human interaction to 
characters and their relationships in A la recherche. Belloï’s text provides insightful 
examinations of communicational dynamics and systems proposed by Goffman, which he 
argues are portrayed in Proust’s work. While his findings support aspects of my argument 
concerning social behavior in A la recherche, I do not intend to illustrate how Proust’s 
characters correspond exactly to Goffman’s social schemas, but rather to demonstrate 
that, by drawing attention to these theatrical tendencies, the author, in fact, exposes the 
unstable quality of these systems and the identities they produce.  This is demonstrated in 
the example above with the narrator’s compliment of Saint-Loup’s acting talent. 
Goffman addresses the issue of actors’ training and the quality of performance, 
attributing some of this variation to whether one believes or not in one’s role.13 
Moreover, this raises questions about the expectations performers have of their audiences 
and vice versa, and the implications of having or not having a public spectator. If we 
consider the peculiar point of view adopted by Proust’s narrator, his position as spectator 
is an important one. Although he most often attends in person the performances he 
witnesses, he also frequently spies on other characters, giving us a glimpse of their 
behavior when they believe themselves to be alone, or in the presence of only certain 
                                                
13 Goffman, Erving. The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life. New York: Penguin, 1959; Interaction 
Ritual. New York: Penguin, 1967. 
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characters. What is more, the narrator relates episodes he does not witness, raising 
questions about how the lack of spectators influences characters’ behavior.14 In the same 
vein as the “If a tree fell in the forest” question, I would ask if someone can be said to be 
performing at all if there is no spectator to perceive the show. What happens to the 
authority of regulatory discourses if there is no one around to enforce their established 
order? Or, better yet, how and what do characters perform in the perceived absence from 
spectators? 
Returning once again to the quotation above from Le Côté de Guermantes, it is 
important to consider the distinction made between Saint-Loup’s exterior attitude and the 
internal emotions that are occasionally reflected in his countenance.  While he does not 
delve very deep into the psychology behind Saint-Loup’s action in this passage, Proust’s 
narrator is well known for the psychological inquiries he makes about his own psyche as 
well as that of others.  Accordingly, many scholars have read Proust from a 
psychoanalytic perspective to decipher Marcel’s infamous fears and fantasies.15  In my 
                                                
14 The narrator often recounts events for which he was not present. Sometimes, he claims these stories were 
related to him via an intermediary, as in the example of the account of Swann’s infatuation with Odette in 
Un amour de Swann. Yet, even here, neither the narrator’s grandparents nor Swann himself could have 
supplied Marcel with all of the details included in this long flashback to a period before the narrator’s birth, 
leaving the reader to attribute some of this information to an omniscient narrator. 
15 Here is short list of works on Marcel Proust’s literature that rely heavily on psychoanalysis as critical 
theory:  Bersani, Léo. The Fictions of Life and Art. New York: Oxford University Press, 1965.  Bowie, 
Malcom. Freud, Proust, and Lacan: Theory as Fiction. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987. 
Doubrovsky, Serge. La Place de la madeleine: Écriture et fantasme chez Proust. Paris: Mercure de France, 
1974. Lectures de Proust: La psychanalyse dans le texte. Ed. Nicole Deschamps. Montréal: Département 
d’études françaises, l’Université de Montréal, 1990.  Mehlman, Jeffrey. Structural Study of Autobiography: 
Proust, Leiris, Sartre, Lévi-Strauss. Cornell: Cornell University Press, 1974.  Miller, Milton. Nostalgia: A 
Psychoanalytic Study of Proust. Port Washington, NY: Kennikat Press, 1969. Reille, Jean-Francis. Proust, 
le temps du désir: une lecture textuelle. Paris: Éditeurs Français Réunis, 1979.  Silverman, Kaja. Male 
Subjectivity at the Margins. New York: Routledge, 1992.  Tadié, Jean-Yves. Le Lac Inconnu: Entre Proust 
et Freud. Paris: Éditions Gallimard, 2012. 
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study of the performativity exposed in A la recherche, I will rely on psychoanalysis 
insofar as it correlates with my analysis of performative identity. Psychoanalysis certainly 
plays an important role in Butler’s work and in performativity theory more generally, and 
I will bring it to bear on the parts of my discussion that engage precisely with 
psychological issues.16  In particular, I will reference Joyce McDougall’s work on the 
theater of the mind, as well as psychoanalytic theories of sadomasochism to support my 
arguments concerning fantasy and role-playing in A la recherche.   
 Without a doubt, many of the critical studies that take a psychoanalytic approach 
to Proust’s work focus on questions of sexuality, desire, and familial relationships.  While 
these topics are indispensable to my examination of the portrayal of identity formation 
and performative subjects in A la recherche, my understanding of identity, as noted 
above, is a more comprehensive one, comprising other factors such as social class, 
religion, and profession.  Likewise, the other noteworthy inquiry into Proust’s work that 
relies significantly on theories of performativity (the first being Belloï’s La Scène 
Proustienne mentioned above) also limits itself to an analysis of the representation of 
homosexuality.  In Epistemologies of the Closet, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick considers the 
depiction of Charlus’s homosexuality as a constitutive spectacle designed to occlude the 
                                                
16 In her research into the construction of gender, Butler privileges the critical aspect of the psyche in the 
continuous negotiation of any gender identity. “Gender, she says, is neither a purely psychic truth, 
conceived as “internal” and “hidden,” nor is it reducible to a surface appearance; on the contrary, its 
undecidability is to be traced as the play between psyche and appearance (where the latter domain includes 
what appears in words)” (Bodies that Matter, p. 234). For Butler, gender identity is never fixed, but rather 
an ongoing exchange between the mind and the physical and lexical presentation of oneself. Moreover, in 
her numerous investigations of gender construction, she frequently consults the work of prominent 
psychoanalysts either to build on their theories or to expose their shortcomings. 
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“closet” of the spectator, Marcel.17  While her objective differs from mine, Sedgwick’s 
shrewd investigation of the narrator’s positioning of himself as a concealed voyeur in 
relation to Charlus, who is frequently staged as a performer, will support my exploration 
of performative behaviors and identities.  Although my research extends beyond the 
homosexual, or even, sexual determinant of identity, the economy of performers and 
spectators relates directly to Proust’s uncovering of cultural performativity in his text.  In 
fact, I will go beyond her arguments to show how the narrator positions and illustrates 
other characters as performers, depictions that do not always pertain to their sexuality.  
Furthermore, I will discuss episodes in which the narrator shines a spotlight on his 
younger self, Marcel, portraying him as a performer and addressing questions of his 
identity, even when the language circumscribing his sexuality remains somewhat cryptic. 
 With regards to language in A la recherche, the theatrical discourse that permeates 
the text enhances the representation of performativity in Proust’s novel. As demonstrated 
in the quotation cited at the beginning of this study, the narrator accentuates the notion of 
Saint-Loup’s performative identity by comparing him to an actor and literally explaining 
how he successively plays different roles.  These various performances constitute 
different performative identities. In addition to theatrical rhetoric, the theme of artistic 
performance occupies an important place in the text through myriad references to plays 
                                                
17 In short, Sedgwick argues that “Charlus’s closet is spectacularized so that the erotics around Albertine 
(which is to say, around the narrator) may continue to resist visualization; it is from this inchoate space that 
will include Albertine, and to guarantee its privileged exemption from sight, that the narrator stages the 
presentation of Charlus (…).” Epistemologies of the Closet. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990.  
Her argument revolves specifically around the narrator’s perspective vis-à-vis his overt depiction of 
Charlus as homosexual. I agree in large part with her thesis, and aim to develop many aspects of it to 
compare it the narrator’s representation of other characters and their romantic relationships. 
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and actresses associated with everything from classical theater to the farcical shows of le 
boulevard.  In consequence, scholars have occasionally reflected on the theater as theme 
or metaphor in Proust’s work and on the importance of allusions to performances, actors, 
and playwrights in the understanding of the text.18  I will engage with many of these 
studies as they apply to my research and their insights can enrich my examination of 
performative elements in Proust’s work. Yet, my overarching objective remains distinct 
from theirs in that I do not intend to analyze theatrical allusions or symbolism, but rather 
the representation of performativity in A la recherche.   
 In chapter 1, I shall examine the function of surroundings as stage sets in A la 
recherche, and their effect on characters’ behavior.  The narrator often makes it a point to 
describe his milieu in detail, indicating in the process how it influences his emotions and 
dispositions. In particular, he links Marcel’s bedroom, the setting par excellence in 
Proust’s work, to his sense of self and well-being. Drawing on Erving Goffman and other 
theories of performativity that take into the account the signification of sets and settings 
                                                
18 Here is a brief overview of the body of work dedicated to the figure of the theater in Proust’s literature: 
Belloï, Livio. La Scène Proustienne: Prosut, Goffman, et le theater du monde. Paris: Nathan, 1993. 
Peter Conroy. “The Hôtel de Balbec as a Church and Theater” in Marcel Proust: A Critical Panorama. 
Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1973. In Marcel Proust et le theater. Cluj-Napoca, Roumania: 
Editions Dacia, 1996, Tudor Ionescu provides a general analysis of the theater in Proust’s work and life, 
with particular attention given to the choice of Phèdre as the most discussed play, and Racine as the most 
referenced playwright. Rosette C. Lamont offers an astute investigation of dramatic behavior in “Le Rituel 
dramatique dans A la recherche du temps perdu” in Marcel Proust: A Critical Panorama. Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 1973. John G. Linn catalogues references to performances and actors in 
Proust’s work and studies their relationship to the actual shows and performers of the author’s time in The 
Theater in the Fiction of Marcel Proust, Ohio State University Press, 1966.  Marcel Proust Aujourd'hui, 
Volume 4 : Proust et le théâtre. Ed. Romana Houppermans Goedendorp, Nell de Sjef Hullu-van Doeselaar. 
Amsterdam: Editions Rodopi, 2006, is an insightful collection of articles that examines diverse images of 
and allusions to the theater in Proust’s body of work.  Dennis Sullivan maintains that the theater is a sign of 
absence and the figure of the actress representative of desire in “On Theatrality in Proust: Desire and the 
Actress,” MLN 86:4, May 1971: 532-554. 
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in the determination of roles, I will argue that Proust’s meticulous mises en scène reflect 
the association between self-perception and place, and thus call attention to the 
incompleteness of identity.  In doing so, the author makes space for new ways of 
conceiving and portraying his sense of self. This analysis of Proust’s portrayal of identity 
as contingent on its environment sets the stage for the subsequent chapters that examine 
how and to what extent the author pushes the limits of existence set forth by the social 
order of the text. 
 Next I shall build on the enormous corpus of work dedicated to Marcel’s drame 
du coucher and the problematic love affairs that ensue from it.  My objective in this 
chapter is to explore Marcel’s early inclination for role-playing, which is born and 
blossoms on this fateful night, and which perpetuates itself in the repetition of this scene 
and the acting-out of sado-masochistic tendencies that underlie his psychological theater.  
Moreover, I will probe the choreographed nature of the narrator’s romances by 
comparing them to the love affairs of other characters represented in the novel. 
Ultimately, I detect an element of repetition in the portrayal of a number of amorous 
couples and aim to interrogate the significance of this iterative discourse on love.  What, 
if any, constitutive affiliation develops among these various relationships, and what does 
this say about love, desire, and satisfaction? Does the author manage to configure a 
particular performative discourse about love and infatuation through this reiterative 
depiction of relationships?  Does the recurrence of similar behaviors and exchanges 
among characters constitute new ways of perceiving and identifying people, objects of 
love in this case? 
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 In the third chapter, I shall scrutinize the three, classic scenes of voyeurism that 
illustrate a strong connection between role-playing, fantasy, and desire in homosexual 
love. Again, it will be a question of sadomasochistic tendencies and identification, but 
portrayed here through sexual encounters in addition to verbal and emotional exchanges.  
The issues I address here pertain equally to the performative behaviors portrayed in these 
scenes, as well as the satisfaction of sexual desire through performance.  I argue that the 
narrator illustrates the necessity of the characters both to perform certain roles and to be 
seduced by the other’s performance in these sexual encounters.  Finally, I include another 
scopophilic passage not typically included in the analysis of voyeurism in Proust’s novel, 
to make the argument that the repetition of such homoerotic scenes symbolizes the 
establishment of an innovative performative discourse, one that privileges non-binary 
sexual identifications. This chapter also marks the shift in my study from reflecting on 
scenes in which Marcel is a prominent actor, to examining those in which he assumes the 
role of spectator.  
 With the fourth chapter, I shall begin my formal investigation of social conduct 
and ritual as demonstrated in the various salons and circles frequented by Marcel and his 
fellow characters.  Here, I shall delve into questions regarding the construction of social 
identity and the various determinants that influence public perception.  The narrator’s 
discerning, often comic portrayal of his social milieu highlights the choreophraphy and 
imitation prevalent in human interaction.  What are the consequences of such structures 
and power dynamics? How do they affect individual freedoms and the social good? To 
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what extent does the narrator’s mocking tone translate as criticism and does this criticism 
serve to undermine the social order?   
 In the final chapter of this study, I shall look closely at Proust’s interpretation of 
theatrical performances through the narrator’s two excursions to see Phèdre. In addition 
to analyzing the narrator’s theory of artistic performance, I will explore the author’s 
juxtaposition of social performance and theatrical performance during Marcel’s second 
attendance of Phèdre. How do these two different aesthetics compare and what can that 
tell us about human behavior and interaction? This comparison extends to the final scene 
at the Guermantes’ matinée where the narrator expresses his final commentary on society 
through an explanation of the divergent evolutions in the lives of the two main actresses, 
La Berma and Rachel. In this account, I argue that the drastic transformations regarding 
these two women’s positions in le monde parisien reflect not only the frivolity of 
Proustian society, but also the narrator’s efforts to imagine the destruction of its strict 
hierarchy and prescriptive authority. Marcel’s complete disillusionment with regards to 
this superficial world corresponds to his critique of society’s harmful tendency to fixe 
and categorize identities. Indeed, by revealing the performative nature of identity—and 
thus the impossibility of securing and stabilizing characters’ personas—Proust suggests 
the possibility of reformulating the current social order.  Finally, Marcel’s disillusion 
motivates him to write his book, the very redaction of which corresponds to yet another 
form of repetition: that is, the reiteration of his subversive perspective of society and its 




1. Setting the Stage: the Proustian Bedroom 
 
 For numerous performances of identity in A la recherche du temps perdu, the 
bedroom represents the stage setting par excellence.  All throughout Marcel Proust’s 
masterpiece, the narrator’s bedroom occupies a privileged space in his thoughts and 
memories, his fears and desires, and thus the narrative. From the inauguration of the text 
with “Combray” to the opening scene of Le Temps retrouvé, the narrator devotes 
paragraphs and pages to not only meditating in his bedroom, but also contemplating its 
physical structure.  The reader witnesses him repeatedly scrutinize his rooms in Combray, 
Balbec, Doncières, and Paris.  At times, this awareness of his surroundings reflects great 
appreciation and affection toward his intimate chambers, while at other times, it stems 
from fear and distress; in any case, his bedroom setting strongly affects his attitude and 
behavior. Why is Proust’s narrator so intrigued and affected by this environment? What 
does this insistence on the importance of his bedroom say about settings in general, and 
the bedroom in particular?  In what ways is the bedroom setting implicated in the 
composition and performance of Marcel’s identity, and what does such an association 
suggest about the relative nature of identity in general?  In this analysis, I shall explore 
the narrator’s fascination with his bedroom surroundings and aim to reveal how and why 
this lieu plays such a critical role in Marcel’s intimate performances, and in Proust’s 
novel in general.  More specifically, I shall analyze the narrator’s emphatic preoccupation 
with every bedroom in which he sleeps and consider how these different environments 
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affect his perception of himself.  Finally, how does the author’s concentration on his 
bedroom setting, like a form of mise en scène, affect the structure of the text as a whole?  
To introduce the main concerns of this study, it is imperative to consider a 
passage in which the bedroom serves as the unique and secluded backdrop to the 
notorious drame du coucher: 
. . . je n’en revis jamais que cette sorte de pan lumineux . . .  au faîte, ma chambre 
à coucher avec le petit couloir à porte vitrée pour l’entrée de maman ; en un mot, 
toujours vu à la même heure, isolé de tout ce qu’il pouvait y avoir autour, se 
détachant seul sur l’obscurité, le décor strictement nécessaire (comme celui qu’on 
voit indiqué en tête des vieilles pièces pour les représentations en province), au 
drame de mon déshabillage . . . . (I, 43) 
Admittedly, the bedtime drama, or drame de [son] déshabillage, as he calls it here, has 
been analyzed from many angles over the years, but I would like to draw attention to the 
association Proust makes in this excerpt between Marcel’s bedroom and the theater. 
Employing vocabulary such as obscurité, décor, entrée and drame in the same sentence, 
the author creates an analogy that posits the bedroom as a stage in a dark performance 
hall and the drame de [son] déshabillage as its running show, taking place every night at 
the same time.19  His comparison of the compulsory relationship between the bedroom 
                                                
19 In Speculative Scripture, Peter S. Rogers, also draws attention to the theatrical language of the drame du 
coucher, although his analysis focuses on the mimetic relationship between A la recherche and Biblical 
scriptures.   
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setting and his personal drama to the minimalist countryside settings described in the 
didascalies of an old play is all the more poignant owing to the rural scenery of Combray.   
Equally informative in this passage is the expression: strictement nécessaire… au. 
The entire scene is not quoted above, but the narrator explains that, for a long time, all he 
could remember of Combray was a small section of the house at the top of which was his 
bedroom: the minimal set absolutely necessary for his bedtime drama.  This simple 
construction expressly signals the importance of the setting to the young boy for his 
evening disrobing. In fact, Proust’s phraseology here insinuates that without this décor, 
the bedtime spectacle might not take place; that is to say, the desire and ability to divulge 
his anxiety about leaving his mother’s side is inextricably linked to his bedroom 
surroundings.  The objective of the drame de [son] déshabillage, in part, is to acquire an 
audience to whom he can disclose this unease, but also to acquire a co-performer, (his 
mother), who will enact le baiser du soir to ease his disquiet. Significantly, this routine 
functions most effectively in the bedroom. The term déshabillage bears suggestive 
significance, especially in this theatrically charged lexical field, and hence deserves 
deeper examination.   
Proust uses the actual term déshabillage only one more time in the novel, in La 
Prisonnière, yet he frequently employs the verb déshabiller in passages concerning his 
bedtime, which is not odd or remarkable in any way. To evoke the drame de son 
déshabillage, on the other hand, strikes the reader as curious given its coupling with 
drame and the diverse connotations associated with déshabillage.  The first definition 
provided by the Centre National de Ressources Textuelles et Lexicales website states of 
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the word déshabillage: “Action de retirer tout ou partie des vêtements de quelqu’un ou de 
ses propres vêtements.”20 In other words, déshabillage corresponds to the English word 
“undressing” or, in a more licentious sense, “striptease.” In fact, the same site lists the 
French word strip-tease as a synonym of déshabillage, but the etymology of the former 
traces its birth only to 1937 (CNRTL). Thus, while the origin of the word strip-tease 
postdates the author’s life, the popularization of the actual burlesque-style show 
corresponds quite precisely to the origin of the word déshabillage and also to the author’s 
youth, indicating that the word déshabillage would have been the lexical alternative to 
strip-tease at the time of writing A la recherche du temps perdu.21  Correlating his 
bedtime ritual to a striptease imbues the event with erotic and theatrical nuances, not to 
mention the fact that it is repeatedly referred to as a drame. In truth, the idea of a 
striptease implies that this is not only a performance, but that there is also an audience—
someone whom the show of undressing teases and excites.  Naturally, the next question 
raised is who is (are) the intended spectator(s)? Marcel’s mother? The reader? Marcel 
himself? My investigation into the performative nature of the bedtime drama will 
elucidate this matter as it unfolds; in the meantime, the second entry for déshabillage 
deserves equal attention. 
 This second meaning of déshabillage listed on the website, referring to its 
figurative use, states: “Manière crue et franche de dévoiler la vraie nature de quelqu'un ou 
                                                
20 “Action de retirer tout ou partie des vêtements de quelqu’un ou de ses propres vêtements” (CNRTL). In 
fact, some online websites translate déshabillage as ‘striptease’, for example Word Reference. 
21 For the etymology of the word déshabillage, see CNRTL.  For more on the history of striptease, Rachel 




de se livrer à des confidences intimes” (CNRTL).  This explanation of the word depicts 
the symbolic denuding of the narrator, an explanation equally as thought provoking as the 
first one.  To begin, it describes this unveiling as vulgar, honest, and intimate, a 
characterization vaguely redolent of prurience and immorality, like the first definition, 
and certainly suggestive of personal discovery.  Notably, the expression “se livrer à des 
confidences intimes” calls to mind the sacred kiss Marcel seeks from his mother, as well 
as, if not more powerfully, the intimate reading experience the boy shares with his mother 
during the dénouement to one particular drame de son déshabillage. This specific 
evening drama will be analyzed in detail in the next chapter, but it is pertinent to assert 
here that this specific evening drama denotes the prelude to a long and profound search 
for the self, or an uncovering of oneself.  A la recherche is indeed a story of personal 
exploration and undressing that originates in Marcel’s bedroom.  
In sum, the word déshabillage abounds with provocative undertones that reinforce 
the comparison of Marcel’s bedtime drama to a sensual performance, while introducing 
the notion of it as a personal unmasking, both of which speak to my argument that the 
bedroom setting is inextricably linked to the portrayal of Marcel’s identity.  The theatrical 
associations prove quite suggestive insofar as they highlight Marcel’s performative 
tendencies, while insinuating that these evenings constitute a bare exhibition of his 
character. Together, these two readings of déshabillage evoke the performative nature of 
identity and link it to his surroundings, for the bedroom is a necessary component of this 
undressing.     
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 What is more, the narrator then recounts this evening routine to his reader, or 
undresses his past self for our reading pleasure, via his intermediary self who lies in his 
bedroom reminiscing about his past.22  Thus, in addition to repeatedly staging the drama 
in his bedroom every night for an unspecified number of days or years, the narrator 
relives the moment through his storytelling, which also takes place in his bed, to say 
nothing of the book that he intends to write at the end of the novel.23  Therefore, the 
evening drama is repeatedly performed on various emotional, intellectual and physical 
levels, and always from within his bedroom. Clearly, the bedroom setting represents an 
integral part of this experience for the narrator. The question is why. Why is the bedroom 
an essential aspect to his performance? What links this unveiling to his surroundings? A 
close examination of the opening pages to Combray will shed some light on this issue. 
 
The Bedroom as “moi” 
 As an introduction, the first several pages of Du Côté de chez Swann recount the 
narrator’s recollections of gradually waking up in various beds in which he has slept in 
his lifetime, gradually allowing his “moi” to take shape. In the midst of this semi-
conscious haze, Marcel struggles to untangle the contours and shadows that evoke one 
bedroom after another while his body attempts to decipher its veritable surroundings: 
                                                
22 This is a loose interpretation of Genette’s “le sujet intermédiaire,” which refers to the insomniac who the 
reader finds lying in bed at the beginning of the novel, and whose memories of the drame du coucher and 
those provoked by the Madeleine fuel the narrative (35). 
23 Recognizing the multiple layers of reiteration is critical to the understanding of my overarching 
argument, and also necessary to appreciate the textuality of A la recherche.  
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Toujours est-il que, quand je me réveillais ainsi, mon esprit s’agitant pour 
chercher, sans y réussir, à savoir où j’étais, tout tournait autour de moi dans 
l’obscurité, les choses, les pays, les années. Mon corps, trop engourdi pour 
remuer, cherchait, d’après la forme de sa fatigue, à repérer la position de ses 
membres pour en induire la direction du mur, la place des meubles. . . . Sa 
mémoire, la mémoire de ses côtes, de ses genoux, de ses épaules, lui présentait 
successivement plusieurs des chambres où il avait dormi. . . .  (I, 6)24 
Somewhere between sleep and wakefulness, the narrator finds himself encircled by 
thoughts of objects, places, and times, seemingly accessible to him through his dream-
like memories.  Shuffling through this abundance of images, he depends on his body to 
recognize the arrangement of the furniture and the contours of the bedroom in which he is 
actually sleeping from the myriad impressions left by all of the other rooms in which he 
has slept. This is not as simple as it may seem, for “l’ignorance du réveil,” having jolted 
his memory, fools him into believing briefly that he might actually be lying in one of his 
former bedrooms (I, 8). Thus, from the very beginning of the novel, the narrator reveals 
an acute awareness of his surroundings—particularly of his sleeping quarters—an 
awareness that somehow fails to discern with certainty his whereabouts, but which 
nevertheless, or maybe therefore, places his bedroom at the heart of his ruminations as he 
                                                
24 This passage calls to mind the passage in Madame Bovary where Emma attends her first real ball and 
waltzes for the very first time with vicomte : “tout tournait autour d’eux, les lampes, les meubles, les 
lambris, et le parquet….” Just as the memory of this evening marks Emma for a long time to come : “Ce fut 
donc une occupation pour Emma que le souvenir de ce bal,” the recollection of waking up in different 
bedrooms occupies much of Marcel’s time. Gustave Flaubert, Madame Bovary. Paris : Flammarion, 1986. 
p. 113-117.   
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is waking up.  Furthermore, his corporeal self plays a critical role in the identification of 
the setting, as does his bodily memory, that is the composite memory of his different 
body parts.  Kristeva describes “the Proustian impression” as being “grafted in the actual 
body of the narrator” (82). He even refers to his physical self in the third person, as if it 
were conducting its own investigation, different from his psychological inquiry.  In 
Proust, Beckett, and Narration, James H. Reid claims that the narrator’s “repeated 
expressions of certainty that he has become fully conscious of his present self and 
bedroom are in fact attempts to convince himself that he can remember and represent 
himself objectively” (7).  Reid’s assertion alludes to the reiteration necessary to 
conceptualizing oneself through bodily substance and physical location, a theory that 
compares strikingly to Butler’s view of gender “as a process of materialization that 
stabilizes over time to produce the effect of boundary, fixity, and surface we call matter” 
(Bodies, xviii, Butler’s italics).25 While this episode from A la recherche is not 
particularly concerned with gender as a construct of identity, Butler’s description of a 
body materializing over time to give the notion of a whole and distinct self corresponds 
fittingly to Proust’s narrator who repeatedly relies on his body to locate himself within 
this space, and then for the space to determine who he is. 
As he fumbles to recognize the room in which is he lying, the narrator divulges to 
the reader the extreme significance of his bedroom in his understanding of himself: “. . . 
                                                
25 This notion of an identity that is created in time and space recalls the narrator’s very last sentence of A la 
recherche when he talks about describing men in his book “comme occupant une place si considerable, à 
côté de celle si restreinte qui leur est réservé dans l’espace, une place au contraire prolongée sans mesure 
puisqu’ils touchent simulatanément, comme des géants plongés dans les années à des époques, vécues par 
eux si distantes, entre lesquelles tant de jours sont venus se placer – dans le Temps” (IV,  625). 
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et quand je m’éveillais au milieu de la nuit, comme j’ignorais où je me trouvais, je ne 
savais même pas au premier instant qui j’étais . . .” (I, 5). Until he knows where he is, the 
narrator cannot determine who he is: “He has to recognize the place if he is to know who 
he is; knowledge of the self, he suggests, depends on an ability to find the self in the 
external world” (Bersani, Marcel Proust 21). His surroundings relate unequivocally to his 
perception of himself, and it is suggested that he might have more than one self.26  Thus, 
the composition and decoration of each bedroom proves consequential because he 
explicitly relies on his environment to put together a particular self in that time and place.  
Georges Poulet, the first critic to examine the significance of space in A la recherche, 
signaled its influence on the narrator’s perspective, and therefore the reader’s perspective 
as well, especially with regards to his perception of others: “Ainsi, pour Proust, les êtres 
humains apparaissent, placés dans certains lieux qui leur servent de support et de cadre, et 
qui déterminent la perspective selon laquelle il est permis de les voir” (38). He argues 
that the first place where the narrator sees or meets someone colors his impression of that 
person, even later when that person appears elsewhere (35).  If we apply this theory to the 
reader’s perception of the narrator, the bedroom is the first place where the narrator 
appears, and it shapes both the reader’s and the narrator’s awareness of his intermediary 
self.27   
                                                
26 The notion of multiple selves can also be linked to Proust’s thought to entitle his novel “Les 
Intermittences du Coeur.”  For a more detailed discussion on this idea and Henri Bergson’s influence on the 
author, see p. 8 note 9. 
27 In La Place de la Madeleine: Écriture et Fantasme chez Proust, Serge Doubrovsky remarks the 
immediate confrontation between identity and sleep in Combray, but he reduces the importance of the 
entire bedroom in this configuration to that of the bed: “La relation interne du moi à la chambre qu’il habite 
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Like an actor inspired by sets and props to fuel his performance and help him 
define his character’s role, Marcel depends on his bedroom décor to situate his persona, 
for different (bedroom) settings call for different performances.  Discussing the direct 
link between settings and performances, sociologist Irving Goffman explains that people, 
whom he considers as actors, can perform certain acts only in certain places.28 In the 
narrator’s case, he must determine the place before he can determine the role he should 
play.  In short, more than just a simple comparison of his room to a stage, Proust suggests 
that the bedroom setting, and any setting for that matter, hold substantial sway over the 
perception, formation, and therefore portrayal of oneself. 
 Even after the narrator has successfully located himself, he does not desire to fall 
back asleep immediately, but rather to ponder the places and spaces of his past selves.29 
Here, the narrator makes his first noteworthy transition in space and time by transporting 
his reader from his current bedroom to his old bedroom in Combray where he frequently 
suffered from anxiety: “À Combray, tous les jours dès la fin de l’après-midi, longtemps 
avant le moment où il faudrait me mettre au lit et rester, sans dormir, loin de ma mère et 
de ma grand-mère, ma chambre à coucher redevenait le point fixe et douloureux de mes 
                                                                                                                                            
passe par l’intermédiaire du lit. Lieu proustien par excellence (d’amour, de rêve, de sommeil, d’insomnie, 
de réclusion, de maladie, de mort, de lecture et, finalement, d’écriture), le lit dans Combray I, est surtout 
marqué par une ambivalence essentielle” (32-3). While the bed certainly represents an essential aspect of 
the bedroom setting, I focus here on the whole arrangement of the room. 
28 “A setting tends to stay put, geographically speaking, so that those who would use a particular setting as 
part of their performance cannot begin their act until they have brought themselves to the appropriate place 
and must terminate their performance when they leave it.” Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday 
Life. (33). 
29 “. . . généralement je ne cherchais pas à m’endormir tout de suite ; je passais la plus grande partie de la 
nuit à me rappeler notre vie d’autrefois, à Combray, chez ma grand-tante, à Balbec, à Paris, à Doncières, à 
Venise, ailleurs encore, …” (I, 9). 
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préoccupations” (I, 9).  This remark is revealing for two reasons: first, rather than focus 
on the absence of his mother and his grandmother, he focuses on the place where he will 
be without them, the setting for this absence. The room portends the approaching moment 
when he will have to say goodnight to his family and climb the stairs unaccompanied to 
return to this precise setting.  Second, this introductory phrase immediately signals the 
regular recurrence of this sentiment toward his bedroom, which ‘redevenait’ the focus of 
his painful thoughts.  Likewise, the entirety of this episode describing the magic lantern 
and much of le drame du coucher is recounted in the imperfect tense. The narrator relived 
this distressing event every day in Combray, against one particular and distinct backdrop, 
which is itself a drama: the magic lantern show. 
 To assuage their son’s anguish, Marcel’s parents offer him a magic lantern in the 
hopes that the pictorial story will distract him. The magic lantern show becomes a part of 
his bedroom setting, but its strangeness and distortion unsettle the narrator’s identity, 
which depends on his bedroom, that is, the familiarity of his bedroom. The change in 
lighting and décor actually worsens his state insofar as it modifies the background to 
which he had become accustomed.  
Certes je leur trouvais du charme à ces brillantes projections qui semblaient 
émaner d’un passé mérovingien et promenaient autour de moi des reflets 
d’histoire si anciens. Mais je ne peux dire quel malaise me causait pourtant cette 
intrusion du mystère et de la beauté dans une chambre que j’avais fini par remplir 
de mon moi au point de ne pas faire plus attention à elle qu’à lui-même. 
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L’influence anesthésiante de l’habitude ayant cessé, je me mettais à penser, à 
sentir, choses si tristes. (I, 10) 
The change of scenery caused by the reflections of the magic lantern threatens the fragile 
complacency the young Marcel has come to find in habit, repetition, and recognition. The 
enigmatic, yet attractive images projected on his bedroom walls destroy the metaphorical 
armor he has created out of routine and usage, which he sheds along with his clothes in 
his immanent déshabillage.  He has not become accustomed to or comfortable with these 
mysterious images emanating from a Merovingian past.  In her study of personal space, 
Fuss explains that “the interior . . . becomes in the nineteenth century a locus of privacy” 
(9).  Drawing on Walter Benjamin’s work in The Arcades Project, she develops this 
characterization to say that “it [the dwelling] becomes coextensive with the person of the 
dweller, a kind of second skin” (9).  Indeed, Marcel’s bedroom seems to act as protective 
armor that prevents him from thinking about another self, the self that the layers of habit 
hide. Marcel frequently expresses his attachment to habit and the negative affect its 
disappearance has on him.30  He claims that it is only due to habit that his bedroom has 
even become bearable to him in the first place (I, 9).  Habit offers constancy and 
assurance, and when these features are eliminated from his surroundings, his thoughts 
begin to wander.  Habit, of course, arises from repetition: it is the repetition of an event or 
idea that renders it habitual, and the disruption of this repetition that agitates Marcel.31 As 
                                                
30 Of course, some changes in habit do have positive results, like his chance decision to accept the cup of 
tea and madeleines offered to him, “contre son habitude,” by his mother (I, 44).  
31 It should be noted that the relationship between repetition, habit and the peace this familiarity brings 
evokes Freud’s notion of the pleasure principal: “The pleasure principal, then, is a tendency operating in 
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Butler indicates, the construction of an idea, such as sex, is created in time through the 
reiteration of a set of norms: 
[a]s a sedimented effect of reiterative or ritual practice, sex acquires its 
naturalized effect, and, yet, it is also by virtue of this reiteration that gaps and 
fissures are opened up as the constitutive instabilities in such constructions, as that 
which escapes or exceeds the norm, as that which cannot be wholly defined or 
fixed by the repetitive labor of that norm.” (Bodies xix) 
With this in mind, the young boy seems to repress fears and desires through the 
establishment of daily rituals, which conceal his uncertainties and doubts. This 
suppression lasts only as long as these practices are performed, for any interference 
reveals holes in his mask that represent intermittences in what he wishes would remain 
continuous.  
 Specifically, he claims to have infused this environment with “[son] moi” or 
himself—because his bedroom buttresses his idea of himself, or his preferred idea of 
himself—and he has done this in such a way as to render himself indifferent to this place.  
The act of filling the room with himself, of becoming the room, resembles Lacan’s mirror 
stage in which a child assumes, becomes an imago, the illusion of a whole and stable 
identity.32 Hence, the importance the narrator places on the bedroom setting as an 
                                                                                                                                            
the service of a function whose business it is to free the mental apparatus entirely from excitation or to keep 
the amount of excitation in it constant or to keep it as low as possible.” Beyond the Pleasure Principal, 
p.108  
32 “For the total form of his body, by which the subject anticipates the maturation of his power in a mirage, 
is given to him only as a gestalt, that is, in an exteriority in which, to be sure, this form is more constitutive 
than constituted, . . . “ (Lacan, Écrits, 4).  In addition to discussing the constitutive nature of this process 
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environment he can mentally fashion to fit his character.  Yet, if his room serves as the 
focal point of his pain and distress, as quoted above, then his purported indifference is 
nothing more than a fragile façade beneath which lie repressed thoughts and feelings, 
nothing more than the false and smooth mirror image of the self that is a fiction.  The 
arrival of the magic lantern and its reflections of Geneviève de Brabant and Golo on his 
otherwise blank walls shatter Marcel’s defense system and he begins to contemplate 
ostensibly bothersome ideas.33 I designate such moments ‘emotional breakdowns’ for 
Marcel insofar as the shattering of this shield of habit, of this imago, in the form of a 
bedroom, spurs profound fear and distress inside him. These breakdowns occur 
frequently throughout the narrator’s life, often at moments of physical displacement, and 
prompt him to seek solace in a certain type of female affection.  Accordingly, the 
structure of the mirror stage repeats itself throughout the text with the introduction of new 
bedrooms, with which Marcel can seek identification and the aid of new women. In other 
                                                                                                                                            
wherein the self identifies with an exterior image, a type of Other, repeatedly “from the age of six months 
on,” Lacan describes the mirror stage as “a temporal dialectic that decisively projects the individual’s 
formation into history” (4-6).  I point these elements of Lacan’s theory out to exhibit to what extent his 
explanation of the mirror stage correlates to Butler’s notion of performative identity as an ideal that is 
constructed over time through reiteration.  J. Mehlman argues that the structure of Combray, at the center 
of which resides Tante Léonie, a “triumphant fictive unity” of Marcel and his mother, corresponds to a 
constitutive mirror stage for the young narrator. (37-38.) While I do view Marcel’s relationships with other 
women, (namely his mother, his aunt, his grandmother, Gilberte, and Albertine) as exchanges of identity, I 
argue here (drawing on Butler) that Marcel does not undergo one mirror stage, but rather continues to 
repeat and reconfigure this reflective identification process, which, as a performative, is never complete.  
33 Part of this torment is particular to the story of Golo and Geneviève de Brabant, which spurs Marcel to 
consider his own behavior with regard to his mother. The question: “To what extent does Marcel identify 
with Golo, the legendary figure?” will be addressed in the next chapter. Here, I’m focusing primarily on the 
narrator’s relation to his bedroom surroundings. 
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words, his “moi” is not a stable and fixed self, but one that builds itself into and through 
its surroundings.34 
 The narrator’s fragile sense of self constitutes a recurring theme throughout 
Proust’s novel and this study, but here I would underline the structuring influence 
Marcel’s magic lantern and bedroom décor have on his mood and character.  Notably, the 
older narrator admits relying on his room to indicate who he is, and explains how a 
simple change in luminosity and scenery drastically alter his temperament as a younger 
boy, thereby provoking emotional breakdowns. In this way, the author portrays his 
narrator’s surroundings as inextricably linked to his formation, understanding, and view 
of his self.  This explains in part why the bedroom setting embodies an essential 
characteristic of the drame de son déshabillage: a familiar room, such as his Combray 
bedroom, has the potential to epitomize a safe haven, even a defense mechanism, that 
protects Marcel from the risks involved with undressing, uncovering his self.  At the 
same time, strange and curious bedroom settings perform the opposite task; rather than 
sheltering his nudity, they call attention to it—they expose his intimate fears and desires, 
as we shall see, and cause Marcel to question his underlying character. In fact, as the 
story progresses, the narrator observes that bedrooms in particular provide the backdrop 
for a number of dramas and breakdowns all throughout A la recherche.  To grasp in full 
the extent to which his surroundings, namely bedroom settings, govern and shape 
                                                
34 “It is enough to point out here one aspect of this complex: the narrator’s dependence, for self-
identification, on a stable arrangement of things in space, and the precarious nature both of these 
arrangements and, consequently, of the stability of the self” (Bersani, Léo. Marcel Proust 23). 
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Marcel’s persona, it is necessary to analyze a few more passages that illustrate the 
narrator’s interactions with these various bedrooms. 
 
Evolving Personas, Shifting Bedrooms, and Establishing Routines 
 Scenes reminiscent of Marcel’s dreadful afternoons with the magic lantern unfold 
with the introduction of new bedrooms driven by Marcel’s severe reactions to these 
unfamiliar surroundings.  In effect, Marcel undergoes a phase of anxiety and fear in 
practically every new bedroom he encounters until he habituates himself to the 
surroundings, at which point it then serves as a sanctuary for him.35 He plainly admits this 
upon his arrival at Doncières,36 but the most striking rendition of this phenomenon takes 
place on Marcel’s first visit to Balbec.  Even before leaving Paris, the young narrator’s 
calm is disturbed when he learns that his mother will not be accompanying him to the 
coast, but that he will be going alone with Françoise and his grandmother.  His 
nervousness first surfaces on the train ride to Balbec, but he manages to relax temporarily 
with the help of alcohol and a volume of Mme de Sévigné’s letters—a harbinger of the 
salvation Marcel will find in the composition of his own book.37  Upon their arrival at the 
                                                
35 His horror of strange places might well reflect the author’s own sentiments as he once imparted to André 
Gide that “an asthmatic never knows if he will be able to breathe, and he can be certain of nearly 
suffocating in a new home.” (Letter to Gide, Februray 20, 1919, Correspondance v. XVIII, p. 109.)   
36 “Mais, dès le second jour, il me fallut aller coucher à l’hôtel. Et je savais d’avance que fatalement j’allais 
y trouver la tristesse. Elle était comme un arôme irrespirable que depuis ma naissance exhalait pour moi 
toute chambre nouvelle, c’est-à-dire toute chambre : dans celle que j’habitais d’ordinaire, je n’étais pas 
présent, ma pensée restait ailleurs et à sa place envoyait seulement l’Habitude” (II, 381). 
37 Of course, reading François le champi with his mother in Combray is the original harbinger of the solace 
the narrator finds in literature.  
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hotel in Balbec, however, his angst reappears and this time it is exacerbated by his 
ignorance of this unknown place:    
. . . je me réfugiais au plus profond de moi-même, je m’efforçais d’émigrer dans 
des pensées éternelles, de ne laisser rien de moi, rien de vivant, à la surface de 
mon corps . . . afin de ne pas trop souffrir dans ce lieu où mon manque total 
d’habitude m’était rendu plus sensible encore par la vue de celle que semblaient 
en avoir au même moment une dame élégante . . . le jeune gandin . . . tous ces 
gens pour qui c’était regagner leur home que de gravir les degrés en faux marbre. 
(II, 24) 
Once more, the absence of habit triggers an intense emotional breakdown for Marcel, 
who would like to remove himself from this scene. With the intention of containing his 
distress, he attempts to numb himself to this mysterious environment that makes up the 
Grand Hôtel de Balbec by mentally withdrawing from the situation.  Emphasizing the 
significance of his physical presence and appearance again, he describes striving to erase 
any evidence of his living self—his identity—from the surface of his body, and hiding 
inside his thoughts.  Beyond undressing, this desire to disappear physically translates as a 
desire to erase any implications his material body or gestures may have on others’ 
perceptions of him. Marcel wants to avoid performing any identity at all for the strangers 
who may be watching.  Indeed, the presence of other actors who appear comfortable in 
this environment exacerbates his malaise and insecurity, suggesting that he might be 
intimidated by these strange figures with whom he will be required to share living space. 
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 His efforts to calm his anxiety are unsuccessful, and so his grandmother sends him 
upstairs to his new hotel room. Of course, here, in an unfamiliar bedroom, his pain 
intensifies.  Whereas Marcel bemoans the intrusion made by the magic lantern’s 
reflections on the walls and curtains with which he was at ease in Combray, upon 
entering his Balbec hotel room, he feels himself to be the intruder, disturbing the daily 
routine he believes to exist among the room’s fixtures: 
C’est notre attention qui met des objets dans une chambre, et l’habitude qui les en 
retire et nous y fait de la place. De la place, il n’y en avait pas pour moi dans ma 
chambre de Balbec (mienne de nom seulement), elle était pleine de choses qui ne 
me connaissaient pas, me rendirent le coup d’œil méfiant que je leur jetai et sans 
tenir aucun compte de mon existence, témoignèrent que je dérangeais le train-train 
de la leur. (II, 27)  
Contrary to the furniture in his bedroom in Combray, which he has filled with his “moi,” 
the foreign objects of this new dwelling leave him no space to settle, emphasizing, once 
again, the essentiality of place to the narrator’s sense of self.  In addition to sensing a 
suspicious eye that disregards his existence, Marcel gets the impression that he is 
disturbing the habits of the room’s furnishings.  This personification of the bedroom 
décor endows physical settings with as much significance as human actors in the 
determination of one’s being.  Without acknowledgment from the setting currently 
surrounding him, Marcel’s existence is challenged, thereby underlining the weight of an 
exterior perspective in the interpretation of one’s identity, even if that gaze stems from 
inanimate objects.  Knowing that Marcel often relies on his bedroom articles to inform 
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him of his whereabouts and his person, as I noted earlier, this shared ignorance of one 
another affects the narrator’s interpretation of himself.  If he is unable to recognize the 
backdrop and the props in any given location—bedroom or hotel lobby, for example—
Marcel cannot ascertain his identity, let alone his role in the scenario. Above all, he lacks 
any sort of routine: a set of repeated acts that would establish him as a character 
belonging to, or even reflecting this foreign setting and thus guide him in his behavior.  
Alone in his new Balbec hotel room, he worries about infringing on the humdrum 
existence of its properties, and simply feels out of place and unwanted.  It is not until he 
acquires his own rituals and habits, integrating himself among the strange pieces of 
furniture, that he is he able to find peace, comfort, and a position for himself in his 
setting.  This familiarity originates with the help of his grandmother who, alerted by three 
knocks just as was done in French theater,38 attends to him every morning and performs 
the “insignifiant lever de rideau, ce négligeable introït du jour auquel personne n’assiste, 
petit morceau de vie qui n’était qu’à [eux] deux” (II, 30). This recurring overture to the 
day likens the window to a theater stage with its curtain rising and alludes to the 
importance of the window as a viewing device, the lens through which he will observe 
the rest of the world.  More importantly, this morning routine conducted with his 
grandmother reassures Marcel by providing him with a reliable, repeated act upon which 
he can build other habits and eventually create a rapport with this unfamiliar place.  In 
point of fact, he tends to evoke this intimate moment with his grandmother in 
                                                
38 Peter Conroy points this out in “The Hôtel de Balbec as Church and Theater” (213). 
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conversation with others, “avec l’ostentation non d’un savoir acquis, mais d’une marque 
d’affection reçue par moi seul” (II, 30). Recognition of this habit signals him out as a 
unique, even special individual; it qualifies him as a person, just as le baiser du soir does 
in Combray. The implications of the evening kiss will be analyzed in greater detail in 
chapter 2, but it is relevant to remark here that it is characterized as a repeated act that 
brings comfort to Marcel. 
As time passes, the narrator’s attitude towards his room continues to evolve in 
accordance with the degree of knowledge he has of the room and his emotional state of 
mind.  For instance, after deciding for certain that he is in love with Albertine, his hotel 
room takes on a whole new look, tinted by this new passion and subjected to his 
speculations on Albertine’s opinion of the room:  
Ma chambre me semblait tout d’un coup nouvelle. Certes, il y avait bien 
longtemps qu’elle n’était plus la chambre ennemie du premier soir. . . . Ce n’était 
plus davantage la chambre, assez puissante encore sur ma sensibilité, non certes 
pour me faire souffrir, mais pour me donner de la joie, la cuve des beaux jours, . . 
. ni la chambre purement esthétique des soirs picturaux ; c’était la chambre où 
j’étais depuis tant de jours que je ne la voyais plus. Or voici que je venais de 
recommencer à ouvrir les yeux sur elle, mais cette fois-ci de ce point de vue 
égoïste qui est celui de l’amour. (II, 278-9) 
This remark enumerates the different stages he has traversed since his arrival in his 
bedroom, and illustrates the dynamic nature of this relationship.  His opinion of the room 
never ceases to evolve and, what is more, transforms according to his psychological and 
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sentimental states; or, in some cases, influences these states.  The angst of being in a new 
place gives the room an ominous look, only to transition with time into a picturesque 
viewpoint (hence the significance of the window), then into a place of indifference that 
the narrator ignores due to the length of time he has spent there; until, finally it acquires a 
new, love-infused tint.  Like the set on a stage, the background changes with each new 
act: “le mur fil[e] dans un autre direction,” giving way to a new scene (I, 6). More 
importantly, this description of the narrator’s fluctuating opinion of his bedroom reflects 
his unstable identity inasmuch as the one informs the other and vice versa.  Through the 
portrayal of his narrator’s shifting views of his bedroom, and the influence it has on his 
self-perception, Proust depicts the multiplicity of identity and its relationship to physical 
surroundings. In short, he demonstrates how different settings call into being different 
characters, the reverse is also true: people color their surroundings with myriad nuances, 
depending on their temperament and situation.  
 At the end of his first stay at the Grand Hôtel de Balbec, the manager proposes 
one of his better rooms to Marcel, but the latter refuses because he is now attached to this 
first one that has witnessed so much of his personal growth. In fact, he subsequently has 
to readjust to the shape and size of his Parisian bedroom.39 Interestingly, though, not 
every new sleeping quarter provokes discomfort for Marcel. When he travels to 
Doncières to visit Saint-Loup, he expects this change of scenery will bring angst and 
                                                
39 “Le directeur m’offrait pour l’année prochaine de meilleures chambres, mais j’étais attaché maintenant à 
la mienne où j’entrais sans plus jamais sentir l’odeur du vétiver, et dont ma pensée, qui s’y élevait jadis si 
difficilement, avait fini par prendre si exactement les dimensions que je fus obligé de lui faire subir un 
traitement inverse quand je dus coucher à Paris dans mon ancienne chambre, laquelle était basse de 
plafond” (II, 305). 
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suffering with it, as usual.40  Aware of his friend’s nighttime troubles, the latter invites 
him to stay in his own bedroom the first night and Marcel is pleasantly surprised to find 
himself immune to Saint-Loup’s bedchamber.41  In this setting, which has already been 
infused with the presence of his good friend, recognizable by his books and photographs, 
Marcel feels at ease and capable of living happily. Representative of his friend Saint-
Loup, his bedroom does not evoke an unfamiliar void that Marcel must fill with ideas of 
himself in order to render it recognizable and comfortable. Furthermore, he finds himself 
once again pleasantly surprised when on his second night at the military base, compelled 
to sleep in yet another strange backdrop—another hotel room—this new atmosphere does 
not upset him either: “Or, je m’étais trompé. Je n’eus pas le temps d’être triste, car je ne 
fus pas un instant seul. C’est qu’il restait du palais ancien un excédent de luxe, 
inutilisable dans un hôtel moderne, et qui, détaché de toute affectation pratique, avait pris 
dans son désœuvrement une sorte de vie . . .” (II, 381).  In this encounter with another 
new bedroom, rather than fear the remnants of the ancient palace, he embraces them and 
allows them to take on a life of their own.  As described above, Marcel tends to personify 
his bedroom settings, and the rooms at the Doncières military base embody figures that 
are relatively familiar to him and charm him: Saint-Loup and quiet “fantômes subalternes 
du passé” (II, 381). Contrary to the threatening comportments of the furniture in Balbec, 
the interior design of this old structure contrasted with modern accoutrements, acquires 
                                                
40 II, 381. 
41 “C’est là, dans cette chambre charmante, que j’eusse dîné et dormi avec bonheur et avec calme. Saint-
Loup y semblait presque présent grâce aux livres de travail qui étaient sur sa table à côté des photographies 
parmi lesquelles je reconnus la mienne et celle de Mme de Guermantes, grâce au feu qui avait fini par 
s’habituer à la cheminée. . .” (II, 374).   
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venerable and amiable qualities in the eyes of Proust’s narrator.  Moreover, the inferior 
ghosts keep him company, never allowing him to feel lonely; instead, they fuel his 
imagination and invite rich and vivid daydreaming. 
 In brief, the narrator reveals a poignant anxiety about the prospect of staying in 
new bedroom settings.  Regardless of whether they actually prove upsetting to him or not, 
he is well aware of his mental and emotional attachment to these surroundings.  And if he 
finds himself in a strange and unwelcoming bedroom, he eventually finds comfort in 
establishing routines and relationships with what is at first a foreign environment to him.  
In any case, these intimate chambers discernibly shape Marcel’s self-perception. 
 
Imaginative Performances: Disrupting Routines 
 Once Marcel becomes comfortable with his bedroom settings, they become 
havens for dreaming, fantasy, and spectatorship—spaces for imaginative performances.  
In his exhaustive depictions of his personified bedroom in Doncières, Marcel recounts in 
detail his interactions with his surroundings and the effect they have on his oneiric train 
of thought.  Namely, he claims that the distraction of a fresh, new atmosphere prevents 
him from falling into the same dream sequences as those he experiences in Paris.42 An 
environment different from the norm disrupts habits and destabilizes disciplined bodies, 
allowing them to conceive new points of view and experiment with them.  Whereas the 
                                                
42 “. . . les images qui remplirent mes rêves, cette première nuit, furent empruntées à une mémoire 
entièrement distincte de celle que mettait d’habitude à contribution mon sommeil. Si j’avais été tenté en 
dormant de me laisser réentraîner vers ma mémoire coutumière, le lit auquel je n’étais pas habitué, la douce 
attention que j’étais obligé de prêter à mes positions quand je me retournais, suffisaient à rectifier ou à 
maintenir le fil nouveau de mes rêves” (II, 384). 
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threatening unfamiliarity of the Balbec hotel room required that he establish a routine in 
order to be at peace with his surroundings and “himself,” the friendly changes brought on 
by the Doncières hotel room provoke change and self-exploration.  Moreover, this novel 
setting provides access to an untouched memory, distinct from the one that traditionally 
stimulates his slumber, as if he had acquired a new identity and its corresponding past.  
Proust’s narrator goes on to suggest here that modifying one’s habits enables one to 
appreciate both conscious and unconscious worlds from a rejuvenated perspective: 
Il en est du sommeil comme de la perception du monde extérieur. Il suffit d’une 
modification dans nos habitudes pour le rendre poétique, il suffit qu’en nous 
déshabillant nous nous soyons endormi sans le vouloir sur notre lit, pour que les 
dimensions du sommeil soient changées et sa beauté sentie. (II, 384) 
The first part of this passage is quite clear: varying our practices encourages new ways of 
perceiving and comprehending our dreams as well as our external life. The second half, 
however, proves to be a little more curious as Proust seems to imply that abruptly falling 
asleep while undressing transforms our sleeping moments into a more aesthetic 
experience.  It is hard to imagine someone suddenly falling asleep while they are in the 
middle of undressing, but taking into account our investigation of Proust’s use of the 
word déshabillage, this remark seems to compare the loosening of habits—both in the 
sense of clothes and practices—to undressing. In other words, disrobing ourselves of our 
repetitive customs and pre-conceived notions, allows us to explore new modes of seeing, 
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doing, and dreaming.  For Butler, who views identity as a collection of repeated acts, 
interrupting the repetition of those acts problematizes their corresponding identities.43 
   This is important because the narrator also claims here that it is in our 
dreams that we practice performing and actually accomplish tasks. Among the pastimes 
Marcel implements at Doncières is his fondness for conducting mental performances 
when on the threshold between being asleep and being awake: 
Car souvent quand je restais endormi au moment où j’avais pensé au contraire que 
le bruit m’aurait réveillé, pendant une heure encore je croyais l’être, tout en 
sommeillant, et je me jouais à moi-même en minces ombres sur l’écran de mon 
sommeil les divers spectacles auxquels il m’empêchait mais auxquels j’avais 
l’illusion d’assister. (II, 385) 
Analogous to the insomniac narrator’s favorite diversion of memorializing his former 
lives by replaying scenes form his past, here, in his latest bedroom setting, the younger 
narrator takes pleasure in another type of conceptual role-playing: that of acting the role 
of himself.  Knowing that this new setting revives different memories and, consequently, 
new dream patterns, the reader wonders what the narrator envisions himself performing 
in these “divers spectacles”: routine scenes, newly acquired behaviors, or imaginary 
scenarios the narrator has never actually executed while awake. There is no way to know 
for sure, but, regardless, the narrator recognizes the importance of acting out different 
                                                
43 “If the ground of gender identity is the stylized repetition of acts through time, and not a seemingly 
seamless identity, then the possibilities of gender transformation are to be found in the arbitrary relation 
between such acts, in the possibility of a different sort of repeating, in the breaking or subversive repetition 
of that style” (Butler, “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution” 520). 
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roles during waking and sleeping hours alike: “Ce qu’on aurait fait le jour, il arrive en 
effet, le sommeil venant, qu’on ne l’accomplisse qu’en rêve, c’est-à-dire après l’inflexion 
de l’ensommeillement, en suivant une autre voie qu’on n’eût fait éveillé” (II, 385). 
Marcel discerns the real completion of an act in the difference between what one actually 
did consciously and what one dreamed of doing.  That is to say that the actions we take in 
dreams aid our understanding of those we take in real life, despite, or thanks to their 
frequent opposition to each other.  In fact, Marcel suggests that he often withdraws into 
reverie as a means to enact fantasies that may be problematic to fulfill in reality, in a way 
similar to that described by Freud (The Standard Edition, IV-V). The narrator thus 
implies that people play numerous roles awake and asleep, and these various identities 
are not always consistent with each other. Moreover, it is important to recognize the 
discrepancies between our multifarious selves to understand why we make contrasting 
decisions in similar circumstances.  To summarize, Proust illustrates how transforming 
our everyday settings, namely those where we tend to sleep and dream, causes us to alter 
our habits, revolutionizing our perspectives, and therefore the roles we assume.  
Furthermore, non-threatening bedrooms foster intense dreams and hence a milieu where 
Marcel can experiment with new, and thus “unconventional” identities. 
 This was often the case on evenings when, after having adapted to his new hotel 
room in Balbec, Marcel would come home late from dining (and drinking) at Rivebelle 
with Saint-Loup, and fall quickly into a deep sleep: “Tout à coup je m’endormais, je 
tombais dans ce sommeil lourd où se dévoilent pour nous le retour à la jeunesse, la 
reprise des années passées, des sentiments perdus, la désincarnation, la transmigration des 
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âmes, . . .” (II, 76).  Sleep offers the narrator not only a means of accessing his past youth 
and its associated memories and sentiments, but also the tools to divest himself of his 
current body.  The concepts of désincarnation and la transmigration des âmes extend the 
practice of déshabillage in the bedroom to include the displacement of his physical 
body.44 In addition to escaping, if only temporarily, his corporeal frame, it is suggested 
that his soul can incarnate other physiques and constitutions, thereby allowing him, in a 
sense, to put on different bodies or masks and perform different identities.  It should be 
noted that the narrator discusses the transmigration of the soul on the very first page of A 
la recherche when comparing the passage through different stages of sleep and 
wakefulness to metempsychosis (I, 3).45  In essence, Proust evokes the physicality of 
identity, while suggesting that souls do not correspond to only one biological design, but 
could theoretically embody several.   
 As this dream progresses, Marcel distances himself further and further from his 
conscious self, and eventually comes to play a role in an oriental fairy-tale. And, here 
again, the distinct change of scenery proves critical in the transformation of his identity:  
Puis, même ma propre vie m’était entièrement cachée par un décor nouveau, 
comme celui planté tout au bord du plateau et devant lequel pendant que, derrière, 
                                                
44 In The Weather in Proust, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick studies Proust’s various notions of reincarnation and 
resurrection as it relates to Neoplatonic philosophy and affect theory. She looks in particular at the 
narrator’s description of the different internal characters that represent different aspects of his personality, 
notably his mention of a “little Mannikin” who functions as a living barometer.  (1-41) 
45 Scholars have long read the oneiric structure of A la recherche, supported by the narrator’s interest in 
metempsychosis and dreams, as a long dream sequence that allows the author to embody a multitude of 
characters, given the strong similarities between Proust and numerous figures in his text.  While I find this 
interpretation very intriguing, I am more interested here in the emphasis on the physicality of 
disincarnation, metempsychosis, and the narrator’s fondness of trying on other bodies as identities. 
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on procède aux changements de tableaux, des acteurs donnent un divertissement. 
Celui où je tenais alors mon rôle était dans le goût des contes orientaux, je n’y 
savais rien de mon passé ni de moi-même, à cause de cet extrême rapprochement 
d’un décor interposé ; je n’étais qu’un personnage qui recevais la bastonnade et 
subissais des châtiments variés pour une faute que je n’apercevais pas mais qui 
était d’avoir bu trop de porto. (II, 177) 
The powerful presence of a new stage, described as being so close that it hides his former 
life, prevents Marcel from knowing anything about his past life or past self.  As we have 
seen, the narrator is unable to recognize himself, or remember his previous identity, 
without its corresponding setting to enlighten him.  On the set of his new role, a scene 
reminiscent of an oriental fairy tale, the narrator tells us he receives a beating and other 
punishments for having drunk too much port, although he learns of this reason only later.  
Any mention of oriental fairy tales in A la recherche tends to call to mind Mille et une 
nuits, the collection of Persian and Indian fables of which Marcel is so fond.  In fact, the 
narrator references a specific story from this work after observing the flagellation of 
Charlus at Jupien’s brothel (which is itself evoked by the mention of la bastonnade): the 
tale of a woman-turned-dog, who has herself beaten in order to return to her original 
form. This myth seems to exemplify Freud’s concept of the death instincts insofar as a 
certain act is repeated, regardless of the pain it may bring, in order to return to a former 
state (Beyond, 106-7). Equally important, this association of beatings with the 
metamorphosis of identities hints at a correlation between sado-masochism and role-
playing, a topic that will be explored in more depth in chapters 2 and 3.  It is important to 
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note, though, that the motivation for the bastinado refers to an event that took place 
earlier that evening in the narrator’s real life when he indulged in beer “en y ajoutant 
quelques gouttes de porto” (II, 169). Surely, this beer-port mélange strikes the reader as 
rather odd, but suggests nevertheless that the narrator, feeling somewhat guilty for having 
imbibed so much drink, is now fantasizing about being chastised for it. This theory is not 
so farfetched given his grandmother’s dread of her grandson (and her husband) 
consuming alcohol, even if for medical reasons, and the narrator later regrets having 
forced his grandmother to witness his liberal drinking.46 Likewise, if, as we have seen, 
dreaming serves to fulfill a wish that would not be possible to make while awake, then 
this fantasy of beating represents the narrator’s wish to be beaten for an act he 
unconsciously deplores at this point in the narrative. Accordingly, Proust illustrates 
Freud’s theory about the potential to perform repressed fantasies through dreaming, an 
activity that entails incarnating identities frequently distinct from those we assume in 
public.  Dreaming, hence, accords us the space to experiment with roles and identities 
that may be problematic in the real world.  Under these circumstances, art, in this case 
literature also creates a universe for subverting the preservation of conventional identities 
by interrupting the repetition necessary to maintain traditional notions of identity. 
 
                                                
46 “Moi qui ne pouvais supporter autrefois la souffrance qu’elle avait quand mon grand-père prenait du 
cognac, je lui avais infligé celle, non pas même seulement de me voir prendre sur l’invitation d’un autre, 
une boisson qu’elle croyait funeste pour moi, mais je l’avais forcée à me laisser libre de m’en gorger à ma 




Discerning Others: Negotiating the Fourth Wall 
 The bedroom also serves as a sanctuary for daydreaming; that is to say that 
Marcel is not always asleep when dreaming of becoming different characters. By the 
same token, he is not restricted to his bedroom and mind for inspiration, relying regularly 
on the sounds and images made accessible by his bedroom window.47  Visually 
observing, or even just listening from his bed, the narrator imagines all types of 
performances inspired by the exterior world.  For instance, once la petite bande of girls 
become his friends in A l’ombre des jeunes filles en fleur, the young Marcel must rest 
indoors in the morning—while his new friends play on the dike—so that he will have 
enough energy to go out with them in the afternoon: “ . . . obligé de goûter, sans bouger, 
par l’imagination seulement, et tous à la fois, les plaisirs des jeux, du bain de la marche, 
que la matinée conseillait, la joie faisait battre bruyamment mon cœur comme une 
machine en pleine action, mais immobile. . .” (II, 305-6).  Comparable to his nighttime 
fantasies, Marcel now spends his mornings virtually participating in typical seaside 
activities, yet still obeying his doctor’s orders to stay in bed.  Owing to his illness and 
bedroom restrictions, the narrator has trained his mind to dramatize its thoughts so that 
they engage him in the action without requiring him to leave his room.48  He cannot see 
                                                
47 Windows play an important role in Marcel’s perception of the world as they emphasize Marcel’s role as 
voyeur.  He perceives much of the world by means of windows and other transparent and/or reflective 
screens. To read more about windows in Proust, see Jacques Cazeaux, Andrea Del Lungo, John C. Lapp, 
Elisabeth Ladenson, David Mendelson, and Howard Moss. 
48 Sedgwick describes this juxtaposition between the narrator’s fertile introspective ruminations and his 
fervent interest in the world around him as such: “for many readers of Proust, the textual experience of the 
Recherche seems to give access to a radically fruitful double movement: into an acutely enriched space of 
reverie, and outward with an enriched interest in the daily-changing climates of reality” (Weather 33-34). 
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his girlfriends from his “belvédère," but guesses their presence amidst the sounds of 
merchants, children, and bathers, which he can hear even though his curtains remain 
closed to block out the daylight.  He knows that Albertine and her friends are out there 
amusing themselves on the shoreline, even claims to perceive their laughter, but surely 
does not see them.  Despite the shuttered window, Marcel alleges he appreciates not only 
the musical performance, but also the spectacle of the waves crashing on the beach in 
concert with the instrumental presentation.  In this conclusion to A l’ombre des jeunes 
fille en fleur, Marcel reminisces about his morning tradition of soaking in all the sounds 
to substitute for the lack of veritable action.  This substitute satisfies him only for only so 
long, as Marcel expresses his impatience to get dressed: “je m’impatientais qu’on ne fût 
pas encore venu me donner mes affaires pour que je puisse m’habiller” (II, 306). That he 
remains undressed to some extent while in his bedroom reinforces the argument that his 
bedroom acts as a sanctuary where he can undress himself from himself, where he is able 
to investigate and test various identities.  Yet, the sounds he discerns from his bedroom 
window seat, like a spectator attending a show, rouse his desire to interact with other 
characters and penetrate these enticing worlds. In some cases, Marcel is so stimulated by 
the scenes he experiences through his bedroom window that he blurs the line between 
spectator and actor, inviting characters, as we shall see, from the exterior world stage into 
his exclusive bedroom theater.   




In La Prisonnière, it is the spectacle of the daily market that excites Marcel and 
entertains him as if he were attending the symphony or the opera:  
Il y eut d’abord un silence où le sifflet du marchand de tripes et la corne du 
tramway firent résonner l’air à des octaves différentes, comme un accordeur de 
piano aveugle. Puis peu à peu devinrent distincts les motifs entrecroisés auxquels 
de nouveaux s’ajoutaient. . . . Le ronflement d’un violon était dû parfois au 
passage d’une automobile, parfois à ce que je n’avais pas mis assez d’eau dans ma 
bouillote électrique. (III, 643-644) 
Marcel interprets every noise he hears—from inside and outside his window—as if it 
were part of an orchestral recital, all the while remarking the mediocre quality of the 
musicians and their instruments. Superimposed on the sounds of merchants whistling, 
vehicles, and even his electric teakettle, he distinguishes the candy vendor from the 
potter, both of whom are beckoning customers with aria[s] vivace[s]. Off to the side, in 
the image of the young butcher chopping meat, the narrator beholds a classic depiction of 
a beautiful angel sorting the good from the bad on Judgment day. As a consequence of 
being confined to his room for long periods at a time, he now relies on his inventiveness 
to convert commonplace events into scenes from an opera or paintings at a museum.  In 
contrast to the example above in which he relies primarily on his imagination to conjure 
images of the girls playing on the dike, here the scenes observed from his bedroom 
window provide ample stimulation for his mental musings.  Amidst all of this 
spectatorship, Marcel begins to fantasize about his very favorite street figures: the 
laundresses, bakers, and milkmaids.    
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 Up until this point, the narrator has been watching this show as a remotely 
engaged spectator, or voyeur in some instances,49 enjoying the entertainment from his 
mezzanine seat; or, rather, like a stage director overseeing the performance from the back 
seats of the theater.  Indeed, his vivid imagination motivates the entire scene, construing 
the voices and the actions in such a way as to tint an ordinary morning at the market with 
noble and biblical hues. All of this activity, because of its quotidian nature, appeals to 
Marcel who is limited to studying the spectacle from the sidelines.  In fact, he starts to 
wonder how accurate his “vue nostalgique” of the young working girls is (III, 645), and 
what he might be overlooking: 
Pour évaluer la perte que me faisait éprouver ma réclusion, c’est-à-dire la richesse 
que m’offrait la journée, il eût fallu intercepter dans le long déroulement de la 
frise animée quelque fillette portant son linge ou son lait, la faire passer un 
moment, comme la silhouette d’un décor mobile, entre les portants, dans le cadre 
de ma porte, et la retenir sous mes yeux, non sans obtenir sur elle quelque 
renseignement qui permit de la retrouver un jour. . . . (III, 645, my italics) 
In this passage on scenery and décor, rather than applying human attributes to the 
furniture and objects in his bedroom, Proust reduces the living, breathing passers-by to 
figures in an embellished and animated frieze.  He continues to apply theatrical 
references, like décor mobile, to the space around him, yet he clearly differentiates 
between his personal stage inside his room and the public one outside his window. In 
                                                
49 “In Proust, the window is, psychologically, the voyeur’s picture” (Moss, 55). 
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order to estimate the possible loss due to his (voluntary) incarceration, the narrator claims 
he must capture one of these young milkmaids or laundresses so that he can hold her 
under his gaze. As Dorothy Kelly notes in Telling Glances, “In Proust, . . . the male gaze 
at the woman attempts to see, understand and control the female object” (164).50   Marcel 
desires to learn more about this environment that is so foreign to him through visual 
study of one of its young female characters, yet again linking behavior to one’s milieu.  
Consequently, he paints an image of a moving frieze from which he will seize a 
silhouette of one of these figures and then reinsert her within the borders of his bedroom, 
like moving a character or stage prop from one backdrop to another to see how it looks.  
Ostensibly, he is curious to know how this actress would appear in his personal drama as 
opposed to her public play.  
 Accordingly, Marcel asks Françoise to fetch one of these young female workers to 
do an errand for him, with the intention of bringing her into his room so he can scrutinize 
her as he has just described. When she first arrives, Marcel barely looks at her so as not to 
give the impression that he requested her services for his visual pleasure. Accordingly, 
she maintains an aura of wholesome charm: “Elle n’était ni nue, ni déguisée, mais une 
vraie crémière, une de celles qu’on s’imagine si jolies quand on n’a pas le temps de 
s’approcher d’elles” (III, 648).  Alluding again to the role of disguises and clothing, or 
the lack thereof, in the discernment of one’s identity, the narrator perceives this young 
                                                
50 Kelly does conclude, however, that the narrator eventually concedes the impossibility of his endeavor: 
“In terms of the voyeurist scenario, the truth that one seeks is not available in the ‘visible’ real world; 
Marcel learns a ‘truth’ that Raphaël never does. Gender identity, the truth of the primal scene, woman’s 




milkmaid to represent the epitome of truth and natural beauty.  Curiously, this perception 
persists only as long as he has not actually seen her.  In other words, his notion of verity 
and attractiveness originates wholly in his mental impression of her. The instant he truly 
looks at her, however, standing close to him in his exclusive bedroom setting, Marcel is 
appalled:  
Hélas! une fois auprès de moi, la blonde crémière aux mèches striées, dépouillée 
de tant d’imagination et de désirs éveillés en moi, se trouva réduite à elle-même. 
Le nuage frémissant de mes suppositions ne l’enveloppait plus d’un vertige. . . . 
Ce vol capturé, inerte, anéanti, incapable de rien ajouter à sa pauvre évidence, 
n’avait plus mon imagination pour collaborer avec lui. (III, 649-50)  
Abducted from her urban stage and plunged into Marcel’s own personal theater, the 
milkmaid can no longer fall prey to the former’s speculations and projections. Without 
his imagination to assist him in fabricating exciting thoughts and arousing characteristics, 
the little stranger remains nothing more than her boring and veritable self.   
Evidently, the fact of physically introducing an exterior object of desire into his 
intimate bedroom setting destroys the sway of his fantasies. The reader has surely 
remarked this trend with regards to his relationship with Albertine, who stimulates his 
interest and inflames intense fits of jealousy when she is not home with Marcel. Yet, 
when she does keep him company in his apartment, he often grows bored with her and 
turns to dreaming of Venice or fancying one of these street vendors. The proximity of 
these women obviously impacts his ability to fantasize successfully about them or not. He 
says so himself when describing the optimal distance between “une femme aperçue” and 
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“une femme approchée, caressée” (III, 648-49), explaining that the unattainability of a 
woman renders her more desirable, which is why working women seem the most 
inaccessible and exotic to our privileged narrator who frequents the upper classes in 
which women certainly never work, and only a few men hold active professional 
positions.  The moment the milkmaid enters his bedroom door, conversely, the illusion he 
has built around her shatters. Kelly demonstrates in her discussion of voyeurism in La 
Prisonnière that “[i]t is distance itself that gives rise to desire” in Proust’s work (185). 
Similarly, Diane Fuss notes in her study of the author’s bedroom that “it is the threshold 
that marks for Proust the room’s greatest stress point, its site of maximum structural 
tension” (171). If this is true, his bedroom walls represent crucial boundaries dividing 
Proust’s private sphere of writing from the rest of the world. Correspondingly, his 
narrator’s bedroom barriers partition his intellectual microcosm from the rest of the 
universe, and any intruders that trespass the threshold quash the strength of his vision.  
From a dramatic perspective, one could consider Marcel’s bedroom window as 
the fourth wall of a theater—in this instance, a fourth wall that possibly separates two 
different stages: on the interior side, Marcel’s psychological theater, of which he occupies 
the main role, and on the exterior, the public sphere, which nevertheless inspires Marcel’s 
imagination, but from a spectator’s point of view.51 Dénis Diderot, the philosopher behind 
the notion of the fourth wall, introduced this idea with the intention of advancing a more 
                                                
51 If one were to think of the bedroom as a kind of image of the mind itself, then the interior theater would 
be (as Freud imagined the mind) stimuli coming from within the mind itself, and the exterior theater would 
be stimuli coming from outside the body. (Freud, Beyond 55). Thanks to Dorothy Kelly for pointing out 
this conceptual metaphor for understanding the narrator’s psychological theater.  
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realistic and natural genre of drama.  He incited actors to perform as if there were not an 
audience watching and thus, to behave more intuitively (Brochett, 205-6). Certainly, the 
merchants promoting their goods on the street, unaware of Marcel’s scrutinizing eyes, are 
not acting with the intention of entertaining him; so, under these circumstances, his 
window does function like a fourth wall.   Nonetheless, they are performing the roles of 
baker, butcher or toy merchant, which, as the narrator has illustrated, may comprise 
animated gestures, chanting, and exclamations fit for stage artists.  On the whole, it is 
clear that Marcel considers these city scenes as shows for his viewing pleasure, thus 
taking on the role of spectator or voyeur, depending on the situation. At the same time, he 
participates in his own performances inside his room that take the form of both 
intellectual reverie and tangible role-playing, such as le drame du coucher.  The narrator 
does not need to leave the confines of his bedroom to experience either of these 
spectacles because the performance is displaced from inside to outside of these walls, and 
the bedroom window is Marcel’s viewing device.  
 
Spaces of Narration and Lieux de Mémoire52 
The bedroom clearly occupies a central space in Proust’s novel insofar as the 
narrator often relies on this setting as a sanctuary to explore his own character, but also as 
a theater for observing others perform their designated roles. The prominence of this 
environment is evident even on a narratological level in that the author, as I shall 
                                                
52 Expression taken from Pierre Nora’s series of monographs entitled Les lieux de mémoire. 
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illustrate, uses the bedroom as a means to make the novel progress. After meticulously 
detailing the actual drame du coucher event, (which we will examine more closely in the 
next chapter), the narrator reveals that for a long time, this was all he could remember of 
Combray: “Il y avait déjà bien des années que, de Combray, tout ce qui n’était pas le 
théâtre et le drame de mon coucher, n’existait plus pour moi, . . .” (I, 44).  The narrator 
spent years dwelling on this tragic scene from his childhood, unable to access any images 
or memories of Combray that he did not associate with this evening production. Instead, 
he would dissect every detail affiliated with his nightly drama and the stage where it took 
place. While scholars have historically focused on the nature and implications of the 
drame du coucher, I would like to signal here that the author explicitly highlights the 
significance of le théâtre—the place where his drama unfolds.   
When concluding his depiction of this life-changing event, the narrator brings the 
story back around to his bedroom, the place where he initiated the account of his drame 
with his story of the magic lantern. From here, he redirects the aim of this story by 
juxtaposing his inability to recollect anything except the theater for his evening drama, 
with the sudden restoration of his lost memories, and hence their affiliated décor de 
theater, stimulated by the taste of the madeleine: 
Et dès que j’eus reconnu le goût du morceau de madeleine trempé dans le tilleul 
que me donnait ma tante . . . aussitôt la vieille maison grise sur la rue, où était sa 
chambre, vint comme un décor de théâtre s’appliquer au petit pavillon, donnant 
sur le jardin, qu’on avait construit pour mes parents sur ses derrières (ce pan 
tronqué que seul j’avais revu jusque-là). . . . (I, 47, my italics) 
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Admittedly, this legendary quotation has been the subject of much discussion but, again, I 
would like to center my analysis on how the author draws attention to the setting of these 
newfound memories and how he uses the bedroom as a catalyst for the story.  Once more, 
Proust correlates his narrator’s residential environment with a stage set, but this time he 
not only refers to the somber and unpleasant setting of the drame du coucher, but to the 
rest of the house as well. Proust’s language suggests the rappearance of a misplaced 
backdrop that has just been rediscovered in the obscure and cluttered attic of an old 
theater, i.e. his mind.  In other words, the madeleine incident completely changes the 
nature and style of the Proustian play: what briefly, in the first forty pages of “Combray” 
resembles a classic tragedy—to the extent that the bedtime drama obeys the three laws of 
unity (a coherent conflict, taking place in one location, and within one 24-hour 
period53)—has now become a tragicomedy, making way for subordinate stages, sub-plots, 
a multitude of characters, and a time frame that spans decades.  The narrator, therefore, 
applies theatrical language to describe not only his emotional breakdown and his fixation 
on his bedroom as the setting for this spectacle, but also his recent reunion with the rest 
of Combray.  
 At the same time, the bedroom functions as a sort of through-line54 inasmuch as 
the narrator continuously brings the story back to his impressions of his different 
bedrooms, particularly when making transitions at the beginning of narrative segments.  
                                                
53 This spectacle occurs within 24 hours, but repeats itself every day, just like the representation of the same 
play day after day, night after night. 
54 A through-line is “a theme or idea that runs from the beginning to the end of a book, film, etc.” Collins 




Having just noted his preliminary restriction to the bedroom scenery, the narrator now 
plays off this limitation to mark the emergence of other settings and locations in 
Combray. Similarly, the narrator frequently reintroduces the theme of his bedroom as a 
means of concluding one episode or thought and commencing another one. Employing 
the bedroom as a recurring spring board is not so surprising given what we now know of 
Marcel’s dependence on this intimate setting to assist him in his understanding of his 
various selves and situate himself in his thoughts.  The bedroom, then, orients the 
narration of his past. For instance, at the end of “Combray,” the narrator takes us back to 
the initial narrative framework by explaining how he would lie in his bed reminiscing 
about his past until morning came, even after he had properly positioned himself in his 
current bedroom55: 
Certes quand approchait le matin, il y avait bien longtemps qu’était dissipée la 
brève incertitude de mon réveil. Je savais dans quelle chambre je me trouvais 
effectivement, je l’avais reconstruite autour de moi dans l’obscurité, et – soit en 
m’orientant par la seule mémoire, soit en m’aidant, comme indication, d’une 
faible lueur aperçue, au pied de laquelle je plaçais les rideaux de la croisée – je 
l’avais reconstruite toute entière et meublée comme un architecte et un tapissier 
qui gardent leur ouverture primitive aux fenêtres et aux portes, j’avais reposé les 
glaces et remis la commode à sa place habituelle. (I, 184) 
                                                
55 “C’est ainsi que je restais souvent jusqu’au matin à songer au temps de Combray, à mes tristes soirées 
sans sommeil, à tant de jours aussi dont l’image m’avait été plus récemment rendue par la saveur (…) 
d’une tasse de thé, …” (I, 183). 
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The reader realizes that the current narrator is remembering a previous moment in his life 
when he would lie in bed remembering yet another previous self, and these secondary 
memories themselves were centered around the “tristes soirées sans sommeil” in his 
Combray bedroom.  When Marcel alludes to a “faible lueur,” at the bottom of which he 
places “les rideaux de la croisée,” the reader, at first glance, interprets this as an 
association between the window curtains and a faint trespass of sunlight.  Alternatively, 
however, the word “croisée” designates an intersection, the place where the various 
Marcels and all of his bedrooms collide in the narrator’s thoughts, and thus likens the 
bedroom to a crossroads.  
The above passage proves especially revelatory to the extent that the narrator 
compares himself to a set creator who rebuilds his bedroom in the same fashion that he 
compares his future literary work of art to an architectural monument at the very end of A 
la recherche.56 There exists, henceforth, a powerful link, between the bedroom and the 
book.57 This appears quite logical given that both of their structures rely on the narrator’s 
memories in order to take form, but also because the composition of the latter seemingly 
takes place in the former. That is, one could argue that the entire text is based on the 
narrator’s memories of his sleepless nights when his younger self would revive his past 
                                                
56 “Et dans ces grands livres-là, il y a des parties qui n’ont eu le temps que d’être esquissées, et qui ne 
seront sans doute jamais finies, à cause de l’ampleur même du plan de l’architecte. Combien de grandes 
cathédrales restent inachevées !” (IV, 610). Pages later he refers to his “travaux d’architecte” (IV, 617).  It 
is true that he does not explicitly compare the book to a tapestry, but rather to a cathedral, in which 
tapestries are often kept.  Moreover, the fact that Proust died before he could finalize A la recherche, 
strengthens the associations between his book and an unfinished cathedral (or an unfinished self) and an 
architect with ambitious plans.   
57 Proust is certainly not the first French author to compare his literary corpus to architectural monument. 
Other authors who have done so include, but are not limited to Christine de Pizan, Victor Hugo, and 
Charles Baudelaire.  
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by means of retrospection and imagination.  This would imply that on one diegetic level, 
one of the narrator’s past selves remains forever in his bedroom reminiscing about his 
past, thus explaining the function of the bedroom as not only a continuous thread in the 
story, but also a lieu de mémoire.58  
In the introduction to his elaborate project studying the “sites of memory,” Pierre 
Nora explains that lieux de mémoire exist because “there is no spontaneous memory”, 
that is society must “deliberately create archives, maintain anniversaries, organize 
celebrations, pronounce eulogies, and notarize bills because such activities no longer 
occur naturally” (Between Memory and History 12).  While Proust’s Madeleine scene and 
his theories of involuntary memory clearly oppose the impossibility of spontaneous 
memory (at least individually), the narrator nevertheless makes a concerted effort to 
memorialize his past by willfully contemplating its existence and eventually recording it 
and situating it in specific lieux, the most important of which is his bedroom.  In 
particular, his sleepless nights spent reminiscing about his past in his bedroom and his 
intentions at the end of the book to write a book about these reflections at night – when 
most people sleep in their bedrooms – illustrate his desire to position this memorial in his 
bedroom.  
As a final illustration, the bedroom serves once again as a narrative juncture 
when, after describing Swann and Odette’s initial love adventures in Un amour de 
Swann, the narrator resumes contemplating the nature of his bedrooms through the eyes 
                                                
58 In Le Temps retrouvé, the narrator also stresses his preference to work during the evening and sleep 
during the day, again suggesting considerable amount of time spent in his bedroom. 
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of his past self who, presumably, lies reminiscing in the same bedroom from which he 
begins and ends Combray:  
Parmi les chambres dont j’évoquais le plus souvent l’image dans mes nuits 
d’insomnie, aucune ne ressemblait moins aux chambres de Combray, . . . que celle 
du Grand Hôtel de la Plage, à Balbec, . . .  
Mais rien ne ressemblait moins non plus à ce Balbec réel que celui dont 
j’avais souvent rêvé, les jours de tempête, quand le vent était si fort que Françoise 
en me menant aux Champs-Élysées me recommandait de ne pas marcher trop près 
des murs pour ne pas recevoir des tuiles sur la tête. . . . (I, 376-77)  
By first contrasting the actual hotel room in Balbec with his bedroom in Combray, only 
to deviate shortly thereafter to his Parisian life by means of his fantasies of his Balbec 
residence (as imagined from Paris), the narrator has yet again announced the main 
thoroughfares of the novel through descriptions and evocations of their corresponding 
bedrooms. From here, the narrator’s story continues more or less in sequence until the 
conclusion of the text; that is to say, despite an abundance of analepses and proplepses, 
the narrator never actually reverts back to this original scene of bedtime reminiscing.  
The reader can only infer then that the rest of the novel belongs to this same train of 
thought initiated at the beginning of “Noms de pays: le nom”, or Du côté de chez Swann 
III.  Strictly speaking, the narrator, harking back to a time when he would lie in bed 
pondering his past lives, tells those very memories via this intermediary narrator lying in 
his bed. Gérard Genette confirms this understanding of the overall articulations of time in 
A la recherche in Discours du récit:  
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Mais il faut surtout rappeler que Combray I est une rêverie d’insomnie, que 
Combray II est un « souvenir involontaire » provoqué par le goût de Madeleine, et 
que tout ce qui suit, à partir d’Un amour de Swann, est de nouveau une évocation 
de l’insomniaque : toute la recherche est en fait une vaste analepse pseudo-
diégétique au titre des souvenirs du « sujet intermédiaire », aussitôt revendiqués et 
assumé comme récit par le narrateur final. (251)  
As Genette asserts, the entire novel consists of one, long “pseudo-diegetic” flashback; in 
other words, while most of the story is twice removed from the narrator recounting the 
story (by way of the insomniac remembering the events in his bedroom), the narrator 
constantly brings the story back to the diegetic level as if it were not metadiegetic.  
Genette distinguishes, and rightly so, between the narrator relating the memory-story, the 
insomniac lying in bed remembering his past, and, still yet, several Marcels who act in 
these memories, including the one who discloses his plan at the end of Le Temps perdu to 
write his novel at night.  Nevertheless, on a more global narrative level, the entire text 
represents the account of one long and sometimes discursive recollection evoked by the 
insomniac lying in his bed, and retold by the narrator.  That being the case, the bedroom 
is the theater for the elaboration of Marcel’s memories: the quintessential lieu de 
mémoire proustien.  When in his bedroom, lying awake at night, the narrator deliberately 
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recreates his past through reflection and eventually literature, and he chooses his 
bedroom as the principal site of this recollection and very possibly its composition.59   
 
To conclude, the constant attention the narrator devotes to his bedroom setting can 
give rise to several different end results. First, the author employs the idea of the 
bedroom like a common thread to which he repeatedly returns with the introduction of 
every new location. Accordingly, the motif of the bedroom becomes a narrative tool to 
advance the storyline, while retaining a certain amount of attention on the bedroom as a 
setting. Second, the bedroom is introduced in the beginning of the novel as the site of 
memory, or lieu de mémoire.  On several diegetic levels, the narrator employs the 
bedroom as the theater for reflection and mental re-enactment of his commemorative 
musings. Third, these mental performances provide Marcel with a safe place to 
experiment with different identities and embrace his varying fantasies, breaking with 
certain habits and creating new ones.  Finally, and given all of these other points, Proust 
describes the bedroom setting as an essential tool in the discernment and determination of 
his narrator’s identity, not only for the reader, but for the narrator himself.  The author, 
thus, illustrates the powerful influence settings have on human identity, perception, and 
the portrayal of oneself.   The bedroom, in short, as the main stage of the Proustian novel, 
                                                
59 We will never know if the narrator, like his author, writes his book in his bedroom because the novel 
finishes just when he says he is going to begin it. He nevertheless shares other commonalities with Proust, 
for instance, he mentions his paperoles, which Françoise helps him attach to his notebooks, like Céleste 
Albaret did with Proust. Plus, he asserts that he will write only at night and sleep during the day, which also 
corresponds to Proust’s writing habits.  
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embodies a theater for the dramatization of Marcel’s memories and fantasies, fears and 




 2. Marcel’s Psychological Theater 
 
The first chapter illustrated the profound effect settings, and in particular bedroom 
settings have on Marcel’s sense of self and his behavior.  The author presents his 
narrator’s various bedrooms as distinct theatrical stages that compel different 
performances, and thus correspond to different personas.  We concluded with the notion 
that his bedroom window functions as a type of fourth wall that separates two different 
kinds of theater: the interior stage of Marcel’s psychological and emotional drama and 
the exterior theater that provides numerous plays and scenarios for Marcel to enjoy from 
his bedroom.  In this chapter, we shall examine in more depth some of the scenarios that 
unfold inside these revered and feared environments as well as the characters involved.  
Specifically, we shall begin by looking at some fundamental scenes from the narrator’s 
childhood—including, but not limited to the drame du coucher—that structure his 
subsequent relations as a young adult. These episodes belong to what I call his 
psychological theater insofar as they have lasting effects on his self-perception and 
growth.  For Joyce McDougall, whose perception of psychical activity as a type of theater 
has informed some of my work in this study, people and places embody the two main 
elements of one’s psychological theater.60  Having already considered the function of the 
                                                
60 En utilisant cette métaphore du théâtre, j'espère mettre en lumière deux aspects de l'activité psychique: le 
cadre ou le lieu où se passe telle scène; les personnages qui y jouent.  Le premier a trait à l’économie 
psychique, le second à la signification dynamique. C’est au Je de composer avec ces éléments, de maintenir 
le sens, et de canaliser les forces d’investissement.  Pour y parvenir, il lui faut de l’invention, de 
l’imagination." (Joyce McDougall, 11).  As we saw in chapter 1, the narrator’s imagination has and will 
continue to occupy a critical function in the unfolding and the interpretation of these scenes. 
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bedroom setting on Marcel’s mental economy, I shall now turn to the people and the acts 
they perform there. 
To be sure, the drame du coucher affair has been widely studied by numerous 
critics with varying agendas. For my part, I shall focus my analysis on the author’s 
portrayal of this and related events as recurring performances: scenes played and replayed 
night after night.  Accordingly, it is necessary to examine the roles Marcel adopts in these 
scenarios as well as those of other essential characters, and then to study how the text 
places the repetition of these roles at the heart of the formation of his identity. In 
particular, I shall study allusions to historical and mythical discourses that frame this 
primary scene of A la recherche to determine to what extent Marcel’s performance 
conforms to their conventions.  Proust’s numerous references to well-known, established 
stories about families and love triangles belong to a citational mode of quotation writing 
on his part.  In Bodies that Matter, Butler examines the utility of citations as 
performatives, with particular interest in the term “queer” and other gender categories, in 
response to J. L. Austin’s outright rejection of citational performatives (Austin, Butler, 
Bodies 172-174).  Building on Derrida’s theoretical work, she argues that “no term or 
statement can function performatively without the accumulating and dissimulating 
historicity of force” that comes from repetition and citation (Bodies 172).61 She uses the 
example of the exclamation “It’s a girl!” which “anticipates the eventual arrival of the 
                                                
61 Butler quotes Derrida to support her argument against Austin’s rejection of citational performance: “ 
‘Could a performative statement succeed,’ asks Derrida, ‘if its formulation did not repeat a ‘coded’ or 
iterable statement, in other words if the expressions I use to open a meeting, launch a ship or a marriage 
were not identifiable as conforming to an iterable model, and therefore if they were not identifiable in a 
way as ‘citation’?’” (Bodies,172; “Signature, Event, Context” 18) 
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sanction, ‘I pronounce you man and wife’” to illustrate the reiterative, citational 
construction of gender (Bodies 176).  At the same time, she recognizes that in order to 
change the gender hierarchies and stereotypes the reverse has to happen; namely, to alter 
the derogatory connotations surrounding the word queer, anti-homophobic discourse 
must reappropriate the term through repeated use and critique of it.62  Using Butler’s and 
Derrida’s notions of citationality, this study interrogates Proust’s references to literary, 
mythical, and biblical figures throughout the drame du coucher scenes.  Finally, I shall 
consider Marcel’s later behavior and relationships inside and outside of his bedroom to 
determine how they, and certain childhood memories, are shown to inform his evolution 
as an adult, a lover, and an artist. Specifically, in his role as narrator, possibly even the 
fictional author of the text, how does he depict himself as the unconscious actor playing 
and replaying a certain repertoire of scenes throughout the book?  
First and foremost, the sequence of events comprising Marcel’s drame du coucher 
resembles that of a performance in both the theatrical and the discursive sense of the 
word.  First of all, the narrator explicitly characterizes the incident as a drama, with a 
specific décor and other theatrical qualities (discussed in Chapter 1), and he recalls the 
experience as being dramatic, even tragic for him.  What makes these nightly productions 
so powerful and sensational for Marcel?  Second, the young boy reenacts the affair 
repeatedly throughout his childhood, and he describes his repertory as comprising a 
                                                
62 “In this sense, it remains politically necessary to lay claim to ‘women,’ ‘queer,’ ‘gay,’ and ‘lesbian,’ 
precisely because of the way these terms, as it were, lay claim on us prior to our full knowing. Laying claim 
to such terms in reverse will be necessary to refute homophobic deployments of the terms in law, public 
policy, on the street, and in ‘private’ life” (Bodies, 174).  
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number of different adaptations of this scene.  His inclination to replay the show every 
evening over the course of an unspecified amount of time underlines the performative 
and incomplete nature of this evening ritual. “Performative” here is taken in the Butlerian 
sense of an act that is reiterated in order to sustain the notion of its reality, but which, by 
the very fact of requiring reiteration reveals its own inadequacies (Butler, Bodies xix). To 
describe such a state, the author fittingly chooses to rely frequently on the French 
imparfait, a past tense that often relates repeated practices that have no clear beginning or 
ending, thus rendering them imperfect.  It is my intention to uncover first what is not 
complete about this picture, and what induces Marcel to replay this episode every night.  
Moreover, how do these numerous performances differ and evolve? Are these actions 
ever complete? 
 
The Magic Lantern and the Spectacle of the Other Text 
 Marcel’s bedtime anxiety begins at the end of the afternoon when he finds himself 
alone in his bedroom, painfully waiting for dinnertime, the moment when he can escape 
the disturbing images of the magic lantern. As already indicated in the last chapter, even 
before the arrival of the magic lantern, the bedroom embodies painful thoughts as it 
recalls the impending moment when he will have to relinquish his mother’s comforting 
presence and go to bed alone.  The advent of the magic lantern only aggravates the 
situation because it eliminates the sliver of complacency Marcel obtains from having 
imbued this room with ideas of himself (“mon moi”) and replaces it with someone else’s 
disconcerting spectacle: “Au pas saccadé de son cheval, Golo, plein d’un affreux dessein, 
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sortait de la petite forêt triangulaire qui veloutait d’un vert sombre la pente d’une colline, 
et s’avançait en tressautant vers le château de la pauvre Geneviève de Brabant” (I, 9).63  
Marcel’s perception of himself as represented by his bedroom setting is now sullied with 
images of Golo, the villain in the legend who tries to seduce Geneviève, a married 
woman, and, when she rejects him, deceitfully accuses her of infidelity.  Consequently, 
Geneviève’s husband orders that she and her son be killed, but her insightful executioner 
spares their lives.  Proust describes Golo’s body as literally espousing his bedroom walls 
and internalizing all of the objects in its path, an act equivalent to his narrator’s attempt to 
fill his room with “mon moi”.64   Ostensibly, Golo’s legendary story and its mysterious 
scenery—through a process described as “transvertébration”—eclipse any sign of 
Marcel’s presence, thereby negating his indifference to his room and instigating 
unwelcome thoughts.  Marcel explains that as soon as the dinner bell rang, he would flee 
this enigmatic and distracting environment and “tomber dans les bras de maman que les 
malheurs de Geneviève de Brabant me rendaient plus chère, tandis que les crimes de 
Golo me faisaient examiner ma propre conscience avec plus de scrupules” (I, 10). The 
antagonist’s misdeeds incite certain suspicions in Marcel concerning his own private 
musings and inclinations, suggesting a parallel between the narrator and Golo.  Based on 
                                                
63 I’m grateful to Dorothy Kelly for signaling that “la petite forêt triangulaire qui veloutait d’un vert 
sombre” from which Golo rides calls to mind the image of the woman’s sex. This allusion to the woman as 
mother reinforces the resemblance between Golo and Marcel inasmuch as the latter desires his mother in 
the same way Golo desires Geneviève de Brabant.  
64 “Le corps de Golo lui-même s’arrangeait de tout obstacle material, de tout objet gênant qu’il rencontrait 
en le prenant comme ossature et en se le rendant intérieur….” (I,10). Jeffrey Mehlman views this triumph 
by Golo as compensation for his failure to seduce Geneviève, impeded by an act of speech (20-21).  
Although I agree with Mehlman’s argument concerning the magic lantern episode, I am more concerned 
here with the telling of the legend as representative of a discourse to which Marcel struggles to belong.   
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the fairytale, this admission implies that he desires to interfere in his parents’ 
relationship, and possibly inflict harm on his mother in the same way Golo interfered in 
Geneviève’s marriage, nearly causing her death. In other words, the magic lantern show 
prefigures the narrator’s own tragedy about to take place, even if in a less violent form. 
 In addition to the vivid images projected on Marcel’s bedroom walls, his great 
aunt narrates the legend of Geneviève de Brabant, adding another element to this pictorial 
fairytale:  
Golo s’arrêtait un instant pour écouter avec tristesse le boniment lu à haute voix 
par ma grand-tante et qu’il avait l’air de comprendre parfaitement, conformant son 
attitude avec une docilité qui n’excluait pas une certaine majesté, aux indications 
du texte. (I, 11) 
The juxtaposition of visual representations of Golo with the oral delivery of the text read 
by Marcel’s great aunt renders this scene all the more theatrically palpable. While Golo 
certainly exhibits evil intentions, this portrayal of him and his reactions to the aunt’s 
reading hints at a more complex character than perceived at first glance. For example, the 
narrator perceives Golo as docilely performing the identity that the recited text prescribes 
for him, as if he had little choice in the matter.  Such a submission of bodily movements 
to language evokes Foucault’s and then Butler’s respective theories about society’s 
disciplining of our bodies through repeated discourse.  Indeed, “le boniment” refers to a 
seductive, superficial speech meant to stimulate interest and participation in the 
performance of certain acts. What is more, Golo listens to this communication with both 
sorrow and dignity, indicating that he is not proud of the role he is entreated to play, but 
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executes it honorably nevertheless.  From this perspective, it is no surprise that he 
succeeds in provoking a certain level of sympathy, even if shameful, in his spectator, 
Marcel, who admits that this character’s behavior causes him to reflect on his own.  This 
raises the question: will Marcel perform the text as docilely as his model, Golo? 
While Marcel’s behavior may not be as sinister or as dishonest as Golo’s is in the 
legend,65 he still deems his feelings comparable to the antagonist’s, whose behavior 
towards Geneviève informs him about his relationship with his mother. Marcel therefore 
learns about relations, love, and deceit from this literary legend performed in his bedroom 
by means of a magic lantern and his aunt’s narration. In other words, the author stages a 
dramatized version of Marcel’s own psychological dilemma right there in his bedroom, 
and as a result presents him with a more vivid and exaggerated version of his emotional 
reality.  The narrator then casts himself as Golo and his mother as Genevieve de Brabant 
in this tragic story and performs it himself.  First, (retrospectively in the narration of the 
story), the narrator writes himself into their roles by comparing his mother and himself to 
Geneviève and Golo.66 Then, as we shall soon see, the young boy intercepts his mother as 
his parents are going to bed, thus disrupting their conjugal relationship in a similar, but 
not identical manner to Golo’s disruption of Geneviève’s marriage.   
As the prelude to the actual drame du coucher, Golo’s performance—played 
repeatedly for Marcel in his bedroom—can be seen as influencing Marcel’s subsequent 
                                                
65 Marcel does lie to Françoise about the nature of the message he implores her to transmit to his mother 
during dinner, but he never puts either one in as dangerous a situation as that to which Golo subjects 
Geneviève. 
66 My enumeration here corresponds not to the chronological order of the story (le temps de l’histoire), but 
to the chronological order of the narrative (le temps du récit). 
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behavior in much the same way as theorists like Pierre Bourdieu, Judith Butler, and 
Michel Foucault perceive society’s indoctrination of certain dispositions or habitus.67 
Before becoming illuminated images displayed on the young boy’s walls, the adventure 
of Geneviève de Brabant and Golo was a medieval legend recorded and published 
numerous times throughout history as both a children’s story and a theatrical piece, 
among other genres. As a traditional narrative then, the story of Golo and Geneviève de 
Brabant contributes to society’s conventional discourse on male-female relationships, 
discretely inculcating certain practices upon its readers and viewers, such as Marcel. For 
example, the scenario may be viewed as warning men against coveting another man’s 
wife, at the same time that it introduces that very possibility, even the temptation to do 
so.68  Notably, the author does not portray the antagonist as completely evil, but suggests 
he is docile, majestic, even sad, and that he is only obeying the text’s rhetoric. 
Accordingly, he draws the reader’s attention to the presence of this underlying literary 
discourse at the same time that he questions its simplicity.  Likewise, it will be equally 
informative to interrogate the extent to which Marcel’s subsequent actions in the drame 
                                                
67 While Pierre Bourdieu, Judith Butler and Michel Foucault certainly take different approaches to the 
wide-ranging issues of gender identity, gender dynamics, and sexuality, they all recognize the existence of 
underlying discourses that guide and inform individuals’ behavior.  More specifically, Freud’s 
psychoanalytic theory implicates the Oedipus complex as one of the, if not the, primary social discourse 
influencing and structuring human sexuality and desire.  
68 Butler on Foucault: “Foucault’s point in The History of Sexuality, volume one, however, was even 
stronger: the juridical law, the regulative law, seeks to confine, limit, or prohibit some set of acts, practices, 
subjects, but in the process of articulating and elaborating that prohibition, the law provides the discursive 
occasion for a resistance, a resignification, and potential self-subversion of the law. . . . hence, a prohibitive 
law, by underscoring a given practice in discourse, produces the occasion for a public contest that may 




du coucher align him with Golo or not. Does Marcel truly reenact the legend of Golo or 
does he manage to subvert it?  
The Evolution of Sado-Masochistic Penchants 
Before continuing with our examination of the le drame du coucher, the choice of 
Marcel’s great aunt as narrator of the legend of Geneviève de Brabant deserves a few 
remarks. His grandfather’s cousin and Léonie’s mother, this great aunt is the actual 
proprietor of the Combray house, yet she holds a minor role in comparison to her 
daughter, whose sedentary lifestyle occupies the narrator’s attention considerably and 
who foreshadows Marcel’s adult life in many ways.69  His great aunt, conversely, appears 
only in a few other episodes, one of which is another painful spectacle in which she 
teases Marcel’s grandmother by prodding his grandfather to drink cognac against his 
wife’s wishes. The young Marcel abhors these productions that dismay his grandmother:  
Ce supplice que lui infligeait ma grand-tante, le spectacle de vaines prières de ma 
grand-mère et de sa faiblesse, vaincue d’avance, … c’était de ces choses à la vue 
desquelles on s’habitue plus tard jusqu’à les considérer en riant et à prendre le 
parti du persécuteur assez résolument et gaiement pour se persuader à soi-même 
qu’il ne s’agit pas de persécution; elles me causaient alors une telle horreur, que 
j’aurais aimé battre ma grand-tante. (I, 11-12)70 
                                                
69 See I, 48 for identification of his great aunt.  
70 This passage was referenced in chapter 1 with respect to the narrator’s dream at Balbec, in which he 




This memory represents the first of many allusions to sado-masochistic tendencies in the 
novel. In this case, Marcel’s great aunt seemingly takes pleasure in causing her sister-in-
law pain, whose suffering then hurts the young narrator and stimulates aggressive desires 
in him.  Instead of attacking his great aunt for tormenting his grandmother, though, he 
avoids witnessing these scenes by escaping to the room “[d]estinée à un usage plus 
spécial et plus vulgaire” and reserved for “toutes celles de mes occupations qui 
réclamaient une inviolable solitude : la lecture, la rêverie, les larmes, et la volupté” (I, 
12). Taking refuge in this particular room implies that he turns to masturbation to satisfy 
the desire to beat his great aunt—a type of self-inflicted beating. This suggestion is 
consistent with Jean Laplanche’s theorization of sado-masochism, which builds on 
Freud’s notion that sexual pleasure derives from the shoring up of non-sexual, instinctual 
acts (Laplanche, Vie, 135-153).  In short, sado-masochistic fantasies stem from a primary, 
non-sexual aggression that undergoes a series of reversals and inversions, including a 
masochistic phase linked closely to masturbation.71  Curiously, Marcel explains that he 
will eventually take part in such harassment, and even enjoy it (“en riant,” “gaiement”), 
intimating that there is a (normalization?) process of sorts involved in the elaboration of 
sado-masochistic penchants. And, in fact, he does cause his grandmother similar pain 
when he indulges in alcohol on the train to Balbec to calm his anxiety and avert a more 
                                                
71 In other words, instead of beating his great aunt, he chooses to relieve his frustration through 
masturbation. In A child is being beaten, Freud recognizes the presence of sexual pleasure in phase 2, the 
masochistic phase, of the sado-masochistic evolution from the fact that many patients attest to having 
onanistic tendencies before having fantasies of fustigation. Cited from Laplanche, Vie et mort en 




serious attack. His desire to beat his great aunt, then, for inflicting pain on his 
grandmother in the same manner that he will eventually hurt her illustrates a reversal of 
roles. In Freudian terms we could say that, in the first instance, Marcel witnesses “his 
father” (in this case his great aunt) beat a “child” (his grandmother), and in the next 
version Marcel becomes the one who beats the child, thus representing two of the three 
stages of Freud’s “A Child is beaten” schema. The intermediary phase of this evolution, 
that is the fantasy corresponding to “My father beats me,” could correspond to the dream, 
discussed in chapter 1, that stages Marcel, (playing another character), receiving a 
beating for having drunk too much port (II, 177).  This three-part episode illustrates the 
materialization of a sado-masochistic penchant in Marcel that, as I shall show, structures 
subsequent relationships and fantasies.  From a more global perspective, his great aunt’s 
assumption of the position of the father in Freud’s “A child is beaten” theory speaks to 
the preponderance of female figures playing emblematic roles, traditionally attributed to 
men, in critical scenarios that contribute to Marcel’s development as an individual, to the 
detriment and minimization of his father’s role. Notably, the person beating Marcel in his 
dream remains anonymous and genderless. This represents a common trend in A la 
recherche to break with the convention of assigning characters classic gendered roles, a 
trend that extends to the drame du coucher scene.  
 
‘Le Drame du Coucher’ and the Failure to Conform 
As the narrator proceeds with his account of le drame du coucher, he continues to 
employ the imperfect tense to indicate the nightly recurrence of this dilemma.  In essence, 
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Marcel never wants to leave his mother to spend the night alone in his bedroom. His 
“seule consolation” is that his mother will come and give him a kiss goodnight. And, 
even though the ephemeral and fleeting kiss offered by his mother does not entirely 
appease him, he restrains himself from appealing for another, as he knows this will anger 
her, and he eventually falls asleep.  In fact, evenings when she comes up to his room to 
kiss him goodnight are actually pleasant and comforting compared to the alternative: 
evenings when she is entertaining guests and Marcel must kiss her in front of everyone at 
dinner. Not only does she not allow him to kiss her “à plusieurs reprises devant le monde, 
comme si ç’avait été dans [s]a chambre” (I, 27), but also he must “transporter [le baiser] 
de la salle à manger dans [s]a chambre et le garder pendant tout le temps [qu’il se] 
déshabillai[t]. . . ” (I, 23). Recalling our discussion in chapter 1 about the possible 
connotations of son déshabillage, his need to hold on to this kiss while he undresses 
suggests both romantic desires as well as solipsistic illusions with regards to his mother’s 
love. 
The drama thus revolves around his fear of going to bed, undressing in his 
bedroom alone, (particularly without his mother), and his longing for oral affection from 
his mother to abate his anxiety about the reality of being an insecure and inadequate 
individual.72  That is, as we discussed in chapter 1, Marcel depends on his surroundings, 
but also on the “character” of his mother, to construct an imago with which he can 
                                                
72 “Le Drame du coucher” and the young narrator’s attachment to and identification with his mother has 
been the subject of many studies with myriad objectives.  Here is a short list of authors who discuss this 
subject in their work: Serge Doubrovsky, Elisabeth Ladenson, Jeffrey Mehlman, Milton Miller, James 
Reid, Peter S. Rogers, Kaja Silverman, Philip Thody, Elizabeth Viti, and Inge Crosman Wimmers. 
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identify. Butler describes the phenomenon of identification as “a desired event or 
accomplishment, but one which finally is never achieved; identification is the 
phantasmatic staging of the event” (Bodies 68). With this in mind, the evening drama 
epitomizes Marcel’s search for identification, his desire to perform his identity.  What is 
more, Marcel’s father opposes this evening exchange, describing the exercise as  “ces 
rites absurdes” (I, 13). Indeed, up until this point, the narrator has been describing a 
ritualistic practice, which comprises two possible renditions: evenings when his mother 
goes into his room to kiss him goodnight, and evenings when guests prevent her from 
doing so and Marcel must kiss her in public. Unexpectedly and surreptitiously, however, 
the narrator disrupts the use of the imperfect tense and initiates the account of one 
evening in particular marked by the narrator’s mother’s attempt to take Swann aside and 
discuss the taboo subject of his daughter, but both Marcel and his grandfather interrupt 
them, thwarting her plan.73  
The most noteworthy anomaly of this specific evening, however, is certainly 
Marcel’s being sent to bed without a kiss from his mother.  At the suggestion of the 
young narrator’s grandfather, his father orders him to bed earlier than usual. And, when 
his son advances to kiss his wife, he intervenes: “Mais non, voyons, laisse ta mère, vous 
vous êtes assez dit bonsoir comme cela, ces manifestations sont ridicules. Allons, 
monte !” (I, 27).  This critical moment marks the beginning of a chain of events that will 
make this night more memorable for Marcel than all of the other evening dramas.  His 
                                                
73 It is interesting to probe the significance of this minor passage: why does his mother feel it is important, 
to “[effacer] toute la peine que dans [sa] famille on avait pu faire à Swann depuis son mariage” (I, 23)? 
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father’s remarks seem to signify his authority in the family, and place him in opposition 
to both his son and his wife by referring to them as a group (vous vous êtes assez dit. . .). 
Marcel’s mother remains silent while her son retreats to his bedroom, accompanied by 
the narrator’s elaborate descriptions of his devastation and pain.   
The imposition of the father’s authority so suddenly in this way suggests that the 
author is positioning Marcel’s family in accordance with prominent social and 
psychoanalytic discourse: the first discourse identifies the father as the authority figure in 
the household, which is reinforced by the second’s claims that the threat of the father will 
propel the young boy to assume the position of the father, and thus maintain the status 
quo.  For Lacan, this command is represented by the Name of the Father “that is, the 
father’s law as it determines mutually exclusive lines of identification and desire” 
(Butler, Bodies 64),74 and for Freud by the threat of castration.  In addition to identifying 
with the father, the young boy, taking the myth of Oedipus as a cautionary tale, will 
refrain from entering into an incestuous relationship with his mother and seek another 
woman to play opposite him in this traditional storyline shaped by heteronormative 
discourse.75 
                                                
74 Note that neither of Marcel’s parents has a name, and his name might not even be Marcel: Proust 
consciously avoids assigning any of them a definitive first or last name, something that concretely 
identifies them.  This will be discussed in more detail below. 
75 Butler summarizes this theory saying that the fear of being assigned marginal sexed identities motivates 
the assumption of heteronormative roles: “In the Oedipal scenario, the symbolic demand that institutes 
“sex” is accompanied by the threat of punishment. Castration is the figure for punishment, the fear of 
castration motivating the assumption of the masculine sex, the fear of not being castrated motivating the 
assumption of the feminine. Implicit in the figure of castration, … are at least two inarticulate figures of 
abject homosexuality, the feminized fag and the phallicized dyke; the Lacanian scheme presumes that the 




 However, the drama on this precise evening undergoes another péripétie, 
drastically altering the conventional scenario.  In short, Marcel rejects his father’s edict 
and schemes to surmount this obstacle: first by intervening via Françoise and a written 
note, and, second, by physically intercepting his mother on her way to bed later that 
evening.  In addition to evoking the myth of Oedipus, this last attempt reflects Golo’s 
endeavor to lure Geneviève away from her husband.  In the fairytale, Golo is rejected and 
then takes revenge. Marcel, on the contrary, not only succeeds in drawing his mother into 
his room, but he does so with the support of his father: “Il me regarda un instant d’un air 
étonné et fâché, puis dès que maman lui eut expliqué en quelques mots embarrassés, ce 
qui était arrivé, il lui dit: ‘Mais va donc avec lui, puisque tu disais justement que tu n’as 
pas envie de dormir, reste un peu dans sa chambre, moi je n’ai besoin de rien’” (I, 36).  
To both the son’s and the mother’s astonishment, the father submits quite obligingly to 
this act of defiance, ostensibly because he does not feel threatened by his young, pathetic 
son.  At this climatic moment in Marcel’s life when he decides to brave his father’s 
wrath, he is shunned and belittled by his father who seemingly does not deem him a 
threat.  This scene portrays a quintessentially Oedipal moment with Marcel risking severe 
punishment, even banishment, by his father in his effort to intercept his mother on her 
way to bed; and yet his father capitulates without even one scolding remark.76  To put it 
another way, the narrator’s father abstains from imposing his law or desires on this 
                                                
76 “Maman passa cette nuit-là dans ma chambre ; au moment où je venais de commettre une faute telle que 
je m’attendais à être obligé de quitter la maison, mes parents m’accordaient plus que je n’eusse jamais 
obtenu d’eux comme récompense d’une belle action.” (I, 37). 
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triangular relationship (“moi je n’ai besoin de rien”) and thus from symbolically 
threatening his son with castration.77  This indifference to his son’s desire to be with his 
wife could be seen as a type of castration inasmuch as it is indicative of Marcel’s non-
threatening presence.  Yet, the father’s declaration that he does not need anything also 
implies that he does not want his wife’s affection, therefore problematizing the father’s 
sexuality, to say nothing of his son’s.   
In her chapter “Phantasmatic Identification and the Assumption of Sex,” Butler 
begins by reminding her readers that the performance of traditional gender roles is 
controlled by an eminent threat: 
This iterability implies that “performance” is not a singular “act” or event, but a 
ritualized production, a ritual reiterated under and through constraint, under and 
through the force of prohibition and taboo, with the threat of ostracism and even 
death controlling and compelling the shape of the production, but not, I will insist, 
determining it fully in advance. (Bodies 60) 
In A la recherche, Proust hints at this compulsory reiteration through language by using 
the imperfect tense to indicate repetition, but then he singles out specific events and 
moments in which he highlights the imperfectness and inconclusiveness of the identities 
being performed.78 In this example, he specifically calls attention to the risk of 
                                                
77 “Le Drame du coucher” has often been read in relation to the myth of Oedipus. For more on this 
comparison or contrast, see Leo Bersani, “The Culture of Redemption,” Serge Doubrovsky, Jeffrey 
Mehlman, Milton Miller, Peter S. Rogers, Kaja Silverman, Philip Thody, and Elizabeth Viti. 
78 In “Temporal Patterns in A la Recherche du Temps Perdu,” J. P. Houston discusses the techniques Proust 
uses to slip fluidly from the general and reiterative mode (represented by the imperfect tense) to a particular 
mode (represented by the passé simple), including the avoidance of time markers and the inclusion of 
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banishment and, as we shall see, to the taboo of incest through the reading of François le 
champi with his mother.  Ultimately, though, he arrests the alleged compulsory replaying 
of the drame du coucher in which Marcel’s desire for his mother is satisfied by an 
ephemeral, stigmatized kiss. The lack of any threat allows him to perform a new role, one 
in which identification is no longer compulsory seeing that the threat of his father has 
been removed.79  
Accordingly, this drame du coucher reflects neither the legend of Geneviève de 
Brabant nor the myth of Oedipus insofar as husband and wife give in to their son’s 
wishes.  Proust thus frames Marcel’s drame du coucher in relation to these time-honored, 
trilateral relationships, positioning him as the intruder, but then refuses to comply 
precisely with either story.  Instead, he has authored a new scenario including a role for 
Marcel that is innovative in two ways: 1) it is different from established discourse, and 2) 
this evening differs from all the other evening dramas, breaking the repetition implied by 
the narration in the imperfect tense. Ultimately, this specific, and most tragic evening 
drama exposes Proust’s representation of the impossibility of ever attaining a whole, 
complete identity. 
                                                                                                                                            
dialogue to separate the two temporal aspects.  He calls this Proustian approach “the ‘long day’ form” as it 
tends to present narrative action as if much of it was happening on one, albeit long, day. One prominent 
example of this type of narration can be found in “Combray” where his memories all seem to correspond to 
a generic Sunday (Houston 34-41). 
79 “Understood as a phantasmatic effort subject to the logic of iterability, an identification always takes 
place in relation to a law or, more specifically, a prohibition that works through delivering a threat of 
punishment.” (Butler, Bodies that Matter 69).  
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 Before advancing to the dénouement of this unique evening, Proust juxtaposes 
Marcel’s drama with yet another historical tale, this time evoking a story from the Old 
Testament:  
Je restai sans oser faire un mouvement; il était encore devant nous, grand dans sa 
robe de nuit blanche sous le cachemire de l’Inde violet et rose qu’il nouait autour 
de sa tête puisqu’il avait des névralgies, avec le geste d’Abraham dans la gravure 
d’après Benozzo Gozzoli que m’avait donnée M. Swann, disant à Sarah qu’elle a 
à se départir du côté d’Isaac. (I, 36) 
In the La Pléiade edition of Du côté de chez Swann, Francine Goujon’s annotation to this 
scene articulates the peculiarity of Proust’s reference here to Abraham, Sarah, and Isaac 
as well as to the painting inspired by Benozzo Gozzoli.80  Namely, she evokes the 
ambiguity inherent in the verb construction “se départir du côté de,” which seems to 
combine both the idea of separation (se départir de) and reunion (partir du côté de).81  
Accordingly, it is not clear to which, if any scene from the Bible Proust refers.  Certainly, 
Abraham is known for his willingness to sacrifice (and thus separate himself from) his 
son as well as his courage to trust in God for others (so that others may reunite under 
better circumstances), qualities not exemplified by Marcel’s father’s surrendering to his 
son’s weakness and trepidation.  In fact, the narrator claims that his father “n’avait pas de 
principes” and shows that his parents act in a rather arbitrary fashion (I, 34-5). 
                                                
80 Goujon argues that the only passage this reference calls to mind is that of Abraham sending Hagar away 
with her son Ismael. See I, 36, note 1, p. 1114. 
81 I, 36, note 1, p. 1114. 
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Consequently, Proust calls attention to yet another prototype to show that Marcel’s 
family fails to imitate such prototypes, illustrated by his distortion of and thus refusal to 
mimic biblical history.82 Or, rather, it could be said that the author rewrites the passage 
from the Old Testament to conform to this new narrative in which the father disappears 
from the stage and mother and son go off alone together.  
Both Butler, (in her inquiries into the possibility of an identity that does not 
conform to conventional discourse), and McDougall, (in her study of psychical theater), 
acknowledge the importance of imagination and invention as a means to escape 
prescribed sexual identities.83  Having illustrated the impossibility of speaking about any 
body prior to the symbolic, Butler concludes that “any story we might tell about such a 
body making its way toward the marker of sex will be a fictional one, even if, perhaps a 
necessary fiction” (Bodies, 62). Is this then a fictional story of the narrator’s coming into 
being sexed?  Without the threat of punishment or castration, has the young narrator been 
relieved of the forced assumption of a sexed position? The ensuing primal reading scene 
will shed more light on this situation, but first we must consider his mother’s reactions to 
his father’s capitulation. 
After triumphantly winning his mother all to himself, the narrator remarks: “Il me 
semblait que ma mère venait de me faire une première concession qui devait lui être 
douloureux” (I, 38). Henceforth, his love for his mother is linked to the pain he has 
                                                
82 Mehlman includes Swann as well in this model: “Swann the (Jewish) father and Abraham the patriarch 
are the models that Marcel’s parent fails to live up to” (24). 
83 “L’enfant répudie alors le mythe œdipien avec son fondement universel qui tient pour inéluctable la 
différence des sexes et sa signification, (…). Il échappe ainsi aux apories qui se présentent à lui et il se crée 
une mythologie privée, à son usage exclusif et dont lui seul établira les lois.” (McDougall 227). 
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caused her, further instilling the association between affection and suffering that was 
introduced by his great aunt’s taunting of his grandmother.  And, indeed, he has hurt his 
mother insofar as she worries that this dependency on her nightly affection will become a 
habit.84  Or we should perhaps say remain a habit; for Marcel already relies on her kiss 
every evening to calm his anxiety.  On this particular night, though, his father created the 
opportunity to put an end to “ces rites absurdes,” but then failed to follow through.  Now, 
in lieu of a simple kiss, Marcel has earned his mother’s company in his room, a situation 
that might lead to a superior level of intimacy between mother and son.  Moreover, as we 
have mentioned before, habit refers to an act that is repeated indefinitely, and hence 
intended to convey the illusion of a reality.  In Marcel’s case, this reality concerns his 
identification with his mother.  It would seem, then, that Marcel’s mother fears that her 
son imagines and thus strives to perform a reality in which his imago relies on her 
spending the night with him every night.  With this in mind, we shall continue our 
investigation of this fateful night to determine the implications of this evening spent 
between mother and son. 
Once Françoise has gone to bed, and mother and son have been left alone, 
Marcel’s mother proposes they read a book together to calm them both down. Her son is 
delighted by this idea and readily agrees to unwrap the books his grandmother bought for 
                                                
84 “Mais mon ami, répondit timidement ma mère, que j’aie envie ou non de dormir, ne change rien à la 
chose, on ne peut pas habituer cet enfant… ” Marcel’s father interrupts his mother before she can finish her 
sentence. (I, 36) 
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him in advance of the special occasion for which they were destined.85  Among the stack 
of George Sand novels carefully selected by the latter, they choose to read François le 
Champi, a text well known by readers for its incestuous undercurrents.  In this way, 
Proust frames this engagement between Marcel and his mother on the backdrop of two 
indecent mother-son relationships: the myth of Oedipus86 and François le Champi.  In 
truth, he once again references a literary figure, and therefore the narrative to which he 
belongs, only for Marcel to fall short of fulfilling his allegoric destiny.  That is, each of 
these characters, emblematic of the son, develops a romantic relationship with their 
representative mother, while Marcel, conversely, is deprived of any explicit erotic 
exchanges.  First of all, it is never clear that Marcel even receives the long-awaited kiss, 
his desire for which propels this whole episode.  Next, his mother purposely omits the 
licentious passages of Sand’s book when reading to Marcel, whose mind often strays 
from the narrative anyway:  
Et aux lacunes que cette distraction laissait dans le récit, s’ajoutait, quand c’était 
maman qui me lisait à haute voix, qu’elle passait toutes les scènes d’amour. Aussi 
tous les changements bizarres qui se produisent dans l’attitude respective de la 
meunière et de l’enfant et qui ne trouvent leur explication que dans les progrès 
                                                
85 Unwrapping the fictional stories of George Sand evokes Marcel’s déshabillage, or unwrapping of his 
(fictional?) ‘self.’ 
86 The narrator actually evokes the story of Oedipus about 40 pages later when explaining his infatuation 
with actresses and the theater. Specifically, he refers to the play Œdipe-Roi, as “une de ces œuvres 
étranges” and indicates that, for his first visit to the theater, his parents will allow him to choose between 
two other plays. This signals a circumvention of the myth on behalf of the parents (in the same way his 
mother refrains from reading certain passages of François le Champi), not to mention a certain level of 
ignorance regarding the story on the part of Marcel (I, 73).  Proust references Œdipe only three more times 
in the whole novel, each of which contain a comparison of M. de Charlus, not the narrator, to the mythical 
figure. See, III, 88, 456; IV, 439. 
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d’un amour naissant me paraissaient empreints d’un profond mystère dont je me 
figurais volontiers que la source devait être dans ce nom inconnu et si doux de 
“Champi ” qui mettait sur l’enfant qui le portait sans que je susse pourquoi, sa 
couleur vive, empourprée et charmante. (I, 41)  
One could say that his mother cuts out the sex scenes, hence replacing his father as the 
castrator whose job it was to remove his sex figuratively. His mother’s avoidance of 
vocalizing this amorous affair leaves room for Marcel to invent his own situation, to 
imagine a new type of relationship between the two main characters. The holes in the 
story symbolize the incompleteness of the characters’ identities, and moreover, the 
possibilities for Marcel to create a new identity that does not necessarily correlate to the 
myths and discourses that have come before him.  At present, Marcel is lost and confused 
on the matters of love, and attributes his bewilderment to the boy’s mysterious name. 
This moment illustrates an acute awareness of and fascination with names in general for 
Marcel and relates precisely to the exploration of his own identity.87  Consequently, 
instead of exciting his sexual drives or educating him about these matters, his mother has 
                                                
87 This remark portends the narrator’s complex approach to names in the novel. On the one hand, names of 
certain places and prominent people mystify Marcel (i.e. Geneviève de Brabant and la duchesse de 
Guermantes) in that they stimulate his imagination and seem to embody an abundance of historical and 
cultural references. On the other hand, the narrator avoids naming the majority of his family members, 
specifically his parents and himself.  He offers no clues about their family names and only reluctantly 
suggests one could refer to “je” as “Marcel” (III, 583).  Seeing that the development of the young boy’s self 
is put in question from the very beginning of the novel, it is no wonder that his name and people’s use of 
his name present a delicate topic, especially in his relationships with women. Moreover, the name, 
“François le Champi,” suggests the eponymous character does not take his father’s name, both literally and 




aroused his interest in literature, names, and oral expression through her seductive 
reading.88  In other words, sex is replaced by fiction.  
As a matter of fact, this initial reading encounter with his mother embodies a sort 
of perverted primal scene—from both a sexual and literary perspective.89  Despite his 
mother’s attempt to remove the sexual allusions from her reading of François le Champi, 
this intimate exchange, presented as the denouement of an Oedipal struggle, carries many 
formative lessons for Marcel.  For example, the lacuna of sexual information incites 
Marcel to ponder the protagonist’s mysterious name, introduces his life-long infatuation 
with names and their relationship to place and identity.  Likewise, his appreciation for his 
mother’s vocal delivery of the text strengthens his current dependence on the bedtime 
kiss as oral satisfaction and extends this fixation to other oral, literary pleasures, to the 
detriment of genital pleasures.  In fact, the lack of conventional sexual guidance from his 
parents—be it in the form of fear or lust—impedes his maturation (as shown by his 
confusion), which would be his transition to the genital phase of Freud’s model of sexual 
development, and instead solidifies a “non-normative” sexuality in the narrator.90  
Finally, the whole notion of reading (and day-dreaming) and fiction as soothing solutions 
to his emotional breakdowns, and even replacements for physical satisfaction (the kiss, in 
                                                
88 “Si ma mère était une lectrice infidèle, c’était aussi, pour les ouvrages où elle trouvait l’accent d’un 
sentiment vrai, une lectrice admirable par le respect et la simplicité de l’interprétation, par la beauté et la 
douceur du son” (I, 41-42).   
89 To read more about the sexual and other implications of this literary primal scene, see Christie 
McDonald; Adam Watt, Reading in Proust’s A la Recherche; and Emma Wilson. 
90 Among the scholars examing the narrator’s sexuality, Kaja Silverman and Elisabeth Ladenson stand out 
for their studies analyzing his unconventional tendencies. In Male Subjectivity at the Margins. Kaja 
Silverman makes a fascinating argument explaining why Marcel’s locus of pleasure is the mouth (375-




this instance, which Marcel never actually gives or receives) takes root here in 
Combray.91  As Adam Watt explains “he transfers the erotic intrigue and ambiguity with 
which the situation (and the text being read) are imbued onto the act of reading” (Reading 
22).  The kiss, the act expected to relieve him of his nervous anxiety, is replaced here not 
only with reading, but also with literary-inspired daydreaming, adumbrating the salutary 
qualities of fiction and fantasy.  
Indeed, Marcel’s nervousness does subside on account of this primal reading 
scene between him and his mother. This experience has introduced him to the healing 
powers of literature, but he does not yet know how to use them on his own.  Instead, this 
evening has taught him that his dependency issues hurt his mother, although she does not 
completely blame him for his actions.92  Accordingly, his reliance on her persists as he 
views this condition as unavoidable despite recognizing his behavior as unacceptable: his 
strongest desire—to keep his mother in his room with him during these painful evening 
hours—is “trop en opposition avec les nécessités de la vie et le vœu de tous…” (42).  In 
short, the events of this evening conflict with social norms and demands, making it 
problematic to reenact them.  In fact, he states quite clearly that this night will never 
repeat itself—unlike all of the other drames du coucher—this particular evening 
                                                
91 “. . . il est évident que, dans la structure d’œdipe, la satisfaction de la ‘lecture’, qu’on lui accorde, 
fonctionne, pour l’enfant, comme substitut de la gratification sexuelle, qu’on lui refuse – et qu’il se refusera 
plus tard, dans la vie adulte, valorisant toujours, dans les rapports sexuels, les satisfactions imaginaires” 
(Serge Doubrovsky 59). 
92 “Demain mes angoisses reprendraient et maman ne resterait pas là. Mais quand mes angoisses étaient 
calmés, je ne les comprenais plus ; puis demain soir était encore lointain ; je me disais que j’aurais le temps 
d’aviser, bien que ce temps-là ne pût m’apporter aucun pouvoir de plus ; puisqu’il s’agissait de choses qui 
ne dépendaient pas de ma volonté .  .  .” (I, 42-43) 
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interrupts his traditional evening routine and introduces the possibility of transgression. 
All of the texts to which the narrator refers in the account of his most poignant childhood 
memory represent the discourse that the author subverts insofar as he does not imitate or 
repeat the scenarios exactly, leaving space for possible changes and reconstructions. As 
Butler says: “Disobedience to the law becomes the promise of the imaginary and, in 
particular, of the incommensurability of the imaginary with the symbolic” (Bodies 69). 
Even though Marcel and his mother may never repeat the events of this night, the narrator 
has been exposed to the option of configuring a reality in which this relationship is 
acceptable. Therefore, until someone imposes contradictory desires or laws that actually 
prevent him from seeking out his mother’s affection, Marcel will continue to turn to her 
to “stage” scenes of identification, regardless of any pain it may cause her.   
 
Transference and Repetition of the Primal Drama 
For psychoanalysts, repetitively staging a relatively unchanging scenario can 
correspond both to a therapeutic process and to alienation, as Joyce McDougall clarifies 
in her study, Théâtres du Je.  In her explanation of élaboration psychique as the physical 
and emotional unraveling of fears and fantasies, she accepts both Charcot’s 
understanding of it as the cause of the symptom in addition to that of Freud and Breuer 
who view psychical elaboration as the cure to psychological ailment.93  This means that 
                                                
93 “Pour ma part je voudrais souligner que ces deux positions ne s'excluent pas. L'élaboration psychique qui 
(selon la conception de Charcot) aboutirait à la formation d'un symptôme névrotique ou d'une perversion, 
voire d'une psychose, est un travail psychique précoce, une solution hâtive, qui porte la marque de la 
pensée infantile et de l'infiltration des processus primaires dans le secondaire, dans la tentative d'échapper à 
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propensities to act out issues—namely to establish roles and conflicts, and then play parts 
according to a preconceived script—emerge in various forms throughout an individual’s 
lifetime.  Given its formulaic and repetitive nature, the narrator’s evening ritual of kissing 
his mother corresponds distinctly to what Donald Winnicott calls a transitional object or 
transitional phenomenon: an object (i.e. teddy bear or doll) or activity (singing, humming, 
rubbing a blanket), that recalls the mother and possibly the baby’s first auto-erotic 
experiences, which often include oral pleasure as it relates to breast-feeding (3-6).94  The 
child creates this object or activity to endure the realization that his mother is not attached 
to him and can physically separate herself from him. Winnicott claims that “It is not the 
object, of course, that is transitional. The object represents the infant's transition from a 
state of being merged with the mother to a state of being in relation to the mother as 
something outside and separate” (14-15).95 For Marcel, the act of kissing his mother 
allows him to relinquish her for the night, to feel safe to expose his figurative nakedness 
                                                                                                                                            
la douleur psychique. Cette construction symptomatique ferme d'un seul coup la porte à toute élaboration 
future. . . . D'où l'espoir, selon Freud et Breuer, que le travail analytique permette une reprise de 
l'élaboration mentale à laquelle la formation des symptômes a mis fin, et l'accès à des réalisations 
pulsionnelles et sublimatoires réussies” (23-24). 
94 Milton Miller points out that one of the only places Proust explicitly mentions breastfeeding is in the 
drame du coucher scene when he is contemplating whether to ask Françoise to transmit a note to his 
mother for him (28-31): “Elle possédait à l'égard des choses qui peuvent ou ne peuvent pas se faire un code 
impérieux, abondant, subtil et intransigeant sur des distinctions insaisissables ou oiseuses (ce qui lui 
donnait l'apparence de ces lois antiques qui, à côté de prescriptions féroces comme de massacrer les enfants 
à la mamelle, défendent avec une délicatesse exagérée de faire bouillir le chevreaux dans le lait de sa mère, 
ou de manger dans un animal le nerf de la cuisse)” (I, 28).  Françoise, who epitomizes the conventional 
code of conduct par excellence, presents a possible obstacle for Marcel who would like to remain attached 
to his mother à la mamelle.  This evokes Sedgwick’s theory that Françoise represents the “bad mother” or 
the “bad breast” compared to his mother and grandmother who represent the good breasts (Weather 26-29). 
95 Winnicott’s conception of a transitional object or phenomenon builds on Freud’s discussion in Beyond 
the Pleasure Principal of the boy who repeatedly plays his “fort/da” game as a way of managing his 
feelings about his mother’s departures. By controlling when the object disappears and reappears, the child 
took an active role in a scenario that mirrored his mother’s comings and goings, thus explaining his 
inclination to replay continuously an event that would otherwise be painful (32-37).  
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through his undressing, and fall asleep.  Moreover, his descriptions of kissing his mother, 
his grandmother, and others compare strickingly to an infant nursing.96  The problem 
arises when he cannot have his way and is not granted a bedtime kiss, for he has yet to 
advance pass this stage and construct a new means of identification for himself. 
In the same vein, this act of repetition simultaneously corresponds to Butler’s 
notion of a performative act. That is to say that Marcel repeatedly pursues an evening kiss 
from his mother in an effort to create a reality in which his identity is secured through his 
mother’s love. However, the need to replay this scenario in order to construct that illusion 
reveals its very inefficiencies. Likewise, Butler points out the difficulties of subverting a 
performative discourse without implementing a new one: 
As a discursive practice (performative “acts” must be repeated to become 
efficacious), performatives constitute a locus of discursive production. No “act” 
apart from a regularized and sanctioned practice can wield the power to produce 
that which it declares. Indeed, a performative act apart from a reiterated and, 
hence, sanctioned set of conventions can appear only as a vain effort to produce 
effects that it cannot possibly produce. (Bodies, 70, her italics) 
In other words, any act intended to convey the notion of a reality must belong to a series 
of authorized, reiterated performatives.  Paradoxically, the desire to depart from the norm 
and establish the possibility of an irregular lifestyle, even identity, demands its own 
                                                
96 He describes his evening kisses from his mother in this way: “. . . quand elle avait penché vers mon lit sa 
figure aimante, et me l’avait tendue comme une hostie pour une communion de paix où mes lèvres 
puiseraient sa présence réelle et le pouvoir de m’endormir.” (I, 13) 
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repetitive discourse. The example of the drame du coucher exposes the narrator’s discreet 
attempts to implement a new discourse that corresponds more fittingly to his dispositions, 
but one example does not suffice.  As we continue our study of Marcel’s inclination to 
replay certain scenes from his childhood, we shall consider both the psychoanalytic 
implications of this repetition as well as the performative ones. Namely, we shall 
examine the emotional motivation for this repetition as well as the discourse to which it 
belongs, if any at all.  
Marcel’s mother finally introduces her desire to be with his father as an obstacle 
to her son’s evening demands when she decides not to go to Balbec with him, leaving 
him with his grandmother and Françoise: 
Pour la première fois je sentais qu’il était possible que ma mère vécût sans moi, 
autrement que pour moi, d’une autre vie. Elle allait habiter de son côté avec mon 
père à qui peut-être elle trouvait que ma mauvaise santé, ma nervosité, rendaient 
l’existence un peu compliquée et triste. Cette séparation me désolait davantage 
parce que je me disais qu’elle était probablement pour ma mère le terme des 
déceptions successives que je lui avais causées, qu’elle m’avait tues et après 
lesquelles elle avait compris la difficulté de vacances communes…. (II, 9) 
Not only is Marcel finally forced to separate himself physically from his mother for an 
extended period of time and acknowledge that his mother’s life does not revolve around 
him, but he also perceives his nervous ailment as influencing her decision.  This event 
could in some way be viewed as a revised Oedipal moment insofar as the mother imposes 
a law that forces the boy to distance himself from her.  It is important to notice that his 
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mother has twice now acted to threaten or castrate her son, where her husband fails to do 
so, signaling a reconfiguration of parental roles.97  Marcel senses that his anguish has 
both exhausted and disappointed his mother inciting her to initiate a sustained separation 
from him. Therefore, this parting actually signals a change in their relationship, forcing 
the son to seek substitutes for his mother, which we shall observe presently. 
In the first chapter, I discussed how Marcel struggles with his separation anxiety 
on the way to Balbec, and then actually suffers an emotional breakdown upon arrival at 
the Hôtel de Balbec owing to the drastically unfamiliar setting.  He does adapt to this new 
place eventually, but, in the meantime, he latches on to the only thing reminiscent of 
home, or better yet, himself: his grandmother.98 He turns to her, confident that she will 
welcome his pain with profound pity and bolster his weak expectations of himself with 
her moral strength. The narrator insinuates that his grandmother acts as an extension of 
himself, claiming that “[ses] pensées se prolongeaient en elle sans subir de déviation 
parce qu’elles passaient de mon esprit dans le sien sans changer de milieu, de personne” 
(II, 28). This assertion evokes psychoanalysts’ descriptions figuratively of an infant’s 
perception of himself as literally part of his mother in the first six months of its existence.  
In other words, his affection for his grandmother is structured as a kind of transference of 
                                                
97 The first instance is mentioned above with regards to Marcel’s mother’s “cutting out” the sex scenes 
from François le champi. 
98“…je savais, quand j’étais avec ma grand-mère, si grand chagrin qu’il y eût en moi, qu’il serait reçu dans 
une pitié plus vaste encore ; que tout ce qui était mien, mes soucis, mon vouloir, serait, en ma grand-mère, 
étayé sur un désir de conservation et d’accroissement de ma propre vie autrement fort que celui que j’avais 
moi-même…” (II, 28). 
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his infantile attachment from his mother to his grandmother, positing her as the new 
object of his desire in his transitional activity: the bedtime kiss.   
After escaping to his new hotel room, which torments him just as much as the 
hotel lobby, the young boy literally throws himself into his grandmother’s arms for 
consolation: 
…je me jetai dans les bras de ma grand-mère et je suspendis mes lèvres à sa figure 
comme si j’accédais ainsi à ce cœur immense qu’elle m’ouvrait.  Quand j’avais 
ma bouche collée à ses joues, à son front, j’y puisais quelque chose de si 
bienfaisant, de si nourricier, que je gardais l’immobilité, le sérieux, la tranquille 
avidité d’un enfant qui tète. (II, 28) 
In a fit of emotional anxiety, the narrator’s relief comes only in the form of a kiss, that is 
to say oral contact. He confesses to deriving a certain type of satisfaction from this oral 
union made with his grandmother, reminiscent of a nursing baby who obtains sustenance 
from his mother.  He even uses the verb “puiser” again, meaning to draw liquid, to 
describe the emotional nourishment he receives from kissing his grandmother.  In short, 
his transitional object does not differ much from breastfeeding, suggesting he is still 
weaning himself from his mother’s and grandmother’s physical support.99  He has already 
intimated his dependence on his grandmother to sustain “un désir de conservation et 
d’accroissement de ma propre vie autrement fort que celui que j’avais moi-même” (II, 
28). Like a parasite that depends on others for life, Marcel relies on his grandmother (or 
                                                
99 For more on breastfeeding in A la recherche, see p. 93, note 96. 
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mother when available) to provide the life instincts he lacks: the desire to protect himself 
and mature.100 From this perspective, the young protagonist reveals an extreme 
dependence on, even an addiction to this transitional activity of kissing certain women in 
moments of stress and self-doubt.  
As time passes and they come to establish a routine in Balbec, which includes his 
grandmother bringing him milk early in the morning and attending to him as soon as she 
is signaled (II, 29). This habit compares, of course, to that of a mother nursing her baby 
as soon as he awakes in the night; except, instead of crying to alert his grandmother, 
Marcel knocks three times on “la cloison (…) très mince” that separates their bedrooms 
(II, 29).101 In the same way that his Combray bedroom embodies the narrator’s young 
self, this very thin partition dividing his grandmother’s hotel room from his represents his 
identification with and attachment to her.  Moreover, this three-tap prompt brings to mind 
the cue used in French theater to signal the beginning of a play (Conroy, 213). In brief, 
the author hints at the role-playing aspects of this exchange between grandson and 
grandmother, which resembles the primal drame du coucher in numerous ways.  
 The correlation between Marcel’s dependence on the evening kiss and 
Winnicott’s notion of a transitional object or phenomenon has already been evoked 
above.  Moreover, as this scenario persists, the author illustrates the failure of this 
transitional act to allow him to tolerate unfamiliar settings without the presence of a 
                                                
100 Life instincts correspond to those that strive to preserve life and multiply the subject through cohesion 
(Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principal 34-50).  Sedgwick sees the narrator’s anxiety in this scene and the 
drame du coucher in general as deriving “its quality and rhythm much more from a threatened existential 
function, such as breathing, than from a frustrated second-order drive, such as libido” (Weather 12).   
101 Marcel and Albertine’s bedrooms in Paris are also separated by une cloison mince.    
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maternal figure. In Théâtres du je, Joyce McDougall describes prolonged transitional 
activities that continue throughout the subject’s life, notwithstanding changes in 
characters and settings, as belonging to the subject’s mental theater. Specifically, she 
designates such role-playing fixations predicated on “l’extériorisation, la néo-sexualité et 
les relations addictives” as transitional theater (42), three qualities that characterize 
Marcel’s drame du coucher and its adaptation performed at the Hôtel de Balbec.  First, 
the narrator has evidently exhibited an addictive element in the boy’s relationship with 
his mother, and in Balbec this obsession is displaced onto his grandmother.  Second, the 
boy’s infatuation with kissing, a euphemism in this case for sucking the cheeks of these 
maternal figures, foreshadows a type of neo-sexuality that develops as he ages. Finally, 
his reliance on the presence and cooperation of other actors epitomizes externalized 
behavior.  In short, Proust is staging the performance of an unconventional character 
through his narrator’s abnormal inclinations, namely an intense oral fixation.  Eventually, 
the narrator does shift away from targeting his mother and grandmother to seeking 
identification with young girls closer to his age. These relationships, however, take his 
oral addiction to another level in which he strives to secure his identity by inflicting pain 
on the “Other.” 
 
Performing Identity through the Voice of the Other 
 In A l’ombre des jeunes filles en fleur, Marcel’s doubts regarding his identity play 
out counter to Gilberte Swann, and oral fixation is replaced by another one.  From the 
first moment he sees her and hears her name pronounced in “Combray,” he is captivated 
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by her, and immediately positions his family and milieu as inferior to hers.  During this 
first exchange of gazes, Marcel believes Gilberte to express “ une preuve d’outrageant 
mépris” towards them (his father, grandfather, and himself), and interprets her gestures as 
conveying “une intention insolente” (I, 140). This perceived disdain and arrogance just 
serves to fuel his attraction to her.  Moreover, the act of hearing her name called 
establishes her as a tangible person and reinforces his desire to meet her and interact with 
her.102 
Twice in this volume the narrator reflects on the function of vocally identifying 
Gilberte, and, in each instance, the narrator uses the same language to communicate the 
idea that naming substantiates the character as a person:  
Ainsi passa près de moi ce nom de Gilberte, donné comme un talisman qui me 
permettrait peut-être de retrouver un jour celle dont il venait de faire une personne 
et qui, l’instant d’avant, n’était qu’une image incertaine. (I, 140)103 
Ce nom de Gilberte passa près de moi, évoquant d’autant plus l’existence de celle 
qu’il désignait qu’il ne la nommait pas seulement comme un absent dont on parle, 
mais l’interpellait. (I, 387) 
                                                
102 The name “Gilberte” evokes that of “Gilbert le Mauvais” who is represented in one of the stained glass 
windows in the Combray church and who is both a descendent of Geneviève de Brabant and an ancestor to 
the Guermantes.  It is pertinent to note here as well that the two characters to whom Marcel is most 
attracted in the novel (besides his mother and grandmother), Gilberte and Albertine, both have similar 
masculine names that have been feminized.  For more on the theme of names in A la recherche, see note 
88, p. 89. 
103 Both of these quotations, but the first in particular, recall Baudelaire’s “A une passante:” “Une femma 
passa, d’une main fastueuse . . .” insofar as Marcel does not actually meet Gilberte here, or really know 
who she is, but expresses his desire to see her again (Baudelaire 118). 
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The first example takes place during his walk when he first spots Gilberte. The stern and 
commanding voice with which her mother addresses her briefly relieves the narrator of 
the sentiment that the young girl represents authority above all, only for that sentiment to 
return soon after with additional vigor (I, 140). In fact, his renewed love for her causes 
him to regret not having had the chance to offend her: “je l’aimais, je regrettais de ne pas 
avoir eu le temps et l’inspiration de l’offenser, de lui faire mal, et de la forcer à se 
souvenir de moi” (I, 140).  Insulting her, he states, would make her remember him, and 
thus concretize his existence in her mind.  This wish to hurt Gilberte seems to imitate her 
behavior towards him as he has interpreted it.  Such an offense, then, would bring her 
down to his inferior level and allow him to identify with her, possibly even dominate 
her;104 for the wish to inflict pain on someone clearly represents a sadistic desire for 
domination and control, recalling the fateful evening when Marcel’s father submitted to 
his desire for his mother, which consequently upset the latter.  With this in mind, the 
narrator expresses an urge to overpower Gilberte’s identity through spoken language in 
an effort to prop up his own self-perception. Rather than a kiss, he seeks a new kind of 
oral identification, one that is verbalized by Gilberte’s lips. 
In the second passage, a friend of Gilberte takes leave of her until their next 
meeting later that evening. In both examples, though, the enunciation of the girl’s name 
startles the narrator while solidifying her existence at the same time. The verb 
construction “passa près de moi” employed to describe how the sound of Gilberte’s name 
                                                
104 “mon cœur humilié voulait se mettre de niveau avec Gilberte ou l’abaisser jusqu’à lui” (I,140). 
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reaches the narrator’s ears suggests a very tactile presence, as if her appellation were a 
flying object. In other words, naming materializes one’s identity. Proust also uses the 
verb “interpeller” here in a way that seems to prefigure the Althusserian notions of 
interpellation insofar as Gilberte’s friend draws her into social existence when he calls 
her by her name.105  Similarly, Marcel admittedly endeavors to speak the name “Swann” 
at every possible opportunity on account of its melodious and appealing sound (I, 405). 
This inclination to pronounce Gilberte’s family name also discloses the young narrator’s 
longing to be a part of the Swann’s social circle, that is, his desire to gain a social 
identity.  It should be reiterated that the narrator not only lacks an unambiguous first 
name, but his last name remains entirely anonymous from the reader’s perspective, 
suggesting his family lacks authority (as in the name of the father) and a public existence, 
in contrast to families like the Swanns and the Guermantes.   
Furthermore, this obsession with one’s name recalls Marcel’s curiosity concerning 
the mysterious designation “Champi,” which he links to the elliptical storyline left by his 
mother’s sexual omissions.  That is to say that the lack of explanation regarding sex 
equates to the young boy’s enigmatic name.  The absence of sex in the defunct Oedipal 
triangle governing the narrator’s relationship to his parents, then, corresponds directly to 
                                                
105  For Althusser responding to one’s hailing or calling you represents an interpellation: “There are 
individual’s walking along. Somewhere (usually behind them) the hail rings out: ‘Hey, you there!’ One 
individual (nine times out of ten it is the right one) turns round, believing/suspecting/knowing that it is for 
him, i.e. recognizing that ‘it really is he’ who is meant by the hailing.  But in reality these things happen 
without any succession. The existence of ideology and the hailing or interpellation of individuals as 
subjects are one and the same thing” (174-175, in “Ideology and Ideological State Apparatus” in 





their anonymity as characters. It is not until his liaison with Albertine that our narrator 
reveals a potential name for himself, and even then he does not fully adopt the name of 
the author.  It is no surprise then that the young, nameless narrator obsesses with the act 
of calling others’ names as it exhibits his desire to acquire sexual and social identities.  
Proust’s refusal, however, to disclose any definite names for the narrator and his parents 
attests to his unwillingness to assign them any fixed identity, and represents another 
effort on his behalf to establish a non-conventional discourse in which characters’ 
identities remain ambiguous.  While he may designate his other characters with names 
(many, in the case of Charlus, which seems to speak to his numerous personas), he makes 
certain to reveal the dynamic and inconsistent nature of their personalities throughout his 
narrative, a topic we shall discuss in more detail in chapter 4.  
Of course, the narrator seemingly has a name, it just is not revealed to the reader.  
This secretive name actually becomes the object of another oral exchange between 
Gilberte and the narrator. After suggesting they call each other by their Christian names, 
Gilberte continues to address the narrator as “vous” until he alerts her of her negligence, 
at which point she makes a concerted effort to use his “petit nom” in every sentence.  
With every articulation of his first name, Gilberte strips him of all other associations, 
laying bare his individuality: 
Et me souvenant plus tard de ce que j’avais senti alors, j’y ai démêlé l’impression 
d’avoir été tenu un instant dans sa bouche, moi-même, nu, sans plus aucune des 
modalités sociales qui appartenaient aussi, soit à ses autres camarades, soit, quand 
elle disait mon nom de famille, à mes parents, et (…) ses lèvres (…) eurent l’air 
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de me dépouiller, de me dévêtir, comme de sa peau un fruit dont on ne peut avaler 
que la pulpe,…. (I, 396) 
The narrator’s description of this memory compares Gilbert’s utterance of his name to the 
“drame de [son] déshabillage.” It is as though her speaking his name undresses Marcel, 
disconnecting the narrator from his peripheral situation, bringing him in intimate contact 
with her only, and specifically with her mouth.  His identity depends on her (mother) 
tongue’s willingness to pronounce his forename.  This speech act basically performs 
Marcel’s identity for him in the same way that kissing his mother or grandmother sustains 
his existence.  In other words, this oral exchange effectuates a modified version of the 
evening kiss, depicting the narrator’s inclination to replay this childhood scenario in an 
effort to locate and determine his identity. 
Likewise, the image of Gilberte holding the narrator, naked, in her mouth 
conjures certain sexual connotations, as did the scenes examined above featuring his 
mother and grandmother, each of which emphasize Marcel’s oral fixation.  If the 
ambiguity of sex correlates to the obscurity of François le Champi’s name in the 
narrator’s primal scene, then Gilberte’s articulation of his name provides the narrator 
with an anonymous and thus ambiguous sex, because his name is not given to the reader.  
All the reader knows it that it his “petit nom” and not his father’s name, like “François le 
Champi” who has no paternal name.  Literally, the narrator claims she holds him in her 
mouth, insinuating that she possesses him sexually, an active role typically reserved for 
men.  Additionally, the power of her verbal gesture recalls the mother’s soothing voice 
when she would read to her son to relax him, feeding his predilection for words and oral 
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interaction. The narrator depicts an even more imposing presence in the character of 
Albertine whose vocal articulations of the narrator’s name transform into his prized kiss.   
 Despite this exchange between the narrator and Gilberte, he name is withheld 
from the reader and remains a mystery throughout most of the novel.  That is, until 
Albertine comes to live in his apartment as his captive and vaguely attributes a name to 
him.  Waking up to his gazing eyes, the narrator explains that when she would say: 
“‘Mon’ ou ‘Mon chéri’ suivis l’un ou l’autre de mon nom de baptême, ce qui, en donnant 
au narrateur le même prénom qu’à l’auteur de ce livre, eût fait: ‘Mon Marcel, ‘Mon chéri 
Marcel’” (III, 583).  The narrator’s assimilation of himself to the author (or vice versa) 
has always intrigued Proust’s readers, but I am more interested in the decision to grant 
Albertine the power of naming the narrator.  Not only is Albertine the only person ever to 
call the narrator by any first name in the text, but also the certainty of this name remains 
questionable, pointing to the instability of identities.  Furthermore, the narrator explains 
that he no longer allows his parents to refer to him in such a way for it would rob 
Albertine’s “mots délicieux” of this unique role. It is as though only one Other can 
identify him at any given time, for his identity changes depending on the other’s 
perception.  At this time in the narrative, he prefers to be interpellated by Albertine, who, 
when saying his name, transforms this act into a kiss: “Tout en me les disant elle faisait 
une petite moue qu’elle changeait d’elle-même en baiser” (III, 583).  Hence, for Marcel, 
her articulation of his name is inextricably linked to oral pleasure, as implied in the 
primal reading scene and the name game he plays with Gilberte.  In truth, Proust seems to 
be illustrating Marcel’s evolving identity through the progression with which each of 
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these aforementioned exchanges—the primal scene with his mother and its adaptations 
performed with his grandmother, Gilberte, and Albertine—affects his perception of 
himself.  These adaptations take various shapes and forms with Albertine, but his name is 
never clarified for certain, and his identity is never fixed.  Clearly, the author has 
constructed an innovative discourse in which his narrator’s identity need not be fixed, but 
undergoes metamorphoses depending on the nature of the oral engagement with his 
counterpart.  Just as his perception of his self changes in relation to his surroundings, so 
too it evolves with regards to the people conversing with him.   
 
Expanding the Primal Repertoire: Adaptations and Additions 
 Indeed, the narrator’s infatuation with Gilberte eventually dwindles, giving way to 
interests in other women, including Mme de Guermantes et Mlle de Stermaria. But, it is 
Albertine who holds his attention longest and torments him the most.  Marcel is intrigued 
by her and her friends from the first time he sees them on the beach in Balbec , and his 
attraction to her grows once he learns she will provide him with his most treasured 
indulgence: a kiss. Nonetheless, his obsession with Albertine does not reach extreme 
measures until she reveals a decisive piece of information to him in Sodome et 
Gomorrhe.  This disclosure consists of her connection to Mlle de Vinteuil and her 
girlfriend; or as she refers to them: “mes deux grandes sœurs” (III, 499). The discovery 
that Albertine associates with this young lesbian couple introduced in “Combray” not 
only reverses Marcel’s decision regarding marriage with Albertine, but it also 
complicates several aspects of their relationship.  Henceforth, the author illustrates how 
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this announcement intensifies his desire to understand Albertine in the interest of his own 
identity, consequently reinforcing his inclination to perform explicit scenes with her. 
First of all, simply by vocalizing her affiliation with these two girls, Albertine 
rouses a latent memory in Marcel:106 his recollection of inadvertently spying on Mlle 
Vinteuil and her girlfriend through the window at Monjouvain.  He watches them vocally 
defame and soil M. Vinteuil’s photograph between sensual kisses and caresses, thus 
displaying sado-masochistic and oral penchants in these two young girls. The passage 
itself will be examined more closely in chapter 3, but it is important to note here the sado-
masochistic tendencies structuring the scene, which, I argue, inform the narrator’s 
relationship with Albertine hereafter.  In fact, the display of sadism is what intrigues him 
most about this primal scene, fueling his contemplations about the beauty and virtue of 
sadism (I, 161-63). Marcel, of course, displayed various sado-masochistic tendencies 
with regards to the other three women with whom he performed variations of le baiser du 
soir. Yet, it is not until he suspects Albertine of harboring lesbian tendencies that his 
desire to enact sado-masochistic role-playing games is really unleashed.   
Even before Marcel learns of her friendship with Mlle Vinteuil, his sadistic 
behavior is triggered when Dr. Cottard advances the idea that Albertine and Andrée are 
intimate seeing that their breasts touch when they dance together at the casino (III, 191). 
From this moment on, the sight of Albertine angers Marcel and stimulates a compulsion 
to speak injuriously to her and about her, knowing that his remarks will eventually reach 
                                                
106 This revelation restores his memory, functioning in the same manner as the taste of the madeleine that 
resuscitates the dormant remembrances of Combray. 
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her, and thus offend her (III, 198).  In fact, this new inclination also manifests itself in the 
form of role-playing games, albeit unbeknownst to Albertine who does not necessarily 
recognize his cruelty as theater.107  These games mostly consist of Marcel insulting 
Albertine and provoking contrived arguments between them. Notably, Marcel’s preferred 
form of cruelty relies on vocal insults and exchanges rather than on any physical abuse. 
What is more, the narrator admits to taking pleasure in the pain he causes her; namely, he 
rejoices in remarking the tears in her eyes caused by his maliciousness.108  Eventually, 
(but maybe not so surprisingly, given that sadism is inextricably linked to masochism), 
Marcel’s mean acts backfire when they begin to inflict pain on him: 
Ma dureté avec elle m’avait-elle été plus pénible à moi-même ? N’était-elle de ma 
part qu’une ruse inconsciente se proposant d’amener vis-à-vis de moi mon amie à 
cette attitude de crainte et de prière qui me permettrait de l’interroger, et peut-être 
d’apprendre laquelle des deux hypothèses, que je formais depuis longtemps sur 
elle était la vraie ? (III, 222)  
Reflecting on his motivations for these malevolent performances, the narrator discovers 
his unconscious design to place Albertine in a position of fear and supplication in order to 
learn the truth about her.  He clearly paints a picture of a plot for domination, a type of 
face-off in which he chastises Albertine until she begs for mercy. In fact, he takes this 
                                                
107 Fittingly, Albertine is practically the only character regarding which Proust’s narrator never possesses 
omniscient powers or privileged information.  With this in mind, it is impossible to say if Albertine 
knowingly participates in Marcel’s mind games or not. 
108 “Est-ce que je peux rester si je ne vous dérange pas, me demanda Albertine (dans les yeux de qui 
restaient, amenées par les choses cruelles que je venais de lui dire, quelques larmes que je remarquai sans 
paraître les voir, mais non sans en être réjoui), j’aurais quelque chose à vous dire” (III, 201). 
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comedy of feigning disinterest in her to the point of refusing her a kiss, provoking this 
response from Albertine: “Quel grand méchant vous faites!” (III, 229).  Undeniably, 
Marcel is doing (faites) an act: he is playing the mean guy in order to obtain a certain 
reaction from Albertine.  The need to command his relationship with Albertine and 
surveil all of her comings and goings only escalates when he learns of her friendship with 
Mlle Vinteuil. 
Shocked by the news of Albertine’s intimacy with Mlle Vinteuil and her 
companion, Marcel completely upends his recent resolution regarding his liaison with 
her.  As René Girard says, “Seul le désir de l’autre peut engendrer le désir” (25).  The 
thought that these other girls desire Albertine stimulates a burning desire in Marcel to 
have her all to himself.109  Instead of debating how to break up with her, he is now 
contemplating how he can physically imprison her and keep her from seeing any woman 
that might seduce her (III, 505). Evidently, the fact that Albertine has allegedly associated 
with these two girls leads Marcel to believe that she harbors homosexual tendencies, 
which therefore alters his perception of her.110  She no longer corresponds to the 
                                                
109 This type of possessive behavior illustrates the power struggles that take place between a desiring 
subject and the object of desire, power plays which have been theorized by many pscyhoanalysts and 
existentialists. Bersani makes the keen observation that Sartre’s models of love and identification compare 
strikingly to the jealous lovers illustrated in A la recherche: “What is remarkable, given Sartre’s obvious 
distaste for Proust, is how often passages from A la recherche du temps perdu could be used to illustrate 
Sartre’s psychological and stylistic ideas.  The view of love proposed in L’Être et le néant as a conflict in 
which the lover tries to force the loved one to choose him absolutely (as a way of justifying his very 
existence) seems, in many aspects, a summing up of the Proustian picture of love” (Marcel Proust 110).    
110 At the end of La Prisonnière, Albertine retracts this statement, claiming that she made it up to impress 
Marcel.  Regardless of the actual truth—which he will never know—this remark forever alters his 




narrator’s mental depiction of her—even if it was already somewhat ambiguous—and 
this brutally torments him (III, 131). 
As I have already demonstrated above, owing to Marcel’s fragile and confused 
self-perception, he remains dependent on the image of certain women to shape his view 
of himself. Upset and bewildered by this drastic revision to Albertine’s character, Marcel 
reacts in the same way that he has previously in the text when his understanding of 
himself has been put in jeopardy: he suffers from an emotional breakdown, insists that 
Albertine accompany him to his hotel room, kiss him good night, and sleep in close 
proximity to him: “En l’embrassant comme j’embrassais ma mère à Combray pour 
calmer mon angoisse, je croyais presque à l’innocence d’Albertine ou du moins je ne 
pensais pas avec continuité à la découverte que j’avais faite de son vice” (III, 512).  
Similar to his interactions with his mother and grandmother, a goodnight kiss from 
Albertine appeases his worries, almost to the point of allowing him to forget them.   But 
this time, the news of her lesbian acquaintances presents an issue more complex and 
troublesome than his arrival in a strange place, for example. Whereas he eventually 
grows to appreciate his room at the Hôtel de Balbec, her supposed lesbianism is not 
something to which he can habituate himself because he will never fathom what it 
actually means.  If Albertine does enjoy homosexual relations, this would imply not only 
that she might entertain other lovers, but also that Marcel cannot compete with these 
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other suitors.111  He cannot even imagine the pleasures she procures from her female 
companions, let alone imitate them.  Consequently, the thought of her unidentified means 
of gratification coupled with the impossibility of ever reproducing it for her sparks a 
severe case of jealousy and curiosity, and also imperils his chances of manipulating her to 
play the role he desires for her in his mental drama.112      
To relieve himself superficially of his anxiety about Albertine’s sexuality, the 
narrator convinces her to move into his apartment and occupy the room next door to his, 
thus replicating his childhood arrangements with his mother and grandmother in 
Combray and Balbec respectively. In this effort to control the identity Albertine 
performs, Marcel replays his childhood dramas alternating the various roles he and 
Albertine occupy with those held by his mother and grandmother: 
Voici de même que je parlais maintenant à Albertine, tantôt comme l’enfant que 
j’avais été à Combray parlant à ma mère, tantôt comme ma grand-mère me parlait. 
(…) Tel, tout mon passé depuis mes années les plus anciennes, et par-delà celles-
                                                
111 “Mais ici le rival n’était pas semblable à moi, ses armes étaient différentes, je ne pouvais pas lutter sur le 
même terrain, donner à Albertine les mêmes plaisirs, ni même les concevoir exactement” (III, 504-505). 
112 Marcel’s severe case of jealousy relates to his scopophilic desire to see and therefore know everything 
about Albertine’s sexuality. Christie McDonald points out that “Swann instructs [the narrator] in two 
things: first, that jealousy is not entirely unpleasant, since it arouses interest in the lives of others and 
sweetens the feeling of possession; second, that to be jealous means to live by desire and the insatiable need 
for possession” (109).  Insofar as jealousy stimulates interest in others and the desire to know, characters’ 
jealousy (the narrator’s, Swann’s, Saint-Loup’s and Charlus’s) fuels much of the Proustian narrative. 
Moreover, as Bersani suggests, “Jealousy trains Marcel to be particularly sensitive to those revelations that 
escape the camouflage of deliberate language: a verbal slip, an intonation, an uncontrollable facial 
expression, or the beginning of a certain gesture. Narrative comment fills in the gaps, and adds to the social 
comedy a clinical investigation into the psychological machinery of subterfuge” (Marcel Proust 166).  This 
type of attentiveness to others’ behavior is critical to the arguments I make in the subsequent chapters that 
examine passages in which the narrator’s point of view has shifted outward and occupies the role of 
spectator. For more on jealousy in Proust’s work and the narrator’s desire for truth and knowledge about 
the other, in addition to the aforementioned texts, see Leo Bersani’s “The Culture for Redemption” Dorothy 
Kelly Telling Glances. 
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ci le passé de mes parents mêlaient à mon impur amour pour Albertine la douceur 
d’une tendresse à la fois filiale et maternelle. (III, 586-7) 
Drawing on his childhood and heritage, Marcel strives to recreate the same dynamics 
experienced with his mother and grandmother in an effort to calm his anxiety about her 
enigmatic sexual identity.  Instead of continuously playing the part of the young boy or 
grandson, he now frequently assumes the part of the adult, the female adult.  As was 
discussed above, in light of his traumatic Oedipal failure, Marcel continues to rely on his 
mother and grandmother to be his role models, not his father.  In truth, his maternal 
desire represents not only a desire for oral contact with the maternal, but a desire to 
become maternal.  For this reason, he adopts numerous feminine identities in his mental 
role-playing games with Albertine, and he also projects several different female positions 
onto her, referring to her at various times as a lover, sister, daughter and mother.113  With 
this in mind, Proust clearly embraces the possibility of multiple identities—sexual, 
gender, or other—for his characters.  In Bodies that Matter, Butler imagines a situation, 
hauntingly reminiscent of Proust’s narrator’s, in which a man identifies with his mother: 
But if a man can identify with his mother, and produce desire from that 
identification (a complicated process, no doubt, that I cannot justly delineate 
here), he has already confounded the psychic description of stable gender 
development. And if that same man desires another man, or a woman, is his desire 
                                                
113 See III, 618 and IV, 80 for two explicit examples. 
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homosexual, heterosexual, or even lesbian? And what is to restrict any given 
individual to a single identification?114 (63)  
As I have just shown, Proust’s narrator clearly identifies with his mother and 
grandmother for numerous reasons, and concurrently desires Albertine as if she were any 
number of female companions.  As a result, the narrator explicitly avoids adopting any 
one identification or orientation.   
Correspondingly, sex scenes in A la recherche abstain from assuming any 
heteronormative colorings. Although the narrator claims to have “possessed” Albertine, 
the passages describing and alluding to pleasurable moments do not indicate any 
conventional intercourse.115  In the same manner that Marcel’s mother omits the romantic 
passages in François le Champi forcing him to speculate as to what takes place during 
these lacunae, his own sexual encounters prove quite introspective and elliptical.  In some 
instances, he equates “s’embrasser” et “caresser” with “posséder”, and, in others, he takes 
pleasure in simply coddling Albertine’s sleeping body:   
Parfois, il me faisait goûter un plaisir moins pur. Je n’avais besoin pour cela de 
nul mouvement, je faisais prendre ma jambe contre la sienne, comme une rame 
qu’on laisse traîner et à laquelle on imprime de temps à autre une oscillation 
                                                
114 Ladenson makes the argument that Proust’s narrator does indeed have lesbian tendencies.  
115 The narrator claims explicitly in Sodome et Gomorrhe (III, 423) to have possessed her, suggesting that 
their encounter in his Parisian bedroom in Le Côté de Guermantes II (II, 661-662) comprised actual 
intercourse, while the description of this event does not imply such behavior.  This argument is supported 
by the note corresponding to this passage in Sodome et Gomorrhe, see III, 1580.  With this in mind, the 
narrateur suggests that “posséder,” for him, corresponds to kissing and/or something other than the 
conventional notion of sexual intercourse.   
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légère pareille au battement intermittent de l’aile qu’on les oiseaux qui dorment en 
l’air. (III, 580) 
The lack of any description of interaction between the two characters, not to mention 
penetration, recalls Marcel’s previous romantic incidents: in short, unconventional.  One 
might perceive his “jambe ” in the above excerpt as representative of the phallus, but it is 
an inactive phallus: one that barely moves, and certainly does not penetrate.  Likewise, 
recalling his dream from Combray in which a woman is born from Marcel’s thigh, this 
body part is just as likely to signify a vagina (I, 4). In fact, the most remarkable 
characteristic of this vision lies in his fantasy of giving birth to a woman, a wish already 
hinted at by his perception of Albertine as his daughter.116 Thus, he collapses the male 
and female reproductive roles into one body, his own, foreshadowing his eventual 
independence from all women that enables him to write his book.117  Marcel exhibits 
similar auto-erotic proclivities throughout the text, but one instance in particular 
demonstrates the connection between his auto-eroticism and his sado-masochistic 
tendencies. 
The fact remains that Albertine’s ambiguous sexual orientation tortures Marcel 
despite his efforts to cast her into his childhood dramas. As a result, he resorts to sado-
masochistic role-playing in an effort to wield power over their relationship.  After 
                                                
116 In addition to referring to Albertine as his daughter in the quotation above, the narrator talks to her as if 
she is his daughter in a reading scene redolent of the primal reading scene between mother and daughter 
(III, 877-880). 
117 Christie McDonald remarks that: “As Adam’s double, Marcel carries then the possibility of ‘becoming-
woman’ that is already within man (the devenir-femme homme), in the Proustian Fabric: Associations of 
memory. Lincoln, NB: The University of Nebraska Press, 1991.   p. 122. 
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returning from an evening at the Verdurins, Marcel goes as far as to contrive their 
separation in hopes that this comédie will lead to confessions and then reconciliation.  In 
the process of discussing this semi-false split, Marcel recognizes his limited position in 
directing such scenarios owing to Albertine’s belief and participation in this 
performance.118  Moreover, his attempt to make Albertine suffer has once again 
concluded by causing him pain, pain that he seems to welcome:  
Maintenant, si je continuais à progresser ainsi, devançant les temps dans mon 
invention mensongère, c’était moins pour faire peur à Albertine que pour me faire 
mal à moi-même. Comme un homme qui n’avait d’abord que des motifs peu 
importants de se fâcher se grise tout à fait par les éclats de sa propre voix…. (III, 
860) 
His desire to torment Albertine has transformed into a desire to hurt himself, 
consequently displaying both sadistic and masochistic penchants. What is more, Marcel 
becomes intoxicated by his own belligerent performance, and is particularly aroused by 
his own words. Emblematic of an author finding his own voice, the narrator has located 
his voice among all of the maternal utterances that have supported him thus far.  
Dispensing of any need for a kiss, the narrator manages to please himself through this 
comedy of errors in which neither Albertine nor Marcel knows the truth about the other.  
In general, the narrator’s experiences replaying the drame du coucher and other theatrical 
scenes reveal both his limits and his competencies.  On the one hand, his inability to 
                                                
118 “Cette scène de séparation fictive finissait par me faire presque autant de chagrin parce qu’un des deux 
acteurs, Albertine, en la croyant telle, ajoutait pour l’autre à l’illusion” (III, 856). 
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control his counterpart in the play imposes certain boundaries on his performances. On 
the other hand, he realizes that, under certain circumstances—namely those involving 
sado-masochistic reversals—his performance alone is enough to satisfy him.  Equally 
important is Marcel’s admission to having probably witnessed similar behavior in 
Charlus, and thus learned how to perform these duplicitous scenes from him (III, 863). 
Indeed, the narrator observes various sado-masochistic spectacles in the novel, the most 
poignant of which are performed by Charlus and Mlle Vinteuil (discussed in chapter 3). 
This discrete, reiteration of similar role-playing tendencies amounts to an instance of 
performative, iterative discourse.     
 
In Search of Substitute Actors/Actresses 
 Soon after this exchange, the narrator resolves to end his relationship with 
Albertine the following day. Whether this remark is believable or not matters little, for 
Albertine leaves in the middle of the night.  Having not been the one to choreograph this 
departure, Marcel suffers once again from emotional breakdowns and engages several 
friends to help retrieve her.  Obstinate about finding her, his hope of ever kissing her 
again is ended when news of her death reaches him.  Like a deus ex machina used to 
conclude abruptly Marcel’s psychological play, Proust employs Albertine’s death as a 
tool to force his narrator to work through his dependence on her.  This remedy includes 
attempting to recreate this affiliation with other women by effectively aiming to replace 
Albertine in all of the different roles he has had her play. One particular example of the 
narrator’s desire to become Albertine will be discussed in chapter 3.  This type of therapy 
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recalls our discussion above about the compulsion to repeat certain scenarios as both the 
problem and the solution. We have already witnessed Marcel replay the same games with 
numerous women until he tires of one and moves on to another.  Albertine’s death, 
conversely, changes the dynamic of this repetition and forces him to think about his 
relationships in a new way. 
 First, Marcel emphasizes his wish to play the mother in his childhood dramas 
when he kidnaps a stray young girl in the hopes that she will fill the emotional hole left 
by Albertine.119  With little remorse for his actions, the narrator openly abducts a young 
stranger and treats her like a pet doll. What is more, he is shocked and mortified when her 
parents press charges for corruption of a minor and he realizes that it is socially and 
legally unacceptable to apprehend young girls as if they were his daughters.  That is to 
say that the narrator shows a complete disregard for social norms. This case leads the 
authorities to put his house under supervision, preventing him from ever bringing home 
another kidnapped young girl, a restriction that helps to elucidate his designs in this 
incident: “Et du même coup je compris combien on vit plus pour certains rêves qu’on ne 
croit, car cette impossibilité de bercer jamais une petite fille me parut ôter à la vie toute 
valeur à jamais . . .” (IV, 30).  This statement reveals much about the narrator, namely 
                                                
119 “Devant la porte d’Albertine, je trouvai une petite fille pauvre qui me regardait avec de grands yeux et 
qui avait l’air si bon que je lui demandai si elle ne voulait pas venir chez moi, comme j’eusse fait d’un 
chien au regard fidèle.  Elle en eut l’air content. À la maison je la berçai quelque temps sur mes genoux, 
mais bientôt sa présence, en me faisant trop sentir l’absence d’Albertine, me fut insupportable” (IV, 15-16). 
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that he longs to nurture a young girl—not a young boy.120 I use the verb “nurture” to 
avoid a gender specific verb but the term “bercer” indicates a desire to cradle and nurse a 
child, activities associated with mothering. The choice of a girl seemingly relates to his 
identification with women and the urge to create something in the image of himself.  
Additionally, the idea of cradling a young girl is not just a frivolous fancy, but a dream 
without which life loses its entire worth for him.  Strangely, the narrator views this type 
of law enforcement as preventing him from ever having his own child, (in addition to 
kidnapping one), pointing to society’s stereotypes about who can and cannot mother a 
child.  Proust seems to question these preconceived notions that up until more recently 
have been maintained without much objection.121  
 After resentfully accepting the hopelessness of this endeavor, the narrator turns to 
finding a substitute for the lover in Albertine. That is to say, he ventures out to find a 
mistress whom he associates with Albertine:  
Même sans rien pouvoir m’apprendre, les seules femmes vers lesquelles je me 
sentais attiré étaient celles qu’Albertine avait connues ou qu’elle aurait pu 
connaître, femmes de son milieu ou des milieux où elle se plaisait, en un mot 
celles qui avaient pour moi le prestige de lui ressembler ou d’être de celles qui lui 
eussent plu. . . . Et parmi ces dernières, surtout les filles du peuple, à cause de 
                                                
120 It is no surprise that at the end of the novel, the narrator describes the book he pines to write as a fragile 
and precious object that he carries inside of him; (IV, 613) Or, better yet, “un fils dont la mère mourante 
doit encore s’imposer la fatigue de s’occuper sans cesse, entre les piqûres et les ventouses” (IV, 619).  
121 Even as I write this, 100 years after the publication of Du Côté de chez Swann, crowds of French citizens 




cette vie si différente de celle que je connaissais, et qui est la leur. Sans doute, 
c’est seulement par la pensée qu’on possède des choses. . . . (IV, 132)122 
Marcel wants to be with women who respond to Albertine’s social and sexual 
preferences. In truth, rather than supplanting Albertine with a comparable woman, he 
aspires to become Albertine and pursue the women she would have pursued: he seeks to 
play the lesbian and court other lesbians in an effort to understand their lifestyle better.123  
Of course, he acknowledges this can only be done in his imagination, as he will never 
truly become a woman.  This reference to “la pensée” as being the only way to possess 
something suggests that the solution to his dilemma lies in creativity and fantasy, which, 
                                                
122 The designation “les filles du peuple” alludes to one of several underlying characteristics that structure 
most love relationships in A la recherche : Men dating women who 1) come from inferior social and 
economic status (“du people”), 2) exhibit homosexual tendencies, and 3) are entertainers of some type 
(actress, musician, etc.). In Albertine’s case, she is not a professional actress, but the narrator often 
describes her transient nature as one of an actress. All of these attributes hold true for Swann and Odette, 
Saint-Loup and Rachel, Marcel and Albertine, and even Charlus and Morel, save the difference that these 
are two men, and the latter possesses a heterosexual tendency. This repeated depiction of non-traditional 
couples symbolizes one of many performative discourses of the novel that oppose the status quo. What is 
more, these other heterosexual relationships also depend on certain role-playing sequences, like the “baiser 
du soir,” that frame the man’s attraction for the woman.  These topics will be discussed some in later 
chapters, but to give an example here: Swann’s desire for Odette is structured around hearing Vinteuil’s 
andante, associating her with Botticelli’s depiction of Zipporah in the Sistine Chapelle, and playing the 
game of Catleya. Finally, all of these relationships are strucutred around jealousy, around the possibility 
that others might desire these women and Morel.  To reference Girard again, only the Other’s desire can 
stimulate desire (255). 
123 In Proust’s Lesbianism, Elisabeth Ladenson thoroughly analyzes the narrator’s fascination with 
lesbianism in A la recherche du temps perdu.  In her inquiry, she explains that, from a literary historical 
perspective, Proust’s depiction of lesbianism diverges somewhat from the conventional discourse both 
preceding and following the publication of A la recherche: “Proust’s Gomorrah belongs, as I have 
suggested, to the fictional tradition that stretches roughly from Mademoiselle de Maupin and La Fille aux 
yeux d’or (both published in 1835) to Goldfinger and beyond.  And yet Albertine is not precisely an avatar 
of Balzac’s Paquita, nor is she Pussy Galore avant la letter. … This distinction has everything to do with 
the remarkably non-phallocentric sexual economy of the Recherche, in which penetration is a purely 
epistemological category, and Gomorrah is throughout the novel figured as impenetrable” (133-34). In 
other words, Proust does not attempt to portray a man as being able to understand and satisfy lesbian 
desires.   
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since the primal reading scene, have acted as the link between ambiguous sexuality and 
literature.    
 After more reflection, he comes to the conclusion that all he really needs is 
someone to play the female part in his evening drama, providing the ever so cherished 
bedtime kiss, which we now know as symbolic of the securing of his identity: 
Ce que j’aurais voulu, c’est que la nouvelle venue vînt habiter chez moi, et me 
donnât le soir, avant de me quitter, un baiser familial de sœur.  De sorte que 
j’aurais pu croire—si je n’avais fait l’expérience de la présence insupportable 
d’une autre—que je regrettais plus un baiser que certaines lèvres, un plaisir qu’un 
amour, une habitude qu’une personne.” (IV, 134-5) 
Marcel acknowledges here that he longs for the gesture of a kiss, the pleasure it grants 
him—in short, a habit—unconcerned with the provider, if it was not for the difficulty of 
putting up with someone else.  It is the performance, not the performer that satisfies him.  
Any actress might be able to play the part, as long as she fulfills the role satisfactorily.124  
He realizes that many women—Mlle de Stermaria, for example—could function as a 
replacement for Albertine because his true goal is to procure a certain type of 
gratification, “un désir premier” which dictates one’s preferred medium of enjoyment 
(IV, 133).125  And, Marcel’s medium is the exchange of a kiss, the act of calling his name 
or reading a text.  From this analysis, we now know that all of these gestures—kissing, 
                                                
124 The narrator’s depiction of Albertine as an actress fits well in his scenarios that depict his attraction to 
her (III 678-680).  This will also be discussed some in later chapters. 
125 “… et je sentais que ce que j’avais demandé à Albertine, une autre, Mlle de Stermaria, eût pu me le 
donner” (IV, 136). 
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naming, and reading—correspond deeply to Marcel’s oral fixation as well as his identity. 
That is to say, he continuously searches for a subject to play opposite him in his erotic 
theater of mother-child acts, thus verifying and stabilizing his perception of his self.  By 
the same token, in the process of revealing these aberrant tendencies, the narrator has 
inscribed an original discourse based on his own repetitive acts, which have little to do 
with conventional, heteronormative behavior.  
He does concede, however, that every individual brings something different to 
this performance, but that something different, viewed and interpreted by him, remains a 
figment of his imagination:  
Quand par la différence qu’il y avait entre ce que l’importance de sa personne et 
de ces actions était pour moi et pour les autres, j’avais compris que mon amour 
était moins un amour pour elle qu’un amour en moi, j’aurais pu déduire diverses 
conséquences de ce caractère subjectif de mon amour, et qu’étant un état mental, 
il pouvait notamment survivre assez longtemps à la personne, mais aussi que 
n’ayant avec cette personne aucun lien véritable, n’ayant aucun soutien en dehors 
de soi, il devrait, comme tout état mental, même les plus durables, se trouver un 
jour hors d’usage, être “ remplacé ” et que ce jour-là tout ce qui me semblait 
m’attacher si doucement, indissolublement, au souvenir d’Albertine, n’existerait 
plus pour moi. (IV, 138)  
His understanding—or non-understanding—of Albertine corresponds to his own mental 
circumstances. Everything we believe to be true about other people and to represent them 
actually stems from our personal mental assessment of them and is, hence, our own 
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invention. Moreover, any given perception is attached to an act performed.  From this 
perspective, each and every notion of one’s identity corresponds to a relative perception 
linked either to the spectator observing the performance or to the person performing the 
identity—who might also look to his or her spectators for insight. Likewise, the 
psychological aspect of our discernments of others as well as of ourselves lends itself 
aptly to creativity and imagination.  
Accordingly, the narrator ultimately turns to literature to realize his fantastical 
desires: a type of auto-erotic fiction in which he uses his own voice for pleasure.  In the 
same way his mother’s reading of François le Champi relieved him of his emotional 
breakdown, without the help of a kiss, Marcel will use writing as a viaticum to assist him 
through the night.126  Literary creation allows him to interpret all of the roles in his 
bedtime drama and manipulate them to his satisfaction insofar as he aspires to rewrite his 
life, the complex nature of the people he encountered, and how they evolved over time.127  
Finally, the narrator compares the composition of a book to the gestation and caring of a 
child. He claims that he must “suralimenter [le livre] comme un enfant” (IV, 610), and 
also that “[il] [s]e sentai[t] accru de cette œuvre que [il] portai[t] en lui” (IV, 613-614). In 
                                                
126 “Si je travaillais, ce ne serait que la nuit” (IV, 620). 
127 “Et même si je n’avais pas le loisir de préparer, chose déjà bien plus importante, les cent masques qu’il 
convient d’attacher à un même visage, ne fût-ce que selon les yeux qui le voient et le sens où ils enlisent les 
traits, et pour les mêmes yeux selon l’espérance ou la crainte, ou au contraire l’amour et l’habitude qui 
cachent pendant trente années les changements de l’âge, même enfin si je n’entreprenais pas, ce dont ma 
liaison avec Albertine suffisait pourtant à me montrer que sans cela tout est factice et mensonger, de 
représenter certaines personnes non pas au-dehors mais au-dedans de nous où leurs moindres actes peuvent 
amener des troubles mortels,… si je ne pouvais apporter ces changements et bien d’autres (dont la 
nécessité, si on veut peindre le réel, a pu apparaître au cours de ce récit) dans la transcription d’un univers 
qui était à redessiner tout entier, du moins ne manquerais-je pas d’y décrire l’homme comme ayant la 
longueur non de son corps mais de ses années, . . .” (IV, 622-623, my italics). 
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short, the book satisfies his dream of having his own child that will resemble him and that 
he will nurture.128  In fact, his only concern now is whether he will be able to express all 
of the ideas that have built up in him over the course of his life before his death. He will 
now force himself to tend to his book like a sick mother does for her child.129 
 This discovery relates to the main dilemma of his transitional theater: the inability 
to control exterior actors on which he depends for his role-playing scenarios. 
Recognizing the fictive element of every identity allows him to adapt to his limitations 
more easily and draw on his creative instincts, underlining McDougall’s claim that 
mental theater represents humans’ most natural and fundamental form of creativity and 
expression.130  Not only does this form of play and communication lead to artistic 
invention, but also, and more importantly, to the exploring and the shaping of one’s own 
self, as maintained by Winnicott: “It is in playing and only in playing that the individual 
child or adult is able to be creative and to use the whole personality, and it is only in 
being creative that the individual discovers the self” (54).  As referenced above, these 
psychoanalysts’ views of creativity correspond to Butler’s notion about the possibility of 
any unmarked body as necessarily belonging to fiction. The narrator cultivates his 
imagination to create non-traditional characters and their corresponding neo-sexualities.  
                                                
128 Dorothy Kelly also discusses physical and artistic heredity in A la Recherche in reference to Vinteuil, his 
daughter and his musical legacy. She discerns the correlation between these two types of heritage “in the 
notion of a repeated language, code, pattern.” This idea corresponds pertinently to my study insofar as I see 
the narrator perpetuating his role-playing habits, or patterns, in his writing, as if passing them down to his 
offspring (189-190). 
129 See page 91, note 94.  
130 “Qu’ils se manifestent sous forme de névroses, de problèmes de caractère ou de perturbations 
narcissiques, d’addictions ou de perversions, de psychoses ou de psychosomatoses, ces scénarios 
psychiques sont toujours des inventions artisanales, approchant parfois cependant d’une véritable œuvre 
d’art” (McDougall, 10). 
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Indeed, the repetition of aberrant sexual practices rooted in Marcel’s childhood dramas 
consists of a performative discourse insofar as it comprises a set of reiterated acts 
sanctioned by the narrator. Specifically, the narrator’s sexual economy is predominately 
stimulated by oral affection and characterized by auto-eroticism, sado-masochistic role-
playing, to say nothing of his general identification with maternal figures.  Moreover, the 
two main actors in the narrator’s drama—Albertine and “Marcel”—remain elusive as 
characters, each in their own way: Albertine in terms of sexuality and the narrator as 
regards his nominal identity. The consistent avoidance of heteronormative practices and 
specified identities extends to other characters and relationships, which will be studied 
more closely in the following chapters. Consequently, these non-conventional sexualities 
and unfixed identities become the norm in A la recherche.131  
In conclusion, the narrator’s recollection and recording of his own role-playing 
and theatrical tendencies facilitates his detachment from others while exposing him to 
many new possible selves with which he learns to be content and feel secure. As Jeffrey 
Mehlman pointed out, “It is almost as though [Proust] shared the Freudian insight that if 
repetition is our sickness, it is also the means of our cure” (44).  Moreover, the continual 
repetition and adaptation of his drame du coucher and other childhood experiences 
comprises its own performative discourse, a subversion of the reigning discourse in 
which the father’s threat of castration dictates the boy’s identity choices.  In this account 
                                                
131 The irony, here, lies in the fact that Marcel and Albertine could, at first glance, seem to represent a 
“normal,“ heterosexual couple, except for all of the “abnormal” habits and qualities, discussed above, that 
characterize Marcel, Albertine, and their relationship as a whole. This paradoxical structure calls to mind 
the very atypical, yet heterosexual relationship between Raoule and Jacques in Rachilde’s Monsieur Vénus. 
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of the narrator’s past, he succeeds not only in deconstructing his attachment to the 
bedtime kiss, but also in finding his own voice to narrate, and thus dictate, his mental 
dramas. His account of his role-playing inclinations functions in much the same way as 
psychical elaboration does insofar as he examines his fears and desires as he reflects on 
his past behavior in an effort to comprehend his anxiety better: 
La crainte de n’être plus moi m’avait fait jadis horreur, et à chaque nouvel amour 
que j’éprouvais (pour Gilberte, pour Albertine), parce que je ne pouvais supporter 
l’idée qu’un jour l’être qui les aimait n’existerait plus, ce qui serait comme une 
espèce de mort. Mais à force de se renouveler, cette crainte s’était naturellement 
changée en un calme confiant. (IV, 614)  
In other words, by virtue of incessantly replaying this scene that marked him so deeply as 
a child, he has learned to appreciate the deaths and resurrections of his different selves, 
rather than fear them. For example, the Marcel who loved Albertine no longer exists, 
allowing a new Marcel to supersede him and move on (IV, 615).  At the same time, when 
he comes across a copy of François le Champi in the prince de Guermante’s library, he 
asserts that the child who listened to his mother read this book on that fateful night comes 
back to life and replaces the one who discovered it in the library (IV, 464). In essence, 
reflecting on his past and writing about his past stimulates a more imaginative and 
versatile approach to identity.  As noted above, some of these techniques were acquired 
by observing others, particularly Charlus and Mlle Vinteuil, whose sado-masochistic 




3. The Spectacle of Others’ Fantasies 
 
 The last chapter examined the narrator’s role-playing routines, with special 
consideration given to his oral fixation and sado-masochistic tendencies.  A review of 
these non-traditional pleasures and their place in Marcel’s choreographed relationships 
with women introduced the idea of an innovative performative discourse at work in A la 
recherche du temps perdu.  Building on these same concepts, we will now shift our 
attention to other characters’ erotic habits, many of which correlate fittingly to those of 
Marcel and thus contribute to a pattern of unconventional romance. In particular, we will 
look at a sequence of three scenes that seem to form a type of specular quadrilogy given 
their numerous similarities.  The first incident involves Mlle Vinteuil and her girlfriend at 
her home in Montjouvain; the second takes place between M. de Charlus and Jupien in 
the courtyard of the Guermantes’ hotel; the third unfolds at Jupien’s brothel during the 
war. To begin, coupled with the homoerotic aspect, many of the scenes showcase sado-
masochistic pleasure and the performance skills necessary to embody such complex roles.  
In effect, Proust underlines the diverse inclinations intrinsic to this type of play, 
illustrating thereupon the demand for a unique type of performance. Next, each of these 
passages frames a mise-en-scène of a homosexual encounter viewed surreptitiously by 
the narrator. By virtue of his voyeuristic position, these passages emphasize the role of 
the spectator in the sexual economy of A la recherche.  In fact, I will ultimately argue 
that a fourth scene should be included in this analysis, a scene that explicitly illustrates 
the erotic pleasure Marcel enjoys as a voyeur of homoerotica.  
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In view of these characteristics, many scholars have noted the importance of these 
three scenes with regards to the narrator’s scopophilic quest for knowledge about desire 
and sexuality.132  In fact, some have compared these three excerpts to queer adaptations of 
the primal scene insofar as they comprise brutality and inform the young Marcel’s 
understanding of sexual desire and gratification.133 Dorothy Kelly argues that the 
Monjouvain incident in conjunction with the scene at Jupien’s brothel “reconfigure the 
primal scene of the parents’ lovemaking in a single sex scenario,” which both affirms and 
denies the difference between the sexes (163). Certainly, Proust is well known for 
probing the essence of gender and sexuality in his work, but a multifold reiteration of this 
particular interpretation of the primal scene clearly denotes an objection to the traditional, 
heterosexual version.  Keeping in mind the distorted primal scene of reading from chapter 
two, we shall analyze each of these passages individually and as a component of a 
repeated discourse structuring the novel to determine more precisely their significance.  
In other words, it will be a question of examining the nature of these instances as 
performances in which characters aim to embody certain ideals for the purpose of 
pleasure as well as their performative power viewed together as a succession of reiterated 
acts.   
                                                
132 Dorothy Kelly. Telling Glances: Voyeurism in the French Novel ;  Adam Watt. Reading in Proust’s A la 
recherche: ‘le délire de la lecture’ ; Wilson, Emma. Sexuality and the Reading Encounter: Identity and 
Desire in Proust, Duras, Tournier and Cixous. 
133 Laplanche and Pontalis define a Primal scene as: “Scene of sexual intercourse between the parents 
which the child observes, or infers on the basis of certain indications, and phantasises.  It is generally 
interpreted by the child as an act of violence on the part of the father.” J. Laplanche and J.-B. Pontalis. The 
Language of Psychoanalysis. Trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith. New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 
1973. p. 335.  
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Given these points, I have chosen to refer to these erotic exchanges as fantasies 
insofar as they each constitute a “mise-en-scène of desire—a mise-en-scène in which 
what is prohibited (l’interdit) is always present in the actual formation of the wish.”134  In 
describing the relationship between desire and fantasy, Laplanche and Pontalis go on to 
characterize the latter as “a sequence of events in which the subject has his own part to 
play and in which permutations of roles and attributions are possible” (318). As this 
analysis will reveal, not only do these scenes hinge on the transgression of certain social 
and sexual restrictions, but also the narrator, as subject, occupies the critical role of 
voyeur.  These forbidden desires take many forms including, but not limited to 
homosexuality, sado-masochistic pleasure, and liaisons that cut across conventional 
social divisions. As is the case in chapter 2, I understand sado-masochism in a rather 
generic sense where sadism refers to the “sexual perversion in which satisfaction is 
dependent on suffering or humiliation inflicted upon others” and masochism to the 
opposite: “Sexual perversion in which satisfaction is tied to the suffering or humiliation 
undergone by the subject” (244, 400).  In both instances, the experience of suffering and 
humiliation may be physical, emotional, or psychological in nature. 
 
                                                
134 Laplache, J. and J.-B. Pontalis. The Language of Psychoanalysis. Trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith, 
“phantasies are still scripts (scenarios) of organised scenes which are capable of dramatization—usually in 
visual form” (318). 
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Staging the Primal Scene in Montjouvain 
 Marcel’s inadvertent discovery of Mlle Vinteuil and her friend at the former’s 
home in Montjouvain occurs quite curiously. To begin, the young narrator, waking up 
from an afternoon slumber in the bushes, finds himself just outside the Vinteuil’s house, 
in a place where he once waited for his father while the latter was visiting with M. 
Vinteuil. This coincidence proves quite informative as it reveals not only that Marcel has 
spied on the Vinteuil household once before from this same position, but it also allows 
the narrator to detect several similarities between M. Vinteuil’s behavior in his first 
observation and his daughter’s during this second one.  Upon spotting Mlle Vinteuil 
through a window, “à quelques centimètres de [lui],” (I, 157) he decides to postpone his 
departure until he no longer risks her seeing him, and thus assuming he was spying on 
her, which is exactly what he proceeds to do.135  Despite this inconceivably close 
proximity (“quelques centimètres”!), “[il] voyai[t] tous ses mouvements sans qu’elle [le] 
vît,” (I, 157). With darkness upon him outside, and the lamp illuminated inside, it is as 
though a personal theater were prepared and positioned thus for his viewing pleasure, 
with the spotlight shining on Mlle Vinteuil’s “petit salon à elle” (I, 157). Moreover, the 
window is cracked open, which not only will permit him to hear the impending dialogue, 
but also symbolizes a type of defective fourth wall, or a stage curtain left open before the 
play begins, inviting Marcel to peer in on Mlle Vinteuil’s intimate theater.  Emma 
                                                
135 Moss describes the narrator-voyeur as suffering from a certain type of “helplessness” given his exclusion 
from so many scenes that he recounts to he is reader, saying he is “the victim of what is to be seen” (55-
69).  While the narrator clearly occupies a more passive role in the voyeuristic scenes discussed in this 




Willson maintains that the “half-open window is placed perfectly ambiguously neither 
entirely to exclude nor to include the narrator in the diegetic space of the drama he will 
witness” (76). Indeed, the narrator participates in this scene, but as an outsider. 
In addition to finding himself so suitably placed for the show, Marcel has the 
opportunity to watch Mlle Vinteuil as she prepares the stage for the arrival of her 
counterpart. At the sound of a car rumbling toward the house, she quickly seizes a 
portrait of her father off the mantle:           
… puis elle se jeta sur un canapé, et tira près d’elle une petite table sur laquelle 
elle plaça le portrait, comme M. Vinteuil autrefois avait mis à côté de lui le 
morceau qu’il avait le désir de jouer à mes parents. (I, 158) 
In anticipation of her special friend, Mlle Vinteuil procures a specific prop essential to 
their game of seduction, and places it appropriately next to her just as she positions 
herself provocatively on the couch, “ses deux mains derrière la tête.”  Evidently, she 
desires a certain scenario to take place and she sets her stage with this in mind.  By the 
same token, Marcel explicitly remembers her father behaving comparably in preparation 
for his parents’ visit.  Undoubtedly, father and daughter do not pursue the exact same 
outcome, but Proust illustrates this common urge to control social encounters, especially 
to one’s benefit, and the importance of setting the stage purposefully with the requisite 
items.  M. Vinteuil arranged his living room set so that he could perform one of his 
musical compositions for the narrator’s parents, whereas Mlle Vinteuil is preparing for a 
two-person act. Regardless, both intentionally adjust their surroundings so that they may 
manipulate the imminent exchange and embody a certain performative role therein.    
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 When her friend enters the room, Mlle Vinteuil does not stand up to greet her, but 
nonchalantly makes room for her on the couch.  Then, suddenly feeling domineering, she 
dissimulates this move by simulating sleepiness. The acting persists when she “feignit de 
vouloir fermer les volets et de n’y pas réussir” (I, 159).  This gesture triggers a contrived 
conversation about the possibility of being seen and the question of what the public might 
see.136  Thus far, Proust has depicted Mlle Vinteuil’s desire to embody a certain persona 
and to direct the interaction between her and her friend.  Yet, to conceal her intention of 
doing so and provoking this precise discussion, Mlle Vinteuil adds: “Quand je dis nous 
voir, je veux dire nous voir lire, c’est assommant, quelque chose insignifiante qu’on 
fasse, de penser que des yeux vous voient”(I, 159).  As referenced in the previous 
chapter, this remark links this primal scene to Marcel’s primal reading scene with his 
mother given that reading has once again replaced sex, even if only figuratively in this 
case.137  Next, Mlle Vinteuil instinctively inhibits herself from pronouncing the words she 
had premeditated for the dialogue and “qu’elle avait jugés indispensables à la pleine 
réalisation de son désir” (I, 159).  That is, her polite and innocent side trumps her 
churlish, domineering side, revealing the complexity of Mlle Vinteuil’s personality.  On 
the one hand, a part of her wants to ignore her reservations and seduce her friend by 
means of a ruthless and harsh dialogue; on the other hand, the part of her that has been 
swayed by her father and the rest of society to exhibit a sense of decorum struggles to 
                                                
136 “Mais elle devina sans doute que son amie penserait qu’elle n’avait dit ces mots que pour la provoquer à 
lui répondre par certains autres qu’elle avait en effet le désir d’entendre, mais que par discrétion elle voulait 
lui laisser l’initiative de prononcer”( I, 159). 
137 As Jeffrey Mehlman says, reading is “a euphemism for sexual perversion” in A la recherche. A 
Structural Study of Autobiography, p. 35. See also Adam Watt, Reading in Proust. 
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deny this very education. Mlle Vinteuil’s social education corresponds to the general 
notion that society raises us to act in certain ways depending on one’s sex, race, class, etc. 
Here again, I am drawing on Judith Butler’s notion of “performative gender” and 
applying it to other aspects of social identity, namely social class.  Strictly speaking, 
Butler claims that: “Such acts, gestures, enactments, generally construed, are 
performative in the sense that the essence or identity that they otherwise purport to 
express are fabrications manufactured and sustained through corporeal signs and other 
discursive means.  That the gendered body is performative suggests that it has no 
ontological status apart from the various acts which constitute its reality” (Gender 
Trouble, 136). This concept is thus applied here in the analysis of Proustian characters 
who have been raised to behave one way, or perform one identity, but desire to or tend to 
embody different, almost antithetical identities as well. In this analysis, I shall 
demonstrate that these characters find pleasure in the friction created between these two 
opposing personas, friction that is rendered palpable and visible by the narrator’s 
spectatorial viewing and narration of these performances. In fact, Marcel, the spectator, 
discerns the presence of her opposing penchants immediately after her friend’s arrival: 
“Malgré la familiarité rude et dominatrice qu’elle avait avec sa camarade, je 
reconnaissais les gestes obséquieux et réticents, les brusques scrupules de son père” (I, 
158).  In spite of her coarse and aggressive rapport with her friend, Mlle Vinteuil still 
possesses the more reserved and submissive mannerisms she received from her father.  
As a result, the reader witnesses the musician’s daughter as she is obliged to negotiate 
various roles—daughter, friend, lover, etc.— at any given time.  Besides, seeing that this 
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scene takes place in her father’s house, in front of his picture, it is no surprise that the one 
side of her most influenced by him momentarily eclipses the other one that ultimately 
disparages him.   
 Throughout this encounter with her friend, these diverse personas oppose one 
another in Mlle Vinteuil’s endeavor to play the role necessary to satisfy her erotic 
impulses. For example, her friend pursues the encoded conversation about the window, 
despite Mlle Vintueil’s failure to deliver her lines, and confesses her wish to be seen: 
“quand même on nous verrait ce n’en est que meilleur” (I, 159). The reader will, without 
a doubt, take “on” as an allusion to Marcel who believes he is well hidden in the bushes, 
but is actually functioning as a veritable spectator for the girls’ erotic performance. Yet, 
the musician’s daughter falters once again in her response: 
Son cœur scrupuleux et sensible ignorait quelles paroles devaient spontanément 
venir s’adapter à la scène que ses sens réclamaient. Elle cherchait le plus loin 
qu’elle pouvait de sa vraie nature, à trouver le langage propre à la fille qu’elle 
désirait d’être, mais les mots qu’elle pensait que celle-ci eût prononcés 
sincèrement lui paraissait faux dans sa bouche. (I, 159) 
The author details the conflict taking place inside Mlle Vinteuil between her scrupulous 
heart, similar to that of her father (“je reconnaissais . . . les brusques scrupules de son 
père,” I, 158), and her sensual urges, which the narrator suggests caused her father great 
suffering—suffering which satisfies Mlle Vinteuil’s sadistic tendencies, as I shall soon 
illustrate (I, 157-158; III, 766). In short, one part of her represses the lines required for 
the pleasure of the other to develop fully and reach its climax.  She strives to produce 
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words suitable to “la fille vicieuse qu’elle désirait d’être,” (I, 159), but finds them too 
artificial to pronounce. In the end, she manages to imitate an expression that she once 
heard her friend say, adopting therefore another role, and this phrase, “Mademoiselle me 
semble avoir des pensées bien lubirques, ce soir,” advances their exchange, allowing this 
scene of seduction to move forward (I, 159).   
Proust depicts here an internal battle between “sa vraie nature morale” and the 
cruel character Mlle Vinteuil aspires to be, and which “ses sens réclaimaient” (I, 159). 
Ostensibly, the former relates to the role of the cordial bourgeois young woman she has 
been indoctrinated to play, whereas these other tendencies represent primary instincts that 
have been repressed by society’s sexual discourse, which deems such behavior from a 
young women as taboo, corrupt, and unfit.138  On the one hand, it is suggested by the text 
that Mlle Vinteuil’s “vraie nature morale” finds these vulgar words of seduction as wrong 
or fake coming from her mouth.  On the other hand, however, Mlle Vinteuil’s deepest 
desires, or “ses sens,” vehemently push her to embrace such cruel behavior, and 
eventually she does so quite well.  This conundrum, thus, begs the question: can we 
                                                
138 Butler describes the notion of gender as an idea that has been inculcated to the point of appearing 
natural:  “Gender is the repeated stylization of the body, a set of repeated acts within a highly rigid 
regulatory frame that congeal over time to produce the appearance of substance, of a natural sort of being” 
(Gender Trouble, 33). Again, I am applying this not only to sex and gender, but to one’s entire social 
identity.  Bourdieu’s notion of the “habitus” illustrates this idea in a more general sense:  “The habitus,” a 
product of history, produces individual and collective practices – more history – in accordance with the 
schemes generated by history. It ensures the active presence of past experiences, which, deposited in each 
organism in the form of schems of perception, thought, and action, tend to guarantee the ‘correctness’ of 
practices and their constancy over time. . . . This system of dispositions – a present past that tends to 
perpetuate itself into the future by reactivation in similarly structured practice, . . . – is the principle of 
continuity and regularity which objectivism sees in social practices without being able to account for it” 
(The Logic of Practice, 54). 
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reduce any one person to a single personality? Proust repeatedly answers “no” as he 
illustrates numerous versions of Albertine, Saint-Loup, Charlus, and others throughout 
his text.  Butler argues that the gendered body is performed, and I am arguing that all 
aspects of identity in Proust’s work: sexual, social, religious, and other qualifiers, are all 
represented by a combination of performances, many of which may oppose each other.  
In truth, it is precisely this type of inner opposition between two dispositions that typifies 
Proustian characters and often excites them. This is the case for Mlle Vinteuil as I shall 
presently demonstrate. 
 Before proceeding with this exchange, it is important to consider Mlle Vinteuil’s 
friend’s remark about being seen.  To begin, her entire response is programmed to 
appease Mlle Vinteuil’s concerns about being watched, while evoking the alluring aspect 
of that unlikely possibility.139  She recites kind words as if reading a script, “comme un 
texte” (I, 159), that she knows will calm her friend, but she ultimately prefers to leave the 
window open in hopes that someone just might discern the lightened aperture and look 
inside, which is precisely what Marcel does.  Proust, through this ironic discussion about 
the rare chance that someone might spy on them from the window, draws attention to the 
pleasure many people take in performing and seeing others perform.  In other words, 
complementary to Marcel’s voyeuristic desire to see them act out their sexual fantasies, 
Mlle Vinteuil’s friend displays an exhibitionist wish to be seen.  In the same manner 
                                                
139 “‘Oui, c’est probable qu’on nous regarde à cette heure-ci, dans cette campagne fréquentée, dit 
ironiquement son amie. Et puis quoi ?’ ajouta-t-elle (en croyant devoir accompagner d’un clignement 
d’yeux malicieux et tendre, ces mots qu’elle récita par bonté, comme un texte qu’elle savait être agréable à 
Mlle Vinteuil,” (I, 159). 
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actors prefer to present a play to an audience, the idea of performing lascivious acts for 
others’ viewing pleasure excites her that much more.  Therefore, whether she realizes that 
Marcel is watching them or not, she will proceed as if someone is, for the two young 
women are simultaneously both actors and spectators, watching each other and 
performing for each other.  
 To return to their spectacle, Mlle Vinteuil’s last comment propels the scene 
forward by prompting kisses and caresses from her friend.  Nonetheless, Mlle Vinteuil 
fears that her friend will not perceive her father’s portrait because her back is turned to it, 
and so interrupts their embraces to comment on the picture’s placement.  Acting as if she 
has just spotted it, she exclaims: “Oh le portrait de mon père qui nous regarde, je ne sais 
pas qui a pu le mettre là, j’ai pourtant dit vingt fois que ce n’était pas sa place” (I, 160). 
The narrator then remembers that “c’étaient les mots que M. Vinteuil avait dits à mon 
père à propos du morceau de musique. Ce portrait leur servait sans doute habituellement 
pour des profanations rituelles, car son amie lui répondit par ces paroles que devaient 
faire partie de ses réponses liturgiques…” (I, 160).  Marcel and the two women are not 
the only spectators at this show; M. Vinteuil is watching (“qui nous regarde”) as well. 
After stumbling with certain lines previously, Mlle Vinteuil is now able to fulfill the 
responsibilities of her role when it counts most.  As the one who brought this prop on 
stage, she evidently appreciates the importance of her father’s symbolic presence in their 
seductive game as he is the target of her sadistic practices.  In other words, this scene 
comprises two women and two men—one possibly hidden, the other symbolically 
represented by his photograph—all of whom possess a role in this scene of seduction.  
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This foursome of sorts thoroughly problematizes homo/heterosexual binaries since both 
men and women play key roles in the satisfaction of the girls’ desires as well as Marcel’s 
voyeuristic pleasure.  What is more, Mlle Vinteuil is compared explicitly to her father 
who behaved similarly with Marcel’s father and the piece of music he covertly prepared 
to play for him.140  Paradoxically, his daughter’s introduction of his portrait into her 
blasphemous ritual parallels his transition from conversing with Marcel’s father to 
playing music for him.  In Littérature et le mal, Georges Bataille makes a fascinating 
argument for likening the parent-child dynamic structuring M. Vinteuil and Mlle 
Vinteuil’s relationship to that framing Marcel’s relationship with his mother.  Bataille 
argues that these affiliations are founded upon sado-masochistic tendencies leading the 
children to enter into romantic affairs that are painfully intrusive for the parents (161). 
We have already discussed in chapter 2 the narrator’s desire to position Albertine as 
multiple familial figures, including daughter and mother, after he has imprisoned her in 
his Parisian apartment. A similar scenario plays out between Mlle Vinteuil and her friend 
after the death of M. Vinteuil.141 
                                                
140 Throughout this passage, Marcel refers three times to the scene he observed between M. Vinteuil and his 
father. In two of them, he acknowledges the presence only of his father, but in one talks of the musician’s 
desire to play for his parents (I, 158-160). 
141 Proust had a similar storyline in mind long before writing this scene. In “La Confession d’une jeune 
fille” (published in Les Plaisirs et les jours in 1896), he recounts the anguish of a young woman whose 
promiscuous lifestyle shocks and ultimately kills her beloved mother, and then incites her own suicide.  
More intriguing yet, Proust writes to Reynaldo Hahn in 1906 about an idea to produce a play with René 
Peter about a man who loves his wife but has sadistic tendencies, including the desire to insult his wife. He 
satisfies these pernicious desires with prostitutes, but one day his wife interrupts one of these acts right at 
the moment when he is injuring her verbally. The wife leaves him and the man commits suicide. Proust 
never actually wrote this play, but the theatrical scene in Montjouvain seems to be directly inspired by this 
idea originally destined to be performed on stage. Equally important, all of these stories exhibit sadism 
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By the same token, as the narrator suggests above, the portrait occupies an 
essential role in the girls’ seductive ceremony in view of the equally mannered response 
it elicits from her friend. Her friend’s reply formally initiates the sadistic discourse 
regarding M. Vinteuil’s portrait or, rather, M. Vinteuil; for the portrait is just a stand-in 
for the man, the most important spectator of all.  This incident could be described as a 
reverse primal scene in that the father observes his daughter engage in “immoral” sexual 
acts with another woman. Compared to the primal reading scene between Marcel and his 
mother, this passage epitomizes another one in which the father does not participate, or 
acts only as a spectator. If anything, Mlle Vinteuil could be perceived as replacing her 
father in the scene given that she emulates him in numerous ways throughout the act.  In 
light of the previous show at Montjouvain between M. Vinteuil and Marcel’s father, these 
two young women have replaced both fathers in the exchange. 
 Now that both girls are aware of the portrait’s presence on the table next to them, 
the friend implores Mlle Vinteuil to leave it there, mocking M. Vinteuil’s inability to 
interrupt them. To this, the musician’s daughter counters with a weak objection to her 
friend’s behavior, a reaction incited by both—the narrator speculates—a suppressed 
disapproval of her friend’s disrespectful words, as well as a hypocritical desire to play the 
role of the wicked libertine she so longs to be.142 It is specifically this sublime 
combination of authentic goodness and authentic evilness that renders her performance so 
                                                                                                                                            
towards a dear family member, which only serves to intensify this nefarious behavior. “Introduction 
générale,” A la recherche du temps perdu, v. I, p. XXVI  
142 “Et puis cette modération souriante en répondant à ces blasphèmes, ce reproche hypocrite et tendre, 
paraissaient peut-être à sa nature franche et bonne, une forme particulièrement infâme, une forme 
doucereuse de cette scélératesse qu’elle cherchait à s’assimiler” (I, 160). 
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beautiful when the latter characteristic temporarily trumps the former in a display of pure 
insolence and cruelty: 
Mais elle ne put résister à l’attrait du plaisir qu’elle éprouverait à être traitée avec 
douceur par une personne si implacable envers un mort sans défense ; elle sauta 
sur les genoux de son amie, et lui tendit chastement son front à baiser comme elle 
aurait pu faire si elle avait été sa fille, sentant avec délices qu’elles allaient ainsi 
toutes deux au bout de la cruauté en ravissant à M. Vinteuil, jusque dans le 
tombeau, sa paternité (I, 160-161).  
At the end of the day, Mlle Vinteuil is attracted to her friend’s disregard for her deceased 
father and his meticulous ways, and voluntarily instigates a role-playing spectacle in 
which she pretends to be her friend’s daughter: she jumps on her lap and innocently 
solicits kisses from her. The two girls imagine themselves performing for the actual 
musician, hence turning vulgar foreplay into a sadistic act insofar as they both embrace 
the cruelty of symbolically robbing M. Vinteuil of his most cherished quality: that of 
being a father.  In this way, it is Mlle Vinteuil’s friend who symbolizes the parental figure 
and Mlle Vinteuil the daughter; in either case, though, this (public?) display of contempt 
for her father by means of a reconfigured primal scene proposes new schemes for 
imagining kinship ties where lovers also represent parental figures.143  
                                                
143 Both Gayle Rubin and Judith Butler have argued for “a revolution in kinship” as a means to break down 
heteronormative binaries that constrict both sex and genders, although they may define “kinship” 
differently. Gayle Rubin. “The Traffic in Women: Notes on the ‘Political Economy’ of Sex,” Toward the 
Anthropology of Women. Ed. Rayna R. Reiter. New York, London: Monthly Review Press, 1975.  Judith 




If we consider the pleasure Mlle Vinteuil acquires from figuratively depriving her 
father of his paternal role, this scene depicts Joyce McDougall’s hypothesis concerning 
the sexual games of children as acts of rebellion: 
La découverte du jeu érotique représente pour l'enfant un défi aux images 
parentales et elle constitue une mesure de libération de leur entrave. En sortant des 
ténèbres du discours parental sur le sexe et le corps, l'enfant réussit à créer un 
scénario érotique qui donne sens au désir, qui lui permet d'exister sexuellement, 
éventuellement, d'avoir accès à des relations érotiques avec autrui. (235) 
Proust illustrates here the gratification Mlle Vinteuil obtains from defying her father’s 
ideologies and the moral structures he represented for her.  What is more, deliverance 
from her father’s control provides her with a sexual satisfaction that hinges strictly on her 
displaying the necessary brutality to oppose his wishes so maliciously.  Curiously, the 
narrator only subtly alludes to the homosexual aspect of this affair, even though Mlle 
Vinteuil’s lesbianism contributes considerably to the significance of her actions.  The 
narrator describes repeatedly, here and elsewhere in the text, the extreme suffering she 
caused her father leading up to his death. The narrator’s mother’s so-called virtuous 
modesty prevents her from visiting the young woman after her father’s death, and she 
explicitly laments the musician’s renouncement of hope that his daughter might live an 
honest and respectful life (I, 157-58). In other words, Mlle Vinteuil’s relationship with 
her girlfriend undoubtedly upset her father, and her sadistic games would surely lose their 
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effectiveness and power if she were involved with a man rather than a woman.144  Yet, 
until Albertine comes on the scene and Mlle Vinteuil’s lesbianism concerns Marcel 
directly, the narrator frames Mlle Vinteuil’s sexuality more in terms of her sado-
masochistic tendencies rather than her sexual orientation. Mlle Vinteuil’s friend desires to 
push this cruelty even further, suggesting she physically defame her father’s image by 
spitting on it. However, the narrator, and thus his reader, are prohibited from ever 
knowing the response to this proposal as Mlle Vinteuil unexpectedly decides to close the 
window and the shutters.  The author forecloses the possibility of envisioning erotic 
pleasure as anything other than sadistic role-playing, or the viewing of sadistic role-
playing.  
 The narrator does indeed reflect on this remarkable spectacle as he has thoroughly 
enjoyed Mlle Vinteuil’s show of primitive vice. Rather than being disgusted or shocked 
by her display of evil, he discerns artistic beauty in her performance and attributes this 
level of perfection to her sadism:  
Certes, dans les habitudes de Mlle Vinteuil l’apparence du mal était si entière 
qu’on aurait eu de la peine à la rencontrer réalisée à ce degré de perfection ailleurs 
que chez une sadique ; c’est à la lumière de la rampe des théâtres du boulevard 
plutôt que sous la lampe d’une maison de campagne véritable qu’on peut voir une 
fille faire cracher une amie sur le portrait d’un père qui  n’a vécu que pour elle ; et 
                                                
144 It is worth noting that this exact scene will retroactively cause Marcel significant pain when he learns of 
Albertine’s relationship with Mlle Vinteuil and her friend.  Conversely, these two young women, and 
particularly Mlle Vinteuil’s friend, eventually atone for their injurious actions, in the eyes of the narrator, 
insofar as they bring the beautiful music of the deceased musician to him and the rest of the world through 
their laborious editing and transcription of his manuscripts (III, 767). 
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il n’y a guère que le sadisme qui donne un fondement dans la vie à l’esthétique du 
mélodrame. (I, 161)  
For the narrator, the play he just witnessed belongs in the “théâtres du boulevard” owing 
to its dramatic and indecent nature, not in a pitiful orphan girl’s country home.  He 
assumes that Mlle Vinteuil did coax her friend to spit on her father’s photo, which does 
not seem unlikely given her friend’s “brutalité voulue” coupled with her goal to entertain 
the lonely girl (I, 161).  In any case, knowing that this presentation does not take place in 
a Parisian theater, but in an actual country home, the narrator accredits sadism as the only 
characteristic capable of inspiring a comparable esthetic of melodrama in reality. For 
him, Mlle Vinteuil’s superb performance stems from her simplicity, naiveté and even her 
sensitivity, which, when combined with her pure sadistic tendencies, make her an “artiste 
du mal” (I, 162).145  The narrator elaborates his analysis by reminding the reader that Mlle 
Vinteuil is not naturally cruel, but is one of those sadists “si naturellement vertueux que 
même le plaisir sensuel leur paraît quelque chose de mauvais, le privilege des méchants” 
(I, 162).  Therefore it is her artistic ability to play the role of a malicious, mean daughter 
that renders her performance pleasurable for both her and the narrator/spectator. These 
comments prove all the more fascinating when the reader learns that the narrator attends 
two more sadistically-tinted shows.   
 Indeed, the two remaining homosexual primal scenes that he stealthily observes 
also incorporate sadistic dispositions, reinforcing the notion that, for Proust, sadism is 
                                                
145  “L’artiste du mal,” in this context of lesbian love, evokes Baudelaire’s Les Fleurs du mal, one of whose 
original titles was “Les Lesbiennes,” and which contains a few poems about lesbianism.  
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linked inextricably to homoerotic theatre, despite the narrator’s own sado-masochistic 
drama discussed in chapter 2.  Why is this? Seemingly, as the narrator illustrates through 
his examination of Mlle Vinteuil’s role, the presence of two or more opposing 
inclinations, even personas, is an important contributing element, and this is frequently 
the case for sadists in that they are very often masochists as well, in this text and in 
Freud’s theory.146  For instance, her genuine compassion for her father is what allows her 
sadistic instinct to be satisfied, for it pains her to defy the law of her father by embracing 
her lesbianism at the same time that it pleases her.147  It is this juxtaposition of innocent 
goodness and pure sadism that creates an extraordinarily sensual and sentimental 
performance for the narrator.148  Furthermore, for a sadist like Mlle Vinteuil, it is the 
thought of incarnating another role, of momentarily playing the part of the villain that 
excites her: 
Et quand ils se concèdent à eux-mêmes de s’y livrer un moment, c’est dans la 
peau des méchants qu’ils tâchent d’entrer et de faire entrer leur complice, de façon 
à avoir eu un moment l’illusion de s’être évadés de leur âme scrupuleuse et 
tendre, dans le monde inhumain du plaisir. (I, 162) 
                                                
146 “A sadist is always at the same time a masochist” (Freud, Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality, 25). 
“It can often be recognized that masochism is nothing but a continuation of sadism directed against one’s 
own person in which the latter at first takes place of the sexual object” (Freud, The Basic Writings of 
Sigmund Freud 569-570). 
147 “Les sadiques de l’espèce de Mlle Vinteuil sont des êtres si purement sentimentaux, si naturellement 
vertueux que même le plaisir sensuel leur paraît quelque chose de mauvais, le privilège des méchants” (I, 
162).  
148 Bataille shows us that evil complements goodness: “J’ai d’abord montré que le bonheur seul n’est pas en 
lui-même désirable, et que l’ennui en découlerait si l’épreuve du malheur, ou du Mal, ne nous en donnait 
pas l’avidité.  La réciproque est vraie: si nous n’avions, comme l’eut Proust (et comme l’eut Sade lui-




Hence the necessity of performance: it is only through inventive role-playing that Mlle 
Vinteuil can briefly escape her sensitive side and embrace the pleasure of being evil.  
Taboos and socially-imposed boundaries on identity and character intensify the 
experience because of the excitement of transgression. The correlation between sado-
masochism and homosexuality, then, may be found in the necessity to master opposing 
selves, one that plays the socially-trained heterosexual for the public eye and the other 
that embodies homosexual desires in more intimate milieux.  This seems to be the case of 
Charlus who embraces a whole range of social and sexual identities.  
The Many Masks of Charlus 
 As he looks out for M. and Mme de Guermantes’ return, Marcel has strategically 
placed himself in the staircase of his apartment building so that he can observe the 
comings and goings in the courtyard through the stairwell window, without being spotted 
by anyone.  Once again, Proust establishes the window as the figurative fourth wall of 
Marcel’s private theater, the transparent barrier between him and the courtyard stage. In 
fact, he expressly moves to this position in order to avoid being seen by Jupien, who is 
preparing to go to work.  Sitting here, he speculates about the haphazard chance that 
“l’insecte improbable” will visit “le pistil offert et délaissé” of the Duchess’s precious 
plant, (III, 6) when he notices M. de Charlus leaving Mme de Villeparisis’s apartment.  
Meticulously studying the baron’s face, he watches it transform: the visible tension is 
released and the forced vitality that fuels his animated mouth and strong will softens, 
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leaving nothing but an elegant and spiritual portrait of a “Guermantes.”149  Erroneously 
assuming himself to be alone and far from scrutinizing eyes, M. de Charlus sheds one of 
his many masks—in this case a mask of obnoxious arrogance and harsh petulance—and 
reveals a more unaffected countenance:   
Je regrettais pour lui qu’il adultérât habituellement de tant de violences, 
d’étrangetés déplaisantes, de potinages, de dureté, de susceptibilité et d’arrogance, 
qu’il cachât sous une brutalité postiche l’aménité, la bonté qu’au moment où il 
sortait de chez Mme de Villeparisis, je voyais s’étaler si naïvement sur son visage. 
(III, 5-6) 
In the narrator’s opinion, the baron regrettably disguises a seemingly sweet goodness 
under layers of fabricated severity, viciousness, and unpleasantries. In truth, the man who 
typically boasts his virility and criticizes others’ effeminate traits, in this instance, 
reminds Marcel of a woman (III, 6).  In other words, M. de Charlus—in this moment of 
deceptive solitude—forsakes the conventional facade of masculinity and aristocratic 
conceit society has inculcated in him for a more gentle and sweet appearance.  The 
narrator’s observations of the baron’s disparate comportments call to mind Pierre 
Bourdieu’s notions of habitus and discrete bodily training, as well as Butler’s theories on 
                                                
149 “À ce moment, où il ne se croyait regardé par personne, les paupières baissées contre le soleil, M. de 
Charlus avait relâché dans son visage cette tension, amorti cette vitalité factice, qu’entretenaient chez lui 
l’animation de la causerie et la force de la volonté. (…) plus rien qu’un Guermantes, il semblait déjà 
sculpté, lui Palamède XV, dans la chapelle de Combray. Mais ces traits généraux de toute une famille 




performative gender identity.150 Evidently, when under the gaze of high society, he 
systematically exhibits the demeanors and dispositions it expects to see from him, a man 
of noble heritage.  On the other hand, he appears to neglect these same manners just as 
naturally when alone, baring the powerful influence surroundings have on people’s 
behavior—consciously and unconsciously.  Therefore, in the character of M. de Charlus, 
Proust depicts two opposing temperaments, reminiscent of those discerned in Mlle 
Vinteuil’s dualistic behavior: one of coarseness and irascibility and one of gentle 
kindness.151  Although the specific motivations for these diverging personalities may 
vary, the presence of conflicting dispositions reflects the discrepancies between the role 
society expects one to play, what one is comfortable playing, and what one desires to 
play. 
 Following this examination of the baron’s diverse masks, Marcel beholds an 
astonishing encounter between him and Jupien. Having never crossed paths before, each 
man reacts remarkably at the sight of the other. At first, they both appear dumbstruck and 
motionless as they absorb the vision before them. Then, as one begins to move, the other 
                                                
150 «N’ayant d’existence que relationnelle, chacun des deux genres est le produit du travail de construction 
diacritique, à la fois théorique et pratique, qui est nécessaire pour le produire comme corps socialement 
différencié du genre opposé (…), c’est-à-dire comme habitus viril, donc non féminin, ou féminin, donc non 
masculin. » Pierre Bourdieu. La Domination Masculine. Éditions du Seuil, Paris : 2008.  “Performativity is 
thus not a singular “act,” for it is always a reiteration of a norm or set of norms, and to the extent that it 
acquires an act-like status in the present, it conceals or dissimulates the conventions of which it is a 
repetition.” (Butler, Bodies that Matter, xxi) 
151 This entangled antithesis of benevolence and malevolence calls to mind that of sadism and masochism 
present in both of these characters.   
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follows with corresponding gestures, as if two mimes were performing a mirror image 
act:152 
Or Jupien, perdant aussitôt l’air humble et bon que je lui avais toujours connu, 
avait – en symétrie parfaite avec le baron – redressé la tête, donnait à sa taille un 
port avantageux, posait avec une impertinence grotesque son poing sur la hanche, 
faisait saillir son derrière, prenait des poses avec la coquetterie qu’aurait pu avoir 
l’orchidée pour le bourdon providentiellement survenu. (III, 6) 
In this passage, it is Jupien who alters his ordinarily good-natured and modest attitude to 
impress the baron.  He begins to exaggerate his physical traits and posture, like a 
flirtatious model posing for a photograph, or as the narrator describes it, like the orchid 
trying to attract the bumble-bee.  In any case, each man begins adjusting his mannerisms 
in conjunction with the other. That is they change their behavior in relation to their 
surroundings, which includes both physical settings and the characters who populate 
them.  First, the narrator recognizes a change in the baron’s expression upon leaving 
Mme de Villeparisis’s. Then, shocked and intrigued by this happenstance of spotting each 
other, Charlus and Jupien play a game of silent communication so as to attract the other 
and hopefully respond to the other’s desires.  The narrator even expresses his disbelief at 
Jupien’s ability “de tenir à l’improviste sa partie dans cette sorte de scène des deux 
muets, qui (bien qu’il se trouvât pour la première fois en présence de M. de Charlus) 
semblait avoir été longuement répétée” (III, 6-7). Indeed, despite the lack of words, the 
                                                
152 “Mais chose plus étonnante encore, l’attitude de M. de Charlus ayant changé, celle de Jupien se mit 
aussitôt, comme selon les lois d’un art secret, en harmonie avec elle.” (III, 6). 
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baron and the tailor appear not only to understand each other, but also to know this scene 
well, even to have rehearsed it.  This encounter, hence, evolves into a dialogue between 
two mimes, who express themselves through gestures and evocative looks, “des préludes 
rituels,” that set the stage for the following act (III, 8). 
 The two men eventually relocate their meeting to Jupien’s boutique, and Marcel 
shamelessly follows.  He even braves the chance of being seen by opting for the quickest 
path to the other “boutique à louer,” as opposed to the safest one because he deems this 
visual experience worthy of risk-taking for its degree of spectacularity, for its 
adventurous and daring “mise en scène” (III, 9-10). This fervent desire to capture every 
moment of Jupien’s and Charlus’s erotic exchange attests the narrator’s own desire to 
enjoy this experience. With respect to the significance of the narrator-spectator’s 
presence, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick interprets the comparison of the “orchid-bee-orchid” 
triangle to this encounter between Charlus and Jupien as a metaphor for the importance of 
the tertiary spectator, (or “acrobatic spying boy” in her words), and of the reader as well 
“as we are invited to scrutinize and to occupy his vicariated positionings” 
(Epistemologies 221). As Sedgwick explains, the insect comparison makes little sense 
because Charlus and Jupien do not need a third party to bring them together; instead the 
third party is there to authenticate this exchange. This assertion supports my argument 
that the spectator is prioritized here to emphasize the theatrical and performative aspects 
of this meeting: theatrical in terms of the visual pleasure Jupien’s and Charlus’s 
encounter affords the narrator; and performative on both a micro- and macro-level.  
Individually speaking, Jupien and Charlus mutually constitute each other’s erotic 
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personas through a performative exchange of reading and imitating one another. On a 
global scale, though, the narrator’s “incidental” presence validates the credibility of this 
scene, and the others studied in this chapter, allowing them to contribute to an 
overarching discourse on homoerotica.  
Now, with only “une cloison extrêmement mince” separating his locale from 
theirs, the narrator continues to take in this fantastic show.153  In spite of his ability to 
hear clearly the violent sounds emanating from the other side of this thin partition, and 
thus imagine what is taking place, our inquisitive young narrator hoists himself onto a 
ladder “afin de voir par le vasistas que je n’ouvris pas” (III, 11). This is, of course, 
another sign of his voyeuristic desires and the importance of the spectator, but it is also 
worth noting that of these three primal scenes, this is the only time the narrator actually 
observes the scene of seduction from beginning to end.  Even though he refrains from 
recounting exactly what he sees to the reader, he does comment vaguely on what he 
witnesses through the small transom, saying: “J’en conclus plus tard qu’il y a une chose 
aussi bruyante que la souffrance, c’est le plaisir, . . . ” (III, 11). This remark serves to 
associate pain with pleasure in the same way we observed it above with Mlle Vinteuil 
and her friend.  After the main show is over, the narrator, once again, analyzes in depth 
the entire production of this homoerotic encounter, how it came to be, and the 
personalities involved.   
                                                
153 This “cloison extrêmement mince” recalls the partitions separating Marcel’s hotel room from his 
grandmother’s, as well as his bedroom from Albertine’s in his Parisian apartment. In each case, the barrier, 
described identically, is so thin that the characters can easily communicate through it.  
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The focus of these scenes, for the narrator, is the seductive foreplay of embodying 
both what an individual desires to be and what the other desires that same individual to 
be—a feat the narrator recognizes to be quite spectacular. As explained above, the 
narrator witnesses Charlus’s facial and bodily expressions change as he leaves Mme de 
Villeparisis’s building and crosses the courtyard. Throughout this exchange with Jupien, 
Marcel’s understanding of the baron continues to evolve as he observes him “mettre à nu 
sa nature” and transform into “une personne nouvelle” for him (III, 12, 16). Specifically, 
he recognizes not only that M. de Charlus is homosexual, but also he believes to have 
narrowed him down to an even more defined category of homosexuals:154 “Il appartenait 
à la race de ces êtres moins contradictoires qu’ils n’en ont l’air, dont l’idéal est viril, 
justement parce que leur tempérament est féminin, et qui sont dans la vie pareils, en 
apparence seulement, aux autres hommes” (III, 16). This realization explains a lot about 
Charlus’s behavior, especially his strange and inconsistent attitudes towards Marcel.  
This diagnosis also justifies the narrator’s inability to have recognized it sooner as well as 
                                                
154 I, personally, would avoid classifying sexualities in this way, but for the purpose of my argument I must 
convey the narrator’s theories as I understand them. I do not intend to discuss here the legitimacy of his 
systems of categorizing inverts, but would like to point out other scholars’ work that recounts the scientific 
and psychological rhetoric of the time and its influence on Proust’s text. Namely, J.E. Rivers points out in 
Proust & the Art of Love that “most of the theories of homosexuality found in A la recherche were 
commonplace long before Proust wrote, and many of them were adopted directly from standard medical 
theories of Proust’s day.” (p. 157) Rivers also argues that “whether Proust himself would have agreed with 
all of the narrator’s ideas is a moot point” (p.153) and instead evokes numerous aesthetic and thematic 
motivations for portraying homosexuality as an illness, a hereditary defect, and a psychological illness. 
Simultaneously, it is important to remember that Proust’s narrator not only counterbalances the negative 
portrayals of homosexuals with positive ones, but he also flatly contradicts himself on many occasions, 
including this account here of “la race maudite.”  I am inclined to argue that these contradictions can be 
seen as undermining turn-of-the-century beliefs about homosexuality. However, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick 
makes the case in Epistemologies of the Closet that the discrepancies in the narrator’s philosophy serve to 
dissimulate his own homosexual tendencies, a possibility we shall discuss in more details below. 
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the change in his demeanor in the courtyard, since his likeness to other men remains an 
illusion, a mask.  Moreover, according to Marcel’s theory, given the conditions of 
Charlus’s sexuality, which is his desire for a man brimming with virility and therefore 
probably not homosexual, he and his type pursue an object of love that will never return 
their love.155 They are condemned to lead precarious and lonely lives in which they often 
find themselves associating with others who share their preferences.  Trained to hide their 
true nature, they nonetheless recognize one another “à des signes naturels ou de 
convention, involontaires ou voulus” (III, 19).  This is exactly how Jupien discerned such 
predilections in Charlus.156 The narrator argues that this meeting is “un miracle (…) 
presque du même genre, et non moins merveilleux” as the encounter between the 
bumble-bee and the orchid mentioned above: “dès que j’eus considéré cette rencontre de 
ce point de vue, tout m’y sembla empreint de beauté” (III, 29). Marcel perceives this 
homosexual spectacle of recognition and seduction as a sublime vision, similar to his 
impression of Mlle Vinteuil’s sadistic performance.       
The narrator does concede later in the text, and mentions in anticipation of this 
revelation, that, in fact, many men suffer from this precise misfortune of chasing an 
almost impossible fantasy.157  The possibility of two homosexuals like Jupien and Charlus 
                                                
155 “Enfin (…) amants à qui est presque fermée la possibilité de cet amour dont l’espérance leur donne la 
force de supporter tant de risques et de solitudes, puisqu’ils sont justement épris d’un homme qui n’aurait 
rien d’une femme, d’un homme qui ne serait pas inverti et qui, par conséquent, ne peut les aimer” (III, 17). 
156 “Mais les dieux sont immédiatement perceptibles aux dieux, le semblable aussi vite au semblable, ainsi 
encore l’avait été M. de Charlus à Jupien” (III, 15). 
157 This includes the narrator who will never be able to understand exactly what Albertine desires.  As 
Emma Willson explains “His desire of Albertine is aroused by the impossible conundrum to which she 
allows him to return.” (p. 73)  
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meeting is therefore not that unlikely but that does not diminish the impression it left 
upon Marcel, nor does it diminish the magnitude of this situation.158 The exceptionality of 
their meeting lies in the fact that they successfully, even beautifully seduce each other.  I 
mean to say that, even though men who belong to this same class of homosexuals 
(Proust’s narrator recognizes other types of homosexuals, male and female, but does not 
dwell on them here) cross each other’s paths frequently, this does not solve the problem 
of them not corresponding to each other’s object of desire in that they each possess 
feminine tendencies but desire virile men, according to the narrator’s theory. Throughout 
this lengthy passage in which Proust considers the history and living conditions of 
homosexuals, as well as the different paths they might take, he alludes to a couple of 
techniques that allow these types of men to satisfy as best as possible their sexual desires.  
To start with, the narrator explains that, in spite of the abundance of men like 
Charlus, they still lead extraordinary lives insofar as, “s’il[s] ne [font] pas de concessions 
aux possibilités de la vie,” they pursue an inexistent object (III, 32).159  He inserts an 
“unless” in this statement stating that, lest they lower their standards or accept an 
imperfect love object, they have no hope to satisfy this wish. In another passage, the 
narrator elaborates on this idea, claiming that the obstacles facing men like Charlus, 
“sous le réserve des accommodements qui paraîtront peu à peu et qu’on a pu déjà 
                                                
158 “Au reste, j’exagérais beaucoup alors, devant cette révélation première, le caractère électif d’une 
conjonction si sélectionnée. Certes, chacun des hommes pareils à M. de Charlus est une créature 
extraordinaire, puisque, s’il ne fait pas de concessions aux possibilités de la vie, il recherche 
essentiellement l’amour d’un homme de l’autre race, c’est-à-dire d’un homme aimant les femmes (et qui 
par conséquent ne pourra pas l’aimer)” (III, 32). 
159 See footnote 146 for full citation. 
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ressentir, exigés par le besoin de plaisir qui se résigne à de demi-consentements,” are so 
many, that if nature ever does provide them with the man of their dreams, “ou que la 
nature leur fait paraître telle,” their happiness will appear superior and more special than 
that of the common (read, heterosexual) man (III, 28-29).  He implies here that, even 
when they think they have discovered exactly what they are seeking, it is often a mirage 
or misperception, but one that functions all the same, and possibly better than most.   
Moreover, many men resort to “des accommodements,” or specific arrangements, 
like that which develops between M. de Charlus and Morel; in other words, prostitution 
or some form of it, to which he refers explicitly in another passage:  “… de sorte que leur 
désir serait à jamais inassouvissable si l’argent ne leur livrait de vrais hommes, et si 
l’imagination ne finissait par leur faire prendre pour de vrais hommes les invertis à qui ils 
se sont prostitués” (III, 17).  In fact, this quotation brings together all of the narrator’s 
explanations about how these men confront sexual incoveniences: many men like M. de 
Charlus frequent prostitutes or some version thereof, and yet they still need to rely on 
their imagination to deceive themselves about the type of prostitute they have purchased. 
If we consider these concessions with reference to the meeting between Charlus and 
Jupien, these men seem to have relied on only one of them; for this was not a pre-
arranged encounter between client and prostitute, although the baron does try to pay 
Jupien after they have finished.  
Regardless, they both must have exercised their imaginations efficiently in order 
to fool themselves into thinking the other was a virile, heterosexual man for the sake of 
pleasure.  In other words, like Mlle de Vinteuil, who must persuade herself to embody the 
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role of the villain, M. de Charlus casts Jupien into the role of “masculine” man, and 
Jupien does the same with the baron.160  They have to negotiate a role-playing scenario in 
which they both become the other’s desired object, a notion that we could apply to almost 
any romantic relationship inasmuch as we are always looking for our own invented 
concept of the ideal, or our own object-choice in psychoanalytic terms, in the other. 
Disregarding the narrator’s contrived and inconsistent homosexual categorizations, his 
description of how men and women of all sexualities evaluate the other through bodily 
signals and emit their own clues speaks volumes about the games of performance 
involved in any love affair.  What we know for sure is that the baron’s and the tailor’s 
presentations of themselves as performed in the courtyard, and perceived by the other, 
suited their corresponding desires impeccably—at least from the spectator’s point of 
view.  With this in mind, and considering the facility with which Jupien and M. de 
Charlus performed this scene of seduction for the first time, it is no wonder Marcel 
thought they had rehearsed in it advance.  
 In fact, to describe how well Jupien and M. de Charlus befit one another, the 
narrator compares them to two birds involved in mating rituals and assigns Charlus the 
role of the male and Jupien that of the female (III, 8).  This metaphor obviously discredits 
his theories about M. de Charlus’s type of homosexual seeking masculine men only, but 
it supports my conjecture that all romantic relationships in Proust—between gays, 
lesbians, heterosexuals, bisexuals, etc.—are founded on and develop through role-playing 
                                                
160 Given the dance of mimicry that takes place between them, we might say that each one desires 
something that closely resembles himself.  
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scenarios.  If we look back to the description of Jupien above when he coquettishly 
protrudes his derrière, the narrator’s description of him here is quite suggestively 
feminine. What is more, he clearly compares Jupien to l’orchidée, a feminine noun and 
une fleur, which are traditionally associated with women, while M. de Charlus plays le 
bourdon that comes to pollenate the flower.161  This is all to say that, regardless of sex or 
sexuality, in relationships people play roles, and in this case—despite the narrator’s 
conjectures about these homosexuals liking virile men only—he often describes Charlus 
as playing a stereotypical man and Jupien a woman.   
In this same passage, the narrator alludes to another role-playing scenario 
concerning homosexual men who are able to find a love object in a woman: 
Mais les seconds recherchent celles qui aiment les femmes, elles peuvent leur 
procurer un jeune homme. . . . Car dans les rapports qu’ils ont avec elles, ils 
jouent pour la femme qui aime les femmes le rôle d’une autre femme, et la femme 
leur offre en même temps à peu près ce qu’ils trouvent chez l’homme. . . . (III, 24)  
In this situation, we have what appears to be a heterosexual couple based on biological 
sex, but in fact both the man and the woman represent the opposite sex for the other, or 
the subject’s same sex.  What Proust is describing here is the imaginative aspect inherent 
in all relationships. By that I mean to say that our perception of someone else stems in 
part from our fantasies of what we want that person to be and whether, based on their 
performance in the relationship, we can successfully envision them as such.  In Sexuality 
                                                
161 Metaphors comparing women to flowers in French literature date back centuries with such works as Le 
Roman de la rose, and continue up to Proust (A l’ombre des jeunes filles en fleur) and beyond. 
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and the Reading Encounter, Emma Wilson observes a similar occurrence in the 
affiliation between Marcel and Albertine, insofar as the former reads her into a specific 
role, projecting his ideals onto her character, disregarding the question of their veracity.162  
In my investigation, however, I see another element at stake: in addition to one’s 
imagination that casts role-playing fantasies onto the other, the other character’s ability to 
play the desired counterpart needs to be believable.  This is implied in the quotation 
above when Proust claims that some gay men are attracted to women whose sexual object 
of desire is a woman because, for them, these women convey particular traits reminiscent 
of other men.  In a word, we all belong to a system in which physical characteristics, 
manners and even titles and adjectives (gay, straight, etc.) express certain ideas to the rest 
of the world about one’s sexual identity.  Proust, thus, illustrates here, in this scene 
between Jupien and Charlus, Judith Butler’s theories of performative identity and the 
discourse that dominates all relationships.  That is, whether consciously or unconsciously, 
humans perform gender through a “repeated stylization of the body” (Gender Trouble, 
33).  Moreover, whether a man embodies a more masculine role or a more feminine role, 
he is unavoidably participating in a coded structure in which certain gestures and acts 
express the notion of “man,” others “woman,” and even others, “gay man” or “gay 
woman:” 
                                                
162 “My aim is to show how Proust’s text reveals that sexuality and gender identification occur in 
performance, between two individuals. Moving away from any notion of a search for knowledge of 
Albertine, I want instead to reveal the importance of the fantasies that surround her. In this sense, the 
narrator’s constructions of her sexual identity and fantasies of her erotic practice are far more crucial to the 
text than the ‘truth’ of her sexuality or her gender” (61). 
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The repetition of heterosexual constructs within sexual cultures both gay and 
straight may well be the inevitable site of the denaturalization and mobilization of 
gender categories.  The replication of heterosexual constructs in non-heterosexual 
frames brings into relief the utterly constructed status of the so-called original.  
Thus, gay is to straight not as copy is to original, but, rather, as copy is to copy. 
(Gender Trouble 31) 
Inevitably, much of this coded language is incorporated unconsciously and performed 
without thought, while in other circumstances the essence of gender, or race or class, 
appears more affected.  Whether M. de Charlus walked into Mme de Villeparisis’s home 
consciously wearing his aristocratic, heterosexual male mask, only to drop it when he 
left, Proust does not say. Proust does, however, draw our attention to the social and 
sexual stylization of his body. Using both Jupien and Charlus as examples here, he 
exposes the authority of certain coded languages, and specifically that of a homosexual 
jurisdiction.  Rather than recount a scene of seduction between a man and woman, the 
author choses to build on the previous homoerotic scene between two women to depict 
one involving two men. In this way, he is beginning to compile a collection of such 
scenes, essentially normalizing what is often a concealed reality.  The first scene between 
Mlle Vinteuil and her friend focused more on the sadistic element of their relationship, 
while this last scene spotlighted homosexuality and the brutality of pleasure.  In the third 
part of this quadrilogy, the author brings these two qualities together to sensitize his 
reader to the myriad codes at work in social and romantic exchanges, while further 




M. de Charlus’s Erotic Theater 
 The narrator does not reveal to us exactly what he sees when he climbs the ladder 
and peers through the window of the “cloison mince” separating him from Jupien and 
Charlus. Yet he does evoke the violent noise emanating from the room and,  as we saw 
above, concludes that the only thing louder than pain is pleasure (III, 11), thus hinting at 
the type of scene that takes place between the two men. In the last volume of A la 
Recherche, however, Proust discloses much more about Charlus’s amorous preferences, 
including a profile of his ideal counterpart and the precise role he would like that 
counterpart to play in his sexual fantasy. 
 Wandering on a dark and perilous night during the war, the narrator comes across 
what appears to be a bustling hotel, among the many desolate and abandoned buildings, 
and behind whose closed shutters a subdued light seems to beckon him inside. Gripped 
with curiosity and equipped with the excuse of needing a drink, he enters this exceptional 
establishment. After a short delay and an overheard conversation about the lack of chains 
in the place, Marcel is escorted to a room.  This bizarre introduction only fuels his 
interest more, conferring on him the twofold experience of “une fierté de justicier et une 
volupté de poète” (IV, 391), and the urge to go exploring.  Aroused by the sound of “des 
plaintes étouffées,” Marcel follows the noise and discovers “un œil-de-bœuf latéral dont 
on avait oublié de tirer le rideau” (IV, 394). Fortuitously positioned once again in an ideal 
spying situation, he peers through the peep hole and sees: 
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… enchaîné, sur un lit comme Prométhée sur son rocher, recevant les coups d’un 
martinet en effet planté de clous que lui infligeait Maurice, je vis, déjà tout en 
sang, et couvert d’ecchymoses qui prouvaient que le supplice n’avait pas lieu pour 
la première fois, je vis devant moi M. de Charlus. (IV, 394) 
This vicious beating is accompanied by invectives from the one and supplications from 
the other: the narrator has evidently surprised M. de Charlus in a classic sado-masochistic 
role-playing scene.  What is more, Charlus, in the role of the masochist, has evidently 
taken part in analogous scenarios many times in the past.  While the sado-masochistic 
element was only implied in the last scene by the violent sounds Marcel hears through the 
thin partition, here Proust brings it to the forefront of Charlus’s erotic show. Before long, 
Jupien, the manager of sorts, interrupts this performance and sheds more light on the 
incident.   
 As his most prized client and friend, Jupien invests a lot of time and energy into 
assuring the baron’s satisfaction with his services.  Namely, Jupien wants to verify that 
Maurice, the young man whipping Charlus, conforms to the latter’s wishes, and if not, to 
propose another option. Unfortunately, the baron does not find him “assez brutal. Sa 
figure [lui] plaît, mais il [l]’appelle crapule comme si c’était une leçon apprise” (IV, 396). 
Jupien systematically denies this assertation “sans s’apercevoir de l’invraisemblance de 
cette assertion” (IV, 396). In the end, Charlus decides to switch sadists and try the “tueur 
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de bœufs” who just stopped in by chance (IV, 396).163 Previously, Jupien expressed his 
intention of introducing him to M. Lebrun, whom Jupien quietly identifies as the Grand 
Duke of Russia and describes as “un des plus dangereux apaches de Belleville (…) 
condamné plusieurs fois pour vol et cambriolage de villas” (IV, 395-96). 
 Clearly, Charlus has a fondness for a very specific kind of man, namely a ruffian 
with a violent disposition. This is most evidenced by Jupien’s designs to arouse his 
interest for the Grand Duke of Russia by boasting his criminal and aggressive aspects, but 
also by Charlus’s discontent with Maurice and his preference for the man from the 
slaughterhouse.  Moreover, the narrator observes that the “tueur de boeufs” bears a 
resemblance to Maurice, that both of them remind him of Morel, and that “tous trois 
ressemblaient un peu à l’éphèbe” (IV, 396-97). To be sure, Charlus has a “type”, and this 
archetype comprises both physical and moral traits: in a word, he likes young, militaristic 
men with brutal and lawless tendencies.  In addition to this revelation, Charlus’s 
conversation with Jupien indicates that, not only does the actor playing opposite him need 
to conform to a certain model, but also that the dialogue is somewhat fixed. It is intimated 
above that Jupien instructs these young men about what they should do and say in order 
to please the baron more effectively.  The whole sado-masochistic scenario is scripted 
and constructed to embody Charlus’s ultimate fantasy, much like Marcel seeks specific 
maternal figures to play opposite him in his choreographed bedtime kissing scene.  Proust 
therefore illustrates quite plainly the human inclination to repeat the same scenarios and 
                                                
163  The approximation of the two terms “œil de bœuf” and “tueur de bœuf” creates a link between Marcel, 
the eye (œil) watching Charlus, and the sadist (tueur) who is called on to brutalize Charlus. 
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to pursue comparable love objects throughout one’s life, as theorized by Freud and other 
psychoanalysts.164  In short, the repetition of certain scenarios, especially sexual ones, 
epitomizes the psyche’s manner of dealing with the reality of the human condition.  As 
discussed above, in Théâtres du Je, McDougall addresses many psychological issues and 
their manifestation in daily life through theatrics and role-playing.  With this study in 
mind, but without intending to analyze Charlus’s psyche entirely, we note that Proust can 
be seen as illustrating the baron’s creative manner of confronting obstacles in his daily 
life, mostly likely those related to sexuality and identity.165 In the same way Marcel turns 
to creativity and fiction to deal with his néo-sexualité, as discussed in chapter 2, the 
narrator depicts a similar case here with Charlus. Moreover, McDougall argues that 
perverse and addictive sexualities stem from a creative act, “la mise-en-scène du désir,” 
which is precisely how Proust portrays Charlus’s sexual dramas (240). 
 Indeed, to satisfy this quite explicit fantasy, Charlus has embraced the two 
compromises evoked above for men like him: prostitution and imaginative delusion.  
                                                
164 Once again we see the relationship between role-playing, desire for domination, and repetition. As 
mentioned above, Freud illustrates his notion of the tendency to repeat certain scenarios in Beyond the 
Pleasure Principle with the examples of the young boy dealing with separation anxiety who repeats the 
same game over and over; as well as a soldier suffering from what we now designate as post-traumatic 
stress disorder, and which reveals itself in this case through the frequent recurrence of violent nightmares.  
In the first example, the young boy manages his discomfort through domination of his mother’s actions, 
namely his ability to bring her back home at will, in the game he has invented and plays continuously. In 
the second case, the repetition of violent images in dreams represents the psyche’s wish to return to a state 
prior to the traumatic incident so as to be better prepared for it. In both cases, however, the inclination to 
repeat acts corresponds to the psyche’s effort to confront or repress emotional and psychological 
discomfort. This hypothesis was also discussed in chapter 2 with regards to Joyce McDougall’s study 
Théâtres du Je.  
165 Joyce McDougall perceives sexual originality as addressing two main issues: “celui qui a réussi à créer 
une néo-réailté sexuelle et à la mettre en acte a trouvé une façon contournée de résoudre la problématique 
œdipienne en évitant l'élaboration de l'angoisse de castration, et il a trouvé en même temps une façon 
contournée de résoudre la problématique de l'altérité et de la mégalomane infantile en évitant l'élaboration 
de la position dépressive” (237).  
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Unfortunately, the one requires that much more of the other because these encounters are 
arranged, and particularly so in the case of Charlus.  Accordingly, he consciously denies 
the nature of this establishment in which everyone knows who he is and why he is there, 
given the imprudent crowd at the brothel:   
Le baron en voulait même légèrement à Jupien car il savait que dans cette maison 
… tout le monde, par les maladresses de l’oncle de Mlle d’Oloron, connaissait 
plus ou moins sa personnalité et son nom. . . . Mais il trouvait plus simple de se 
laisser rassurer par ses assurances. . . . (IV, 396)166 
Thus, although everyone knows he is “l’homme enchaîné,” Charlus fools himself into 
thinking that they are all ignorant (IV, 400). He even strains to believe Jupien when he 
claims that no one advised Maurice on how to play his role most efficiently.  Charlus 
needs to imagine that Maurice and all of the other prostitutes mean what they say during 
these performances in order to take pleasure in the act.  To do so, he needs to play 
“Charlus the uninformed,” a Charlus unaware of all the set-up and back stage 
preparations necessary for his sado-masochistic performances.  Besides, his role as the 
masochist is equally performed seeing that he pleads for Maurice to stop, when he truly 
wants him to continue.  
 In point of fact, this type of trained acting extends to daily interactions and 
discussions between Charlus and the young men who frequent the brothel.  After his 
                                                
166 Charlus is not the only one exposed at Jupien’s brothel.  The company there tends to divulge all the 
personal details they know despite the first name only rule: “Chez Jupien comme dans les maisons de santé, 
on n’appelait les gens que par leur prénom tout en ayant soin d’ajouter à l’oreille, pour satisfaire la curiosité 
de l’habitué, ou augmenter le prestige de la maison, leur nom véritable” (IV, 395). 
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engagement with the “tueur de boeufs,” Charlus comes down to the antechamber and 
converses, or flirts rather, with the various employees and guests: “Tous semblaient le 
connaître et M. de Charlus s’arrêtait longuement à chacun, leur parlant ce qu’il croyait 
leur langage, à la fois par une affectation prétentieuse de couleur locale et aussi par un 
plaisir sadique de se mêler à une vie crapuleuse”(IV, 404).  In these exchanges, the baron 
pompously tries to imitate the colloquial slang, motivated by a gloating desire to mingle 
with what he imagines as vulgar hoodlums.  In the same manner that Mlle Vinteuil takes 
pleasure in playing the prohibited role of the wicked sadist, Charlus’s theater consists of 
impersonating the disreputable, lower class citizens.  Jupien even exaggerates their 
dispositions in an effort to arouse the baron’s interest, claiming that they are all “des 
‘barbeaux’ de Belleville et qu’ils marcheraient avec leur proper sœur pour un louis” (IV, 
403). In fact, the narrator talks about a “snobisme de la canaille” paired with a traditional 
sort of snobism in Charlus who “ne trouvait personne d’assez élégant pour ses relations 
mondaines, ni de frisant assez l’apache pour les autres” (IV, 409). He desires to surround 
himself with either the pretentious nobles or the most crooked delinquents possible. 
Again, this juxtaposition of two extremes compares fittingly to Mlle Vinteuil’s innocent 
goodness and pure badness that contribute to her sadistic tendencies, and thus her sublime 
performance.  Significantly, M. de Charlus describes this preference of his in terms of the 
theater: “Je déteste le genre moyen, disait-il, la comédie bourgeoise est guindée, il me 
faut ou les princesses de la tragédie classique ou la grosse farce. Pas de milieu, Phèdre ou 
Les Saltimbanques” (IV, 409).  In the same way that the Baron would prefer Phèdre ou 
Les Saltimbanques over a bourgeois comedy, he would also rather spend an evening with 
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either the Duchess de Guermantes or Charlie Morel, over Mme Verdurin.167   By the same 
token, the narrator exhibits a similar tendency for Phèdre and the likes of  “le théâtre du 
boulevard,” as performed by Mlle Vinteuil and her friend in Montjouvain. 
 Unfortunately, appeasing his “snobisme de la canaille” proves more difficult than 
his more conventional snobbism, which is why Jupien embellishes the criminality of the 
brothel’s company.  While most of these men do not lead the lifestyles Charlus envisions, 
some play the part better than others. For instance, Charlus teases one man about seeing 
him at “l’Olympia avec deux cartons” with the intention to “[lui] faire donner du ‘pèze” 
(IV, 404).  Employing the local slang, he playfully accuses the young man of cheating on 
him with women in order to make some money. The young man silences his first reaction 
to deny ever taking money from women and simply replies: “Oh! Non je ne vous trompe 
pas” (IV, 404). His alacrity to comply with the scenario and embody his assigned role 
deeply flatters Charlus who turns to Jupien and exclaims: “Il est gentil de me dire ça. Et 
comme il le dit bien ! On dirait que c’est la vérité. Après tout, qu’est-ce que ça fait que ce 
soit la vérité ou non puisqu’il arrive à me le faire croire ?” (IV, 404).  Astonished by the 
authenticity of this statement, the baron articulates the underlying imperative of all 
theater: truthfulness matters not, it is one’s ability to seduce the other into perceiving 
something as true—to suspend disbelief.  On the one hand, the young man needs to 
                                                
167 Michael Lucey notices this joining of upper and lower classes in his investigation of queer families in 
The Misfit of the Family.  While he focuses on the works of Balzac, he does remark significant similarities 
between the ways Balzac and Proust’s confront marginal sexualities in a social context: “Because Balzac 
and Proust are both attentive to figures whose liminality arises in good mesure with their sexual practices, 
they show us in their writings the clash of divergent discourses and cultural practices, and they illustrate 
and analyze the interweaving of discourses and practices of and about sexuality with other ones having to 
do with social status and power” (108).  
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represent his role well enough so that Charlus may believe in his character; and, on the 
other hand, Charlus needs to allow himself to be deluded by the other’s acting abilities.  
In this particular exchange, both of these requirements were met and, as a result, Charlus 
experienced “un vif plaisir” (IV, 404). For this reason, Rosette Lamont rightfully 
compares Jupien’s brothel to Jean Genet’s Le Balcon when she says:  
Le Balcon de Jupien est la parfaite Maison d’Illusions, le théâtre de toutes les 
fantaisies. Là, chaque client devient auteur dramatique et protagoniste de la pièce 
qu’il compose. (…). Ni Proust, ni l’auteur du Balcon n’ignore que la condition 
d’inverti est déjà de par son essence « jeu, » « prise de rôle. » (IV, 244) 
Indeed, as discussed above in reference to Jupien and Charlus’s fortuitous meeting, 
Proust draws attention to the reality that many homosexuals’ predilections lead them to 
play different roles in their amorous affairs, not to mention society’s expectation that they 
mask their homosexuality.  In other words, life is always a theater, and particularly so for 
homosexuals trying to dissimulate this truth. 
 There are, nevertheless, many prostitutes who do not perform their role well at all 
and greatly disappoint Charlus, so much so that he complains to Jupien.168   Criticizing 
his endeavors, however, has the opposite effect because “s[i] [Charlus] voulait qu’on 
préparât ses plaisirs, il voulait se donner à lui-même l’illusion que ceux-ci n’étaient pas 
préparés” (IV, 407). Blaming Jupien for the poor actors he has obtained only draws 
                                                
168 After one man makes a huge blunder in his effort to impress Charlus with his immorality and cruelty, the 
narrator reveals the baron’s reaction : “Et M. de Charlus était à la fois désespéré et exaspéré par cet effort 
factice vers la perversité qui n’aboutissait qu’à révéler tant de sottise et tant d’innocence” (IV, 406). 
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attention to the fact that they are actors and are not genuinely interested in the baron for 
anything other than his money.  Consequently, Charlus must remain appreciative of the 
men who do a credible impersonation of a lewd thug and silent regarding the others if he 
is to avoid complete disillusionment.   
 As choreographed and framed role-playing engagements, the scenes at Jupien’s 
brothel are not described in terms of a sublime beauty as are those depicted in the 
Montjouvain and courtyard passages. Nonetheless, Proust draws attention to the desires 
and intentions of the men who frequent this hotel to perform, as it were, starkly different 
roles than they would outside of its walls, with Charlus as the prime example.  In order to 
protect the social reputation of its clients, the establishment has a first name only rule, 
and these first names are often false. Still, no one obeys this policy, but readily and 
furtively discloses everyone’s real names “pour satisfaire la curiosité de l’habitué, ou 
augmenter le prestige de la maison” (IV, 395).  This tendency underlines the 
transgressive aspect of this arrangement, particularly for certain clients like M. de 
Charlus, the Grand Duke of Russia, and all of the other nobles who frequent the brothel.  
They feel obliged to conceal their actual identity for fear of social disgrace.  
Consequently, they are by default already incarnating a second identity upon entering the 
building, compared to Jupien, for example, who does not exhibit an effort to disguise his 
person.  Proust extends this parallel between Jupien’s brothel and a theater by 
encouraging spectators to enjoy the shows that take place there without being seen.  For 
instance, urged by Jupien to hide himself from the Baron, the narrator observes Charlus 
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perform through, not one, but two different peepholes, one of which Jupien created with 
Charlus in mind:169 
On entendit des pas lents dans l’escalier. Par une indiscrétion qui était dans sa 
nature, Jupien ne put se retenir de me dire que c’était le baron qui descendait, 
qu’il ne fallait à aucun prix qu’il me vît, mais que si je voulais entrer dans la 
chambre contiguë au vestibule où étaient les gens jeunes, il allait ouvrir le 
vasistas, truc qu’il avait inventé pour que le baron pût voir et entendre sans être 
vu, et qu’il allait, me disait-il retourner en ma faveur contre lui. (IV, 402)  
After having already spied on the baron’s erotic encounters with Maurice and then the 
“tueur de bœufs” in the “œil-de-boeuf,” Marcel is virtually invited to eavesdrop on his 
ensuing conversations from the baron’s own spying spot: a vasistas, or transom, similar 
to the one through which Marcel observes the second part of the courtyard scene between 
Jupien and Charlus (III, 11).  Therefore, the latter seemingly enjoys watching as much as 
performing on stage, and these voyeuristic opportunities magnify the theatrical qualities 
of the brothel. 
 As I have shown above with regards to Mlle Vinteuil and Charlus, these 
characters illustrate the human desire to generate and perform specific scenes that 
represent their erotic fantasies. In these particular cases, the narrator examines the sexual 
wishes of homosexual characters, but Marcel, who identifies himself as a heterosexual, 
                                                
169 It should be noted that, for all of the narrator’s spying on Charlus, the latter also has a penchant for 
voyeurism. In addition to the peephole at he brothel designed for his use, Charlus attempts to spy on Morel 
at a different brothel, but is duped by the Madame who runs the place, failing to catch him with le prince de 
Guermantes (III, 464-5).  
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also demonstrates a comparable predilection, which was examined in the previous 
chapter. Proust therefore exemplifies, throughout his text, the human inclination to repeat 
the same fantasies again and again. This is evidenced by the fact that each of the passages 
examined in this chapter represent one incident among many.  The narrator explains after 
Charlus’s and Jupien’s first encounter that the baron altered his schedule hereafter so as 
to be able to visit Jupien regularly at the same time: “non qu’il ne pût voir Jupien ailleurs 
et plus commodément, mais parce qu’aussi bien qu’ils l’étaient pour moi, le soleil de 
l’après-midi et les fleurs de l’arbuste étaient sans doute lies à son souvenir” (III, 31). 
Indeed, just like Marcel replays elements of the bedtime drama throughout his life, 
Charlus wants to recreate the same experience that he had with Jupien on their first 
encounter every time they meet.  Likewise, it is suggested that Mlle Vinteuil and her 
friend have rehearsed their sadistic scene before Marcel’s viewing of it, as is clearly the 
case with Charlus’s role-playing acts at the brothel.  The narrator just happens to surprise 
each of these running shows only once throughout the novel. 
 In addition to highlighting the human instinct to repeat analogous scenarios over 
time, it is suggested that each of these encounters represents one out of several instances, 
a narrative technique that strengthens their performative power.  Proust does not allow 
the reader to think that these incidents are abnormal but, on the contrary, they appear to 
be daily practice.  To strengthen even more this routinization, the author includes three 
different versions of a similar primal scene to produce the desired effect of regularity and 
normalcy. Specifically, he has the narrator stumble on three different homoerotic, sado-
masochistic fantasies, whose mises en scène are dramatized by the narrator’s stealthy 
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spectatorship.  As I have mentioned before, Butler articulately points out the need for an 
act to be repeated if it is to succeed in establishing any credible clout: 
As a discursive practice (performative “acts” must be repeated to become 
efficacious), performatives constitute a locus of discursive production. No “act” 
apart from a regularized and sanctioned practice can wield the power to produce 
that which it declares. Indeed, a performative act apart from a reiterated and, 
hence, sanctioned set of conventions can appear only as a vain effort to produce 
effects that it cannot possibly produce.” (Bodies, 70)  
Equally important to repetition, Butler explains, is the notion of sanctioned practices, an 
impression Proust also generates from his accounts of each of these scenes.  Far from 
expressing any disapproval of or antipathy towards the characters or their acts, the 
narrator demonstrates a genuine admiration for, even an attraction to the characters’ 
techniques and talent. He is amazed by Mlle Vinteuil’s sublime show of sado-
masochism; he is impressed by Charlus’s and Jupien’s ability to seduce and satisfy each 
other with such little preparation; and he makes a point to humanize all of the actors 
involved, even the so-called hoodlums at the brothel who strain to receive Charlus’s 
approval.  Not only does the narrator sanction these penchants and methods, but he has 
also exhibited his own sado-masochistic dispositions, discussed in chapter 2.  
Undoubtedly, the desire to portray a mise-en-scène of sado-masochistic role-
playing relates to the narrator’s remark about sadism being the only characteristic capable 
of creating an “esthétique du melodrame” (I, 161).  First of all, sadists and masochists 
innately play varying roles given that they very frequently embrace two sides of the same 
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coin—they exhibit both sadistic and masochistic penchants, as was explained with 
regards to Mlle Vinteuil.  Secondly, if we believe Proust’s narrator, the portrayal of 
homoeroticism implies more enhanced role-playing insofar as these characters are 
expected to play both virile and effeminate men, depending on the circumstances. In 
summary, Proust demonstrates theatrical tendencies in his narrator’s romantic dramas, 
but further highlights this melodramatic disposition through the use of homosexual sado-
masochism. The narrator elaborates this very idea before leaving the brothel: 
En attendant, dis-je à Jupien, cette maison est tout autre chose, plus qu’une 
maison de fous, puisque la folie des aliénés qui y habitent est mise en scène, 
reconstituée, visible. C’est un vrai pandémonium. J’avais cru comme le calife des 
Mille et Une Nuits arriver à point au secours d’un homme qu’on frappait, et c’est 
un autre conte des Mille et Une Nuits que j’ai vu réalisé devant moi, celui où une 
femme, transformée en chienne, se fait frapper volontairement pour retrouver sa 
forme première. (IV, 411)170 
More than just an asylum, this establishment produces a mise-en-scène of human folly in 
which characters have themselves beaten in order to return to a former state.  
Reminiscent of Freud’s notion of an instinct as an urge to return to an earlier state of 
being that the person was obliged to abandon due to external causes, the reference to this 
tale in Mille et Une Nuits alludes to the desire of many of Proust’s characters to embrace 
                                                
170 This tale was evoked above in chapter 1. 
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personas not generally accepted by their contemporary society, and this through sado-
masochistic role-playing (Freud, Pleasure Principal 67).   
 
Eroticizing the Closet 
Before concluding this chapter, we must consider the narrator’s role as spectator 
in all of these scenes and what it says about his sexual economy.  In Epistemologies of the 
Closet, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick argues that the mise en scène and analysis of Charlus’s 
homosexuality, particularly in the second scene discussed here, is a tactic to direct 
attention away from Albertine’s, and therefore the narrator’s sexuality: “Seemingly, 
Charlus’s closet is spectacularized so that the erotics around Albertine (which is to say, 
around the narrator) may continue to resist visualization; it is from this inchoate space 
that will include Albertine, and to guarantee its privileged exemption from sight, that the 
narrator stages the presentation of Charlus; it is around the perpetual axis between a 
closet viewed and a closet inhabited that a discourse of the world takes shape” (231).171 
While the narrator’s display and scrutiny of Charlus’s sexuality and romantic habits 
cannot be denied, to say this is a technique to avoid speculating about and contemplating 
Albertine’s sexuality proves problematic.  The narrator constantly ponders Albertine’s 
sexual desires as the author paints her as a more ambiguous and obscure character for 
                                                
171 Ladenson also suggests that the narrator occupies a closet when she claims that while “Lesbian sexuality 
. . . escapes the dynamics of the closet which present Sodom as an unwitting spectacle. . . . at Montjouvain, 
it is the viewer who is forced into a voyeuristic “closet” (80). 
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numerous reasons.172  In lieu of this critical questioning of the narrator’s failure to 
defining Albertine’s sexuality, a more productive path would be to analyze the reductive 
and contradictory generalizations he makes about Charlus and to investigate the 
numerous binaries propagated by the larger homosexual/heterosexual question and the 
figure of the closet.  Sedgwick’s analysis is important and convincing, and must be 
addressed here. In order to respond fittingly to her claims, we must delve deeper into her 
argument. 
As part of Sedwick’s case, she accepts the oft-debated notion that Albertine is “in 
some radically to-be-negotiated sense, a man . . . however illegitimate as literary criticism 
or inadmissible in my assumptions about writing and loving” as that may be 
(Epistmologies, 233).  For Sedgwick, it is important to make this claim in order to inquire 
why the male narrator does not subject himself to the same “taxonomic rubric of ‘the 
invert’” as he does for Charlus. My response to this is multifold.  First, the narrator resists 
submitting several men who turn out to be gay in A la recherche to the same processes of 
categorization and dissection that Charlus undergoes, seemingly because Proust uses the 
                                                
172 Many scholars have studied the aesthetic and rhetorical motivations for preserving the ambiguity of 
Albertine’s sexual economy, and many more still aim to decipher this perplexing character.  Among the 
more persuasive arguments is Emma Wilson’s study, Sexuality and the Reading Encounter, in which she 
argues not only that the unknowability and instability of Albertine’s character excites and intrigues the 
narrator’s desire (for knowledge about her), but also that Proust, through the unpredictable sexual economy 
of his text, “may come to create his own queer reader whose desiring position is forever destabilized, 
whose identity is unsettled as a result of his/her identification with a troubled fiction” (92). To read more 
about Albertine’s ambiguous sexuality, see Malcome Bowie, Freud, Lacan, Proust. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1988; Bersani, Leo. “The Culture of Redemption.” Critical Inquiry 12.2, 1986 (399-421); 
Elisabeth Ladenson. Proust’s Lesbianism. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1999. p. 116-118; J.E. Rivers, 
Proust and the Art of Love: The Aesthetics of Sexuality in the Life, Times, and Art of Marcel Proust. New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1980; Eve Kosofsky Sedwick. Epistemologies of the Closet;  Kaja 
Silverman, Male Sexuality on the Margins. New York: Routledge, 1992 
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latter as the quintessential case study. Second, I resist the temptation to reverse 
Albertine’s gender, as it poses numerous critical questions, such as which other 
characters’ genders should be inverted and how does that affect the sexual economy of 
the text as a whole?173 Albertine has been created as an ambiguous and enigmatic woman 
and it is this creation that should be analyzed, rather than an invented rewriting of her 
character.  The unintelligibility of Albertine’s character drives both the narrator’s interest 
in her and the reader’s interest in the book.174 Indeed, whereas the narrator describes 
Charlus’s sexuality as easily decipherable (notwithstanding several flaws in this 
argument), his depiction of Albertine’s incomprehensible and inaccessible sexual 
dispositions (along with other inconsistent sexualities in the novel) implies that sexual 
desires may not conform to a preconfigured rubric and may not be classifiable or 
knowable at all.  In fact, one important literary aspect of Albertine’s female sex pertains 
to the prominent female sexual economy of the novel, which stems from the narrator’s 
desire for his mother and his grandmother, another relationship he seems doomed to 
watch from the sidelines, as Sedgwick herself articulates in The Weather in Proust.175 
Instead of arguing for or against his own homosexuality, the narrator participates 
frequently as a spectator in homoerotic encounters, which suggests something more 
                                                
173 This consolidation of the narrator and the author involves a type of rewriting of the text. For a more 
detailed explanation of the issues this association incurs, see Joshua Landy. “Proust, His Narrator, and the 
Importance of the Distinction.” Poetics Today 25.1, 2004 (91-135). 
174 “Thus the challenge to interpretation posed by Albertine is the delight and torment of the reader as much 
as the narrator” (Wilson 87). 
175 Both Sedgwick and Elisabeth Ladenson show that the Proustian narrator is excluded from his mother 
and grandmother’s intimate (feminine) relationship, and can only peer in as a desiring onlooker. Sedgwick, 
Eve Kosofsky. The Weather in Proust. Ed. Jonathan Goldberg. Durham, London: Duke University Press, 
2011. p. 29. Elisabeth Ladenson. Proust’s Lesbianism. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1999. p. 116-118. 
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nuanced about his sexuality, namely that he is aroused by voyeuristic experiences, or at 
least tends to occupy those positions.  As illustrated already in this chapter, Marcel finds 
the games of seduction and role-playing thoroughly beautiful, even miraculous. In the 
passage that takes place in the Guermantes’s courtyard, he races from one spying spot to 
another, risking the possibility of being seen in the hopes of catching every moment of 
this performance.  Moreover, Marcel enjoys both female and male homosexual scenes 
and thus thoroughly problematizes any attempt to be pegged as strictly homosexual or 
heterosexual. Conversely, these scenes speak to the importance of his position as 
spectator, particularly within the performative productions of the text, and thus collapse 
the binary dynamic of relationships altogether. In fact, I find the facility with which 
Sedgwick identifies not only Albertine as a man, but also Marcel as a homosexual, 
contradictory since “one of the key questions raised by [Epistemologies of the Closet] is 
how it has come about that the meaning of ‘sexual orientation,’ at least in the West in the 
twentieth century, has come to be homosexual versus heterosexual” (Sedgwick, Weather 
197). Viewing Marcel’s preferred voyeuristic position as his closet may be an example of 
what Sedgwick herself might lable a paranoid approach to the matter, insofar as focusing 
on the figure of the closet perpetuates its own binary: the mere thought that homosexuals 
must either be in or out of the closet.176 And, if there must be a closet, why can’t the 
narrator position himself on the very threshold between inside and outside, as was the 
                                                
176 Sedgwick, Eve Kosofsy. Touching Feeling: Affect, Pedagogy, Performativity. Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2003.  In this study, Sedgwick, explores the paranoid tendencies of society in general, with particular 
regard to academic scholars. While granting that a paranoid approach is necessary in some classes, she 
suggests a more flexible and giving perspective may also yield productive results, particularly in the world 
of Queer Studies. 
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case in the scene at Montjouvain where he was neither completely excluded nor included 
in the performance (Wilson 76)?177 
However, if we concede that Marcel’s sexuality is a form of “closeted-ness” and 
is therefore “a performance initiated as such by the speech act of a silence—not a 
particular silence, but a silence that accrues particularity by fits and starts, in relation to 
the discourse that surrounds and differentially constitutes it,” 178 then we have to concede 
also that the accumulation of scenes that spectacularize homosexual love and the 
narrator’s voyeurism represents a performative discourse that eroticizes the narrator’s 
“closet” and prevents the reader from categorizing him as either homosexual or 
heterosexual.  In addition to the three scenes already discussed here, there are several 
other moments in A la recherche when the narrator’s position as scopophilic spectator 
allows for a conspicuous mise en scène of erotic interaction.179  One particular scene, not 
traditionally included in this series, proves more revelatory for an inquiry into the 
narrator’s sexual interests in voyeurism and homosexuality. The passage in question 
depicts Marcel’s fantasy of watching Albertine engage in homosexual acts with other 
women. 
                                                
177 See p. 123 above. 
178 Sedgwick, Epistemologies, p. 3. 
179 As mentioned above, Sedgwick and Ladenson argue that the narrator occupies a voyeuristic third 
position with respect to his grandmother and mother, whose desires exclude him.  In particular, Sedgwick 
views that the scene portraying Marcel’s grandmother’s death represents an Oedipal moment: “For it is 
only here, with the narrator’s grandmother and mother onstage together at last, the mother facing demands 
as both mother and child, that this cluster of relationships demands to be read as triangular and rivalrous 
rather than being one of Plotinian plenitude” (Weather 29).  Other scenes include the passage at the Balbec 
Casino where Marcel watches Albertine watching other girls in the mirror, as well as scenes of conflict and 
seduction between Saint-Loup and Rachel, which will be discussed in chapter 5. 
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After Albertine dies, the narrator recruits a few different men to investigate her 
past.  Specifically, he would like to know with whom she associated and whether she was 
involved in any homosexual affairs. One of his contacts, a staff member from the Grand 
Hôtel de Balbec on the Normandy coast, locates a laundress who eventually divulges 
information that attests to Albertine’s homosexual dispositions.  According to the 
laundress, she and her friends had the habit of getting up early to bath nude in the ocean 
near a secluded spot on the beach that was surrounded by trees.  Albertine would join 
these women there and entice the laundress to perform all sorts of oral pleasure, including 
biting (undisclosed body parts) and kissing her neck, arms and feet.  Taking the 
laundress’s word, this disclosure sheds light on Albertine’s erotic desires and upsets 
Marcel, whose memory of Albertine has been completely agitated by this hurtful news. If 
the story had concerned any woman other than Albertine, he would not be bothered by 
this news, nor would it change his impression of her.  The fact that this news concerns 
Albertine, however, shatters the image he has created of her—an image which serves to 
define his view of himself and his own desires—and provokes him to try to imagine what 
this experience meant to her (IV, 107). In his grief, he reflects deeply on memories that 
may enlighten his understanding of her homosexual acts and feelings.  He wants to feel 
what she felt and think what she thought while embracing these other women.   
His cohort's description of these flirtatious encounters on the beach recall for the 
narrator two paintings by Elstir, the famous painter in A la recherche inspired by 
numerous impressionist and symbolist artists including Claude Monet, James Abbott 
Whistler, and Gustave Moreau. The paintings the narrator first evokes here compare to 
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Auguste Renoir’s Les Baigneuses owing to his vision of Albertine gesturing her raised 
leg in the direction of the laundress for her to kiss it. However, as Marcel’s imagination 
takes hold of this image and infuses it with his own memories of Albertine, it morphs into 
other nineteenth-century paintings depicting the myth of Leda and the Swan, namely that 
of Giovanni Boldini: 180  
J’avais justement vu deux peintures d’Elstir où dans un paysage touffu il y a des 
femmes nues. Dans l’une, l’une des jeunes filles lève le pied come Albertine 
devait faire quand elle l’offrait à la blanchisseuse. De l’autre elle pousse à l’eau 
l’autre jeune fille qui gaiement résiste, la cuisse levée, son pied trempant à peine 
dans l’eau bleue. Je me rappelais maintenant que la levée de la cuisse y faisait le 
même méandre de cou de cygne avec l’angle du genou, que faisait la chute de la 
cuisse d’Albertine quand elle était à côté de moi sur le lit, et j’avais voulu souvent 
lui dire qu’elle me rappelait ces peintures. Mais je ne l’avais pas fait pour ne pas 
éveiller en elle l’image de corps nus de femmes. . . . Maintenant, à côté de la 
blanchisseuse, je la voyais jeune fille au bord de la mer bien plus qu’elle n’avait 
été pour moi à Balbec, dans leur double nudité de marbres féminins, au milieu des 
touffeurs, des végétations et trempant dans l’eau comme des bas-reliefs nautiques. 
Me souvenant de ce qu’elle était sur mon lit, je croyais voir sa cuisse recourbée, je 
la voyais, c’était un col de cygne, il cherchait la bouche de l’autre jeune fille.  
Alors je ne voyais même plus une cuisse, mais le col hardi d’un cygne, comme 
                                                
180 La Pléiade edition of A la recherche mentions both of these paintings and more in conjunction with this 
passage. See IV, 1078 n. 1-2. 
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celui qui dans une étude frémissante cherche la bouche d’un Léda qu’on voit dans 
toute la palpitation spécifique du plaisir féminin, parce qu’il n’y a qu’un cygne, 
qu’elle semble plus seule, de même qu’on découvre au téléphone les inflexions 
d’une voix qu’on ne distingue pas tant qu’elle n’est pas dissociée d’un visage où 
on objective son expression. Dans cette étude le plaisir au lieu d’aller vers la 
femme qui l’inspire et qui est absente, remplacée par un cygne inerte, se concentre 
dans celle qui le ressent. (IV, 108) 
In his reverie, the narrator switches from associating Elstir’s paintings with his own 
memories (“Je me rappelais maintenant”) to envisioning (“Maintenant, . . . je la voyais,” 
“je croyais voir . . . je la voyais,”) Albertine frolicking promiscuously with the laundress 
and her friends: a shift from recollecting paintings and Albertine lying on his bed to 
fantasizing about witnessing Albertine participate in one of these homoerotic scenes.  
Throughout this study we have discussed the narrator’s deep fondness for watching 
homosexual seduction during these “fortuitious” moments of voyeurism.  Now, the 
narrator has created his own personalized fantasy with the information provided to him 
about her erotic pleasures.  
What is more, in this transformation from memory to fantasy, Albertine’s leg 
metamorphoses into a swan’s neck, which Marcel links to the swan Zeus embodies to 
seduce or rape Leda. Many scholars have argued for the non-phallic sexual economy of 
Proust’s novel as a whole, but this seems to be one passage where the phallic leg/neck 
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associated with Zeus cannot be denied.181  Nonetheless, the myth of Leda and the Swan 
still evokes erotic equivocality given the question of rape versus seduction that surrounds 
the story, not to mention the issue of cross-species love.  Likewise, Adam Watt has 
argued for the ambiguity of the sign of the swan in general in A la recherche.  The bird’s 
whiteness, he says, corresponds to an unreadable, Mallarméan blank page—like 
Albertine.182  On the one hand, the narrator’s desire to know Albertine’s experience 
motivates him to replace her by means of the non-gendered, yet oddly-phallic, obscure 
symbol of the swan in his fantasy. Accordingly, if we read the arrival of the swan as 
Marcel’s tactic for feeling what Albertine felt, he adopts a mask that boasts no particular 
gender or sex. On the other hand, he associates Leda’s feminine pleasure with solitude 
(and masturbation?) as Zeus’s apparition is somewhat oneiric, like many erotic moments 
for the Proustian narrator including this one.183 This leaves the reader wondering if the 
                                                
181 Among the most notable studies detailing the non-phallic sexual economy of A la Recherche are 
Elisabeth Ladenson. Proust’s Lesbianism. Ithaca, London: Cornell University Press, 1999.  Eve Kosofsky 
Sedgwick. Epistemologies of the Closet. Berkeley, Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1990; and 
The Weather in Proust. Ed. Jonathan Goldberg. Durham, London: Duke University Press, 2011.  In spite of 
her assertion that the narrator is a closeted homosexual, Sedgwick recognizes the privileged space that 
femininity occupies in the book, given that both male and female homosexuals are described as feminine. 
(p. 234).  Kaja Silverman. Male Subjectivity at the Margins. New York: Routledge, 1992.  In this study, 
Silverman uses this particular scene to argue that the narrator’s main erotogenic zone is the mouth and that 
this fantasy represents his desire to imagine a new body part that possesses a larger array of senses and 
functions then any one existing human organ.  See also Elisabeth Richardson Viti. Mothers, Madams, and 
“Lady-Like” Men: Proust and the Maternal. Birmingham, AL: Summa Publications, Inc., 1994. 
182 “[The ‘si(cy)gnes’] remain, however, plurivalent and perplexing: they seem to form a rich network of 
reference which brings together aesthetics and sexuality, revealing and illuminating unexpected facets of 
these, yet they never quite bring one full circle to the completion of a system or map.” (Watt, Adam. “The 
Sign of the Swann in Proust’s A la Recherche du temps Perdu” 336). 
183 Another key erotic scene associated with oneiric masturbation occurs in the opening pages of 
“Combray” when “une femme naissait pendant mon sommeil d’une fausse position de ma cuisse. Formée 
du plaisir que j’étais sur le point de goûter, je m’imaginais que c’était elle qui me l’offrait” (I, 4-5).  This 
scene is complemented by the scene in La Prisonnière when Marcel satisfies himself by putting « ma jambe 
contre la sienne, comme une rame qu'on laisse traîner et à laquelle on imprime de temps à autre une 
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narrator is not identifying with the solitary Leda in this scene, represented by the 
laundress, who is positioned to receive Albertine’s leg/the swan’s neck as the narrator 
would when Albertine was on his bed.  Finally, the convoluted conclusion, indicating 
where the pleasure is “concentrated,” leaves the reader still rather puzzled about who is 
pleasing whom. By claiming that pleasure “au lieu d’aller vers la femme qui l’inspire et 
qui est absente, remplaçée par un cygne inerte, se concentre dans celle qui le ressent” (IV, 
108), the narrator seems to confound the laundress (the face that was positioned to kiss 
the leg) with Albertine, whose leg is replaced by a swan’s neck, leaving only the 
daydreamer—the creator, Marcel (“celle”), left to “feel it.”  In short, in this game of 
suggestive embodiment and disembodiment of characters, the narrator’s role remains 
thoroughly puzzling.184 What is clear is the narrator’s initial role as spectator and the 
pleasure he experiences at the end of his fantasy. 
This fantasy, as part of the narrator’s healing process, represents the only way he 
can accept and process the harsh news of Albertine’s sexual exploits. This represents just 
one of many incidents in which the narrator draws on his imagination to create erotic 
narratives to which he has not been a privileged observer.  Yet, these reveries function 
analogously to voyeurism in that the narrator imagines seeing something he desires to see 
                                                                                                                                            
oscillation légère, pareille au battement intermittent de l'aile qu'ont les oiseaux qui dorment en l'air” (III, 
580). Clearly, the images of the leg and thigh carry phallic-erotic connotations in these two passages. 
Morevoer, the second passage quoted here from La Prisonnière foreshadows Marcel’s fantasy of spying on 
Albertine with/as a phallic swan given the references to birds and the similar language evoking vibrations 
and fluttering wings/oars (“oscillation,” “battement intermittent,” “frémissante,” “palpitation”). 
184 This confusion of characters illustrates what Lucey says about homosexual discourses in Proust: “Same-
sex sexuality is brought into discourse by way of a complicated set of figural detours that include 
impersonation and the creation of speech contexts in which different first-person figurations are assumed 
and even, we might say, tested” (Never Say I, 210). 
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and experiences pleasure; they differ in that he can also cast himself as a more active 
participant in the erotic acts. In this last example, the inclusion of the indefinable figure 
of the swan serves to convey the inarticulate and unclassifiable wishes of the narrator.  
He seems to float in and out of the scene, associating himself with various actors in the 
game of seduction. In Undoing Gender, Judith Butler maintains the critical utility of 
fantasy as a means to transgress the borders of what is deemed possible or not possible: 
Fantasy is not the opposite of reality; it is what reality forecloses, and, as a result, 
it defines the limits of reality, constituting it as its constitutive outside. The critical 
promise of fantasy, when and where it exists, is to challenge the contingent limits 
of what will and will not be called reality. Fantasy is what allows us to imagine 
ourselves and others otherwise;” (Undoing Gender 28-29). 
Taking this stance, the Proustian narrator uses fantasy to propose a vision of sexuality 
that avoids and collapses binarisms propagated by heterosexual/homosexual and 
man/woman dichotomies.  In fact, his emphasis on the role of multiple spectators and 
actors in the production of any erotic scene refuses to reduce sexual encounters to just 
two people. Likewise, the homoerotica performed in A la recherche highlights the 
seductive games that take place between different participants, thereby illustrating the 
performance of constitutive acts of identification. The absence of both strictly binary 
relationships and phallic penetration subdues negative energy that stems from oppressor-
oppressed dynamics.  If the second passage studied in this chapter represents a spectacle 
of Charlus’s closet, this last example corresponds to the author’s spectacularization of 
Marcel’s sexuality as it is created through fantasies of Albertine’s desires. However, this 
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fantasy does not place the narrator strictly inside or outside a closet, but rather mobilizes 
him within, on the edge of, and outside of his voyeuristic closet.  Nor does his ambiguous 
use of the swan allow us to imprison him in a clearly defined category of homosexual or 
heterosexual; rather Proust proposes a multitude of positions from which characters and 
readers can identify desire.185 
 
  
                                                
185 See Emma Wilson’s comment on Proust’s creation of queer readers in note 156 above. 
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4. Social Ritual and Performative Discourse 
Whereas the last chapters were concerned primarily with desire, sexuality, and 
romantic liaisons, we shall now turn our attention to the public sphere and issues 
surrounding social identity.  In particular, we shall consider how the narrator’s discerning 
eye and diminishing emotional investment in decorum and rank allow him to mock his 
contemporaries and expose the theatrics that govern the salons of his milieu.  By 
highlighting the performative practices employed by both aristocrats and bourgeois to 
assert their desired reputations, does the narrator disrupt the status quo or only indicate its 
invasive presence, and can that be a type of subversion in its own right?  To grasp the 
power of certain ongoing regulatory modes represented in the text, we will examine the 
various acts and rituals used in these circles to maintain the appearance of a specific 
(albeit often delusional) reality that coincides with their social goals and status. The 
linguistic correlation between “performance” and “performative” becomes particularly 
prominent in the social content of the text, notably in the behavior of several Proustian 
characters whose theatrical performances compose a performative discourse intended to 
confirm and reaffirm a chosen social creed.  After an inquiry into the significance of 
point of view, followed by a survey of the variability of behavior as a function of the 
environment, our focus will center in on the two main social circles of the novel: the 
Verdurin clan and the de Guermantes coterie.  At this point, we shall look more closely at 
the behavior of these two groups, particularly that of Mme Verdurin and the Duchess de 




Changing Perspectives and Changing Performances 
Part of the process of unveiling performative social practices includes illustrating 
the versatility and multiplicity of characters’ personalities, or lack thereof.  We have 
already studied the powerful effects that settings have on the narrator’s self-perception, 
particularly when he is in his private bedroom quarters.  The link between one’s 
surroundings and one’s demeanor was also observed in chapter 3 with regards to Charlus, 
whose mien changes after he leaves the Guermantes’ residence and enters what he 
thought was a vacant courtyard.  The tendency to assume different identities depending 
on the situation and the desired outcome is illustrated by both Charlus and Mlle Vinteuil 
insofar as they embody dispositions and characteristics in their sexual fantasies that differ 
considerably from other social roles they perform. It is for this reason that Mlle Vinteuil 
struggles to negotiate her conflicting sado-masochistic penchants, but when she does, she 
amazes the narrator with the beauty of her performance. Similarly, Charlus prefers to 
associate either with the highest of royalty or the most corrupt lowlife, but ultimately 
finds himself attending bourgeois salons, as well.  In each of these different milieux, the 
Baron adjusts his presentation of himself in accordance with his public’s expectations and 
his objectives.  In this chapter, we shall analyze more closely characters’ public behavior, 
including their ability and willingness to play different roles in different settings, and the 
reasons for doing so or not. This will require an examination of the powerful influence 
society has on one’s actions and appearance, as well as the importance of perspective. 
 In a discussion of perspective in A la recherche, there are two important angles to 
consider: 1) the narrator’s original, first-person, and semi-omniscient point of view, and 
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2) other individuals or groups whose viewpoint the former portrays as relevant to the 
discussion. Concerning the first aspect, the narrator’s role as a voyeuristic spectator 
proves quite critical to the illustration of the performances investigated in chapter 3, for 
spying is really the only method of obtaining visual insight into other characters’ intimate 
exchanges. Purely verbal accounts of these liaisons would not be able to provide the 
quantity or quality of information that the narrator gleans from his visual interpretation of 
these scenes, nor allow the liberties he takes by entering the minds of the characters in 
question.  At the same time, merely attending different social gatherings would not 
furnish him with all of the details he relates to his reader, particularly those concerning 
other characters’ inner thoughts; hence, the need for a semi-omniscient first-person 
narrator: 
For in general it is an omniscient narrator who delights in furnishing details of all 
kinds about the different elements who go to make up a fashionable gathering. 
The intention is sometimes to illustrate laws of behavior, sometimes merely to 
indulge in ‘gratuitous’ portrait painting, but in either case the objective tone of Un 
Amour de Swann is sustained throughout A la recherche.  (127) 
As Brian Rogers explains, this rich, yet objective point of view serves many purposes, 
namely to stimulate discussions of what he calls the “laws of behavior” and generous 
“portrait painting.”  In the present analysis, we shall examine both of these practices as 
they contribute to an illustration of the social discourses at work in the various salons 
Marcel frequents.  The narrator’s acute perception, as well as his privileged position in 
the world of A la recherche are equally essential as they allow him to provide his reader 
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with discerning narratives of his social experiences along with those of other characters.  
My use of “privileged” here refers to Marcel’s function as a semi-omniscient actor-
spectator who observes many, but not all of the events that he narrates for us—and often 
participates only minimally in the action he is describing—and whose retrospective 
outlook also has the power to furnish us with complementary details that paint a more 
global picture of the situation in question. Although this “double vision” is not 
consistently used, it does offer the reader occasional insight into others’ situations and 
standpoints, thus painting a more comprehensive picture of the social landscape.186  These 
additional details usually refer to past or future incidents that the narrator may or may not 
have witnessed himself but that often provide insight into characters’ behavior and 
viewpoints.  This leads us to the second type of perspective, to which the narrator alludes 
very early in the novel: other points of view.   
Early in  “Combray,” the narrator comments on the complexity of Charles Swann 
who represents different ideas for different people.  Specifically, he makes the 
comparison between his great aunt’s conception of him and that of Swann’s male 
contemporaries: “Sans doute le Swann que connurent à la même époque tant de clubmen 
était bien différent de celui que créait ma grand-tante, …” (I, 18).  Even though she 
knows him at the same time as these “clubmen,” the narrator’s great aunt bases her 
creation of Swann in part on her knowledge of his family, to wit his ancestors whom she 
knew first.  The narrator explains in this passage how people’s notions of others differ 
                                                
186 “Double vision” is the term B.G. Rogers uses to describe the Proustian perspective (103), whereas 
Genette calls it “double focalisation” (216).  
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greatly due to context, history, and, indeed, behavior.  Swann, a rather humble man who 
manages to make significant advances on the social ladder relative to his parents’ 
situation, never intimates this reality to the narrator’s family. It is not just that he does not 
vocally offer this information to them, but his very disposition hides it.  Moreover, as the 
narrator explains, his great aunt comes from a perspective “un peu hindoue,” which views 
society as being composed of a closed caste system (I, 16). Undeniably, by the end of A 
la recherche, the reader has witnessed the deterioration of such a fixed and impermeable 
social hierarchy, but it certainly appears immobile at the beginning of the text.  In any 
event, the aunt’s perspective of both Swann and the social world in general differs 
considerably from that of the aristocrats at the Jockey club; and both of these perspectives 
differ from the narrator’s point of view, which changes over time.  
The keyword in the quotation above is the active verb créer.  The narrator 
emphasizes the constructive, sometimes fictive, but always creative process inherent in 
forming an image of someone else: 
Mais même au point de vue des plus insignifiantes choses de la vie, nous ne 
sommes pas un tout matériellement constitué, identique pour tout le monde et 
dont chacun n’a qu’à aller prendre connaissance comme d’un cahier des charges 
ou d’un testament; notre personnalité sociale est une création de la pensée des 
autres. (I, 18-19).  
He distinctly defines social identity as being the product of others’ imaginations, and not 
a preconceived idea that remains static and identical for everyone.  On the contrary, he 
continues in this passage to explain how his own ideas of Swann evolved over the years, 
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conceding that one person may formulate numerous opinions of another person, and 
retain them all even though they may contradict each other (I, 19).  In other words, 
certain impressions of a person correspond to certain memories, allowing the narrator to 
contemplate and compare several different Swanns at one time.  In addition to his own 
varied images of Swann, he considers those of other characters, as discussed above, thus 
furnishing the reader with a very well-rounded and complete notion of Swann’s multifold 
persona. This passage epitomizes the Proustian narrator’s privileged perspective.  Thanks 
to the narrator’s diversified perspective, the reader receives a more balanced and 
complete portrait of many characters – rather than just one temporally localized personal 
interpretation—, as well as a detailed tableau of the social systems to which they all 
belong. What is more, the narrator admits that his first perceptions of Swann were 
somewhat naïve and comprised of “les erreurs charmantes de ma jeunesse” (I, 19).  This 
insinuates that a correct reading requires experience and knowledge not available to a 
youthful individual such as his younger self.187 
While the narrator’s misinterpretations concerning Swann may be attributed to his 
inexperience and credulity, the fact remains that Swann portrays diverse personas 
according to each social scene he visits. Whether consciously intentional or not, most 
people have been trained to behave a certain way in any given setting. This was 
suggested in the opening quotation of the introduction that describes Saint-Loup’s bodily 
dressage that taught him when and how to transition gracefully from one role to the 
                                                
187 Emma Wilson discusses the narrator’s reading of Albertine in Sexuality and the Reading Encounter: 
Identity and Desire in Proust, Duras, Tournier, and Cixous. 
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next.188  Of course, these shifts in his behavior are not so seamless or subtle as to pass 
unnoticed by the narrator.  As we saw briefly in the introduction, Marcel remarks 
significant alterations in Saint-Loup’s attitude towards him depending on which other 
characters are present. Basically, his friend treats him more kindly when in the presence 
of others as a means to confirm what he has told them about the narrator: 
Et pourtant j’étais touché de voir combien Saint-Loup se montrait autre à mon 
égard depuis que je n’étais plus seul avec lui et que ses amis étaient en tiers. Son 
amabilité plus grande m’eût laissé indifférent si j’avais cru qu’elle était voulue ; 
mais je la sentais involontaire et faite seulement de tout ce qu’il devait dire à mon 
sujet quand j’étais absent et qu’il taisait quand j’étais seul avec lui. (II, 402)  
Marcel might not have noticed the adjustments in his conduct if it were not for their 
seemingly forced execution in support of the claims he has made to his friends regarding 
Marcel.   It is as though Saint-Loup does not trust Marcel’s behavior to convey his 
personality properly and so he uses his own forms of expression to reinforce certain ideas 
that are dear to him.  His desire to reiterate vocally the image he has constructed of the 
narrator denotes a type of mini performative discourse. Proust’s choice of words that 
describe these circumstances is quite illuminating.  First, he states that Saint-Loup’s 
unusual “amabilité” is not “voulue,” but “involontaire.”  One could read this as 
describing Saint-Loup’s behavior as natural and therefore not contrived, which may in 
                                                
188 « J’avais déjà remarqué à Balbec que, à côté de cette sincérité naïve de son visage dont la peau laissait 
voir par transparence le brusque afflux de certaines émotions, son corps avait été admirablement dressé par 
l’éducation à un certain nombre de dissimulations de bienséance et que, comme un parfait comédien, il 




fact be true.  The main point here, however, is that Saint-Loup changes his behavior 
towards Marcel due to intense social training, not from a conscious desire to do so.  He 
wants his military friends to appreciate the narrator in the same way he does, which 
consequently paints Saint-Loup as an insightful, caring, and honest person.  It is for this 
image that Saint-Loup adjusts his personality around different people. On a small scale, 
this example illustrates what all behavior does: it participates in one or more performative 
discourses in order to strengthen certain ideologies and practices.  In this case, the 
discourse being performed concerns the residents of the garrison’s view of Marcel and of 
Saint-Loup.  
 Our discerning narrator appears to understand the performative nature of most 
behavior for he regularly comments on the objectives that dominate characters’ acts, 
gestures, and remarks.  As an illustration of someone whose manners participate in a 
larger, more generic code (relevant to Saint-Loup’s view of Marcel, which seems more 
subjective and personal), let us consider the example of the Princess de Parme:  
Sa mère . . . lui avait, dès son âge le plus tendre, inculqué les préceptes 
orgueilleusement humbles d’un snobisme évangélique ; et maintenant chaque trait 
du visage de la fille, la courbe de ses épaules, les mouvements de ses bras 
semblaient répéter : « Rappelle-toi que si Dieu t’a fait naître sur les marches d’un 
trône, tu ne dois pas en profiter pour mépriser ceux à qui la divine Providence a 
voulu (qu’elle en soit louée !) que tu fusses supérieure par la naissance et par les 
richesses. (II, 720)  
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Bourdieu and Butler discuss at length this type of bodily training, or habitus, which is 
aimed not only at communicating a singular message, but also at maintaining a particular 
discourse based on the repetition of specific acts and attitudes. In La Domination 
Masculine Bourdieu explains precisely how nobility becomes linked to biology and 
heredity through the inculcation of certain dispositions deemed moral and honorable.189  
His account corresponds astoundingly to Proust’s depiction of the Princess de Parme, 
save the references to her arrogance, the presence of which the author of A la recherche 
links strictly to her aristocracy and justifies in the same manner. Everything from her 
facial expressions to her arm gestures, according to the narrator, is designed to reassert a 
certain “evangelical snobbism,” or pretentious rhetoric, meant to remind her and 
everyone around her that God chose her as a member of a higher class of citizens. The 
narrator describes these characteristics as typical of her background and position, and 
hence necessarily a part of her upbringing. Simultaneously, and ironically, the Princess 
acts to convince others that she does not believe precisely what her gestures indicate to 
the narrator: that is, that she deems herself to be of a greater and grander status than 
others.190  One set of acquired traits betrays the other, hence invalidating the entire aura 
                                                
189 “La noblesse, ou le point d’honneur (nif), au sens d’ensemble de dispositions considérées comme nobles 
(courage physique et moral, générosité, magnanimité, etc.), est le produit d’un travail social de nomination 
et d’inculcation au terme duquel une identité sociale instituée par une de ces « lignes de démarcation 
mystiques », connues et reconnues de tous que dessine le monde social s’inscrit dans une nature biologique, 
et devient habitus, loi sociale incorporée.” (Bourdieu, La Domination masculine, 75). “Performativity is 
thus not a singular ‘act,’ for it is always a reiteration of a norm or set of norms, and to the extent that it 
acquires an act-like status in the present, it conceals or dissimulates the conventions of which it is a 
repetition.” (Butler, Bodies that Matter, xxi) 
190 « Aussi, même dans les moments où elle ne pouvait pas faire de bien, la princesse cherchait à montrer, 
ou plutôt à faire croire par tous les signes extérieurs du langage muet, qu’elle ne se croyait pas supérieure 
aux personnes au milieu de qui elle se trouvait » (II, 721). 
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emanating from her.  Moreover, the Princess, “comme toutes les personnes de son 
milieu,” aims to please and flatter others, regardless of whether her compliments and 
courtesies are sincere or not (II, 721). In other words, her kindness towards the narrator is 
all an act, which participates in a system of acts performed by all her social allies meant 
to emphasize aristocrtatic superiority over others, at the same time that they pretend to 
treat others respectably, as if they were equals, or even friends!  And, according to the 
Duke de Guermantes, the Princess de Parme plays her role better than most: “[elle] sait 
être ‘grande dame’ comme personne” (II, 722). Despite her laudable performance, the 
narrator’s discerning eye penetrates this façade and signals its superficiality to the reader, 
thereby undermining the Princess’s intentions and disrupting the discourse governing 
aristocratic society. 
 In any case, the Duke’s compliments may stem from the fact that “Princess” is 
basically the only identity she assumes.  Unless she ventures out into other social circles, 
she may not know how to play any other roles, or sense the need or pressure to do so.  
The narrator does not describe her in any terms other than her being a noble princess 
associated with the Guermantes community, unlike Swann, Saint-Loup, and Charlus, who 
embody a variety of identities quite simply because they frequent different places and 
types of people.  In fact, men in Proust’s novel tend to circulate among the diverse social 
circles more frequently than women, whose more rigid social identities are not only more 
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fixed, but also emblematic of the communities to which they belong.191  This is obviously 
not the case for all women, most notably Albertine, who represents virtually the only 
character whose identity the narrator struggles furiously to read and accept as evasive and 
variable.  Besides, her persona is not more representative of the “la petite bande” than say 
Andréa’s.  Many other women, on the contrary, come to signify the face of their social 
caste, most notably Mme Verdurin, the Duchess de Guermantes, and even Odette in some 
ways. We shall consider this phenomenon more closely below.  Men, on the other hand, 
move more freely among the most prominent salons in Proust’s novel, and adjust their 
performances accordingly.  
By way of illustration, Charlus, when socializing with lower classes, (like Swann 
who conceals his aristocratic connections from the narrator’s family), does not 
necessarily reveal his aristocratic lineage, nor does he hide his sexuality: “D’ailleurs dans 
ces milieux bourgeois et artistes où [Charlus] passait pour l’incarnation même de 
l’inversion, sa grande situation mondaine, sa haute origine étaient entièrement ignorées, . 
. .” (III, 295). For instance, among the bourgeois of the Verdurin salon, Charlus is not 
known for his nobility, but rather for his homosexuality.  Moreover, in this slightly 
foreign environment, he is more likely to become disoriented, whereupon he completely 
neglects to disguise his sexual preferences and effeminate disposition.192  Additionally, 
when flirting with the alleged voyous at Jupien’s brothel, (as was noted in chapter 3), he 
                                                
191 Elizabeth Richardson Viti argues that “the Salon is a matriarchal domain that allows men a marginal 
role” in Proust. Mothers, Madams, and “Lady-Like” Men: Proust and the Maternal, p. 1. 
192 « Or M. de Charlus perdait souvent maintenant ce qu’on appelle le nord et ne se rendait plus compte de 
ce qui se fait et ne se fait pas. (…) il lui arrivait maintenant de traduire ce désir en disant au contraire des 
choses que n’aurait jamais pu dire quelqu’un qui n’aurait pas été comme lui, (…).» (III, 732) 
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enjoys impersonating a lower class citizen, even though all of the patrons and employees 
are well aware of both his high-ranking social status and his sexual preferences. Finally, 
in the realm of his family and aristocratic acquaintances, his noble pride, peculiar tastes, 
and somewhat mysterious demeanor define him.  In fact, in the very traditional setting of 
the Guermantes salons, he and others strive most vehemently to dissimulate his 
homosexuality, at least in the beginning.  It is for this reason that the narrator detects such 
a striking change in his countenance after he leaves his brother’s, the Duke de 
Guermantes’, home.   
Even when Charlus is not present, his brother, the Duke, overtly asserts his virility 
in response to his wife’s comment that he has “un cœur de femme,” by claiming that  
“Mémé n’a rien d’effeminé, personne n’est plus viril que lui” (II, 797). Evidently, the 
Duke feels the need to convince his dinner guests of his brother’s masculinity because, 
regardless of how much Charlus endeavors to disguise his sexuality, this element of his 
personality has a way of manifesting itself:   
On aurait cru voir s’avancer Mme de Marsantes, tant ressortait à ce moment la 
femme qu’une erreur de la nature avait mise dans le corps de M. de Charlus.  
Certes cette erreur, le baron avait durement peiné pour la dissimuler et prendre 
une apparence masculine. Mais à peine y était-il parvenu que, ayant pendant le 
même temps gardé les mêmes goûts, cette habitude de sentir en femme lui donnait 
une nouvelle apparence féminine, née celle-là non de l’hérédité mais de la vie 
individuelle. (III, 300) 
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Once again, the narrator describes the Baron as a woman erroneously trapped in a man’s 
body, a concept he develops at the beginning of Sodome et Gomorrhe and discussed in 
chapter 3.193  My interest here lies not in the narrator’s explanation for Charlus’s 
homosexuality, but rather in when, where, and why Charlus conceals his feminine 
characteristics or exposes them, and also how the narrator’s ignorance or insight dictates 
his reading of the Baron.  The quote above is actually taken from a scene at the Verdurin 
salon, where Charlus seemingly makes a moderated effort to hide this side of himself 
given that the company there identifies him as the quintessential invert. We must not 
forget, moreover, that the readers’ view of Charlus evolves significantly after the narrator 
realizes he is homosexual. From this moment on, the narrator has almost unfettered 
access to knowledge regarding Charlus’s social and sexual behavior, providing us thus 
with details and explanations for every different situation.  Before this revelation, though, 
the narrator views him as enigmatic, fickle, and haughty given his bizarre encounters 
with him, including many awkward attempts by the Baron to seduce the narrator.  His 
lack of success in making clear these attempts at seduction results primarily from the 
narrator’s incredulous naïveté. 
 Yet, if we take into account all of the different portraits and clarifications of 
Charlus’s character, it is never suggested that he tries to deny or repress his sexual 
desires.  Rather, his refusal to neglect them has rendered his feminine qualities more 
                                                
193 The notion of the invert was widespread in Proust’s time among everyone from medical doctors and 
psychologists, to authors and artists. For more information on the historical and cultural context of the 
invert, see Michael Finn. “Proust and Ambient Medico-Literary Homosexualities 1885-1922.” French 
Forum 37.3 (2012): 49-64. J. E. Rivers. Proust and the Art of Love: The Aesthetics of Sexuality in the Life, 
Times, and Art of Marcel Proust. New York: Columbia University Press, 1980.  
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pronounced, and thus harder to control in certain circles, notably among his aristocratic 
family. Under other circumstances, conversely, Charlus whole-heartedly embraces this 
part of himself, like when he runs into Jupien in the courtyard.  This constant 
metamorphosing might explain some of the confusion he encounters when transitioning 
from one setting to another, as noted above.  In any case, by the end of the novel, most 
people who know Charlus are well aware of his sexual orientation, but that does not 
necessarily translate into transparency. This is true for many characters who strive to 
preserve certain masks up until the end, despite their inefficient and decrepit state, a 
tendency that stems from training and habit. The question is: how do the discourses 
guiding characters and characters’ identities evolve over the course of the novel, if at all? 
How do these metamorphoses inform our understandings of identity, perception and 
image? Before addressing this question directly, we shall examine two very important 
women who represent the two main social spheres of the novel. 
 
Performing “le petit clan” 
 In this brief overview of the various roles characters play in A la recherche, we 
have demonstrated the significance of the interpretation of personalities as well as that of 
the image of both the setting in which one is performing and the perspective from which 
one is viewed.  Some characters adopt several different personas according to the various 
societies they frequent, while others, like the Princess de Parme, focus on playing one 
role and playing it well.  On the whole, though, each of these acts belong to a discourse 
that is intended to assert a particular ideology or a set of ideologies linked with the milieu 
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in question.  This is especially manifest in the case of the Princess who is trained to 
impart her superiority over others at the same time that she aims to appear cordial and 
accommodating to others’ need.  Although he may have different intentions, Charlus’s 
attempt at the brothel to speak like the lower class men to whom he is attracted indicates 
a desire to participate in their discourse and reinforce his fantasies of what it means to 
him to be a vulgar, lawless commoner.  In the case of Swann, the narrator maintains that 
his great aunt would find his unconventional affiliations with high society practically 
unbelievable, so why bring it up? Instead, he reaffirms the status quo by neglecting to 
inform them of numerous aspects of his real social life.  On the contrary, Swann resists 
conforming entirely to the attitudes of every salon he visits, namely to those of the 
Verdurin clan.  In this next section, we shall investigate the very strict discourse 
circulating within this group and consider how the patron and patronne impress their 
beliefs upon their fidèles.   
Just as there are deux côtés (which actually link together) in A la recherche, there 
are also two main social scenes that the narrator and other characters frequent: the 
bourgeois congregations at the Verdurins and the high society salons associated with the 
Guermantes.  These two, seemingly opposing circles also merge at the end of the novel, 
like the two “ways.”  Until that consolidation takes place, and even after in some ways, 
the two main faces of these groups, Mme Verdurin and the Duchess de Guermantes, 
perform very distinct roles in order to promote certain images of themselves and the 
salons they oversee.  First, we shall focus on Mme Verdurin and her Wednesday 
gatherings, and then on the Guermantes’s way.  The main questions to consider relate to 
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the influential power of these women’s behavior: what messages do they intend to 
communicate and what techniques do they use to do so? Finally, how does the narrator’s 
portrayal of these environments measure their performative systems?  In other words, 
how does his interpretation of these systems support or undermine their effectiveness? 
 
The Verdurin salon claims to be a very relaxed and spontaneous group of people.  
The Wednesday night gatherings are informal and impromptu: “Les Verdurin n’invitaient 
pas à dîner: on avait chez eux ‘son couvert mis.’  Pour la soirée, il n’y avait pas de 
programme” (I, 186). They do not issue formal invitations nor do they have a set 
schedule or agenda.  If the pianist feels like playing, he may; otherwise someone 
“‘lâchait’, comme disait M. Verdurin,  ‘une grosse faribole qui faisait s’esclaffer tout le 
monde’” (I, 186).  Likewise, “l’habit noir” is forbidden, “parce qu’on était entre ‘copains’ 
et pour ne pas ressembler aux ‘ennuyeux’ dont on se garait comme de la peste’” (I, 186) 
They claim to encourage a very comfortable and open atmosphere where their friends can 
come to enjoy themselves and unwind, as opposed to other social groups and functions 
they perceive as being formal and stuffy.  
In truth, however, the Verdurins have very clear ambitions for their weekly 
gatherings. First and foremost, they aim to distinguish themselves from the “ennuyeux,” 
which refers just about to anyone who does not belong to their coterie, but especially to 
aristocrats from the faubourg Saint-Germain and high-powered state officials.  In 
conjunction with this main objective, there are really only two acceptable means of 
passing time: 1) appreciating art (listening to a musician play, discussing exhibits and 
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artists, etc.) or 2) laughing and making each other laugh (which usually involves mocking 
the “ennuyeux”).  Any other serious conversations are considered boring and therefore 
associated with the “ennuyeux.”  The Verdurins want to be viewed as the salon with 
exceptional judgment of art, humor, and savoir-vivre in general, and to attain this 
reputation they have instituted a very strict discourse to which the “fidèles” must 
conform: “Pour faire partie du « petit noyau », du « petit groupe », du « petit clan » des 
Verdurin, une condition était suffisante mais elle était nécessaire: il fallait adhérer 
tacitement à un credo….” (I, 185). Neither the credo nor the condition that one must 
espouse it is explained plainly to the Verdurin guests—as our narrator reveals the matter 
to us—rather these expectations are communicated discretely through numerous repeated 
acts performed by the hosts and the “habitués” in the know.  Correspondingly, if visitors 
do not observe and adopt the tenet established by the Verdurin authorities, they are 
punished.  To illustrate the extent to which the Verdurin discourse permeates their 
gatherings, I shall review the various modes by which this rhetoric is transmitted. 194 
To begin, Mme Verdurin possesses a well-known repertoire of performances 
intended to exhibit her emotional investment in art as well as her superior comprehension 
of it.  For instance, every time it is suggested that the pianist play a piece of music, “Mme 
Verdurin protestait, non que cette musique lui déplût, mais au contraire, parce qu’elle lui 
causait trop d’impression” (I, 186). She resists because music has such a powerful affect 
                                                
194 René Girard compares the credo of the Verdurin salon to the world of Combray: “C’est la même vision 
circulaire, la même cohésion interne sanctionné par un système de gestes et de paroles rituelles. Le salon 
Verdurin n’est pas un simple lieu de réunion, c’est une manière de voir, de sentir, de juger. Le salon, lui 
aussi, est une ‘culture fermée’” (202). 
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on her, a sign of her astute comprehension of musical composition.  If the piece of music 
in question is Vinteuil’s sonata, then she reacts ever more melodramatically: 
« Ah ! non, non, pas ma sonate ! cria Mme Verdurin, (…). » 
Cette petite scène qui se renouvelait chaque fois que le pianiste allait jouer 
enchantait les amis aussi bien que si elle avait été nouvelle, comme une preuve de 
la séduisante originalité de la « Patronne » et de sa sensibilité musicale. (I, 203)  
Vinteuil’s sonata touches Mme Verdurin so deeply—so she claims—that the 
crying it provokes gives her a head cold and facial neuralgia.  Naturally, she fervently 
reminds everyone of this each time the pianist prepares to play it.  Instead of lamenting 
her physical ailments caused by the music, however, her friends are charmed by this 
display of emotion insofar as it is meant to speak for her profound musical awareness and 
overall brilliance.  It is important to note the evidence of repetition in these passages, and 
thus the irony of the phrase “la séduisante originalité de la ‘Patronne’.” The author’s 
language here explicitly indicates that Mme Verdurin enacts these scenes each and every 
time certain pieces of music are evoked among the “fidèles.”  Yet, the narrator’s accounts 
often pertain to a specific gathering and therefore weave particularities into the 
descriptions of routine behavior.  In this case, Mme Verdurin’s outburst takes place on 
the first evening Swann attends her salon.  As Bersani indicates, this blend of singular 
and habitual details creates a level of discord in the narrative: 
Now it is clearly not true that the narrator gives us only “general characteristics,” 
but there is in his book a tension between his interest in dramatic particularities 
and his interest in general laws of behavior. (Marcel Proust 152) 
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As I shall show, it is precisely in this friction between what the narrator presents as 
reiterated versus unique to one moment that the reader discerns discontinuities in 
characters’ behaviors.  These singular discontinuities attest to both the desire to replay the 
same roles and scenes endlessly in order to project an image of stability and 
completeness, as well as the impossibility of doing just that. 
To return to the evening in question, Mme Verdurin’s guests respond to her 
performance with an equally choreographed reaction to demonstrate their delight for her 
“petite scène.” Her regular guests even boast of the improved qualities of Mme 
Verdurin’s spectacle to those who missed the previous Wednesday night gathering, 
thereby reiterating her reputation as a sentimental amateur de musique (I, 203). In the 
end, the “habitués” tend to compromise, and the pianist agrees to play only the andante, 
which still produces a physical reaction from “la patronne,” a reaction she repeats so 
often that it becomes impressed on her face.  This is where social practice literally 
modifies the body. 
Indeed, Mme Verdurin conveys her passion for music during the recitals through 
silent, yet theatrical facial expressions and gestures, as well.  The narrator first remarks 
the effect of this long-standing habit on her countenance when he meets her years later at 
La Raspelière.  In addition to the typical marks of age, her transformed face evinces the 
number of times she has strained to attenuate her admiration while listening to the most 
renowned musical compositions of the time: 
Même quand on jouait [la petite phrase], elle n’était plus obligée à l’air exténué 
d’admiration qu’elle prenait autrefois, car celui-ci était devenu sa figure. Sous 
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l’action d’innombrables névralgies que la musique de Bach, de Wagner, de 
Vinteuil, de Debussy lui avait occasionnées, le front de Mme Verdurin avait pris 
des proportions énormes, comme les membres qu’un rhumatisme finit par 
déformer. (III, 298)  
The author paints a grotesque caricature of Mme Verdurin that typifies her burlesque 
behavior, which is actually intended to portray her as a connoisseur of music. Deriding 
her zeal for these artists undoubtedly equates, on the part of the narrator, to undermining 
her scheme to be perceived as the most devout music enthusiast. At the very least, Proust 
obstructs this performative discourse by transforming her into a ridiculous parody of her 
own reiterated actions.  Insofar as her face now permanently reflects the emotions she 
intended to display only during instrumental concerts, she can no longer convey her 
passion for these artists as fervently, without undertaking new methods, for her facial 
expressions have lost their significance.  
 These symptoms acquired by her performative practices do not discourage her 
from creating new techniques of communicating her knowledge and love of music to 
those around her.  This is particularly true during the event organized with the help of 
Charlus to feature Morel’s musical talents to both the Verdurin clan and members of the 
faubourg Saint-Germain.  The concert takes place at the Verdurin residence in Paris 
where both “les fidèles” and “des ennuyeux” gather to attend this promotional party for 
Charlus’s young protégé.  “La Patronne” becomes furious when all of the aristocratic 
guests fail to acknowledge her presence and treat Charlus as if he were the host. 
Exasperated by this disregard in her own home, Mme Verdurin resolves to make her 
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superiority known through her majestic and formal attitude toward the music played by 
Morel:  
Mme Verdurin s’assit à part, (…), divinité qui présidait aux solennités musicales, 
déesse du wagnérisme et de la migraine, sorte de Norne presque tragique, évoquée 
par le génie au milieu de ces ennuyeux, devant qui elle allait dédaigner plus 
encore que de coutume d’exprimer des impressions en entendant une musique 
qu’elle connaissait mieux qu’eux. (III, 753)  
On the one hand, the author seems to sympathize with Mme Verdurin’s disdain toward 
this dull crowd of nobles by depicting her as a divinity and comparing her to “Nornes,” 
goddesses of destiny in German and Scandinavian mythology that figure in Wagner’s 
“Gods’ Dusk” and preside over musical ceremonies.195  On the other hand, the author also 
characterizes her as the goddess of migraines, a comment that ridicules the ailments from 
which she apparently suffers because of the excellent music.  Moreover, the narrator just 
revealed that she now applies special ointment to her nose to ward off the head colds 
triggered by weeping during concerts.  Accordingly, it would seem that she could now 
release her emotions without any reservation, except that she refuses to impart her sense 
of the music to the “ennuyeux,” out of disdain for those who do not understand it like she 
does.196   She would like to communicate her contempt for this new class of guests by not 
                                                
195 III, 753, note 2, p. 1750. 
196 “Vous comprenez que je la connais un peu cette musique, et un peu encore ! S’il me fallait exprimer tout 
ce que je ressens, vous n’en auriez pas fini ! » Elle ne le disait pas. Mais sa taille droite et immobile, ses 
yeux sans expression, ses mèches fuyantes, le disaient pour elle. Ils disaient aussi son courage, que les 
musiciens pouvaient y aller, ne pas ménager ses nerfs, qu’elle ne flancherait pas à l’andante, qu’elle ne 
crierait pas à l’allegro” (III, 755). 
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revealing her musical genius, a task that seems slightly problematic in light of her 
permanent facial deformities that she would use for just that.   
However, despite her intention not to broadcast her admiration of the music as she 
usually does, she ultimately reverts back to these performative habits for she has 
inculcated them into her bodily repertoire: 
Mais mes yeux ne rencontrèrent que le visage, ou plutôt que les mains de Mme 
Verdurin, car celui-là était entièrement enfoui dans celles-ci. La Patronne voulait-
elle par cette attitude recueillie montrer qu’elle se considérait comme à l’église, et 
ne trouvait pas cette musique différente de la plus sublime des prières. . . ? (III, 
756). 
The hostess cannot repress the tendency to reveal her fervent appreciation of this 
outstanding musical composition and execution with some type of exaggerated gesture. 
Given her fixed countenance, though, she is now required to hide her face in her hands as 
a sign of her musical piety.  Even though one tactic has become overused, Mme Verdurin 
institutes a new ritual for displaying her esteem and recognition of artistic talent as a 
means to transmit the notion that she is a woman of genius herself.  The narrator 
explicitly clarifies this when he asks if she wants to demonstrate a particular attitude (“La 
patronne voulait-elle. . . ?”).  He, of course, mocks her gestures by suggesting that she 
could just be hiding the fact that she is incredibly tired and is sleeping in her hands, an 
option he ultimately eliminates when he realizes that the snoring he hears is coming from 
Mme Verdurin’s dog (III, 756).  This is yet another comment aimed at deriding her 
ridiculous behavior. In essence, the routines she presents during concerts epitomize her 
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performative discourse seeing that she literally reenacts these scenes with the intention of 
advertising and underscoring her artistic intuition.   
 As mentioned above, in addition to the appreciation of art, only laughter and 
amusement qualify as other approved activities in the Verdurin salon.  Therefore, Mme 
Verdurin’s repertoire also contains a scenario that symbolizes her love of humor and 
mockery; and, once again, these scenes prove to be rigidly choreographed. Every time 
“un habitué” slanders “un ennuyeux” or “un ancien habitué rejeté au camp des ennuyeux” 
the hostess lets out a small shriek, closes her eyes and abruptly buries her face in her 
hands.197  Similar to her reaction to Morel’s music above, Mme Verdurin hides her face in 
her hands when exposed to comedy to give the impression (“elle avait l’air de . . . ”) that 
she must restrain herself for fear of succumbing entirely to her glee.  In both cases, the 
hostess avoids actually laughing or crying by masking her face as a sign that she strives 
to repress her elation.  In fact, Mme Verdurin adopted this new giggling tactic to feign 
laughter after sustaining a jaw accident from laughing too vigorously:  
De ce poste élevé elle participait avec entrain à la conversation des fidèles et 
s’égayait de leurs “fumisteries”, mais depuis l’accident qui était arrivé à sa 
mâchoire, elle avait renoncé à prendre la peine de pouffer effectivement et se 
                                                
197 “Au moindre mot que lâchait un habitué contre un ennuyeux ou contre un ancien habitué rejeté au camp 
des ennuyeux . . . elle poussait un petit cri, fermait entièrement ses yeux d’oiseaux qu’une taie commençait 
à voiler, . . . plongeant sa figure dans ses mains qui la recouvraient et n’en laissaient plus rien voir, elle 
avait l’air de s’efforcer de réprimer, d’anéantir un rire qui, si elle s’y fût abandonnée, l’eût conduite à 
l’évanouissement.  Telle, étourdie par la gaieté des fidèles, ivre de camaraderie, de médisance et 
d’assentiment, Mme Verdurin, juchée sur son perchoir, pareille à un oiseau dont on eût trempé le colifichet 
dans du vin chaud, sanglotait d’amabilité” (I, 202). 
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livrait à la place à une mimique conventionnelle qui signifiait, sans fatigue ni 
risques pour elle, qu’elle riait aux larmes. (I, 202) 
The narrator’s language (“avait renoncé à prendre la peine de pouffer effectivement”, 
“une mimique conventionnelle qui signifiait,” etc.) emphasizes the idea that her act is 
programmed, repeated, and intended to communicate a specific idea, and is not a 
spontaneous laugh.  Moreover, that fact that she has suffered a jaw injury from chuckling 
too enthusiastically suggests that her laughing was forced and significantly exaggerated, 
and compares strikingly to the facial damage she sustains later from another exhausted 
act.  Not only is Proust overtly mocking Mme Verdurin’s grotesque theatrics with these 
stories, but he also forces her to break her habits by injuring her, thus illustrating and 
subverting her performative system all at once. 
These interruptions, however, do not keep her from constructing new symbolic 
acts, intended to communicate certain ideologies, like her taste for disparaging comedy.   
Indeed, the Verdurin’s type of humor corresponds appropriately to their social objectives. 
Without uttering a word, « la patronne » expressly communicates her endorsement and 
enjoyment of insult and ridicule that pervades her salon, highlighting her justification of 
scorn as a complement to camaraderie.  As with any group who wishes to establish its 
superiority over another, derision plays an important role in the Verdurin’s performative 
discourse because it sends a message to everyone present not to admire or compliment 
the assumed adversaries, and certainly not to associate with them.  The Verdurin salon’s 
solidarity is thus founded on a type of exclusionary alliance.  The narrator, on the other 
hand, ostensibly scorns Mme Verdurin’s absurd behavior by constantly comparing her to 
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a bird “juché sur son perchoir.”  Moreover, the extremely hyperbolic gestures (like those 
that lead Mme Verdurin to injure her jaw), absurd remarks (particularly those expressed 
by the Dr. Cottard), and general buffoonery observed in the Verdurin salon recall the 
burlesque theater of Proust’s contemporaries.198  Spectators were not expected to take his 
farcical theater seriously, and, likewise, readers do not perceive the buffoonery of the 
Verdurins as anything but ridiculous. In short, the author subverts the Verdurin’s 
discourse via his narrator using their very own tactics: mockery and derision. 
 Nonetheless, the Verdurins’ performances continue, and they continue to entertain 
readers.  To complement his wife’s laughing routine, M. Verdurin feels compelled to 
construct his own act, an act different from his wife’s but which conveys the same 
message just as clearly: 
Quant à M. Verdurin, il ne marchanda pas sa gaieté, car il avait trouvé depuis peu 
pour la signifier  un symbole autre que celui dont usait sa femme, mais aussi 
simple et aussi clair. À peine avait-il commencé à faire le mouvement de tête et 
d’épaules de quelqu’un qui s’esclaffe qu’aussitôt il se mettait à tousser comme si, 
en riant trop fort, il avait avalé la fumée de sa pipe. Et le gardant toujours au coin 
de sa bouche, il prolongeait indéfiniment le simulacre de suffocation et d’hilarité. 
(I, 258). 
“Le patron” personalizes his giggling scene by incorporating the act of smoking his pipe 
into his performance.  In essence, he produces physical gestures to indicate that he is 
                                                
198 For more on buffoonery and burlesque theater in Proust’s novel, see Patrick Brunel. Le Rire de Proust. 
Mansfield, Lester. Le Comique de Marcel Proust. 
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dying of laughter, and then begins to cough to indicate that he was laughing so hard he 
choked on the pipe smoke.   M. Verdurin can then prolong this simulation as long as he 
deems necessary to produce the appropriate effect.  The husband’s performance differs 
from his wife’s in terms of details, but on the whole, the two practices resemble each 
other very closely.  Primarily, neither Madame nor Monsieur actually laughs during these 
scenes. Instead they both feign laughter and the need to control it by insinuating that they 
are at risk of physical harm: fainting and jaw injuries in the first case, and suffocation in 
the other.   Indeed, the dangerous threat of bodily harm—even if exaggerated and/or 
contrived—underlines the high value placed on hilarity in the Verdurin home.  To 
balance out their absurd physical gestures, the couple very seriously vocalizes certain 
opinions to integrate these ideas as truths into daily conversation. 
 Around the time that M. Verdurin refines his laughing act, M. de Forcheville 
attends a Wednesday night chez les Verdurins for the first time.  Ostensibly, he has some 
noble blood given the particle in his name, but this does not prevent him from embracing 
unequivocally the Verdurin credo. Portrayed as Swann’s competition in the courtship of 
Odette, M. de Forcheville seems to realize the importance of pleasing “le patron” and “la 
patronne” as part of his scheme to win the young woman’s affection.  Correspondingly, 
Mme Verdurin always aims to seduce new guests into joining her clan, even if they have 
ties to “les ennuyeux,” like M. de Forcheville, provided that they do not behave like them 
in her home.  In truth, she is probably more concerned with impressing guests like M. de 
Forcheville in the hope that she might convince them that her gatherings are more 
interesting and enjoyable than those of the “ennuyeux.”  Accordingly, she is delighted to 
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see that M. de Forcheville enjoys their taste for comedy, particularly the painter’s jokes 
(who, we learn later, is Elstir), and makes a point to confirm aloud the quality of his 
humor: “‘Ce qu’il m’amuse quand il s’emballe comme ça’, s’écria, quand il eut terminé, 
Mme Verdurin, ravie que la table fût justement si intéressant le jour où M. de Forcheville 
venait pour la première fois” (I, 251). It could be said that every Wednesday night the 
Verdurins and their regulars put on a new show, and when they are entertaining new 
guests, it is especially important for it to be successful.  We have seen that M. and Mme 
Verdurin have certain roles to fulfill, notably their animated reactions to jokes and music, 
and other “habitués” have particular duties, too.  The pianist plays music, of course, and 
the painter acts as one of the comedians, along with the Dr. Cottard whose comments are 
not always intended to be funny, but are always nonsensical.  In any case, when “la 
patronne” notices that the guests are enjoying themselves, she points out this observation 
as a way of alerting them of their positive experience so that they will return next week 
and replay a similar scene. These remarks represent a discursive scheme to indoctrinate 
the Verdurin principles. 
Additionally, Mme Verdurin advises guests not to socialize with “les ennuyeux.” 
Unlike the jokes made at their expense, she is very serious when she warns the narrator 
against dining at the de Cambremer residence.199  There is no reason for her to concern 
herself with what the narrator does, except that she would like him to become one of her 
                                                
199 “[Mme Verdurin] se dirigea vers moi : ‘J’ai entendu tout à l’heure que M. de Cambremer vous invitait à 
dîner. Moi, vous comprenez, cela m’est égal. Mais dans votre intérêt j’espère bien que vous n’irez pas. 
D’abord c’est infesté d’ennuyeux. Ah ! si vous aimez à dîner avec des comtes et des marquis de province 
que personne ne connaît, vous serez servi à souhait’” (III, 358). 
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“habitués,” and frequenting the de Cambremer does not accord with her demands of her 
guests’ behavior. In fact, to persuade him of her salon’s superiority over others, she acts 
as though this particular evening were a bore and urges him not to judge her gatherings 
based on this one experience, but to come next week, which will be considerably more 
amusing.200  She goes on to explain how not even “des gens du monde qui passaient pour 
être agréables” could compare to her “petit noyau.”  In conjunction with this rhetoric 
meant to sway the narrator of the Verdurins’ potential, “la patronne” uses the example of 
Elstir, a bad “fidèle” who drifted away from “le petit clan,” to illustrate the virtues of her 
social circle: 
“Du jour où il a quitté le petit noyau, ça a été un homme fini. Il paraît que mes 
dîners lui faisaient perdre du temps, que je nuisais au développement de son 
génie, dit-elle sur un ton d’ironie. Comme si la fréquentation d’une femme comme 
moi pouvait ne pas être salutaire à un artiste !” s’écria-t-elle d’un mouvement 
d’orgueil. (III, 334).  
Just as she wishes to be known as the most insightful amateur d’art, Mme Verdurin 
claims her connections and intuition are guaranteed to help her young, blossoming artist 
friends—like Elstir and Morel—advance their careers.   In short, these remarks reflect the 
discourse she publicizes to gain the reputation as presiding over the trendiest salon in 
Paris.  
                                                
200 “Enfin vous verrez que ce sera un de mes mercredis les plus réussis, je ne veux pas avoir de femmes 
embêtantes. Du reste, ne jugez pas par celui de ce soir, il était tout à fait raté. Ne protestez pas, vous n’avez 
pas pu vous ennuyer plus que moi, moi-même je trouvais que c’était assommant. . . . mais j’ai connu des 




Exclusion and Cruelty in ‘Le Petit Clan’ 
The Verdurins employ another, rather harsh tactic as a final means of preserving a 
certain demeanor and allure among their guests: punishment. In chapter 2, we touched on 
the use of sanctions and discipline as tools to compel people to conform to a particular 
discourse, as theorized by Butler and Foucault.201  Punishment is precisely the ultimate 
result for those who do not comply with the inescapable creed of the Verdurin salon: 
“Toute ‘nouvelle recrue’ à qui les Verdurin ne pouvaient pas persuader que les soirées 
des gens qui n’allaient pas chez eux étaient ennuyeuses comme la pluie, se voyait 
immédiatement exclue” (I, 185).  If the Verdurins cannot succeed in manipulating their 
guests to behave as expected and agree with their opinions on important issues such as 
“les ennuyeux,” they are expelled from the group.202  Right around the time M. de 
Forcheville begins attending “les mercredis,” Swann finds himself pushed out of the 
circle for not adhering to the credo.203  Not only does he disclose his distaste for the 
humor that reigns in the Verdurin home, but he also declares that the La Trémoïlle are 
intelligent and charming people! (I, 256). Mme Verdurin, infuriated by this comment, 
cannot contain her indignation:    
                                                
201 “Understood as a phantasmatic effort subject to the logic of iterability, an identification always takes 
place in relation to a law or, more specifically, a prohibition that works through delivering a threat of 
punishment.” (Bodies that Matter, 69).  Foucault, Michel. The History of Sexuality: An Introduction, 
Volume 1. 
202  Girard describes this tactic as a “une ‘fonction éliminatrice’” (202). 
203 “Tandis que Swann, par l’effort douloureux et vain qu’il fit pour sourire, témoigna qu’il jugeait ce 
calembour stupide, Forcheville avait montré à la fois qu’il en goûtait la finesse et qu’il savait vivre, en 
contenant dans de justes limites une gaieté dont la franchise avait charmé Mme Verdurin” (I, 248). 
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Si bien que Mme Verdurin, sentant que par ce seul infidèle elle serait empêchée 
de réaliser l’unité morale du petit noyau, ne put pas s’empêcher dans sa rage 
contre cet obstiné qui ne voyait pas combien ses paroles la faisaient souffrir, de lui 
crier du fond du cœur : « Trouvez-le si vous voulez, mais du moins ne nous le 
dites pas » (I, 256).  
She is afraid that Swann’s “marginal” behavior will destroy the harmony, possibly the 
identity of her salon, and requests that he keep such horrific opinions to himself.  This 
directive to conceal his unacceptable beliefs recalls the recently abandoned U.S. law, 
informally known as “Don’t ask don’t tell,” concerning gays in the military, as well as 
the newly instituted Russian law regarding gays in the general public.  Such reactions to 
unfamiliar points of view denote fear and discrimination: fear that a particular attitude 
will disrupt the current power structures in a given society and consequential 
discrimination to demonize their existence.  In Mme Verdurin’s case, She worries that 
Swann’s compliments of the “ennuyeux” will shatter the identity she has constructed for 
them: her status depends on part on the poor reputation she has attributed to the family; 
hence, the succinct rejection of Swann from the Verdurin functions.   
 In a similar manner, the Verdurins incite Morel to end his relationship with 
Charlus as they view the latter as disturbing the status quo of “le petit noyau.” Surely, 
they do not explain their reasoning in this way to Morel, but frame their argument as if 
they were looking out for his best interests. In reality, though, Mme Verdurin loathes the 
influence Charlus has over Morel and how that power affects the unity of her salon.  This 
frustration stems first from small incidents that interfere with traditional Verdurin habits.  
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For instance, when Morel arrives at La Raspelière with Charlus for the first time, they do 
not take the same train as the rest of “le petit group,” which troubles Mme Verdurin 
because she worries the couple may just drift off entirely from “le petit clan” and fail to 
come at all.204  “La Patronne” could overlook such small annoyances, but she is 
compelled to intervene on the night of Morel’s performance at her Parisian residence.   
As evoked above, Charlus and Mme Verdurin organize this event together, which 
leads to many disagreements about the invitation list.  The narrator reveals to us that the 
hostess views this evening as an opportunity to take advantage of some of her recently 
acquired aristocratic connections to establish a new, nobler “noyau” (III, 742-3). This 
desire, which obviously contradicts her long-standing discourse that members of high-
society are all boring and stuffy, denotes a piece of information that most first-person 
narrator’s would not be able to provide. Although this undisclosed wish comes true, in 
part, by the end of the novel, the narrator’s revelation of this aspiration serves to thwart 
her preceding discursive tactics meant to disparage aristocrats’ prestige in general.  In her 
mind, Charlus’s participation in this evening presents an opportune moment to mingle 
with some of her new acquaintances and meet more “ennuyeux.”  
The baron, of course, does not approve of any of her suggestions and basically 
invites only his preferred representatives of the Parisian aristocracy.  Still hopeful about 
the prospects of making new contacts, and in her own home nonetheless, Mme Verdurin 
                                                
204 “‘Vous n’aurez qu’à vous entendre avec notre petit group pour les trains, vous êtes à deux pas de 
Doncières', dit Mme Verdurin qui détestait qu’on ne vint pas par le même train et aux heures où elle 
envoyait des voitures” (III, 323). 
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turns livid when all of these guests, except the most royal (the queen of Naples), ignore 
her completely.  In addition to not introducing “la patronne” to any of his guests, Charlus 
causes Morel to miss the music rehearsal for this very event.  In short, Charlus’s 
encroaching command of both Morel and her “petit clan” has become unbearable for 
Mme Verdurin: 
Tout éclat de rire furtif d’Odette auprès de Swann l’avait jadis rongée au cœur, 
depuis quelque temps tout aparté entre Morel et le baron ; elle trouvait à ses 
chagrins une consolation, qui était de défaire le bonheur des autres. Elle n’eût pu 
supporter longtemps celui du baron. Voici que cet imprudent précipitait la 
catastrophe en ayant l’air de restreindre la place de la Patronne dans son propre 
petit clan. Déjà elle voyait Morel allant dans le monde, sans elle, sous l’égide du 
baron. (III, 782) 
Just as Swann became a threat to the authority and power wielded by “la Patronne” in her 
social circle, so has the baron.  He may have tried to supplant her in her own home, but 
she will not allow Charlus to eclipse her as the music aficionado who exposes the rest of 
the world to a virtuosos like Morel. Allowing him to do so would ruin the name she 
believes to have created for herself.  She thus plots to sever ties between the two men by 
informing Morel that he is the object of ridicule at the conservatory for associating with 
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Charlus, a man of ill-repute, who will do nothing but ruin his music career.205  This 
conversation humiliates Morel and breaks Charlus’s heart. 
 Indeed, as indicated in the quote above, part of her motivation to intervene in the 
two men’s relationship is to “defaire le bonheur des autres,” in order to relieve her own 
misery.  She hopes to make herself feel better by bringing pain to someone else, a 
practice that seems quite sadistic. Moreover, she aims to offend not only Charlus, that is, 
the main source of her anger, but Charlie as well: “dans la rage dont elle s’enivrait, elle 
cherchait à aggraver encore les blessures qu’elle faisait au malheureux Charlie et à 
venger celles qu’elle-même avait reçues ce soir” (III, 814).  Her intoxicating rage 
provokes her to punish both the baron and the violinist, thereby soothing her own pain 
and restoring her control over the “le petit groupe.”  In fact, in the interest of preserving 
order among “les fidèles,” she has the nerve to suggest that Charlie continue to socialize 
with Charlus, but only in the safety of her own home (III, 816). All in all, Mme 
Verdurin’s behavior depicts a furious desire to remain in command of her “petit groupe,” 
and to punish those who rebuff or ignore her authority as well as the social rites 
governing her salon.  Actually, the habit of disciplining and excluding those who do not 
adopt their traditions has become its own ritual in the Verdurin salon. The fact that this 
custom is coupled with a sadistic predisposition only reinforces the prevalence of this 
                                                
205 “C’est un Monsieur qui a une sale reputation et a eu de vilaines histoires. Je sais que la police l’a à l’oeil 
et c’est du reste ce qui peut lui arriver de plus heureux pour ne pas finir comme tous ses pareils, assasinés 
par les apaches” (III, 814). Referring to his “pareils” in this context, Mme Verdurin seems to be taking 
advantage of contemporary stereotypes of homosexuals as immoral, devious, and even criminal to make 
her own insidious case to Morel. Moreover, associating Charlus with ruffians here adumbrates the later 
scene in which both he and the brothel employees act as if they are dangerous gangsters.  
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temperament and contributes to the construction of the sado-masochistic discourse 
circulating within A la recherche.  Girard argues that, altough Mme Verdurin truthfully 
worships the gods of the Guermantes’ salon, she will do anything to preserve the sanctity 
of her own of ceremonies: 
C’est au salon Guermantes que trônent les véritables dieux de la Patronne. Mais 
celle-ci se ferait tuer plutôt que de leur rendre ouvertement, ou même 
subrepticement, le culte qu’ils réclament.  C’est pourquoi elle accomplit les rites 
de sa fausse religion esthétique avec une passion aussi frénétique que menteuse. 
(205) 
Mme Verdurin’s ruthless treatment of Charlus borders compares almost to a type of 
sacrifice intended to calm the gods and maintain order in her society. 
 Before transitioning to our discussion of “le côté des Guermantes,” I would like to 
point out that the narrator reveals his own sadistic tendencies as a spectator in this scene. 
He actually does not witness the majority of the passage in which M. and Mme Verdurin 
confront Morel with their fabricated argument about why he should terminate his intimate 
relationship with Charlus, because he is with the latter and Brichot. When they all three 
enter the room and interrupt this conversation between Morel and “les patrons,” the 
young musician rejects the Baron’s joyful greeting with harsh insult and disgrace.  The 
narrator then confesses: “Ma seule consolation était de penser que j’allais voir Morel et 
les Verdurin puvérisés par M. de Charlus” (III, 820).  His brutal desire to see the Baron 
respond to these three with severe indignation and wrath proves curious for several 
reasons. First, this remark subtly implies that even though he did not observe the 
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Verdurin couple elaborate their case to Morel, the narrator believes the three deserve to 
be lambasted by Charlus, and also that Charlus should recognize that, too, despite the 
little information either of them has at this point in the story.  Second, “consolation” 
suggests that the narrator also feels scorned and injured for some reason, possibly through 
his sympathy for the Baron, and therefore seeing the others suffer would compensate by 
bringing him pleasure, visual pleasure. In other words, his desired consolation resembles 
that of Mme Verdurin’s who wants to inflict pain on Charlus and Charlie to heal her 
wounds from having been humiliated by “les ennuyeux” in her own home.  Pain 
circulates in this salon as a means of soothing and restoring the self, like a vicious circle 
of cruelty.206  And, finally, the narrator’s words “ma seule consolation était… ” cannot 
help but recall the description of his evening dramas in Combray when “[S]a seule 
consolation, quand [il] montai[t] [se] coucher, était que maman viendrait [l]’embrasser 
…” (I, 13). Having already discussed the pain Marcel causes women in his life, we can 
conclude that, in A la recherche, relief and comfort come at the expense of others’ 
torment and suffering: sadistic rituals that must be performed in order to appease oneself. 
We shall now turn our attention to the Guermanes’ coterie, where insult and mockery 
possess equally significant roles in social interaction. 
 
                                                
206 “Les patrons” exhibit severe cruelty to other “fidèles,” as well, notably Saniette, whom they torment and 
intimidate at La Raspelière (III, 320-330). They then support him financially once they are back in Paris 
and he has lost all of his money to gambling schemes and debt. 
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Pageantry and Parody: The Guermantes’ Way 
 The entire Guermantes circle comprises a larger group of people than the “petit 
clan” because it consists of one of France’s oldest, and therefore farthest-reaching 
families. In addition to those carrying the last name “de Guermantes,” Mme de 
Villeparisis, le Baron de Charlus, Saint-Loup, and many others belong to this age-old 
dynasty.  Moreover, there are many other representatives of old, aristocratic lineages who 
frequent the same salons and gatherings and who follow similar social codes as members 
of the Guermantes family.   While we shall analyze here the discursive practices and 
performative behaviors of the global aristocratic milieu, our examination will center on 
this family in particular, in accordance with the focus of Proust’s narrator.  Furthermore, 
we will scrutinize most meticulously the rites and conduct of the Duke and Duchess de 
Guermantes as the narrator paints them as the emblematic characters of this ancient 
milieu.  
Ironically, the resemblances between the Verdurin salon and the Guermantes 
coterie are astounding, even if both groups would both prefer to believe otherwise. The 
most compelling evidence for this comparison resides in their affinity for laughter, 
especially at the expense of others, and their choreographed behaviors intended to 
communicate a specific dogma.  To be sure, though, the Guermantes do exhibit a degree 
of formality not present in the Verdurin clan, which governs many of their social 
encounters and manners, and often translates as an air of snobbery.  This is notably true 
with regards to their salutations and introductions.  Whereas Mme Verdurin controls 
rigorously the invitations to her “mercredi soirs,” the Guermantes frequent numerous 
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salons and happen upon a much larger number of friends, acquaintances, and strangers, 
meetings that they then regulate on the spot. For example, upon hearing someone’s name 
pronounced, “un Guermantes” would then shoot a steely, cold look at that person to 
inspect whether he is worthy of meeting.  Then, if deemed deserving, the Guermantes 
would then initiate a pompous, elaborate ritual for shaking hands: 
Mais, par exemple, tous les Guermantes, de ceux qui l’étaient vraiment, quand on 
vous présentait à eux, procédaient à une sorte de cérémonie, à peu près comme si 
le fait qu’ils vous eussent tendu la main eût été aussi considérable que s’il s’était 
agi de vous sacrer chevalier. (II, 736)  
“Real” Guermantes can be identified by this grandiose gesture of offering their hand as if 
extending their foil to dub one a knight.  The narrator proceeds to describe every detail of 
this ridiculous handshake to expose the absurdity of this time-honored tradition; for he 
clarifies that the old like the young Guermantes have all been trained to perform this act 
every time they meet someone new.  Many even repeat this pretentious display every 
time they encounter the same person out of inculcated habit, which renders it all the more 
ostentatious.207   
Given the size of the Guermantes family, “même pour ces simples rites, celui du 
salut de presentation par exemple, il existait bien des variétés” (II, 738). Indeed, 
underneath the overarching standards of decorum and demeanor, the most refined of the 
Guermantes sub-groups possess their own version of these stylized rituals that they 
                                                
207 “Certains Guermantes, n’ayant pas le sentiment de la mesure, ou incapables de ne pas se répéter sans 
cesse, exagéraient en recommençant cette cérémonie chaque fois qu’ils vous rencontraient” (II, 736). 
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transmit from one family member to the rest, like family recipes (II, 738). The narrator 
evokes Saint-Loup’s automated and impersonal handshake as an example, describing 
how he and his closely related kin would grasp your hand as soon as they heard your 
name announced, without addressing a glance or a word in your direction.  This aloofness 
underlines the systematic nature of such motions insofar as the actors execute them 
without a second thought. This is just one of many formalized acts that make up the 
spectacular Guermantes pageantry: 
Aussi particularisés que le geste mécanique de Saint-Loup étaient les entrechats 
compliqués de Fierbois, les pas graves et mesurés du prince de Guermantes. Mais 
il est impossible de décrire ici la richesse de cette chorégraphie des Guermantes à 
cause de l’étendue même du corps de ballet. (II, 738)  
As the narrator explains, many different choreographed numbers, like ballet steps, 
compile to compose the Guermantes’ repertoire. In fact, the narrator frequently compares 
the aristocratic circles to performers, and their salons to theaters, but the analogy to 
ballerinas suggests that the Guermantes are more graceful and elegant than the Verdurin 
clan whose members (Mme Verdurin) sustain broken jaws and facial deformations due to 
their excessive theatrics (II, 727).  What is more, differentiating between individual acts 
and the overall presentation of the Guermantes’ way indicates that these constituent parts 
might also function on their own.  That is, each member or sub-group might have their 
own agenda that coheres (or possibly does not) with that of the entire group.  The 
questions to ask, then, concern the objectives of these performances: what does all of this 
pomp and circumstance mean, or what is it intended to convey?  How do individual 
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behaviors affect the overall discourses governing this environment? Which characters 
hold the most sway over others? 
 Above we discussed the combination of pretention and kindness communicated in 
the Princesse de Parme’s indoctrinated behavior distinctly reminiscent of her heritage. 
The Princess certainly socializes with members of the Guermantes family, and we can 
discern a similar blend of arrogance and deference displayed in the generic, yet pompous 
Guermantes handshake.  Certainly, a universal contempt for others, combined with 
egotistical vanity, reigns in the haut monde parisien, which serves to distinguish them 
from the rest of the public, ostensibly placing them on higher ground.  This was 
evidenced by the aristocrats’ disdain and disregard directed at Mme Verdurin and the 
other bourgeois guests on the evening of Morel’s recital.  Yet distinct families bear their 
own signature pride, and the Guermantes clan is known in particular for l’esprit 
Guermantes.  Particularly for the Duchess, the Guermantes spirit differentiates plain old 
intelligence from charming and witty verbal performance: 
…mais c’est que ce que la duchesse plaçait au-dessus de tout, ce n’était pas 
l’intelligence, c’était – forme supérieure selon elle, plus rare, plus exquise, de 
l’intelligence élevée jusqu’à une variété verbale de talent – l’esprit. Et autrefois 
chez les Verdurin, quand Swann jugeait Brichot et Elstir, l’un comme un pédant, 
l’autre comme un mufle, malgré tout le savoir de l’un et tout le génie de l’autre, 
c’était l’infiltration de l’esprit Guermantes qui l’avait fait les classer ainsi. Jamais 
il n’eût osé présenter ni l’un ni l’autre à la duchesse, sentant d’avance de quel air 
elle eût accueilli les tirades de Brichot, les ‘calembredaines’ d’Elstir, l’esprit des 
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Guermantes rangeant les propos prétentieux et prolongés du genre sérieux ou du 
genre farceur dans la plus intolérable imbécillité. (II, 752)  
Indeed, « une variété verbale de talent » refers to one’s ability not only to say clever 
things, but also to deliver them effectively.  The Duchess’s estimation of the brilliance or 
foolishness of one’s comments and comportment has influenced Swann’s attitudes to the 
point of having him expelled from the Verdurin salon for not finding Elstir and Brichot as 
amusing as the rest of the “le petit clan.” The Duchess, for her part, basically acts as the 
judge of what is deemed praiseworthy and spirited in the Guermantes circle because she 
has become the epitome of the Guermantes spirit, having learned early on how to use her 
discordant voice to her advantage: she enchants her aristocratic world with her charming 
quips, just as actresses like Réjane and Jeanne Granier captivate their audiences with their 
extraordinary talent.208   While recognizing the drastic disparity in the value of their 
performances, the narrator nevertheless compares the Duchess’s genius as a spirited 
Guermantes to the other two women’s capacities as professional actresses.  This is neither 
the first nor the last time that he describes Oriane in terms of a thespian, but we shall 
focus more on this theatrical association in the next chapter.  Here the objective is to 
examine what the Duchesse does to occupy the infamous position as the face of “l’esprit 
des Guermantes.” 
                                                
208 « Mais Oriane était tellement plus intelligente, tellement plus riche, surtout tellement plus à la mode que 
ses sœurs ; elle avait si bien, comme princesse des Laumes, fait la pluie et le beau temps auprès du prince 
de Galles, qu’elle avait compris que cette voix discordante c’était un charme, et qu’elle en avait fait, dans 
l’ordre du monde, avec l’audace de l’originalité et du succès, ce que, dans l’ordre du théâtre, une Réjane, 
une Jeanne Granier (sans comparaison du reste naturellement entre la valeur et le talent de ces deux 
artistes) ont fait de la leur, quelque chose d’admirable et de distinctif que peut-être des sœurs Réjane et 
Granier, que personne n’a jamais connues, essayèrent de masquer comme défaut » (II, 785). 
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 The Duchess exercises two practices, which could be described, in short, as 
imitations and repetitions that display her so-called clever qualities and reinforce the 
image of her as the epitome of the Guermantes spirit.  Described in the Guermantes 
milieu as “faire des charges,” the first routine consists of imitating others, focusing 
particularly on others’ manner of speaking and their regional accents. When mimicking 
the Duke de Limoges, for example, the Courvoisiers (an aristocratic family the narrator 
contrasts with the de Guermantes) do not discern the resemblance at all, while the 
Guermantes relatives exclaim: “Dieu qu’Oriane est drolatique ! Le plus fort c’est que 
pendant qu’elle l’imite, elle lui ressemble ! Je crois l’entendre. Oriane, encore un peu 
Limoges !” (II, 752).  Ironically, the Guermantes who applaud her imitation are precisely 
those whom the Duchess deems lacking in Guermantes spirit.  With both this and the 
Courvoisiers’ reaction in mind, the reader is urged to question the caliber of the 
Duchess’s performance when the only ones who praise it might not be the best critics.  
What is more, these same family members, in turn, imitate Oriane: 
… à force d’entendre et de raconter les mots de la duchesse, ils étaient arrivés à 
imiter tant bien que mal sa manière de s’exprimer, de juger, ce que Swann eût 
appelé, comme la duchesse elle-même, sa manière de « rédiger », jusqu'à 
présenter dans leur conversation quelque chose qui pour les Courvoisier paraissait 
affreusement similaire à l'esprit d'Oriane et était traité par eux d'esprit des 
Guermantes. (II, 752-53) 
By reiterating the Duchess’s manner of speaking, what might be considered Oriane’s 
spirit now becomes all of the Guermantes’ spirit insofar as their expressions and attitudes 
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conform to one model.  That is to say that her discursive practices become THE 
discursive practices of an entire group of people. This brings us to the second process, 
mentioned above, by which the Duchess maintains the most control and influence over 
others’ behavior: repetition. 
 The Duchess’s family members and other acquaintances who strive to belong to 
the Guermantes’s circle not only imitate the Duchess’s way of imitating others, but also 
the expressions and witticisms that she has most recently pronounced: 
Ce quart d’heure était occupé tout entier à une sorte d’exposition des mots que la 
duchesse avait eus pendant la semaine et qu’elle-même n’eût certainement pas 
cités, mais que fort habilement le duc, en ayant l’air de la gourmander à propos 
des incidents qui les avaient provoquées, l’amenait comme involontairement à 
redire. (II, 754) 
Indeed, the Duke plays a critical role in the exposition and re-articulation of his wife’s 
most celebrated jokes and puns of the week.  The Duchess is well known for her 
delicious calembours, plays on words that, although they may be less ludicrous and 
incensed than those of Brichot and certainly those of the Docteur Cottard, are not 
impressively humorous or ingenious (II, 755). Consequently, it appears that the 
Guermantes’ way enjoys mocking others and making mediocre, if not absurd jokes as 
much as the “le petit group.”  Regardless, the continuous reiteration of a certain style of 
speaking, of a specific genre of humor, and even the Duchess’s choice in words, institutes 
and obliges a particular Guermantes discourse.  In addition to the Duke, other members 
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of the society enable the Duchess to take center stage and deliver her sermon of the week, 
as it were, by catering to her influential tendencies.209 
 The Duchess, moreover, works to reinforce her society’s opinions of her by 
incessantly portraying herself as a “grande dame.”210  She also takes advantage of her 
position of power to shake up the value system of her local society:  
Les édits successifs et contradictoires par lesquels Mme de Guermantes renversait 
sans cesse l’ordre des valeurs chez les personnes de son milieu ne suffisant plus à 
la distraire, elle cherchait aussi, dans la manière dont elle dirigeait sa propre 
conduite sociale, dont elle rendait compte de ses moindres décisions mondaines, à 
goûter ces émotions artificielles, à obéir à ces devoirs factices qui stimulent la 
sensibilité des assemblées et s’imposent à l’esprit des politiciens. (II, 764) 
Oriane enjoys disturbing the order of her environment; wielding her influence over others 
in this way entertains her, as if life were a game for her. Yet simply overthrowing the 
monotony of her daily affairs does not always suffice to keep her amused, so she seeks 
out artificial emotions and duties to simulate the idea of importance in her life.  Most 
curiously, the narrator suggests that Oriane recognizes these discourses that she 
establishes as fiction, given that she overturns them so easily and frequently, which 
shows her general superficiality.  This calls to mind the fragility of such social structures, 
and the possibility of their downfall, and even suggests the Duchess seeks some change.  
                                                
209 “La princesse d’Épinay, qui aimait sa cousine et savait qu’elle avait un faible pour les compliments, 
s’extasiait sur son chapeau, son ombrelle, son esprit” (II, 755). 
210 “Plus que droite sur sa chaise, elle rejetait noblement sa tête en arrière, car tout en étant toujours grande 
dame, elle jouait un petit peu à la grande dame” (II, 813). 
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In fact, the narrator detects her interest in other classes of people, specifically actresses, 
who tend to be relegated to a lower social caste while still maintaining a degree of social 
status.  Through a combination of voyeuristic moments, moments when the narrator 
observes her on the street, as well as some spying on her through her bedroom window, 
he paints a picture of her playing a maid in front of the mirror (II, 329): 
…je pouvais l’apercevoir devant sa glace, jouant, avec une conviction exempte de 
dédoublement et d’ironie, avec passion, avec mauvaise humeur, avec amour-
propre, comme une reine qui a accepté de représenter une soubrette dans une 
comédie de cour, ce rôle, si inférieur à elle, de femme élégante ; …  (II, 329) 
This interest in other classes and lifestyles compares to the narrator’s and many other 
men’s (Charlus’s, Saint-Loup’s, and Swann’s) own attraction to men and women of 
lower classes.  Despite the authority she holds in her own, aristocratic circle, she seems 
somehow prohibited from mingling with other classes, as the aforementioned men do so 
often.  
I suggested above that women in the novel do not, in general, mix with other 
classes, at least until the very end.  Conversely, they tend to pose as the representative 
face of their respective social circles, and remain somewhat fixed there.  This is certainly 
true of Mme Verdurin, the Duchess de Guermantes, and even Odette to the extent that 
between her departure from the Verdurins and the final matinée at the Prince and Princess 
de Guermantes (that is the former Mme Verdurin), she remains more or less attached to 
her own salon.  In fact, the narrator specifies that upon marrying Swann, her husband 
requested that she exchange only two visits per year with Mme Verdurin, for “bien des 
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raisons” (I, 589).  And, he implies that these visits take place at Mme Swann’s, seemingly 
the only other salon that la patronne visits, and only once or twice a year.211  This is all 
explained in the part of the novel dedicated to discussing Odette’s salon and entitled 
“Autour de Mme Swann,” illustrating that she, like the other women, establishes the 
nature of her social milieu, at the same time that she is isolated from other social groups.  
Mme Verdurin’s refusal to visit other salons stems from a particular type of 
snobbism that privileges only “le petit group,” the members of which would never dare 
establish their own social circle (except in the case of Odette who is separated by 
marriage).  In fact, Mme Verdurin is probably not invited to any other salons other than 
Odette’s. The Duchess, on the other hand, is invited to many salons and gatherings, but 
picks and choses carefully based on her preference for the host and supposed guests, and 
ultimately attends only those given by family members, that is other de Guermantes 
related by blood or marriage.  Odette, prohibited from visiting the Verdurins by Swann, is 
still nonetheless excluded from the salons of the upper class despite her marriage to one 
of them.  In other words, her marriage limits her from socializing anywhere but in her 
home, in the same way that Mme Verdurin prefers to socialize only with her “petit clan.”  
In short, all of these women, whether by choice or by obligation, minimize their social 
exchanges outside of familial venues and close relationships, structures that evoke the 
kinship laws delineated by Lévi-Strauss.212  However, whereas Lévi-Strauss describes the 
                                                
211 “En tout cas les amies de Mme Swann étaient impressionnées de voir chez elle une femme qu’on ne se 
représentait habituellement que dans son propre salon” (I, 591). 
212 Lévi-Strauss, Claude. Les Structures Élémentaires de la Parenté. Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2010. 
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circulation of women as the establishment of social ties among men, Proust’s novel 
describes the circulation of men as the only connection among different social castes, 
until the end of the novel when the hierarchal structure effectively collapses. This 
organization most definitely relates to the common tendency for men to date, and 
sometimes marry, women (and men in Charlus’s case) from below their social class, a 
repeated discourse that serves to break down the class barriers among all of these 
different groups.  In essence, the romantic habits of Proust’s characters disrupt the social 
rituals performed within the different salons and thus contribute to their downfall.  That 
is, they expose the mobile and open nature of these milieux and initiate unrestricted 






5. The Spectacle of the Spectacle: At the Theater with Actresses, Duchesses, and 
Tarts 
 
 In chapter 4, we saw how Proust highlights characters’ tendency to behave in 
specific ways depending on the social context and the social image they aim to uphold. 
These habits, often reiterated over time, represent the perpetual process of identity 
formation, or rather they make clear that identities never actually stabilize, but are 
continuously being rehearsed and restaged.  Not only did this investigation reveal the 
multiplicity of characters’ social facades, but also the theatricality of these façades, often 
likened by the author to actors’ performances.  This is particularly the case of Mme 
Verdurin and the Duchess de Guermantes, both of whom represent the leading role, as it 
were, in their respective social theaters. Proust explicitly evokes the Duchess’s 
resemblance to actresses, as well as her interest in actresses themselves. In fact, I 
concluded chapter 4 with the narrator’s description of the Duchess’s performance of the 
role of a servant in front of her mirror, which suggests a certain interest on her part in the 
identities of the lower classes, particularly those social circles with which actresses are 
associated.  In this chapter, we shall explore the intersections of these various classes in 
order to study characters’ behaviors in environments that encompass a variety of social 
groups.  
 To do so, we shall begin by examining the narrator’s experience at the theater, 
one of the few places where these various circles converge.  A look at Marcel’s two 
viewings of Phèdre will shed light not only on characters’ comportment in the curious 
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atmosphere of the theater, but also on the narrator’s attitude towards artistic performance 
and how it compares to or differs from the social performances discussed in chapter 4.  
Next, it will be necessary to consider select scenes that portray the relationship between 
Saint-Loup and the other famed actress of A la recherche, Rachel. This chapter will 
conclude with a consideration of the final salon scene, frequently referred to as le bal de 
têtes, which illustrates the collapse of the social hierarchy and the reversal of Rachel and 
la Berma’s stardom and will therefore provide critical commentary on the difference 
between performance artists and social performers. This discussion will entail a certain 
blurring of the lines between performance and performativity insofar as the one 
constitutes the other in many of these cases. 
 
Disillusionment and Error at the Theater 
 Early in “Combray,” the narrator discloses his passion for the theater, a passion 
that has developed despite the fact that he has never been to the theater.  This “amour 
platonique” for artistic performance is fueled by his imagination and whatever 
information he can gather about contemporary actresses and plays from promotional 
posters and oral sources, like his uncle qui “connaissait beaucoup [d’actrices] et aussi des 
cocottes [que Marcel] ne distinguai[t] pas nettement des actricesʺ″ (I, 72-74). Equating 
actresses to tarts is common association to that time, particularly in the wake of Zola’s 
Nana, which was published when Proust himself was a nine year-old boy.213 This 
                                                
213 To read more about the association between actresses and prostitutes at this time, see Bernheimer. 
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association is particularly interesting for our purposes as it draws attention to the 
similarities of their jobs : they are both expected to perform for the pleasure of their 
clients or audiences.  The young narrator’s naïveté regarding the stereotypes that liken 
actresses to licentious women extends to his notions about the type of enjoyment the 
theater offers as well as the nature of the viewing experience: 
. . . et je me représentais d’une façon si peu exacte les plaisirs qu’on y goûtait que 
je n’étais pas éloigné de croire que chaque spectateur regardait comme dans un 
stéréoscope un décor qui n’était que pour lui, quoique semblable au millier 
d’autres que regardait, chacun pour soi, le reste de spectateurs. (I, 72) 
The young narrator imagines that everyone in the audience watches a personalized show 
through a device like a stereoscope – an apparatus used for viewing images, much like a 
magic lantern. Whereas the latter projects reflections on a wall or screen for numerous 
spectators to enjoy at once, the stereoscope allows for only one set of eyes at a time to 
view the images reflected within the device, thus rendering the experience more intimate, 
even customized.  This notion about how one perceives a theatrical show, although 
technically false, evokes the personal relationship each member of the audience creates 
with the performance on stage. Similar to the narrator’s description of how each 
individual perceives other characters in his or her own way (discussed in chapters 2 and 
3), Proust uses his narrator’s inexperience to describe a comparable dynamic between 
spectator and play in which each spectator discerns his own version of the play on stage, 
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just as one reads a book in terms of oneself.214  Moreover, the remark about stereoscopes 
makes reference to the narrator’s forthcoming voyeuristic encounters (discussed in 
chapter 3) in which he spies on erotic performances through a peephole or a window, thus 
making him the unique spectator of these shows.  For these reasons, the young narrator is 
not completely wrong to imagine each member of the audience as discerning a unique 
interpretation of the performance on stage because, as I will demonstrate through a close 
analysis of theater scenes in A la recherche, spectatorship is an essential aspect of any 
performance in the same way that perspective shapes readings of intimate and social 
exchanges off of the stage.   
As indicated in the passage quoted above, Marcel cannot yet grasp the type of 
pleasure he might enjoy at the theater.  In fact, he has not yet had the opportunity to go to 
the theater because his doctor has advised his parents not to allow him to go, just as he 
has discouraged them from letting him travel because he worries the excursion will 
aggravate his fragile condition and bring him more pain than pleasure.  Yet, as the 
narrator explains to us, he expects much more than a little pleasure from an outing to see 
La Berma perform in the title role of Phèdre: 
Mais (…) ce que je demandais à cette matinée, c’était tout autre chose qu’un 
plaisir : des vérités appartenant à un mode plus réel que celui où je vivais, et 
                                                
214 “En réalité, chaque lecteur est quand il lit le propre lecteur de soi-même. L’ouvrage de l’écrivain n’est 
qu’une espèce d’instrument optique qu’il offre au lecteur afin de lui permettre de discerner ce que sans ce 
livre il n’eût peut-être pas vu en soi-même” (IV, 489-490). 
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desquelles l’acquisition une fois faite ne pourrait pas m’être enlevée par des 
incidents insignifiants, fussent-ils douloureux à mon corps. (I, 434) 
Marcel’s anticipation to learn truths about a way of life, a way of being that is more real 
than the one that he experiences evokes Michel Foucault’s understanding of the creation 
of sexual discourses, particularly during and just before Proust’s time, as quests for 
knowledge and truth (History of Sexuality, 69). The narrator believes that the theater—a 
realm of choreographed acting and performance—bears truths more significant and real 
than those available in his actual life, a suggestion that almost seems oxymoronic: how 
could an arranged and memorized show divulge truths about authenticity? As John G. 
Linn points out in The Theater in the Fiction of Marcel Proust, Proust elaborates the 
notion that art may be more factual than reality throughout his embellished associations 
between real life and the theater: 
Throughout his fiction, and in essays as well, Proust uses the comparison between 
life and theater to underline the familiar idea that fact may be more false and more 
artificial than fiction, but in A la recherche he carries this idea to less familiar 
extremes. As he develops the idea, he uses a leveling process in which allusions to 
theater involve almost all social ranks and situations, and, with further ironic 
effect, in his metaphors equates them with comic drama or shows them as inferior 
to tragic drama. (59) 
While in some cases, Proust equates his characters (particularly Marcel) with tragic 
figures like Phèdre using a rather serious tone, in many others the narrator mocks his 
contemporaries’ theatricality relegating it to the realm of comedy, as we saw in chapter 
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4.215   Moreover, this association between theatrical performance and the real calls to 
mind the narrator’s description of Mlle Vinteuil wavering between two conflicting roles 
to play opposite her friend in the scene at Montjouvain;216 or Charlus’s contrasting 
personas discussed in chapters 4 and 5. In each of these instances, the author seems to 
imply that a performed act is not necessarily insincere or inauthentic, an issue our 
analysis of theater performances will further elucidate.   
Likewise, the knowledge Marcel trusts he would gain during this presentation of 
Phèdre would remain with him forever, and would be well worth any physical pain he 
might have to endure as a result of this adventure.  His careful weighing of the potential 
pain or pleasure involved in the discovery of “real” truth from attending Phèdre relates to 
our previous considerations of sado-masochistic tendencies prevalent in A la recherche.  
The exchange of pain for pleasure or knowledge seems to benefit most of the characters 
in the text, reinforcing the common adage: “no pain no gain.”   Unfortunately, the 
doctor’s prediction that Marcel will encounter more pain than pleasure if he attends the 
play foreshadows the disappointment he feels when his parents finally give in to their 
son’s pleas and let him go to the play.  This is not to say that Marcel’s estimation of the 
                                                
215 To read more about the numerous similarities and associations between Marcel and Phèdre, particularly 
regarding their objects of desire, see  Richard E. Goodkin. Autour de Racine: Studies in Intertextuality. 
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989; Tudor Ionescu. Marcel Proust et le theater. Cluj-Napoca: 
Éditions Dacia, 1996; John G. Linn. The Theater in the Fiction of Marcel Proust.  
216 “Par une générosité instinctive et une politesse involontaire elle taisait les mots prémédités qu’elle avait 
jugés indispensables à la pleine réalisation de son désir. Et à tous moments au fond d’elle-même une vierge 
timide et suppliante implorait et faisait reculer un soudard fruste et vainqueur” (I, 159). This quote 
describes the two different temperaments battling inside Mlle Vinteuil during the seduction scene at 
Montjouvain.  See chapter 3 for a more detailed discussion of the episode. 
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theater as a place to learn about authenticity and truth is wrong, but rather that he has 
miscalculated how these lessons might be transmitted.  
 On the day of the show, every revelation about the operations and arrangement of 
the theater enthuse the young narrator, until the actress he has been longing to see the 
most—la Berma—actually appears on stage.  For example, having corrected his former 
misconceptions about the use of stereoscopes to view the stage, and knowing that 
everyone in the audience watches the same stage, he then fears it must be difficult for 
everyone to see the performance clearly.  Upon entering the theater, however, Marcel is 
positively amazed to discover the graduated seating that allows every spectator to possess 
an unobstructed view of the show: “. . . or je me rendis compte qu’au contraire, grâce à 
une disposition qui est comme le symbole de toute perception, chacun se sent le centre du 
théâtre. . .” (I, 438).  The narrator describes the theater’s layout as representative of all 
perceptions, a comment that underlines both the importance of spectators’ views as well 
as their uniqueness by implying that all members of the audience will nonetheless have 
their own personal experience, despite the fact that everyone observes the same show.  
More precisely, Marcel thinks the seating design is such that everyone feels they are the 
center of the theater, the focus of the play.  Insinuating that every spectator understands 
the show to be centered on or about himself, Proust seems to compare the viewing 
experience to the reading experience insofar as both spectator and reader construe the 
work of art in terms of themselves.217  This is true for Marcel, who eventually recognizes 
                                                
217 See note 185 above. 
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aspects of himself in the title role of Phèdre, and indeed discerns certain truths about 
human tendencies displayed in the play. Yet, these revelations do not manifest 
themselves until after Marcel has attended his second live performance of Phèdre. 
 Returning to this first production, his appreciation of the experience increases 
when he hears noises behind the curtain, signaling the ensuing commencement of the 
play.  The curtain promptly rises to reveal ordinary props such as a writing desk and a 
chimney, which Marcel presumes to be indicators that regular people would soon enter 
on stage, not actors.  The presence of commonplace objects leads him to believe he must 
be intruding on everyday people’s lives, a thought momentarily confirmed by the arrival 
of two impertinent men in the middle of a loud and heated discussion.  Marcel actually 
believes them to be ordinary, albeit rude men, (given their insolent behavior), until he 
notices the audience’s complete and obedient silence.218 The young narrator’s inability to 
recognize an act being performed on a stage as just that, namely a short, introductory play 
called le lever du rideau, is quite noteworthy (I, 439).  On the one hand, the reader has a 
hard time believing his narrator to be so naïve as to mistake an obviously staged 
performance for a spontaneous event. On the other hand, the narrator’s extreme credulity 
says something about the lack of distinction between performance and reality.  The 
narrator has already expressed his hopes of learning real truths about life at the theater, 
                                                
218 “. . . mais dans le même instant, étonné de voir que le public les entendait sans protester, submergé qu’il 
était par un unanime silence sur lequel vint bientôt clapoter un rire ici, un autre là, je compris que ces 
insolents étaient les acteurs et que la petite pièce, dite lever de rideau, venait de commencer » (I, 439). 
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and now he confounds theater life with real life, further complicating the distinction 
between the two worlds. 
 Marcel’s confusion persists with the beginning of Phèdre, as does his 
enjoyment.219  After le lever du rideau and a long intermission, which thereby leaves the 
audience restless and impatient, the highlight of the evening finally begins with Act II of 
Phèdre.  Searching frantically for la Berma on stage, the narrator mistakes both Ismène 
and Aricie for the title role. Despite this error, the narrator relates his appreciation of the 
two actresses’ renditions on account of their “nobles gestes (…) et aussi des intonations 
ingénieuses, tantôt passionnées, tantôt ironiques, qui [lui] faisaient comprendre la 
signification d’un vers que [il]’avais lu chez [lui] sans apporter assez d’attention à ce 
qu’il voulait dire” (I, 440).  He is able to distinguish inflections in their voices and bodily 
movements that, to him, add value and meaning to Racine’s text, which the narrator had 
never noticed before. When la Berma does finally appear on stage, Marcel is so 
overwhelmed with anticipation he imagines the entire theater and everybody inside it to 
be a vessel intended to absorb the acoustics of her voice.  He strains to discern the 
superior characteristics of her speech and her demeanor but fails to identify the brilliance 
of her acting: 
Mais en même temps, tout mon plaisir avait cessé ; j’avais beau tendre vers la 
Berma mes yeux, mes oreilles, mon esprit, pour ne pas laisser échapper une miette 
des raisons qu’elle me donnerait de l’admirer, je ne parvenais pas à en recueillir 
                                                
219 “Enfin, les derniers moments de mon plaisir furent pendant les premières scenes de Phèdre” (I, 439). 
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une seule. Je ne pouvais même pas, comme pour ses camarades, distinguer dans sa 
diction et dans son jeu des intonations intelligentes, de beaux gestes. Je l’écoutais 
comme j’aurais lu Phèdre, ou comme si Phèdre elle-même avait dit en ce moment 
les choses que j’entendais, sans que le talent de la Berma semblât leur avoir rien 
ajouté. (I, 440)220 
Unlike her fellow performers, la Berma does not enhance Phèdre’s personality with 
elaborate intonations in her voice or dramatic gestures.  In fact, Marcel cannot distinguish 
her performance from the character she is playing; it is as though the veritable Phèdre 
were on stage reciting the lines herself. His difficulty in separating the actress from the 
role she is playing attests to her talent to embody her stage character.  That is to say, la 
Berma appears more genuine than the other actresses, but Marcel does not yet 
comprehend the value of this accomplishment, yet. At this point the reader may wonder 
what, if any, lessons about truth the narrator will succeed in learning at the theater when 
he cannot perceive the main actress’s acting skills. 
 Frustrated with his inability to detect the beauty of her performance, the narrator 
wishes he could immobilize la Berma’s movements as well as her every enunciation.  He 
desires to study her image on stage like a tableau; that is, he approaches her talent from 
                                                
220 Tudor Ionescu argues that Proust’s description of this performance of Phèdre resembles that of a 
symbolist interpretation of Racine’s play, and specifically in the style of Maeterlinck, which had not been 
done before at the time Proust wrote this. (Marcel Proust et le théâtre, 49-50).  The narrator’s 
disappointment in the Duchess de Guermantes’s inability to appreciate Rachel’s interpretation of 
Maeterlinck’s Les Sept Princesses (discussed below) supports this reasoning.  
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the perspective of a visitor in a museum.221  Given that this is his first attendance at a 
theatrical performance, Marcel struggles to grasp the aesthetic appeal of a live act as 
opposed to, say, a painting or a text.222  He then complains that he cannot see well to his 
grandmother (after having just praised the optical advantages of the seating arrangement), 
who thereupon lends him her opera glasses.  The use of this magnifying device, on the 
contrary, poses yet another visual conundrum: 
Seulement, quand on croit à la réalité des choses, user d’un moyen artificiel pour 
se les faire montrer n’équivaut pas tout à fait à se sentir près d’elles. Je pensais 
que ce n’était plus la Berma que je voyais, mais son image dans le verre 
grossissant. (I, 441)  
The narrator questions the legitimacy of using a synthetic aid when he seeks to identify 
truths about reality in the scene, evoking age-old debates about mimesis and 
representations of the real. The amplified image of the actress seems false to him, but 
having removed the glasses, he still questions whether the Berma that he now perceives is 
any more representative of the real person given the distance that separates him from her.  
                                                
221 “Dans une scène où la Berma resta immobile un instant, le bras levé à la hauteur du visage, baignée 
grâce à un artifice d’éclairage dans une lumière verdâtre, devant le décor qui représente la mer, la salle 
éclata en applaudissements, mais déjà l’actrice avait changé de place et le tableau que j’aurais voulu étudier 
n’existait plus” (I, 441). 
222 In one of Proust’s drafts for this passage, the narrator describes the aesthetic value of theatrical 
performance and the type of pleasure one should expect from it: “Or le but de l’artiste théâtral, interprète 
lyrique, dramatique ou comique, musicien, décorateur, danseur, son but dernier, suprême, le plus haut n’est 
pas plus que cette impression fugitive . . .  Ne cherchez pas à aller au-delà du plaisir étonné que la salle 
éblouissante, les costumes bleus, le jardin féerique au fond vous ont donné, ne souffrez pas de ne pas le 
prolonger car c’est cela seulement qu’il a voulu vous communiquer, bientôt l’effet de lumière va changer, 
les costumes bleus seront remplacés par d’autres, son but est atteint s’il vous a donné du ravissement et du 
regret.” (Esquisse III, t. I, p.1001).  In a note corresponding to this esquisse, it is indicated that : “Proust 
songe à la représentation de Shéhérazade donnée à l’Opéra par les Ballets russes, et dont la première eut 
lieu le 4 juin 1910” (I, 1502, note 2, p. 1002). 
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“[L]aquelle des deux Berma était la vraie ?” he asks himself.  The narrator answers his 
own question in the passage mentioned above from Le Temps retrouvé dealing with the 
reader’s role in the interpretation of a text:223  
La reconnaissance en soi-même, par le lecteur, de ce que dit le livre, est la preuve 
de la vérité de celui-ci, et vice versa, au moins dans une certaine mesure, la 
différence entre les deux textes pouvant être souvent imputée non à l’auteur mais 
au lecteur. (…) Mais d’autres particularités (comme l’inversion) peuvent faire que 
le lecteur a besoin de lire d’une certaine façon pour bien lire; l’auteur n’a pas à 
s’en offenser, mais au contraire à laisser la plus grande liberté au lecteur en lui 
disant : “Regardez vous-même si vous voyez mieux avec ce verre-ci, avec celui-
là, avec cet autre.” (IV, 490) 
In this excerpt, the narrator proposes not only that truth lies in the eye of the beholder, but 
also that there are numerous ways to interpret a text. It is at the discretion of the reader, or 
spectator in this case, to determine the best lens through which to view a work of art and 
to discern its truths as they pertain to oneself.  He uses the example of “inversion,” or 
homosexuality as quality that would affect readers’ and spectators’ interpretations of art, 
asserting that, if most literature and drama is written for heterosexual audiences, 
homosexuals have to approach these works of art from other points of view to appreciate 
them well, “pour bien lire.”  This remark proves extremely instructive for readers of 
Proust who endeavor to fix the genders and sexualities of numerous characters in his 
                                                
223 See first part of passage quoted in note 185 above.  
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novel, including those of the narrator.  The ambiguities of Proust’s characters leave a 
variety of interpretations open to the reader and contribute to the overall richness of his 
text. 
Thus, “la vraie” Berma corresponds to the one who speaks to Marcel, the one who 
reveals the truth about himself.  Ostensibly, during his first live performance, he grapples 
with his understanding of true reality and is unable to pinpoint the perspective or optic 
that suits him best.  He suggests that he believes in the reality of the act on stage (“quand 
on croit à la réalité des choses . . .” (I, 441), yet continues to refer to the main character as 
la Berma, not Phèdre, the role she is playing.  Does he want to detect the real la Berma? 
Or Phèdre, the character she is playing? Instead of being lured into accepting the whole 
play as reality, his desire cited above to locate her talent in her gestures and articulations 
implies an inclination to separate la Berma from her character so as to discern the 
dramatic conventions used to promote the audience’s willing suspension of disbelief.   He 
fails, unfortunately, in this endeavor—at least regarding la Berma—and remains 
perplexed about the quality of her performance. 
 In this state of puzzlement, Marcel relies on the other members of the audience to 
guide him through the play. In point of fact, his first sentiment of admiration arises from 
the other spectators’ passionate applause, in which he joins hoping that, through this 
gesture of solidarity, he will see what they see and discern la Berma’s theatrical 
attributes.  Alongside the other spectators, Marcel participates in his own performative 
role, which he hopes will allow him to identify with the other viewers and enjoy the show 
as he suspects they do. While clapping does seem to enhance the way he remembers her 
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performance, it does not improve it enough to counterbalance the disenchantment he feels 
with this event:    
…je partageai avec ivresse le vin grossier de cet enthousiasme populaire. Je n’en 
sentis pas moins, le rideau tombé, un désappointement que ce plaisir que j’avais 
tant désiré n’eût pas été plus grand, mais en même temps le besoin de le 
prolonger, de ne pas quitter pour jamais, en sortant de la salle, cette vie du théâtre 
qui pendant quelques heures avait été la mienne, … (I, 442-43) 
Despite his efforts to subscribe to the general public’s appreciation of the show, Marcel 
leaves the theater quite disappointed that he has not experienced greater pleasure at his 
first live performance.  Nevertheless, he still feels drawn to the theatrical atmosphere of 
the Opéra and is not ready to leave it for he has appropriated it as his own. This initial 
annexation of the theater illustrates a growing tendency in the narrator to embrace the 
individuality of the viewing experience. This also supports the argument that Proust 
emphasizes the importance of the spectator’s role in the execution of the performance and 
likens it to that of a reader. The narrator’s budding inclination for stage life prefigures his 
future understanding of and passion for the theater, which develops at his next visit to the 
Opéra to see Phèdre, and not because the performance has improved, but rather because 
his perspective has matured.224  
 
                                                
224 In addition to his stated admiration of La Berma at the second performance and thereafter, the narrator’s 
appreciation of classical, particularly Racinian theater is evidenced by his tendency to role-play scenes of 
several plays, notably Esther and Phèdre, with his mother and then Albertine. 
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The Spectacle of Society225 
Marcel’s first opportunity to see Phèdre discourages him because he is unable to 
identify, let alone appreciate, the qualities that make up la Berma’s superior acting talent.  
As a result, he returns to the theater this second time with low expectations and no 
agenda. Contrary to the narrator’s first viewing of the play, this performance incites him 
to question the meaning of the actress’s interpretation and proves to be a valuable lesson 
about the aesthetics of artistic performance. On this occasion, the narrator not only 
discovers how to recognize a sublime rendering of one France’s most acclaimed female 
roles, but also examines in detail the behavior of the elite aristocracy. With the who’s 
who of le haut monde on display in their box seats and the poignant performance of 
Marcel’s favorite actress on the actual stage, his eyes can hardly get their fill. The author 
recounts, thus, the twofold experience of attending the theater in Belle Époque Paris from 
his narrator’s panoptic perspective. The motif of the double spectacle is present in other 
nineteenth-century novels, such as Balzac’s Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes and 
Zola’s Nana.  In Proust’s depiction, however, the narrator comments directly on the 
tradition of attending the theater and what it signifies for different members of society: 
that is, who goes to see and who goes to be seen. 
When he arrives at the theater this second time, Marcel’s attention is not entirely 
occupied by thoughts of Racine’s play and the actors on stage, but open to absorbing the 
                                                
225 This subtitle may evoke for some Guy Debord’s La Société du spectacle, whose arguments seem too 
historically and politically grounded, and therefore anachronistic, to evoke in reference to Proust’s text. 
However, the author of A la recherche certainly recognized the move of Western society towards the place 
that Debord criticizes given his narrator’s numerous and mocking mistakes of theater for reality. 
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entire theater experience.  And, in typical Proustian fashion, the narrator provides his 
reader with an all-encompassing account of the event.  To begin, Marcel’s interest is 
sparked by a man who resembles M. de Charlus, but who he surmises to be the Prince of 
Saxony.  Intrigued by his humble and polite disposition, which seemingly conceals a 
regal aristocrat, the narrator’s imagination begins to churn, constructing an entire 
scenario about his underlying identity and his reason for being at the opera.  Marcel even 
admits explicitly to casting this man in a certain role as if he were directing a production 
about his life:    
Je n’avais devant moi qu’un monsieur en habit qui s’éloignait ; mais je faisais 
jouer auprès de lui, comme avec un réflecteur maladroit, et sans réussir à 
l’appliquer exactement sur lui, l’idée qu’il était le prince de Saxe et allait voir la 
duchesse de Guermantes. Et, bien qu’il fût seul, cette idée extérieure à lui, 
impalpable, immense et saccadée comme une projection, semblait le précéder et le 
conduire comme cette Divinité, invisible pour le reste des hommes, qui se tient 
auprès du guerrier grec. (II, 338)226 
This passage makes a clear reference to the magic lantern that projects images of Golo 
and Geneviève de Brabant on the walls of his childhood bedroom, like an evening 
spectacle.  Here, however, Marcel acts as the operator of the projector—or the director of 
the play—and spotlights this character’s pathway, guiding him like the Greek goddess 
Athena.  What is more, in his mental play about the presumed prince of Saxony, the 
                                                
226 This is how the narrator describes the magic lantern’s projection of Golo: “Au pas saccadé de son 
cheval, Golo, …” (I, 9). 
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narrator has him heading not quite into the theater’s box seats, but down a dark and 
humid corridor that leads to “des grottes marines, au royaume mythologique des nymphes 
des eaux” (II, 338). Unlike his first trip to the theater, the narrator promptly embraces his 
role as an engaged spectator long before finding his seat.  Rather than taking a passive 
approach and waiting to be entertained by the actors on stage, he mentally animates the 
spectacle that unfolds all around him, even incorporating other spectators into his own 
fantasized scenario. To counterbalance the Racinian tragedy soon to be performed on 
stage, he casts high society as immortals of the sea.     
 Once in his orchestra seat, the narrator remarks fittingly upon the trend to sell 
such seats to “des snobs ou des curieux” who would like to observe the elite class with 
their own eyes, and for whom an outing to the theater represents their only chance to do 
so (II, 338).  For these viewers, including Marcel, the main performance is not the one on 
stage, but the one in the balcony where members of the aristocracy behave no differently 
than if they were in their own salons:  
Et c’était bien, en effet, un peu de leur vraie vie mondaine habituellement cachée 
qu’on pourrait considérer publiquement, car la princesse de Parme ayant placé 
elle-même parmi ses amis les loges, les balcons et les baignoires, la salle était 
comme un salon où chacun changeait de place, allait s’asseoir ici ou là, près d’une 
amie. (II, 338) 
Framing the theater as the place to obtain a glimpse of high society life further equates 
real life with spectacle, rendering the difference between performing and just being or 
living more ambiguous.  Paradoxically, the narrator transforms “leur vraie vie mondaine” 
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into a spectacle when, in fact, (as discussed in the last chapter), these socialites perform 
their “real life” as if they were actors and actresses.  Moreover, the distinction between 
orchestra seats and balcony seats draws attention to the diversity of the spectators and the 
range of perspectives present at the theater.  Besides, if the general public in the orchestra 
seats comes to the theater to watch la vie mondaine, and the members of this last group 
come to socialize with each other as if they were in a friend’s parlor, one might wonder 
who, if anyone, comes to see the play on stage. The narrator actually addresses this 
question, clarifying that, on the one hand, the lower classes are so in awe of the whole 
experience that they are too distracted and worried about how to act to appreciate the 
evening’s spectacle, a remark that recalls the narrator’s first visit to the theater. “Le haut 
monde,” on the other hand, well accustomed to the luxury and beauty of the theater, 
represents the only group with the “esprit libre” to follow the performance, if only they 
had any “esprit” (II, 339).  Hence, the narrator implies that few spectators make an effort 
to comprehend the significance and merit of the professional performance on stage; and 
even fewer possess the intelligence to succeed in this endeavor. 
 That is not to say, however, that no one is capable of recognizing the worth of the 
evening’s production. Indeed, the narrator would have us believe that, in contrast to his 
first experience, he is now competent in this domain of criticism, for he imparts a deep 
and detailed analysis of the performance of Phèdre, which we shall examine shortly.  
Moreover, despite the elite’s lack of wit, many of them still feign a degree of interest in 
what happens outside their secluded world at the theater. As an illustration, the narrator 
paints a vivid image of them as an assembly of sea gods and goddesses who emerge 
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gradually from the obscurity of their exclusive, aquatic world to watch “le spectacle des 
hommes,” then descend back down into the depths of the ocean at the end of the act (II, 
357). Consequently, the materialization of their figures from the darkness, in concert with 
the opening of the act, mirrors the appearance on stage of the actors and actresses. 
Likewise, when the professional performers withdraw behind the curtain at the end of the 
scene, the royal sea creatures, like a reflection of the stage, recede accordingly into the 
shadows. In this way, Proust depicts a specular view of the Parisian theater in which the 
emergence of silhouettes throughout the balcony and box seats emulates the arrival of 
actors on the stage, thus likening these two groups of performers.   
While the supposed immortals of the le haut monde view the spectacle of mortal 
men below, the narrator and his neighbors in the orchestra seats enjoy simultaneously a 
presentation of society life in person, and possibly the play on stage, as well. Peering up 
at “les yeux limpides et réfléchissantes des déesses des eaux,” the spectators in the 
orchestra would not dream of making eye contact with them or smiling in their direction, 
perceiving themselves as entirely different, and seemingly inferior organisms.227  Yet, 
when the elite class directs its gaze toward them, “les formes des monstres de l’orchestre 
se peignaient dans ces yeux” (II, 340). In spite of the lower classes’ attempt at self-
effacement, their images are reflected in the aristocratic eyes above, suggesting, once 
again, a certain mirror-like resemblance between the “monstres” in the orchestra seats 
                                                
227 “Car les strapontins du ravage, les formes des monstres de l’orchestre se peignaient dans ces yeux 
suivant les seules lois de l’optique et selon leur angle d’incidence comme il arrive pour ces deux parties de 
la réalité extérieure auxquelles, sachant qu’elles ne possèdent pas, si rudimentaire soit-elle, d’âme analogue 
à la nôtre, nous nous jugerions insensés d’adresser un sourire ou un regard” (II, 340). 
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and the sea goddesses in the balcony, not to mention a mutual curiosity.  What is more, 
this reflective effect portrays an almost literal illustration of the theory outlined above 
stating that spectators discover impressions of themselves in theatrical performances, just 
as readers do in literary texts. The aristocracy’s theater routine may not constitute a work 
of art but, inasmuch as the viewers in the orchestra perceive it as a spectacular show, the 
structural relationship functions in the same way. To enrich this metaphor describing the 
balcony as an additional stage inside the theater, Proust delineates each section of the 
theater as if, in addition to the fourth wall separating the real stage from the audience, 
another imaginary wall divides the immortal aristocrats from the other mortal spectators: 
“ . . . après commençaient les fauteuil d’orchestra, le séjour des mortels à jamais séparé 
du sombre et transparent royaume auquel ça et là servaient de frontier, les yeux limpides 
et réfléchissants des déesses d’eaux” (II, 340).  The narrator thus paints a prismatic image 
inside the theater composed of three different reverberating scenes: the stage, the 
orchestra seats, and the box seats, whose characters each seem to be eyeing each other.   
Accordingly, they are all actors and spectators to some extent, whose inquisitive gazes 
are not restricted to the stage. This panoramic depiction of the theater echoes the 
narrator’s remarks during the first show about the theater as representative of all 
perspectives and emphasizes the significance of these different perspectives in the 
formation of perceptions. 
 Focusing his attention for now on the box seats, Marcel describes the balcony 
show, “une scène de la vie familière et spéciale de la princesse dans ses palais de Munich 
et de Paris” (II, 342).  The princess in question is the Princess de Guermantes whose 
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presence at the opera authenticates this inside portrayal of la vie mondaine, complete with 
opulent costumes and choreographed acts.  In effect, an accurate representation of high 
society includes a selection of arranged routines that make up their hollow traditions: 
Je comprenais bien que ce qu’ils faisaient là n’était qu’un jeu, et que pour 
préluder aux actes de leur vie véritable (dont sans doute ce n’est pas ici qu’ils 
vivaient la partie importante) il convenait en vertu de rites ignorés de moi qu’ils 
feignissent d’offrir et de refuser des bonbons, geste dépouillé de sa signification et 
réglé d’avance comme le pas d’une danseuse qui tour à tour s’élève sur sa pointe 
et tourne autour d’une écharpe. (II, 342) 
A visit to the theater may not signify a remarkable event to nobles accustomed to this 
level of grandeur, but once there, they must participate in the rituals attached to their 
milieu, such as this act resembling that of giving and receiving sweets. The implication 
that these ceremonies represent only an overture to “leur vie veritable” indicates that, 
similar to real actors, these upper-class members of society come to the theater to recite 
lines and perform rites as part of a show, but lead different lives after the curtain has been 
lowered.  However, this is not the only time Proust describes aristocrats and their ways of 
interacting in terms of dancers performing a pre-arranged choreography. He uses this 
same metaphor to illustrate their salutation habits outside of the theater, suggesting that, 
regardless of their location, social exchange among aristocrats remains rather pre-
determined and influenced by routine—like actors’ roles on a stage.  As Linn explains 
“The constant equation of social attitudes and behavior with theatrical expression has a 
cumulative effect of making society seem theatrical (sometimes in the pejorative sense) 
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and, . . . comic. This effect is sometimes intensified by those ironic comparisons in which 
things or persons theatrical are made to seem superior to the people discussing them, or to 
the situation to which they refer” (25).  This is certainly the case during in this passage 
where, as we shall soon see, La Berma out performs the aristocrats. 
Besides, Marcel describes the Princess de Guermantes as “une apparition de 
théâtre” when she comes to the front edge of her box seat to watch Acte II of Phèdre, 
suggesting that all manners constitute a form of acting (II, 343). In full view, under the 
theater lights, she no longer resembles a Nereid, but rather “quelque merveilleuse 
tragédienne costumée en Zaïre ou peut-être en Orosmane” (II, 343).  Wrapped in a blue 
and white turban, the princess appears fit to play either the primary female role or the 
primary male role in Voltaire’s tragedy Zaïre (1732).  Proust hints here at the 
performativity of gender, or even the insignificance of gender insofar as he nonchalantly 
links a princess to both a male and a female role from the same eighteenth-century 
play.228  Certainly, the princess would not be the first to play the role of someone of the 
opposite sex, but his association is nonetheless striking, especially since this is not 
Shakespearian England.  Regarding the reference to Zaïre, Sarah Bernhardt revived this 
play in Paris when she played the title role in 1873.  Proust was informed of this event, 
even though too young to have attended the play, and a variation of this passage specifies 
Sarah Bernhardt as the inspiration for the “merveilleuse tragedienne” to whom he 
                                                
228 Men have long been known to interpret female roles, but the reverse is true as well. Namely, one of the 
most prominent plays mentioned in A la recherche, and another work of Racine, Esther, was designed to be 
performed by pupils at the noble girls school “La Maison Royal de Saint-Louis.”  
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compares the princess.229  Bernhardt has also long been considered one of the motivations 
for the character la Berma. With this in mind, the author juxtaposes in this scene the 
dramatic roles of a real actress (Sarah Bernhardt), a fictional actress (la Berma), and a 
fictional character (the Princess de Guermantes).  He develops this parallel later in the 
episode when he directly compares select members of the noblesse to la Berma for their 
exceptional talent.  To understand this forthcoming analogy, however, we first need to 
consider the narrator’s interpretation and opinion of his second viewing of Phèdre.   
 
Interpreting Phèdre and la Noblesse 
To put it briefly, Marcel realizes at this second show that he was not able to 
recognize and grasp la Berma’s genius during his first viewing of the play because he 
was trying to separate her talent from the character she was playing. He actually preferred 
the rendition of certain secondary roles such as Ismène and Aricie because he was able to 
detect the effort these actresses exerted to dramatize their respective parts.  During this 
second viewing, however, Marcel experiences the reverse effect: their conspicuous 
attempts to convey specific emotions displease him, whereas la Berma’s internalization 
of Phèdre’s character fascinates him.230  La Berma’s execution of this role and other roles 
she performs this very same night differentiates her from the other actors for the simple 
                                                
229 See note 3, II, 1551, and variant a II, 1550-1. 
230 “Les intentions entourant comme une bordure majestueuse ou délicate la voix et la mimique d’Aricie, 
d’Ismène, d’Hippolyte, j’avais pu les distinguer ; mais Phèdre se les était intériorisées, et mon esprit n’avait 
pas réussi à arracher à la diction et aux attitudes, à appréhender dans l’avare simplicité de leurs surfaces 




reason that she becomes one with the character she is playing.  In the words of the 
narrator: “Mais ce talent que je cherchais à apercevoir en dehors du rôle, il ne faisait 
qu’un avec lui ” (II, 347).  The character she embodies has little to do with her success; 
rather, it is her ability to incarnate, in a graceful and seamless manner, any given 
character: “C’était bien cela, la noblesse, l’intelligence de la diction. Maintenant je me 
rendais compte des mérites d’une interprétation large, poétique, puissante. . .” (II, 349).  
La Berma’s rendering is powerful and poetic, her elocution smart and witty. In a word, 
her acting epitomizes nobility.  Or, to bring this remark into the global context of the 
evening, the Princess de Guermantes evokes “une merveilleuse tragedienne” and the 
actress La Berma “la noblesse.”  The author emphasizes another reflective element in the 
dynamic of the theater when he describes one female star in terms of the other and vice 
versa.  The dramatic behavior of the Princess calls to mind that of a stage actress, while la 
Berma’s sublime interpretation of Phèdre evokes dignity and grandeur.  This role reversal 
prefigures the narrator’s ultimate perceptions of these characters at the end of the novel, 
where the actress remains dignified and the aristocrats spectacular. 
 Even before the final pages, though, the narrator develops this comparison 
between actresses and noblewomen.  Having arrived at such satisfactory conclusions 
regarding the performance on stage, the narrator turns his attention back to the spectacle 
taking place in the balcony, just in time to witness the arrival of his most admired 
member of high society: the Duchess de Guermantes. Watching her perform the expected 
salutations to each member of the lot, the narrator immediately begins scrutinizing her 
“toilette” and comparing it to that of her cousin, the Princess de Guermantes, having 
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heard that the one often criticizes the other for wearing extravagant costumes. The 
narrator decides that, although these two noble women exhibit two distinctly different 
styles and dispositions, they both stand out from the rest of the aristocratic crowd for their 
exceptional charm and grace.  To express best their superiority over other high society 
women, the narrator spins one of his lengthy, yet clever, metaphors relating the Duchess 
and the Princess to the celebrated actress on stage: 
Comme dans la pièce que l’on était en train de représenter, pour comprendre ce 
que la Berma dégageait de poésie personnelle, on n’avait qu’à confier le rôle 
qu’elle jouait, et qu’elle seule pouvait jouer, à n’importe quelle actrice, le 
spectateur qui eût levé les yeux vers le balcon eût vu, dans deux loges, « un 
arrangement » qu’elle croyait rappeler ceux de la princesse de Guermantes, 
donner simplement à la baronne de Morienval l’air excentrique, prétentieux et mal 
élevé, et un effort à la fois patient et coûteux pour imiter les toilettes et le chic de 
la duchesse de Guermantes, faire seulement ressembler Mme de Cambremer à 
quelque pensionnaire provinciale, montée sur le fil de fer, droite, sèche et pointue, 
un plumet de corbillard verticalement dressé dans les cheveux. (II, 354) 
In a word, Marcel states that in the same way that no other actress can match la Berma’s 
exceptional dramatic talent, no other woman inside the elite circles can imitate the unique 
and classy characters of the Duchess and the Princess de Guermantes.  In addition to 
linking these noble women once again to the most prominent actress of the time, the 
narrator hints at the tendency among women, upper-class women in this case, to emulate 
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their peers, especially the Duchess de Guermantes.231  By drawing attention to the fact 
that many women try to mimic the Duchess and the Princess de Guermantes, Proust 
equates acting in everyday society life to acting on stage.  In both cases, there are those 
actresses who are more adept and convincing (the Duchess, the Princess, and most of all 
la Berma), and those who come off as imitations (the Baroness de Morienval, Madame de 
Cambremer, Aricie and Ismène). For now, the narrator places the duchess in the former 
group, but his opinion of her evolves quickly.  
 After admiring and contemplating the elite show of performers in the balcony, 
Marcel humbly accepts the impossibility of being noticed by his new heartthrob, the 
Duchess de Guermantes.  Although she has seen him once, he deems it quite unlikely that 
she would remember his face, especially since it is lost in the throng of orchestra 
onlookers. Yet, to his welcome surprise, and thanks to laws of refraction, Marcel’s image 
is depicted in the Duchess de Guermantes’ blues eyes, motivating her to make a friendly 
gesture in his direction: 
…car je sentais heureusement mon être dissous au milieu [du public de 
l’orchestre], quand, au moment où en vertu des lois de la réfraction vint sans 
doute se peindre dans le courant impassible des deux yeux bleus la forme confuse 
du protozoaire dépourvu d’existence individuelle que j’étais, (…) la duchesse, de 
déesse devenu femme et me semblant tout d’un coup mille fois plus belle, leva 
vers moi la main gantée de blanc qu’elle tenait appuyée sur le rebord de la loge, 
                                                
231 This is discussed in chapter 4. 
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l’agita en signe d’amitié, mes regards se sentirent croisés par l’incandescence 
involontaire et les feux des yeux de la princesse, laquelle les avait fait entrer à son 
insu en conflagration rien qu’en les bougeant pour chercher à voir à qui sa cousine 
venait de dire bonjour, et celle-ci, qui m’avait reconnu, fit pleuvoir sur moi 
l’averse étincelante et céleste de son sourire. (II, 357-358) 
The narrator alludes yet again to the specular effects of the theater, supporting the notion 
that the opera house symbolizes a type of looking glass through which the images of 
different members of society see their reflections reverberate across the room by means 
of a prismatic effect—like the “kaléidoscope social” of which the narrator speaks in this 
same volume (II, 487). Similar to Marcel, the reader, who finds himself in the novel he is 
reading, Marcel, the spectator, recognizes his silhouette (even if protozoan in character) 
appear in the Duchess’s two blue eyes.  Indeed, this self-recognition takes on a slightly 
more literal form in this episode, conveying all the more forcefully the subjective, even 
narcissistic, nature of spectatorship. After Marcel’s figure intersects the gleam of the 
duchesses’ vision, her cousin, the Princess, casts her regard in the same direction to see 
what she has spotted. The narrator has thereupon shifted from being the director with the 
projector to the man in the spotlight.  The Duchess’s salutation has drawn him into her 
social and theatrical dynamic, and no longer in the role of a spectator or director, but as 
an actor in the show. This crisscrossing of gazes epitomizes the spectacular ambiance of 
the Parisian theater in which all participants eagerly wish to see and be seen.  What is 
more, Marcel perceives his most admired actress come to life when she waves her white-
gloved hand at him.  As he explains it, the act of motioning hello renders her a thousand 
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times more beautiful because it transforms her from a goddess into a real woman.  She is 
no longer an inaccessible and illusory object of desire, but someone with whom he can 
actually communicate. One might say that this gesture, originating high up in the elite 
balcony and directed at our narrator down in the orchestra seats, serves to shatter the 
fourth wall (described above) dividing these two realms of existence, giving the narrator 
reason to believe he might actually interact with what he perceives as an exquisite and 
immortal world, which he will soon do.  
On the whole, this second experience at the theater has taught Marcel how to 
distinguish laudable acting, recognized in la Berma’s performance, from mediocre 
renditions, like those of Aricie or Ismène. This evening reveals his distaste for affected 
behavior overtly redolent of imitation, and his esteem of (what appears to be) natural 
elegance and refined character, which he discerns in the Duchess and Princess de 
Guermantes.  While his assertions regarding Phèdre certainly denote improvements in his 
understanding of performance art, his judgments regarding the aristocracy continue to 
evolve. Allusions to their theatrical inclinations increase, while references to the divine 
aura of the nobility and the classiness of the Duchess and Princess diminish.  La Berma 
and her role in Phèdre, conversely, will continue to evoke truth and authenticity for the 
narrator.  Before assessing the narrator’s conclusions on these topics in an analysis of the 





Rachel: Performing the Object of Desire 
 Next to la Berma, Rachel represents the most prominent professional actress in A 
la recherche, but that is not her only source of income: she is also a prostitute.  In fact, 
Marcel first notices her working at a brothel at which point he nicknames her “Rachel 
quand du seigneur,” after the main character from Fromental Halévy’s opera, La Juive.  
Barring La Berma, this assimilation between performers and kept women is rather 
widespread in A la recherche, particularly among those characters involved in one of the 
prototypical romantic relationships, namely, Marcel and Albertine; Swann and Odette; 
Saint-Loup and Rachel; and Charlus and Morel.  The men listed first in the series above 
all occupy a higher social position then the characters listed second, who are each 
associated with entertainment and performance: Marcel compares Albertine to an actress 
due to her multifarious personality and their shared fondness for reciting lines from 
Racinian plays.  Odette is said to have once been an actress of the type Marcel confuses 
with “des cocottes;”232 Rachel has worked as both a professional prostitute and a 
professional actress; and Morel, the talented musician, engages in sexual business 
exchanges with other men, closely resembling prostitution.  In truth, while some cases are 
more explicit than others, most of these richer men attempt to buy their lower-class lovers 
with such items as clothes, jewelry, and fame.  Concurrently, Dennis Sullivan asserts that 
“[a]ny character desired by another, any character who functions as the object of desire, 
will be cast either literally as an actress or assume this identity metaphorically” (542). 
                                                
232 See above and Bernheimer for more about this association. 
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Albertine is clearly the most notable of Marcel’s objects of desire.  And, insofar as the 
narrator identifies with the other, wealthier men in these romantic equations, Odette, 
Rachel, and Morel are framed as Swann’s, Saint-Loup’s, and Charlus’s objects of desire, 
respectively. In short, Proust equates theatrical entertainment with sexual entertainment 
and erotic pleasure with performance in his text, an association already discussed in 
chapter 3 in reference to the sado-masochistic voyeur scenes.   
 Similarly, given Marcel’s role-playing tendencies with regards to women, 
particularly Albertine, (discussed in chapter 2), performance seems to be the technique 
that allows characters who fall in love in A la recherche to perceive themselves as desired 
by the character they love. The narrator says as much when he describes Saint-Loup’s 
delusions regarding Rachel’s identity and his relationship with her: “Non, cet amour-
propre à vouloir paraître avoir gratuitement les marques apparentes de prédilection de 
celle qu’on aime, c’est simplement un dérivé de l’amour, le besoin de se représenter à 
soi-même et aux autres comme aimé par ce qu’on aime tant ” (II, 461).  That is, Saint-
Loup’s love for Rachel requires that he appear naturally adored by her, a feat that 
requires a certain level of imagination, self-deception, and performance. The narrator 
makes this remark just after the three of them—Rachel, Saint-Loup, and Marcel—have 
crossed paths with two escort girls and their dates who reveal not only that they know 
Rachel, but that their relationship with her corresponds to a different Rachel than the one 
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Saint-Loup has created in his mind.233  The Rachel he sees now, far from the one he has 
constructed, resembles that of a simple tart who knows how to act, and thus give an 
impression that corresponds to Saint-Loup’s desired image of her.  The narrator even 
suggests that Saint-Loup could have her for much cheaper than he is paying.  This 
explains the correlation between prostitutes and actresses, particularly when the character 
desired comes from a lower social class and may covet the other’s wealth and reputation. 
This interpretation of Saint-Loup’s infatuation with Rachel compares strikingly to that of 
Marcel’s with Albertine inasmuch as Marcel projects images on to Albertine, at the same 
time that he realizes that she has multiple personalities and does not behave the same way 
with everyone. What is noteworthy about Rachel and Saint-Loup, however, are the 
circumstances under which Saint-Loup falls for her: at the theater during one of her 
performances. In other words, he is aroused by her stage presence, a conclusion Marcel 
makes during another one of her performances for which both Marcel and Saint-Loup are 
present.  An analysis of this passage not only provides insight into the role-playing games 
that structure couples’ relationships in A la recherche, but also depicts another crumbling 
of the fourth wall dividing spectator and actor. 
 After a rather tense lunch with Saint-Loup and Rachel, during which the latter 
seemed to take some pleasure in making the former jealous, thereby provoking an 
argument and the ensuing resolution, Marcel and Saint-Loup go to see one of Rachel’s 
                                                
233 “Je crois pourtant que, précisément ce matin-là, et probablement pour la seule fois, Robert s’évada un 
instant hors de la femme que, tendresse après tendresse, il avait lentement composée, et aperçut tout d’un 
coup à quelque distance de lui une autre Rachel, un double d’elle, mais absolument différent et qui figurait 




shows.234   Having expanded his experience with and understanding of the theater, the 
narrator now takes an interest in the individual lives of the characters and the shifts they 
must make from their stage role to their habitual personality and vice versa.235 
car j’y sentais germer et s’épanouir pour une heure à la lumière de la rampe (…) 
ces individualités éphémères et vivaces que sont les personnages d’une pièce, 
séduisantes aussi, qu’on aime, qu’on admire, qu’on plaint, qu’on voudrait 
retrouver encore, une fois qu’on a quitté le théâtre, mais qui déjà se sont 
désagrégées en un comédien qui n’a plus la condition qu’il avait dans la pièce, …, 
qui sont retournées en un mot à des éléments qui n’ont plus rien d’elles, à cause 
de leur dissolution, consommée sitôt après la fin du spectacle, et qui fait, comme 
celle d’un être aimé, douter de la réalité du moi et méditer sur le mystère de la 
mort. (II, 470-1) 
This interpretation of the actors’ performance compares the transformation of their 
characters, from the spectator’s perspective, to the loss of a loved one, from the lover’s 
perspective.  Proust, then, constructs an analogy in which the spectator (Saint Loup) is to 
the lover as the actor (Rachel) is to the loved one, supporting the assimilation evoked 
above between the loved one, the actress, and the prostitute: in A la recherche, all of 
                                                
234 “En réalité, ces déjeuners, « choses si gentilles », se passaient toujours fort mal. Car dès que Saint-Loup 
se trouvait  avec sa maîtresse dans un endroit public, il s’imaginait qu’elle regardait tous les hommes 
présents, il devenait sombre, elle s’apercevait de sa mauvaise humeur qu’elle s’amusait peut-être à attiser, 
mais que, plus probablement, par amour-propre-bête, elle ne voulait pas, blessée par son ton, avoir l’air de 
chercher à désarmer ; elle faisait semblant de ne pas détacher ses yeux de tel ou tel homme, et d’ailleurs ce 
n’était pas toujours par pur jeu” (II, 462-463). 
235 “Depuis que les acteurs n’étaient plus exclusivement pour moi les dépositaires, en leur diction et leur 
jeu, d’une vérité artistique, ils m’intéressaient en eux-mêmes. . .” (II, 470). 
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these identities represent paid performers.  The narrator highlights this equivalence by 
comparing the actor’s duty to seduce the spectators like that of the lover to seduce the 
loved.  Concurrently, the parallel between the spectator and the lover recalls the argument 
made in chapter 3 claiming that the narrator’s preferred erotic position is that of the 
voyeur, a figure that combines aspects of the lover and the spectator into one point of 
view.   
As he watches Rachel’s performance on stage, the narrator comes to understand 
how Saint-Loup could have fallen for Rachel, essentially extending his metaphor between 
lover and spectator to Saint-Loup whose attraction to the actress is sparked during one of 
her performances.  In Marcel’s opinion, when gazing much more closely at Rachel’s face, 
“on ne voyait qu’une nébuleuse, une voie lactée de taches de rousseur, de tout petits 
boutons, rien d’autre. À une distance convenable, tout cela cessait d’être visible et, des 
joues effacées, résorbées, se levait, comme un croissant de lune, un nez si fin, si pur, 
qu’on aurait voulu, la posséder auprès de soi, . . .” (II, 472). Distance dissimulates 
Rachel’s blotchy face to the point of rendering her quite attractive, especially her fine 
nose! Performing on stage to a somewhat removed audience, Rachel stimulates a desire 
in Saint-Loup that does not dissipate with the conclusion of the show:  
Les portes d’or du monde des rêves s’étaient refermées sur Rachel avant que 
Saint-Loup l’eût vue sortir du théâtre, de sorte que les taches de rousseur et les 
boutons eurent peu d’importance. Ils lui déplurent cependant, d’autant que, 
n’étant plus seul, il n’avait plus le même pouvoir de rêver qu’au théâtre.  Mais 
elle, bien qu’il ne pût plus l’apercevoir, continuait à régir ses actes comme ces 
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astres qui nous gouvernent par leur attraction, même pendant les heures où ils ne 
sont pas visibles à nos yeux. (II, 473) 
This description of how Rachel comes to occupy Saint-Loup’s dream world, regardless 
of her freckles and pimples, resembles strikingly the passage relating how Marcel’s 
image of Albertine, specifically as it relates to her friendship with Mlle Vinteuil, 
becomes locked inside his heart.236  The main difference between the two excerpts 
concerns the receptacle that encloses the perceptions of these two women, one being the 
world of dreams and the other Marcel’s heart. Both spaces, however, are linked to 
emotions and fancies, not intellect or logic.  Seeing that Saint-Loup’s ability to dream 
has been strictly tied to the theater in this passage, we have yet another juxtaposition of 
love, performance, and imagination, insofar as the lover’s reading of the loved one 
depends on his creativity.  Even though Rachel has left the theater and appears no 
longer in the periphery of Saint-Loup’s vision, and despite his aversion to her facial 
blemishes, his preferred idea of her continues to govern his actions, provoking him to 
pursue this love interest.  This explains not only his attraction to Rachel, but also the 
pleasure he experiences seeing her perform on stage. 
 After this realization, and during what appears to be the intermission, Saint-Loup 
and Marcel go on stage—behind the drawn curtains—to visit Rachel, accomplishing thus 
a physical crossing of the fourth wall. The narrator, nervous about being on a theater 
                                                
236 “Mais les mots: ‘Cette amie, c’est Mlle Vinteuil’ avaient été le Sésame, que j’eusse été incapable de 
trouver moi-même, qui avait fait entrer Albertine dans la profondeur de mon cœur déchiré. Et la porte qui 
s’était refermée sur elle, j’aurais pu chercher pendant cent ans sans savoir comment on pourrait la rouvrir” 
(III, 512).  This passage is discussed in chapter 2. 
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stage for the first time (even though the curtain shields him from the audience) and not 
knowing exactly how he should behave, devises a strategy to excuse any inappropriate 
conduct on his part: 
. . . de cette façon mon attitude, comme je ne savais pas laquelle on devait prendre 
dans ces lieux nouveaux pour moi, serait entièrement accaparé par notre 
conversation et on penserait que j’y étais si absorbé, si distrait, qu’on trouverait 
naturel que je n’eusse pas les expressions de physionomie que j’aurais dû avoir 
dans un endroit où, tout à ce que je disais, je savais à peine que je me trouvais…. 
(II, 473-4) 
By striking up an ardent conversation with Saint-Loup, Marcel hopes any possible 
spectators will think he is so enthralled in this exchange that he does not even realize 
where he is, thus justifying any faux pas he might make unbeknownst to him. This 
reaction to being on stage for the first time raises two interesting points: first, the 
narrator’s anguish in this scene stems once again from unfamiliarity with a place, and 
even a perspective, given that he is at ease on the other side of the curtain, viewing the 
play as a spectator, but not on stage.  Second, he addresses his inexperience and 
uncertainty by feigning interest in something, or, one might even say, by playing dumb.  
Either way, he is performing—exactly what one does on a theater stage. Significantly, 
rather than shrinking in shock and fear and relying on his mother or grandmother for 
comfort, as he did as a child when he found himself in unfamiliar territory, the narrator 
has learned how to simulate a certain type of confidence in his actions and to pretend that 
he is comfortable with the situation.  He has learned how to act. What is more, the 
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conversation he instigates with Saint-Loup regards the latter’s own stylized behavior at 
Doncières when he feigned not to see the narrator.  In other words, this contrived 
conversation leads to the narrator’s comments concerning the facility with which Saint-
Loup transitions from assuming one role to assuming another, skills he acquired long ago 
as part of his social education, but which the narrator struggles to perform right now.237 
 In spite of Saint-Loup’s sophisticated and cultured, aristocratic upbringing, he still 
“misbehaves” in public, particularly in the company of Rachel, as indicated above. Like 
Marcel, Swann, and Charlus, Saint-Loup is a jealous lover who is easily and frequently 
provoked. After numerous eruptions at lunch, he becomes possessive once again on stage 
when he suspects his mistress of ogling a dancer during his rehearsal. He therefore 
requests that she not pay any attention to him, but that just inflames her vocal admiration 
for his physical dexterity, compliments that then encourage the dancer to flaunt his best 
moves: 
…puis pour amuser la jeune femme, comme une chanteuse qui nous fredonne par 
complaisance l’air où nous lui avons dit que nous l’admirions, il se mit a refaire le 
mouvement de ses paumes, en se contrefaisant lui-même avec une finesse de 
pasticheur et une bonne humeur d’enfant. 
                                                
237 “J’avais remarqué à Balbec que, à côté de cette sincérité naïve de son visage dont la peau laissait voir 
par transparence le brusque afflux de certaines émotions, son corps avait été admirablement dressé par 
l’éducation à un certain nombre de dissimulations de bienséance et que, comme un parfait comédien, il 
pouvait dans sa vie de régiment, dans sa vie mondaine, jouer l’un après l’autres des rôles différents ” (II, 




“Oh ! C’est trop gentil, ce coup de s’imiter soi-même, s’écria-t-elle en 
battant des mains. (II, 476) 
The narrator and Rachel describe the dancer’s display of talent as an imitation of himself, 
describing him as a “pasticheur,” a title that, for most readers, evokes the author of A la 
recherche, famous for his literary pastiches.  This curious interpretation of the dancer’s 
demonstration calls attention to the kaleidoscope of performances present in this scene, a 
scene taking place on a theater stage, nonetheless, between a mixture of professional 
performers (Rachel and the dancer), spectators (Saint-Loup and Marcel), and even 
journalists, another group of spectators who, enticed by Saint-Loup’s furious attitude, 
approached to witness the exchange.  Aware of his mistress’s tendency to respond to his 
jealous outbursts with her own antagonistic drama, he warns her not to make a spectacle, 
when in fact, it is his behavior that has attracted an audience.238 This is not to say that 
Rachel is not performing her own act; rather each character has put on his or her own 
mini-show, while highlighting others’ performances as well, indicating that each 
character both performs and observes.  Despite the drawn curtains, enclosing these 
characters on stage, this passage depicts a thorough disregard of the fourth wall inasmuch 
as spectators are actors and actors are spectators, all of whom exhibit an intense 
mindfulness of each other’s performances.  In fact, the conscious presence of spectators 
is quite essential to the success of these performances, as we shall see presently, which 
                                                
238  “Je t’en supplie, mon petit, lui dit Saint-Loup d’une voix désolée, ne te donne pas en spectacle comme 
cela, tu me tues, je te jure que si tu dis un mot de plus, je ne t’accompagne pas à ta loge, et je m’en vais ; 
voyons, ne fais pas la méchante” (II, 476). Rachel’s sadistic disposition will be discussed below. 
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effectively opposes Diderot’s philosophy that actors should perform as if there were no 
audience at all (Brochett, 205-6).  
 It is at this point that Saint-Loup threatens Rachel not to give her a necklace that 
she desires if she proceeds to rouse his jealousy.  Yet, this does not worry Rachel, who 
continues to applaud the dancer’s nimbleness and skill, deliberately flirting with him as 
she does this. 
Et se tournant vers le danseur : 
“Ah ! vraiment il est épatant avec ses mains. Moi qui suis une femme, je ne 
pourrais pas faire ce qu’il fait là.” En se tournant vers lui en lui montrant les traits 
convulsés de Robert : “Regarde, il souffre,” lui dit-elle tout bas, dans l’élan 
momentané d’une cruauté sadique qui n’était d’ailleurs nullement en rapport avec 
ses vrais sentiments d’affection pour Saint-Loup. (II, 477) 
First, talking about the dancer, Rachel intentionally increases her praise to enrage Saint-
Loup. Then, talking to the dancer, ostensibly angering Saint-Loup that much more, she 
calls attention to her lover’s suffering.  According to the narrator, a sadistic impulse 
inspires this gesture, which does not reflect the affection she feels for Saint-Loup.239  Yet, 
if she is anything like Mlle Vinteuil, inflicting pain on someone you love produces the 
most satisfying results.  In any case, recognizing Saint-Loup’s pain does not discourage 
her from making sexual advances toward the dancer, but quite the opposite: “[a]vec une 
                                                
239 This marks the second time the narrator characterizes Rachel as a sadist in this particular passage. In the 
first instance, he compares her mocking of a fellow actress to his aunt and his grandfather’s teasing his 
grandmother in Combray, a passage discussed in terms of its formative influence on the narrator in chapter 
2, particularly as a model of sadistic behavior (II, 471-2). 
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voix facticement mélodieuse et innocente d’ingénue” (II, 478), Rachel compliments his 
feminine features and suggests they get together with one of her girlfriends.  Leo Bersani 
argues that the “scene between Rachel and the dancer raises, in a sinister way, the 
question of playing roles, of a kind of make-believe, as a stimulus to sensual pleasure” 
(Marcel Proust, 68).  The idea of performative desire and seduction through role-playing 
was discussed at length in chapter 3, but it is not clear here whether the dancer or Saint-
Loup’s jealousy excites Rachel more—which suggests a combination of the two.  I would 
add that this particular game evokes the possibility of performing gender roles.  
Certainly, Rachel’s comments imply that she is attracted to women and feminine men, a 
quality that ties her not only to Mlle Vinteuil, but also, and once again, to the other 
characters forming the paradigmatic relationships mentioned above.240  Specifically, the 
author suggests that Rachel, similar to Odette and Albertine, boasts of homosexual 
penchants, whereas Morel, in a same-sex relationship with Charlus, reveals heterosexual 
preferences at times.  Saint-Loup, completely furious at this point, finds a way to direct 
his anger towards one of the journalists, who refuses to put out his cigarette at the 
former’s request.  In short, this passage concludes in a violent debacle in which Saint-
Loup aggresses two different people, and everyone is pushed off stage for the resumption 
of the “real” show.  
                                                
240 I have discussed in both chapters 3 and 4 the existence of prototypic qualities that structure the four main 
couples in Proust’s text, that is: Marcel and Albertine; Swann and Odette; Saint-Loup and Rachel; Charlus 
and Morel.  The repetition of these different attributes functions like a performative discourse that 
establishes certain types of relationships as the norm in Proust. 
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 Before concluding this scene, however, the narrator offers some shrewd insight 
into the nature of Saint-Loup and Rachel’s relationship, which could also characterize the 
exchanges between the other characteristic couples listed above: 
J’avais compris le matin, devant les poiriers en fleurs, l’illusion sur laquelle 
reposait l’amour de Robert pour ‘Rachel quand du seigneur’. Je ne me rendais pas 
moins compte de ce qu’avaient au contraire de réel les souffrances qui naissaient 
de cet amour. (II, 479-80)241 
Even though Saint-Loup’s perception of Rachel seems misleading and delusional to 
Marcel, his emotions and pain are no less real. This is also true of the dramatic role-
playing the narrator witnesses unfold between Rachel and Saint-Loup, in which the one 
often provokes the other.  Although these exchanges appear theatrical and contrived at 
times, that does not diminish the powerful effect they have on the actors and spectators 
involved.  Likewise, the narrator’s associations of the sea at Balbec often color his view 
of Albertine.  Similarly, Swann desires Odette in the context of both Vinteuil’s andante 
and Botticelli’s rendering of Zipporah in the Sistine Chapelle; these fanciful impressions, 
though, do not reduce the intense jealousy all of these men experience with regards to 
their respective object of desire.  In other words, the imagination and imaginary roles 
produce very real effects and consequences.  Are there any identities or perceptions of 
others’ identity that do not stem from some combination of imagination and 
performance?  What does this say about the “real” other than that every individual’s idea 
                                                
241 The “poiriers en fleurs” makes an allusion to the “jeunes filles en fleurs” to whom the narrator is 
attracted in much the same way Saint-Loup desires Rachel. 
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of what is “real” is constituted through continuous successions of performance, 
imagination, and perception—all of which evolve over time? 
 
The final act 
 The first part of this chapter examined the narrator’s first experiences with live 
theater and his subsequent view of the aristocracy as a theatrical performance, and it also 
focused in particular on his comparison of the Duchess and Princess de Guermantes to la 
Berma. Next, we looked at the common tendency to characterize objects of desire in A la 
recherche as both performers and prostitutes, with the emphasis here on Rachel and her 
relationship with Saint-Loup.  We shall now consider the narrator’s depiction of the 
aforementioned women in the final pages of the novel at le bal de têtes. Such an analysis 
will provide insight into the evolution of these characters’ social identities, including the 
narrator’s and society’s dynamic perceptions of them.  Additionally, it will be useful to 
evaluate any transformations that have occurred in the general understanding and 
signification of different social classes and spheres, including the effectiveness of these 
categories. Notably, we shall develop our inquiry into the associations among duchesses, 
actresses and prostitutes—three of the most prominent classifications of women in A la 
recherche—paying particular attention to the portrayal of Oriane, Rachel, la Berma, and 
the new Princess de Guermantes: Mme Verdurin.  
 Clearly, Mme Verdurin’s assumption of the title of “Princess de Guermantes,” 
alongside other noteworthy unions and corresponding name changes, such as Gilberte de 
Saint-Loup, symbolizes the demise of the traditional aristocratic hierarchy and the 
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general confusion of traditional social classes.  Such transpositions of social status signify 
an overt subversion of social tradition, as does the narrator’s mocking of class rituals and 
conventions. However, the aristocracy has yet to disappear entirely, evidenced by the 
mere fact that titles such as “princess” and “duchesse” still carry significance for some, 
even if that significance varies in meaning from person to person.  For instance, the 
Duchess de Guermantes possesses an almost paradoxical sense of her upper-class 
position in society, which differs greatly from others’ impression of her: 
Car la duchesse, consciente depuis trop longtemps d’occuper la première situation 
de Paris (ne se rendant pas compte qu’une telle situation n’existe que dans les 
esprits qui y croient et que beaucoup de nouvelles personnes, si elles ne la 
voyaient nulle part, si elles ne lisaient son nom dans le compte rendu d’aucune 
fête élégante, croiraient qu’elle n’occupait en effet aucune situation), ne voyait 
plus, qu’en visites aussi rares et aussi espacées qu’elle pouvait et dans un 
bâillement, le faubourg Saint-Germain qui, disait-elle, l’ennuyait à mourir, et en 
revanche se passait la fantaisie de déjeuner avec telle ou telle actrice qu’elle 
trouvait délicieuse. (IV, 569) 
On the whole, she views herself as occupying the very top of the hierarchy, leaving no 
other aristocrats in a position comparable or attractive enough for her to pursue their 
company, enticing her to frequent characters from an entirely different realm of the social 
spectrum: the theater.  Namely, Oriane spends most of her time mingling with actresses. 
Ironically, the narrator explains how her physical absence from the more classy social 
circles would effectively nullify her official title and the position with which it is 
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associated.  That is, unless society witnesses her accomplishing the social tasks expected 
of someone of her status, her title holds no meaning, a philosophy that espouses Judith 
Butler’s theory of performative identity: an identity only conveys meaning to the extent 
that it is performed, and Oriane has practically ceased to perform her identity as duchess. 
According to Butler, “an ‘act’ by which a name authorizes or deauthorizes a set of social 
or sexual relations is, of necessity, a repetition” (Bodies 226). In other words, the fact 
that she does not repeatedly execute the acts that authorize her title of Duchess, (and that 
her title authorizes), she may in fact be deauthorizing it by repeatedly associating herself 
with actresses, and thus constituting a wholly different identity. The narrator suggests as 
much when he says that “les nouvelles générations en concluaient que la duchesse de 
Guermantes, malgré son nom, devait être quelque demi-castor qui n’avait jamais été tout 
à fait du gratin” (IV, 571).  Those who are not familiar with her prior habits or history, 
and know her exclusively as someone who socializes with entertainers, perceive her as a 
petty courtesan who somehow made her way into the upper echelons of Parisian 
society.242  Once again, actresses are equated to prostitutes, and now the Duchess is 
linked to both of them, effectively blurring the lines between the upper and lower classes 
and the categories that define them (duchess, actress, prostitute).  More importantly, 
though, this anecdote exhibits the influential power of performative behavior, or 
reiterated acts, to construct social identities.  
                                                
242 “Demi-castor: Courtisane de second ordre, demi-mondaine, femme de mœurs légères, personne de demi-
vertu, femme du monde libérée” (Dictionnaire Vivant de la langue française). 
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 Of particular interest to the Duchess is Rachel, the now famous actress who is 
scheduled to perform an interpretation of Victor Hugo’s and de La Fontaine’s poetry 
during the matinée. This eventual performance recalls an earlier show she presented at 
the home of the Duchess de Guermantes, who only agreed to host this event at the request 
of Saint-Loup, as she was far from welcoming such lowly, unknown actresses into her 
salon at that time in her life (II, 142-3; 520-26). Rachel’s avant-garde performance of 
Maeterlinck’s symbolist play Les Sept Princesses, according to the Duke and Duchess de 
Guermantes, was a royal disaster, exacerbated by the Duchess’s overt criticism of Rachel.  
Although the narrator was not present during Rachel’s performance, he later witnesses 
her lambast the actress’s interpretation at Mme de Villeparisi’s gathering and inwardly 
reproaches the Duchess for not understanding Maeterlinck’s theatrical style.243  Rachel 
also blames Saint-Loup for having organized this event in front of an audience lacking 
any artistic taste or education, and thus incapable of appreciating her cutting-edge 
rendition.  In any case, now that Rachel has basically replaced la Berma as the most 
revered actress, the Duchess embraces the opportunity to socialize with her and attend her 
performances.  Moreover, Oriane, who refuses to treat Gilberte de Saint-Loup as family 
despite her marriage to her now deceased nephew, fervently enjoys receiving his former 
mistress in front of his widow.  For her part, Rachel’s friendship with the Duchess is all 
the more sweet given the humiliation she felt after her presentation of Les Sept 
Princesses.  This experience actually increased the Duchess’s prestige in the eyes of the 
                                                
243  “‘Quelle buse!’ pensais-je, irrité de l’accueil glacial qu’elle m’avait fait. Je trouvais une sorte d’âpre 
satisfaction à constater sa complète incompréhension de Maeterlinck” (II, 526). 
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actress who has furiously endeavored since this embarrassing moment to affiliate herself 
with someone of such foreign, even antagonistic status.  Indeed, the narrator suggests that 
their former enemy status is what appeals to these women and actually works to bring 
them together.    
 After all this time, though, Rachel’s artistic style still flabbergasts the general 
upper-class public who “se sentit gêné, presque choqué de cette exhibition de sentiments. 
Personne ne s’était dit que réciter des vers pouvait être quelque chose comme cela” (IV, 
577).  Before this original approach to reciting poetry, the Princess’s guests are stupefied 
by Rachel’s excessive display of emotion.   What is more, no one knows how to react to 
this bizarre performance, and they all look to their neighbors for direction.244 This 
reaction exemplifies the universal lack of individualism that reigns over this society: they 
are all trained to follow the crowd, to conform to the dominant discourse.  Yet, when they 
are confronted with an unfamiliar representation, such as Rachel’s poetry reading, for 
which there is no prevailing rhetoric, they are speechless, almost motionless.  They are 
unsure of how to behave until someone takes the initiative to establish a discourse, in this 
case the Princess de Guermantes: 
Mais comme c’était chez elle, et que, devenue aussi avare que riche, elle était 
décidée à ne donner que cinq roses à Rachel, elle faisait la claque. Elle provoquait 
l’enthousiasme et faisait la presse en poussant à tous moments des exclamations 
ravies. Là seulement elle se retrouvait Verdurin, car elle avait l’air d’écouter les 
                                                
244 “Tel, en écoutant l’actrice, chacun attendait, la tête baissée et l’œil investigateur, que d’autres prissent 
l’initiative de rire ou de critiquer, ou de pleurer ou d’applaudir » (IV, 577). 
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vers pour son propre plaisir, d’avoir eu l’envie qu’on vînt les lui dire, à elle toute 
seule, et qu’il y eût par hasard là cinq cents personnes, ses amis, à qui elle avait 
permis de venir comme en cachette assister à son propre plaisir. (IV, 578) 
In light of her social position and present role as the hostess, the Princess de Guermantes 
is optimally placed to influence the reaction to and ensuing discussion of Rachel’s 
performance. Not only does she have the social clout to dominate the social discourse, 
but she also has a personal interest to do so: a positive reception of the artist’s 
performance will reflect favorably on her and contribute to her image as an astute and 
informed patron of the arts.  Moreover, the former Mme Verdurin has ample experience 
embodying the role of a devoted and touched connaisseuse de musique from her time as 
“la patronne.”  
 In the interest of promoting her own savvy judgment of Rachel’s talent, the 
Duchess expresses her satisfaction of finally witnessing the public’s appreciation of an 
actress she admired long ago when she invited her to perform at one of her social events.  
She is of course referring to Rachel’s interpretation of Les Sept Princesses, which she and 
her guests brutally mocked, but which she now claims to have praised despite her guests’ 
inability to recognize the value and appeal of such an innovative piece (IV, 589-90).  In 
short, everyone, except the narrator and Gilberte, make a point to compliment the star of 
the moment, including la Berma’s daughter and son-in-law, who abandon the forsaken 
actress during one of her most vulnerable moments to attend this event.   
 La Berma had actually organized a gathering to celebrate this young couple, but 
Rachel’s performance at the Princess de Guermantes’s lured away all of the guests but 
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one, who ultimately leaves the former star’s apartment to attend the le bal de têtes, as do 
la Berma’s daughter and son-in-law. Without any formal invitation, the young couple 
arrives at the Princess de Guermantes’s party and requests to meet the acclaimed actress, 
who grants their wish only after carefully considering the consequences: 
… elle mesura le renversement des situations qui mettaient maintenant les enfants 
de l’illustre Berma à ses pieds. Après avoir narré à tout le monde d’une façon 
plaisante cet incident, elle fit dire au jeune couple d’entrer, ce qu’il fit sans se 
faire prier, ruinant d’un seul coup la situation sociale de la Berma comme il  avait 
détruit sa santé. Rachel l’avait compris, et que son amabilité condescendante 
donnerait dans le monde la réputation, à elle de plus de bonté, au jeune couple de 
plus de bassesse, que n’eût fait son refus. (IV, 591) 
Rachel realizes that by drawing la Berma’s daughter and son-in-law away from their own 
party, she has officially ruined her rival’s social and professional reputation, just as the 
young couple aggravated her health by urging her to continue performing despite her 
physical pain and hardship.  In both cases, money and social status motivate la Berma’s 
daughter and son-in-law to treat her callously.  Accordingly, every character still alive at 
this point in the story can be found at the Princess de Guermantes’s matinée, except la 
Berma.  Proust has separated her from all of the other characters, including his narrator, 
who admits to having been swept away with everyone else to attend the Guermantes’s 
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party.245  Yet, he explicitly disagrees with the overall, if superficial and unfounded, 
opinion dominating the discourse at the Princess’s regarding Rachel’s talent, especially as 
it compares to la Berma’s: 
Mais je me rendais compte que le temps qui passe n’amène pas forcément le 
progrès dans les arts. (…), de même la Berma était, comme on dit, à cent piques 
au-dessus de Rachel, et le temps, en la mettant en vedette en même temps 
qu’Elstir, avait surfait une médiocrité et consacré un génie. (IV, 580-1) 
In the words of John G. Linn: “Berma, be it noted, is still among the ‘tragédiennes,’ 
Rachel among the ‘comédiennes’ (178).  He, rightfully so, relies on this division between 
comedy and tragedy to characterize the stark divisions between those who praise Rachel 
(everyone at the Prince de Guermantes’s except the narrator) and those who recognize the 
enduring superiority of la Berma (the narrator).246 The narrator takes this opportunity to 
call attention to the superficial manners and egotistical behavior governing the social 
atmosphere of A la recherche; for, as indicated above, this last communal gathering 
assembles a range of characters who were once viewed as representing drastically 
different identities and communities, but who are now integrated in a way that 
simultaneously exposes and erases differences among the crowd.  The Duchess, Mme 
Verdurin, and Rachel, for example, once perceived as characteristic of radically divergent 
                                                
245 “Mais bientôt la chasse d’air qui emportait tout vers les Guermantes, et qui m’y avait entraîné moi-
même, fut la plus forte, il [le seul invité] se leva et partit, laissant Phèdre ou la mort, on ne savait trop 
laquelle des deux c’était, achever de manger, avec sa fille et son gendre, les gâteaux funéraires” (IV, 576). 
This is quoted before La Berma’s daughter and son-in-law abandon her as well. 
246 “The “consecrated” genius of Berma appears as the most permanent and valid element in the pattern of 
shifts and reversals, and the work which Marcel would produce is placed on the same plane” (Linn 179-80). 
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spheres and histories, now all participate in the same rhetoric intended to embellish their 
social image—rhetoric that endorses a mediocre actress over a genuine star, in the 
narrator’s opinion.   
La Berma, physically removed from this social event, is also placed morally and 
artistically above the rest for her fidelity to certain standards and disregard of ephemeral 
trends.247  In other words, Proust clearly distinguishes between a veritable artist and those 
who adopt fashionable styles without any understanding of their worth or significance.  
The only other character the narrator praises for her artistic spirit like la Berma is Mlle 
Vinteuil, another character who seemingly has not yet died, but who is not in attendance 
at the matinée.  In fact, Mlle Vinteuil never actually socializes with anyone other than her 
girlfriend and is never noted for having attended any social gatherings. These artists are 
protected from public interaction and social engagement, tasks that demand individuals to 
adapt and transform—like chameleons—each time they enter a new environment.  
Society expects certain behavior from certain people in certain places, a reality that 
explains why the narrator, at the end of the book, is so eager to separate himself from this 
society so that he may write about his experiences, free from outside influence.  That is, 
of course, how Proust managed to write his novel. 
                                                
247 “C’est sans doute un peu à cause de cela qu’elle méprisait [“ces élégances”], vengeance naturelle contre 
ce qui nous fait mal et que nous sommes impuissants à empêcher. Mais c’est aussi parce qu’ayant 
conscience du génie qui était en elle, ayant appris dès son plus jeune âge l’insignifiance de tous ces décrets 
de la mode, elle était quant à elle restée fidèle à la tradition qu’elle avait toujours respectée, dont elle était 
l’incarnation, qui lui faisait juger les choses et les gens comme trente ans auparavant, et par exemple juger 
Rachel non comme l’actrice à la mode qu’elle était aujourd’hui, mais comme la petite grue qu’elle avait 
connue” (IV, 574-5).  
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At the same time, however, the narrator recognizes that rendering the complexity 
of these voluminous characters in his book will demand a lot of time and detail, requiring 
that he borrow approaches from myriad forms of art.248  For each character’s 
representation evolves not only depending on the eyes that perceive it, but also on the 
moment in time in which it is perceived:  
Et même si je n’avais pas le loisir de préparer, chose déjà  bien plus importante, 
les cent masques qu’il convient d’attacher à un même visage, ne fût-ce que selon 
les yeux qui le voient et le sens où ils enlisent les traits, et pour les mêmes yeux 
selon l’espérance ou la crainte, ou au contraire l’amour et l’habitude qui cachent 
pendant trente années les changements de l’âge, (…), si je ne pouvais apporter ces 
changements et bien d’autres (dont la nécessité, si on veut peindre le réel, a pu 
apparaître au cours de ce récit) dans la transcription d’un univers qui était à 
redessiner tout entier, du moins ne manquerais-je pas d’y décrire l’homme comme 
ayant la longueur non de son corps mais de ses années, …. (IV, 622-23) 
Consequently, each character has as many identities as years s/he has lived multiplied by 
the number of pair of eyes that have perceived him or her at any given moment, under 
any given circumstances.  To quote Linn one last time, he argues that “The coup de 
théâtre … consists of the discovery that all the people of his world have been so 
remarkably and unexpectedly altered by Time that they seem more like actors playing 
                                                
248 “Que celui qui pourrait écrire un tel livre serait heureux, pensais-je, quel labeur devant lui ! Pour en 
donner une idée, c’est aux arts les plus élevés et les plus différents qu’il faudrait emprunter des 
comparaisons ; car cet écrivain, qui d’ailleurs pour chaque caractère en ferait apparaître les faces opposées, 
pour montrer son volume, devrait préparer son livre, minutieusement, avec de perpétuels regroupements de 
forces, comme une offensive, …” (IV, 609-10). 
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parts than like the ‘real’ people Marcel remembers…” (216). As we have seen, however, 
the narrator has been comparing these same characters to actors, dancers and performers 
of all types since the beginning of the text.  What, I would argue, is more remarkable for 
the Proustian narrator is that that the characters he viewed as marionettes operating under 
the aegis of social discourses, with little individual authority and character, have aged, 
proving to him that they are in fact real!  In short, to be human is play a part, to act, and 
to change roles.  While his fellow contemporaries’ behavior may often be regulated by 
convention and habit, these conventions and habits change, and every environment has its 
own established rhetoric, which allows one person to espouse a multiplicity of 
personalities throughout one lifetime.  Society, for instance, now spurns la Berma’s 
artistic talent in favor of Rachel’s avant-garde interpretations. The narrator’s opinion of la 
Berma’s artistic expression, alongside that of Vinteuil and Elstir, is the only thing that has 
not changed, in fact.  Art is something that can, at least for a happy few, withstand 
frivolous social trends and the marks of Time, which is why the narrator perceives the 
challenge of capturing the ephemeral potpourri of faces that make up one individual a 











In a 1969 interview with Rosette Lamont, Eugène Ionesco expressed his 
(unfulfilled) desire to adapt certain scenes from A la recherche for the stage. He was 
particularly interested in satirical episodes about death, such as the passage that portrays 
the death of the narrator’s grandmother’s, or the moment when Swann tells the Duchess 
de Guermantes that he is dying and she pretends not to believe him (Lamont and Ionesco 
144-45).  Proust’s text attracts the playwright for its discerning and ironic mises en scène 
that provide an inimitable insight into human interaction. Although Ionesco concedes that 
he has given up on the idea for reasons related to copyright issues, Lamont draws another 
conclusion in a later article:  
L’amalgame qui s’est fait dans l’esprit de Proust entre poésie de théâtre et poésie 
de roman constitue l’aspect le plus moderne de son œuvre, celui qui a dû 
provoquer chez Ionesco ce besoin de dramatiser des scènes de A la recherche, 
projet qui restera sans doute inachevé puisqu’il est évident que ces scènes à faire, 
Proust les avait faites. (Lamont, in Marcel Proust: A Critical Panorama 246) 
Indeed, Proust has already “done” these scenes, that is, he has already presented them in a 
manner fitting for the stage.  As we have seen throughout this study, Proust draws his 
reader’s attention to characters’ role-playing habits through his incisive commentaries 
and rich illustrations. As Genette clarifies, “Proust serait donc en même temps, comme 
encore plus marquée, et donc plus paradoxale, à l’extrême du showing et à l’extrême du 
telling” (Discours 170).  Moreover, this unique style of expression emphasizes the 
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performative nature of human interaction and the daily performances society demands of 
its characters.  
Given these points and the lack of dialogue in A la recherche, a theatrical 
production of Proust’s masterpiece would have to privilege the role of the narrator; for it 
is from his very versatile and shrewd point of view that Proust’s reader explores the 
world of A la recherche.  This is indeed the method Jacques Sereys adopted for his 
theatrical adaptations of the novel.  Since 2005, he, in collaboration with Jean-Luc 
Tardieu as director, has staged two different interpretations of Proust’s text, Du Côté de 
chez Proust and A la recherche du temps Charlus. 249  Both of these performances were 
staged as one-man shows with Sereys playing the single role of the Proustian narrator. 
These plays have not only garnered considerable acclaim, but Sereys also won the prix 
Molière for his performance in Du Côté de chez Proust in 2006.  Although there have 
been other cinematic adaptations and made-for-television series of A la recherche, 
Tardieu and Sereys’s choice of medium and technique speak to the ability of Proust to 
create a vibrant and palpable world for his readers by means of one complex and 
perceptive figure: the narrator. 
These very successful one-man shows stand out for their ability to recreate the 
Proustian world in the same way that the author of A la recherche did: by means of the 
                                                
249 Du côté de chez Proust was first performed at the Théâtre Montparnasse in 2005.  A la recherche du 
temps Charlus was first performed at the Comédie Française, Studio-Théâtre, co-produced with the Théâtre 
de l’Ouest Parisien, Bologne-Billancourt.  Jacques Sereys wrote both of the adaptations and performed 
them, and Jean-Luc Tardieu directed both productions. I had the pleasure of attending both of these 
performances and, as an avid reader and critic of Proust’s work, found the mise en scène superbly 
emblematic of the narrative. 
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privileged narrator.  At some points, Sereys’s character clearly adopts the position of 
spectator of past events that he may or may not have witnessed personally, while at other 
moments he cunningly shifts from playing the observer to participating directly in the 
action.  In all cases, just as the textual narrator, Sereys’s narrator offers insight into all 
happenings that would only be available only to someone who has had both time and 
space to reflect more deeply on the global image of his surroundings.  Brian G. Rogers 
describes this phenomenon thus: 
The advantages of the narrator’s detached position are clear: he remains distinct 
from the events he is narrating, viewing them from a distance which allows him to 
appreciate certain nuances unsuspected by the actors themselves, and embracing 
whole situations, to draw significant conclusions from them, in his impassive 
glance. (124) 
Proust’s narrator not only observes closely and relates in detail characters’ behavior, but 
also delves into the psychological, historical, social, and political factors motivating such 
behaviors as well as their consequences.  This type of removed viewpoint allows the 
narrator to recognize the economics of overarching social discourses and how they 
govern characters’ performances. Yet, by drawing his reader’s attention to the very power 
of social rhetoric and the often-ridiculed behavior it inspires, Proust mocks these very 
systems and the actors that participate in them. In this way, just as he “illustrates his 
chronic disregard for conventional fictional consideration” (Rogers 131), he subtly 
criticizes the outdated social hierarchies and stereotypes regarding race, class, gender, 
and sexuality that they transmit. 
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 What is more, by painting such a vivid and nuanced picture of many characters 
and their surroundings, the author of A la recherche reveals the complexity of characters 
and their relationships with others.  He furnishes his reader with perspectives from a 
multitude of characters, moments in time, and emotional and physical spaces, which 
highlight the transient and relative nature of identities and dispositions.  Through this 
multi-facetted approach, the narrator illustrates the tendency to perform different 
identities in different contexts and for different reasons.  He is then able to detect the 
intricacies and idiosyncrasies in characters’ personalities that do not conform to 
conventional discourse and traditional dogmas.  Likewise, despite the numerous 
techniques and slippages in narration that permit Proust’s narrator to possess this quasi-
omniscient perspective, it remains just that: quasi-omniscient.  Proust refrains from 
providing his narrator with all of the answers, so-to-speak; that is, he maintains a certain 
obscurity around some characters, namely Albertine, the one character the narrator would 
like most to understand and to know.  His refusal to paint a complete picture represents 
the impossibility of characterizing all aspects of human behavior and desire using fixed 
categories and vocabularies.  Even when he does attempt to define characters and confine 
them to certain classes and groups, he almost always ends up contradicting himself: 
myriad characters end up transgressing the figurative boundaries in which they have been 
situated.  Even the physical divisions he makes with regards to the “two ways” come 
together in the end, a metaphor for the fluidity of identity and perception.   
 The unknowability of Albertine not only fuels the narrator’s imagination, but also 
stimulates critics’ inquiries into the nature of both her gender and sexuality as well as 
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those of the narrator.  The beauty of Proust’s text, which is also what renders it so relative 
and pertinent today, is that Albertine (and thus Marcel) still does not correspond to a 
preconditioned category, and never can.  The narrator will therefore remain the 
quintessential voyeur who looks to the other to perform his pleasure, even if it remains 
indefinable.   In fact, from this position of spectator/voyeur, the narrator embraces the 
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